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This is a summary of Chapters I through VI of the Final
Statement (FEIS) for the Bitterroot
National Forest.
I.

Environmental

Impact

PURPOSEAND NEED

The Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) documents the analysis,
and discloses
of the preferred
alternative
and other
the signlfxant
envIronmenta
effects,
alternatives
for the future management of land and resources of the Bitterroot
The preferred
alternative
1s the basx for the Forest Land and
National Forest.
Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) whxh 1s described in a separate document. The Forest Plan wrll guide management of the Forest for the next 10 to 15
years unless condltlons
or demands significantly
change (36 CFR 219.10).
The
analysis in the EIS projects
outputs and effects
for up to 150 years, to xndlcate the long-term
implications
of continuing
an alternatzve
for management.
the Plan IS only valid until it 1s
While long-range effects have been estimated,
revised,
commlttlng the Forest to a course of actlon no longer than 15 years.
This analysis and the Forest Plan are designed to: ensure multxple use; provxde
a sustained yield of goods and servwes from the Forest; maximize long-term net
public
benefits;
and address public
issues and management concerns in an
environmentally
sound manner. Net publx benefits
are the overall
value to the
Nation of all outputs and posltlve
effects
(benefits),
less all associated
Forest Inputs and negative effects
(costs) of produclng priced
and nonpriced
outputs from NatIonal Forest lands.
Development of this
EIS followed
dxrection
from the Forest
and Rangeland
Renewable Resources Planning Act (RPA), NatIonal Forest Management Act (NFMA),
National
Environmental
Polrcy Act (NEPA). and implementing
regulations
of NFMA
(36 CFR 219) and NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508).
A.

Planning

Area

The Forest encompasses 1,577,883 acres of NatIonal Forest land located in west
central
Montana and east central
Idaho.
It contains
the headwaters of the
BItterroot
Rrver In Montana and portlons
of the Selway and Salmon Rivers in
Idaho.
The Forest is located in two mountazn ranges surrounding
the Bztterroot
Valley--the
Sapphire Mountains on the east, and the BItterroot
Mountains on the
west.
Seventy-one percent of the Forest is in Ravalli County, Montana: 29 percent LS
in Idaho County, Idaho; and less than 1 percent 1s in Mxssoula County, Montana.
The Forest Supervisor's
Offxe is in HamIlton, Montana.
Portlons
of three wildernesses
and two wild and scenic rivers
cover about 47
The Blue Joint
and part of the Sapphire Montana
percent
of the Forest.
Wilderness Study Act (MWSA) areas are on the Forest.
B.

Issues,

Concerns.

and Opportunities

In 1980, SIX major publw issues were rdentrfied
from comments by individuals,
and agencies who participated
in public xwolvement
activities
organizations,
Addltlonal
public Involvement was initiated
xn 1983 to
for the Forest Plan.
aid in the xwentory
and evaluatxon of 405,000 acres of roadless land.

Comments received on the Draft EIS and Forest Plan were related to the six major
Issue stateissue statements developed at the start of the planning process.
ments are still
relevant
and little
modlfxation
was necessary; however, public
comments and Forest Service reviews did serve to reinforce
or clarify
specific
concerns associated with each UXW~ statement.

II.

1.

What timber harvest level can be sustained and how much should
offered and sold in the planning period (next 10 to 15 years)?

2.

To what extent should
agement activities?

3.

How should
populations?

4.

How can watersheds
soil productivity,

5.

How should undeveloped

6.

What management should be recommended for
Sapphire wilderness
study areas?

Forest

vxsual

lands

quality

considerations

be managed to sustain

influence
wzldllfe

be
man-

and fish

be managed to maintain or enhance water quality,
and desirable
streamflow?
(roadless)

areas be managed?
the

Blue

Joint

and

ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives
were developed to respond to public Issues, management concerns,
opportunities,
cost efficiency,
Public and other
and net public
benefits.
agency comments, end Forest Servxe
review. following
release of the Draft EIS
end Forest Plan resulted in the modification
of the Proposed Action (Alternative
E) into the Preferred
Alternative
(E2).
A.

Rsnge of Alternatives

Once the issues,
concerns,
and opportunxties
were identlfled,
information
was
needed to determine the Forest's
capability
to respond to the issues.
This was
done by analyzing
resource data, economics information,
and environmental
and
legal constraints,
to establish
a basxs for the range of alternatives.
Resource supply potentials
were determxned by establlshlng
mlnxmum and maximum
productIon levels called benchmarks, using the FORPLANcomputer model. Laws and
regulations
that require measures to prevent signzflcsnt
Impairment of the productxw.ty of the land were Identified
as constraints,
reducing the supply potenteal of alternatlves.
The range of alternatIves
Included a market alternative
which emphasized timber, livestock
forage, and mineral production on lands outside existing
wilderness.
A low market alternative
emphasized wilderness,
recreation.
wildlife,
fish habltat,
water quality,
and scenery.
The other alternatlves provide varying degrees of response to the mayor issues.
B.

Description

of Alternatives

Each alternative
would provide
Ten alternatives
were considered
xn detail.
various levels of timber harvest,
road construction,
fish habitat,
elk habltat,
wilderness,
roadless
recreation,
llvestock
grazmg,
mxnerals,
and other activities.
Alternatives
vary by the intensity
of management prescribed and the
Summary

Summary-2

has an objective
of maxiland area asslgned to various uses. Each alternative
Alternatives
prescribe
mizlng present net value to assure cost efficiency.
different
resource management actlvlties
for MWSA areas, but the wilderness
potential
~111 be msintalned under all alternatIves
pending final
resolution
by
Table S-l at the end of this section
compares the response of
Congress.
alternatives
to major Issues and management concerns.
It has the most extensive
road system,
Alternative
A emphasizes timber outputs.
Visual
enhancing opportunities
for roaded recreation
and mineral exploration.
No new wilderness is recommended.
quality
IS at the minImum level.
Practically
all tentatxvely
suitable
timberland ~111 be managed for timber proTimber volume for the fxst
decade 1s nearly double the historic
sold
ductlon.
About 25 percent of the inventorled
roadless area would be developed in
level.
of wildllfe
and fish are maintained,
but
the first
decade. Viable populations
on less than optimum habitat.
Present net value 1s the highest of any alternative,
but returns
in the first
decade do not recover costs by a wide margln.
There is a high potential
for
below-cost
timber sales.
The estimated budget IS 49 percent above the current
level.
This IS the only alternative
that meets RPA targets for both timber and
livestock
forage.
Alternative
B emphasizes timber outputs but responds to wilderness,
visual
and elk and fish habitat
issues that can be achieved with the least
quality,
The extensive road system enhances opportunltles
for
effect on market outputs.
roaded recreation.
A moderate level of visual quality
is malntained
in the
foreground
viewed from major travel
corndors.
Canyon mouths adjoining
the
Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness are recommended for wilderness.
These have very
high wilderness attrlbutes,
would compliment the exlstlng
wilderness
and enhance
its manageabxllty.
Most tentatively
suitable
timberland
would be managed for timber production.
Timber volume for the first
decade is about 70 percent above the historic
sold
level.
About 20 percent of the inventoried
roadless area would be developed m
the first
decade.
Near optimal habitat
for elk is maintaIned
on heavily used
winter range, and for fish along major streams.
Present net value IS high, but returns
do not
There is a high potential
for below-cost
decade.
budget is 49 percent above the current level.

recover
costs
timber sales.

in the first
The estimated

Alternative
C provides
a mzx of resource outputs
emphasizing
timber,
but
responding to wilderness,
roadless,
visual quality,
and elk and fish habitat
~~.ues that can be achieved with mlnimal effect
on market outputs.
Roadless
recreation
1s enhanced by designating
high elevation
land having
diverse
wildlife,
geology, lakes, and other attractions
for roadscenery, vegetation,
A moderate level of visual
quality
1s maintained
m the
less management.
foreground viewed from primary and some secondary travel corridors.
Wilderness
recommendations include those identified
III AlternatIve
B, plus additions
to the
Frank Church-River
of No Return and Anaconda-Pintler
Wildernesses
having high
wilderness attributes.

Summary

Summary-3

About 90 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland would be managed for
Timber volume for the first
decade is
about 65 percent
timber production.
About
10
percent of the inventoried
above the average historic
sold level.
for
roadless area would be developed in the first
decade. Near optimal habitat
elk is maintained on most winter range, and for fish along most larger fishery
streams.
decade.
Present net value is high, but returns do not recover costs in the first
There is a moderate potential
for below-cost timber sales.
The estimated budget
IS 47 percent above the current level.
There is no Alternative

D

Alternative
E provides
a mix of market and nonmarket outputs with substantial
resolution
of roadless,
wilderness,
elk and fish habitat,
visual
quality
and
Roadless recreation
and elk security are enhanced by designating
timber issues.
widely dispersed
areas having diverse scenery, vegetation,
wildlife,
geology,
lakes, and other attractions
for roadless management. A high level of visual
quality
is maintained
in the foreground
and middleground viewed from primary
travel corridors.
Canyon mouths adjoining
the S&way-Bitterroot
Wilderness and
the Blue Joint drainage are recommended for wilderness.
These have very high
would compliment existing
wilderness
and enhance its
wilderness
attributes,
manageability.
About 75 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timber production.
Timber volume for the first
average historx
sold level.
About 15 percent
would be developed in the first
decade. Near
tained on most winter range, and for fish along

timberland would be managed for
decade is 20 percent above the
of the inventoried
roadless area
optimal habitat for elk is mainall fishery streams.

Present net value is moderate, but returns do not recover costs in the first
decade. There IS a high potential
for below-cost timber sales.
The estimated
budget is 37 percent above the current level.
Alternative
El, which
of Alternative
E. It
lodgepole pine, on the
epidemic levels.
All
Alternative
E.

departs from nondeclinrng
timber flow, is a modification
provides for accelerated road development and harvest of
premise that mountain pine beetle infestataon
will reach
other objectlves
and constraints
are the same as for

Timber volume for the first
decade is about 45 percent above the average historic sold level.
About 20 percent
of the inventoried
roadless area would be
developed in the first
decade.
Fisheries
would be placed at substantial
risk
due to sediment produced by accelerated
road construction
and timber harvest.
Present net
inefficient
costs by a
The
sales.

value is moderate, but significantly
reduced by a preponderance of
timber sales in early decades.
First decade returns do not recover
There is a very high potential
for below-cost
timber
wide margin.
estimated budget is 63 percent above the current level.

Alternative
E2 (Preferred
Alternative)
provides a mix of market and nonmarket
It is a modification
of Alternative
E, but has a more economically
outputs.
efficient
level of timber production
in line with declining
budgets, and better
and elk habitat
issues.
fish,
It has a moderate
resolves
water quality,
visual
quality
and
timber
issues.
resolution
of roadless,
wilderness,
Summary
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Roadless recreation
and elk security
are maintaned
by designating
widely dispersed areas having diverse scenery, vegetation,
wildlife,
geology, lakes, and
other attractions
for roadless management. A high level of visual quality
1s
maintained in the foreground and middleground viewed from primary travel
corridors,
and immediate foreground adjacent to the larger streams.
Canyon mouths
adjoining
the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness
and the Blue Joint
drainage
are
recommended for wilderness.
These have very high wilderness
attributes.
would
compliment existing wilderness and enhance its manageability.
About 65 percent of the tentatively
suitable
land base would be managed for
timber production.
Timber volume for the first
decade is about 100 percent of
the average historic
sold level.
Less than 5 percent of the inventoried
roadless area would be developed in the first
decade. Near optimal habitat
for elk
1s maintained on all winter range, and for fish along all fishery
and nonfishery
streams.
Present net value is moderate.
First decade returns more nearly balance costs
than for any other alternative.
The potential
for below-cost
timber sales is
low. The estimated budget is 14 percent above the current level.
Alternative
F (Current
Program) continues
the current
program and provides
resource outputs consistent
with current budget constraints.
This is the "no
action" alternative
required by the National Environmental
Policy Act.
Management direction
is provided by land management plans (Unit Plans) completed in
the mid-1970's,
as modified by Congressionally
designated wilderness
study areas
(P.L. 95-150, November 1, 1977), wilderness
legislation
(P.L. 96-312, July 23,
1980). and RARE II (FEIS. January, 1979).
It provides a mix of market and nonmarket outputs,
and is responsive to issues that predate the current
planning
process.
Roadless recreation
is enhanced by designating
widely dispersed
areas having
diverse scenery, vegetatzon,
wildlife,
geology, lakes and other attractions
for
roadless management. A high level of visual quality
is maintained
in the foreground and middleground viewed from primary travel
corridors.
Canyon mouths
adjoining
the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness
are recommended for wilderness.
These have very high wilderness attributes,
would compliment existing
wilderness
and enhance its manageability.
About 75 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland
is managed for timber
production.
Timber volume for the first
decade is about 10 percent above the
historic
sold level.
About 10 percent of the inventoried
roadless area would be
developed in the first
decade. Near optimal habitat
for elk is maintained
on
most winter range, and for fish along maJor streams.
Present net value is moderate, but returns do not recover costs in the first
for below-cost timber sales.
The estimated
decade. There is a high potential
budget is 22 percent above the current level.
Alternative
G provides a mix of uses and outputs that address all major issues
but emphasize nonmarket resources.
It achieves a high resolution
of wilderness,
and
moderate
resolution
of
roadless,
fish
elk habitat and visu‘al quality issues,
habitat and timber issues.

Summary
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Roadless recreation
and elk security
are enhanced by designating
widely dispersed areas having diverse
scenery, vegetation,
wildlife,
geology, and other
IS mainattractions
for roadless management. A high level of visual quality
tained in the foreground
and middleground
viewed from primary and secondary
Areas having high to very high wilderness
attributes
are
travel
corridors.
designated for wilderness:
canyon mouths adjoining
the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderof the Blue
of the Stony Mountain roadless area, and portions
ness, portions
Joint and Sapphire Montana Wilderness Study Act areas.
About 80 percent of the tentatively
suitable
Timber volume for the first
timber production.
average historic
sold level.
About 10 percent
Near
would be developed in the first
decade.
tained on all winter range, and for fish along

timberland
would be managed for
decade is 15 percent above the
of the inventoried
roadless area
optimal habitat
for elk is mainfishery streams.

Present net value is moderate, but returns do not recover costs in the first
decade.
The potential
for below-cost
sales in the first
decade is moderate.
The estimated budget 1s 35 percent above the current level.
Alternative
H generally
limits
market outputs to currently
roaded land.
Wilderness is recommended for most roadless area.
On roaded land, this alternative
responds to visual quality
and elk and fish habitat issues that can be achieved
with minimal effect
on market outputs.
A moderate level of visual quality
is
maintained in the foreground
viewed from maJor travel corridors.
Areas having
moderate to high wilderness
attributes
are recommended for wilderness.
About 65 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland
IS managed for timber
production.
Timber volume for the first
decade is about 90 percent of the
historic
sold volume.
Less than 5 percent of the inventoried
roadless area
would be developed
in the first
decade.
Near optimal habitat
for elk is
maintained on heavily used wxnter range, and for fish along major streams.
Present net value is moderate, but returns do not recover costs in the first
decade.
There is low potential
for below-cost
timber sales.
The estimated
budget is 22 percent above the current level.
There is no Alternative

I

Alternative
J emphasizes nonmarket values, especially
wilderness,
visual qualiand fish habitat,
and water quality.
Market opportunities
are
ty* wildlife
provided where consistent
with these objectives.
Roadless recreation
and elk
security
are enhanced by wilderness
rqcommendations.
A very high level of
visual quahty
is maintamed
on all land mewed from primary and secondary
Practically
all roadless area is designated for wilderness.
travel corridors.
About 55 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland
would be managed for
with no riparisn
area in the suitable
base.
Timber volume
timber production,
for the first
decade is 60 percent of the average historic
sold level.
No
Optimal habitat for elk and fish
inventoried
roadless area would be developed.
is maintained.
Present net value is low; returns do not recover costs in the first
decade. The
potential
for below-cost
timber sales is low. The estimated budget is 18 percent below the current level.
Summary
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C.

Economic Efficiency

of Alternatives

In determining
the most economically
efficient
alternative,
the Forest Service
uses an estimate of present net value (PNV), which is the difference
between
In calculating
PNV, a dollar value is
discounted benefits and discounted costs.
Some of these, such as timber,
are determined in
assigned to various outputs.
Others, such as recreation,
the marketplace
and produce a revenue.
are assigned values derived through research and generally
do not produce a revenue.
And some resources, such as a scenx view, have no basis from which to estimate
Therefore,
PNV cannot be the only criteria
used in selecting
the
a value.
Forest Plan.
The criteria
used as called maxlmizatlon
of net public benefits,
which includes both the net value of resources that produce revenue and consideration of those that do not.
Table S-2 displays each alternative
arranged in order of decreasing
PNV. It
also shows estimated outputs for some of the priced and nonpriced
resources
related to the major issues.
Detailed discussion
of the calculation
of PNV is
found in Appendix B of the Environmental
Impact Statement.
Following
is a
discussion
of the reasons for PNV variations
and first
decade effxiency
for
alternative
comparison.
Alternative
A has the highest PNV, and with Alternative
B would be the second
most expensive to implement.
PNV is 58 nullion
dollars
less than the maximum
PNV benchmark.
The reduction
is primarily
due to: scheduling
a high level of
timber harvest =n the first
decade, and continuing
that level on land that does
not become efficient
for timber production
until
later
decades when timber
values are expected to be higher;
dispersal
of timber harvest
to achieve a
minimum visual quality
objective;
and Increasing
recreation
management from a
minimum to moderate level.
Harvest is scheduled on 97 percent of the tentatively suitable tlmberland.
AlternatIve
B has the second highest PNV, and with Alternative
A would be the
second most expensive to Implement.
The 5 million
dollar
reduction
in PNV
between Alternatives
A and B 1s' primarily
due to Increasing
the visual
quality
objective
adjacent to major travel
corridors
to a moderate level,
and maintaining optimal cover/forage
relationships
on the most heavily used elk winter
Timber harvest is scheduled on 97 percent of the tentatively
suitable
range.
timberland.
Alternative
C has the third highest PNV, and would be the fourth most expensive
to implement.
The 18 million
dollar reduction
an PNV between B and C 1s primarlly due to reducing the suitable
timber base to 88 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland.
The reductaon an timber benefits
1s somewhat offset
by
elrmsnatlng
the high costs of providing
access to isolated
pockets and stringers
of timberland.
Increasing
the area managed for optimal cover/forage
ratios
on
elk winter range also causes a reduction in PNV.
Alternative
H and Alternative
F have the fourth highest
PNV. Alternative
H
would be much less expensive to implement than AlternatIves
A. B or C since development is confined to currently
roaded land.
The 22 million
dollar
reduction
in PNV between C and H is primarily
due to reducing the suitable
timber base to
62 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland.
Most of the Inventoried
in timber benefits
is
roadless area 1s not in the suitable
base. The reduction
partially
offset by limiting
the area managed for optimal cover/forage
ratios
to
the most heavily used portion of elk winter range.
Summary
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Alternative
F and AlternatIve
H have the fourth highest PNV, and a moderate cost
AlternatIve
F has a potentially
higher PNV due to assigning
of lmplementatx3n.
77 percent of the tentatively
suitable
land to the sultable
base, and reducing
the level of recreatxon
management. This 1s offset by the higher costs BSSOCIhellcopter
removal of txmber from
ated with optimxzlng
elk winter
habitat,
unroaded big-game security
areas, and achievement of a high level of visual
quality
adJacent to mayor travel and recreation
corridors.
Alternative
E2 has the sixth highest PNV, and with Alternative
J IS the least
There IS a 5 mIllIon
dollar drop m PNV between Alternacostly to x@ement.
tlves F and E2, even though E2 has a potentially
higher PNV because it schedules
txmber harvest at an efflclent
level and reduces the need for helicopter
removal of txnber.
These savzngs are more than offset by the higher costs associated with maintaining
fish habitat
and water quality,
Increased visual qua1lt.y
adJacent to secondary travel
and recreation
corridors,
management of only 66
percent
of the tentatively
suitable
timberland
for timber production,
and
=ncreasxng the trail
restoration
program to a moderate level.
Alternative
E has a two million
dollar
lower PNV than Alternative
E2, and a
substantially
higher cost of implementation.
Alternative
E has a potentially
higher PNV because 76 percent of the tentatively
suitable
land would be managed
for timber production,
and there are fewer constraints
to protect riparlan
habltat, water qualxty,
and visual quality.
These savings are offset
by the high
costs associated
with scheduling
timber harvest on land that does not become
efficient
for timber production
until
later
decades, when predicted
timber
values are higher.
Alternative
G has the third lowest PNV, and would be the sixth most expensive to
Implement.
The 5 mlllion
dollar reduction between Alternatives
E and G 1s primanly
due to xxreaslng
visual quality
ObJeCtives to the inventoried
level, and
increasing
the recreation
program to a high level.
Timber harvest is scheduled
on 79 percent of the tentatively
suitable
tlmberland.
Alternative
El has the second lowest PNV, and the highest cost of implementation.
The 6 mLlhon dollar
reduction
between G and El is due to maximizing
timber harvest in the fwst
decade, on land that does not become efficient
for
timber production
until
later
decades.
A potential
increase
in PNV due to
lowered visual quality
ObJectIves and recreation
program is more than offset by
the very high costs associated w1t.h the first
decade tlmbe9program.
AlternatIve
3 has the lowest PNV. With AlternatIve
E2. It has the lowest cost
of Implementation.
The 23 mllllon
dollar
reduction
between El and J IS pnmarlly due to scheduling timber productlon
on only 54 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timber base, and xncreasing visual quality
obJectives.
No harvest is
scheduled from rlparian
or inventoried
roadless areas.
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Table S-2
Alternatives

Summary

Ranked by PNV. Selected

Priced

and Nonprxed

Outputs

are shown.
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III.

AFl?ECTEDEMIIRONMENT
A.

General

Setting

The 1.6 million-acre
Forest IS located in two mountain ranges on the east and
The BItterroot
Range rxes abruptly
west sides of the Brtterroot
River valley.
from the valley
with many glaciated
canyons, while the Sapphxe Range rises
Both mountain
gradually
from grassy foothills
to timbered slopes at the crest.
ranges are in full view of most valley residents and travelers.
The primary
social
and economx Impact area for the Forest 1s Raw111 and
Mlssoula Counties in Montana.
The Forest has lesser impact on Idaho and Lemhl
opportunities,
Counties in Idaho.
National
Forest txmber supply, recreational
Direct returns
to
and Federal employment provide income for local residents.
counties for their share of federal revenues 1s sn economic stimulus.
B.

Recreation

Main attractions
are big game, scenery, wilderness,
wild rivers,
and historic
scenx trails.
Camping. hunting,
hiking,
fishing,
and horse travel
are major
uses. Downhill skiing and other winter sport opportunities
are available
in the
sites,
more accessxble high elevation
areas. There are 33 developed recreation
mostly campgrounds.
C.

Cultural

Resources

Native Amerxans inhablted
a wide variety of areas; and sites have been located
along the Magruder road corridor,
Southern Nez Perce Trail,
and Nez Perce Fork
of the Bitterroot
River.
D.

Wilderness.

Roadless.

and Special

Areas

Parts of the Selway-Bitterroot,
Frank Church-River of No Return, and AnacondaPlntler
wilderness
areas total
743,082 acres or 47 percent of the Forest.
Eleven areas totaling
about 405,000 acres outside of existing
wilderness
are
roadless.
The Forest has segments of the Salmon and Mzddle Fork of the Clearwater (Selway) Wild and Scenic Rivers, parts of the Lewis and Clark Hlstorlc
and
Continental
Divide Scenx Trawls, and four National Recreation Trails.
E.

Visual

Quality

Approximately
22 percent of the land outside wrlderness is comprised of foreground viewlng areas adJacent to major h&ways and roads, recreation
routes or
This portion
is very sensltlve
to
use areas. and residential
private
land.
management actlvlties
which disturb the landscape.
F.

Threatened

and Endangered Species

Grizzly
bears were known to occur until
about 50 years ago, and some of the
wilderness
area has been Identified
as suitable habitat.
Gray wolves have been
habltat
in wilderslghted in three areas, and there seems to be some sultable
Peregrine
falcons probably nested on cliffs
on the west side of the
ness.
Bald eagles writer along
and the nesting habitat
has not been altered.
valley,
The Forest
the Bitterroot
River,
but no nesting activity
has been observed.
will cooperate in any future interagency recovery effort.
Summary
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G.

Wildlife

Many species of birds. small mammals, and furbearers
are lnhabltants,
and there
are sizeable populations
of elk, moose, mountain goat, bighorn sheep, whitetail
The elk herd of about 5,700 animals is of
deer, mule deer, and black bear.
national slgnlfxance,
and 1s hunted heavily III both Idaho and Montana.
H.

Fish

About 1,900 miles of stream and 86 lakes provide habltat
for fish.
portend of the Forest has runs of chinook salmon and steelhead trout.
I.

The Idaho

Range

Livestock grazing is currently
permitted
at 14.200 animal unit months, but only
about 11,200 are used by ranchers in the BItterroot
Valley.
Numbers of livestock permlttees and cattle grazed have decreased over the last 30 years.
J.

Timber

Approximately
589,000 acres are avaIlable
and tentatively
suitable
for timber
production.
An annual average of 30 mllllon
board feet of timber was sold from
1976 to 1985. Ravalli
and Missoula County sawmills get about 14 percent
of
their raw materials
from the Forest.
The two sawmills in Ravalli
County are
more dependent, and get about three fifths
of their logs from the Forest.
K.

Watershed and Soils

Watershed conditxons are good, and water quality
1s generally
high.
About 2.6
million
acre-feet
of water flows to the Columbia River system during an average
year.
Water from the Montana portion of the Forest is used to wrlgate
117,000
acres III the Bitterroot
Valley.
Sediment is the major water quality
variable
affected by Forest management. Over 60 percent of the ~011s are associated with
the moderatelyto highly-erosive
Idaho Batholith
granitics.
About 60 percent
of the nonwilderness portlon of the Forest has sensitive
~011s on steep slopes.
L.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Exploration
for gold and silver began m the 1860's.
Fluorite
and vermiculite
were discovered and mined from 1930 to 1970. Small scattered
discoveries
of
columbium,
tin,
barite,
Iron,
molybdenum,
uranium,
tungsten,
and
comer,
titanium have been made. 011 and gas have been leased on over 67,000 acres, and
lease applwations
on addltional
areas are pending.
M.

Road System

Approximately
3,500 miles of roads and logging spurs provide access to about
425,000 acres or 25 percent of the Forest.
Most roads are single-lane
dirt
roads built by purchasers of National Forest timber within the last 30 years.
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N.

Fire.

Insects

and Disease

Past mountain pine beetle epldemlcs killed
trees over large areas of the Forest,
Some 200,000 acres with
and large fires occurred in these areas In the 1960's.
Fire
management
allows
fxe
to play a more
similar
heavy fuels exist
today.
natural role In shaping and malntainrng
the ecosystem in wilderness
areas.
0.

Economy

Federal and State Government employed 25
In Ravalll
and Mxsoula
Countxs,
and
wood
products
manufacturing
10 percent, of the 1980 labor force.
percent,
Mxsoula 1s the trade center for western Montana, and has a srzeable travel and
Almost 50 percent of Its labor force 1s employed m the trade
tourism Industry.
The economy In Ravalli County is similar
to Mxsoula's.
and servxes
sector.
the
proportlon
of Income
with
the
Influx
of
commuters
and
retwees,
However.
More than 40 percent of personal
generated from local employment 1s decreasing.
income 1s not related
to partlclpatlon
In the labor force In Ravalli County.
IV.

ENVIRONMENTALCONSEQUENCES
A.

Introduction

Environmental consequences
Implement an alternatlve.
changes from the current
duration.
1.

are the potential
effects of activities
scheduled to
They are described as quantltatlve
or qualltatlve
situation
in terms of signifxance,
magnitude,
and

Wilderness

The establishment
of new wilderness
areas affects present net value
because It
eliminates
the posslblllty
of timber harvest and mlneral productIon,
reducing
the contrlbutlon
to local jobs and Income. However, those businesses and indlvlduals dependent on recreation
would benefit,
since recreation
opportunltles
would be Increased.
2.

Semiprimitive

Recreation

Managing areas for semzprlmltive
recreation
affects PNV because relatively
large
areas are not avaIlable
for timber harvest.
The opportuntty
for more Intense
wlldfwes
1s increased by the buildup of fuels.
Mineral exploration
and development are llmlted
by poor access.
Recreatlonists
and the businesses dependent
on them benefit
by maintaining
a mix of recreation
opportunities
xncluding
semlprimltive.
3.

Developed Recreation

The 461 acres occupied by developed sites have little
or no effect
on other
The lower the emphasis on developed recreation
facilities,
the
resources.
greater the risk of environmental
degradation
from pollution
by sewage facilxtles. garbage problems. and vandalism.
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4.

Dispersed

Recreation

Dispersed recreation
actlvlties
change among alternatives
according
depends on roads which are a result of timber
uses. Roaded recreation
Wilderness and semlprimltlve
recreation
requre
a roadless setting.
5.

Cultural

Resources

Sates where ground-disturbing
ground-disturbing
activities
resources.
6.

Wildlife

to land
harvest.

activltles
are planned ~111 be znventoned.
Some
wll
snadvertently
enter and dxturb
some cultural

Habitat

Most of the wlldllfe
habitat
actlvlty
1s a function of timber harvest and road
About 285 acres per year are scheduled for burning, shrub planting or
bulldIng.
Habitat xnprovement practices
may cause short-tern
degradation
shrub pruning.
of azr or water quality.
7.

Fish Habitat

A few bridges and culverts
that were not properly deslgned for fish passage will
the envIronmenta
consequences are inconsebe replaced XI each alternative;
large trees Into stream channels,
Debris pools, created by felling
quentlal.
could raise the fish habitat carrying capacity of major streams.
Increasing
the
capacity of the chlnook salmon hatchlug channel on the Selway Rover 1s planned
in all alternatives.
8.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Roadless desxgnation and wilderness recommendations decrease access to 01‘ foreclose exploratxon.
Mxnerals and energy exploration
and development actlvxtles
affect the physxal
and bIologica
environment.
The degree of effect 1s dependent upon the sxze and nature of the operation,
and the mitigation
measures
stipulated
or negotxated in the plan or permit.
Development and productIon
of
resources
may increase
Job opportunities
and affect
community llfestyles,
organizations
and facilltles.
9.

p

Full-time
and seasonal Forest employees live in nearby communities,
and have a
significant.
effect
on the local economy. Trapper Creek Job Corps Center provldes tralnlng
for about 225 reszdent youths.
About 300 person-years of employment result from implementation
of any of the alternatlves.
10.

Special. Uses

Specxxl uses are mostly for water transmission
facilities.
movement and low stream flow are drastx
for the specifx
are llmited
to a small acreage of the Forest.
11.

Rights-of-Way

and Cost-Share

Effects such as sol1
sites,
but these uses

Agreements

Rights-of-way
and cost-share agreements are mostly for roads.
consequences of roads are dlscussed in sectIon 26.
Summary
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12.
Property

Property

Boundary Location

boundary location
13.

Landownership

The average of four
priate environmental
14.

Buildings

results

in few environmental

and Adjustment

land exchange proposals per year will
analysis before they are acted on.

Fire

be subjected

to appro-

and Other Facilities

The 100 acres occupied by buildings
and other
consequences on the area, but when considered
inconsequential.
15.

consequences.

facilities
have
on a Forest-wide

signifxant
basis are

Suppression

Successful fire suppression results in protection
of valuable timber crops, and
Fire suppression
activities
can
in forest stands developzng into old growth.
air quality
result
in soil eroslon from fire lines, but nay help to eliminate
degradation.
The fire suppresslon program creates jobs.
16.

Managed Fire

Some llghtnlng-caused
fires are allowed to burn m some areas, under a predeterManaged fire is a part of
mined set of conditions
and under close supervision.
the current management direction
for the Selway-BItterroot,
Anaconda-Pmtler,
Management fires
can
and Frank Church-River
River of No Return Wildernesses.
and In soil
erosion
if high
result
in short-tern
air quality
degradation,
Fire results
in longintensity
rainstorms
occur before vegetation
recovers.
term vegetative
changes that adversely affect some wlldllfe
species and benefit
others.
17.

Range Management

Demand for lIvestock
grazing is not expected to increase.
Fences deter wildlife
Water developments disperse livestock
and are used by
movement and other users.
Conflicts
between
wildlife.
Transitory
range 1s created by timber harvest.
wildlife
and livestock
are mainly on elk winter range And riparian
areas.
Cattle grazing in riparian
zones can cause significant
damage If not properly
managed.
18.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

The construction
of transmission
lines
can have significant
effects,
but the existence of an unoccupied corridor
has none.
environmental
analysis would be required before construction.
19.

Insects

environmental
An appropriate

and Disease

The planned insect and disease program is based on silvicultural
techniques
on
discussed in sections 20 and 24. There are no plans for use of pesticides
Should the occasion arise,
such proposals
the Forest under any alternative.
would be subjected to detalled environmental analysis prior to Initiation.
Summary
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20.

Timber Harvest

Timber harvest and associated
activxtxes
affect
the physical
and biological
environment . Clearcut and shelterwood harvest are prescribed most of the time.
If
suitable
rzparian
trmberland
has even-aged
(clearcut
and shelterwood)
management prescribed,
fish populations
are affected
after the fourth decade.
More forage for cattle
and elk IS produced by clearcuttlng
than by other
systems.
Even-aged harvest causes reductions
m big-game cover, but increases
diversity.
Sediment increases
from timber
contribute
less than one percent
Stevensville.

harvest
and associated
road construction
of the sediment in the Bitterroot
River at

The goal to maintain five percent of suitable
timberland
in old-growth
forest
was exceeded in all alternatives.
Timber harvest can disrupt
trail
systems,
recreation
experiences,
and visual quality.
Selection

harvest,
21.

an uneven-aged system,

is prescribed

for riparran

zones only.

Logging Methods

Soil disturbance
occurs when tractors
skid logs, and soil compaction may occur
on wet soils.
Erosion can occur with tractor
and cable systems.
Exposure of
mineral soil
during tractor
logging
may help seedling
establishment,
where
compaction is not a problem and topsoil
is not excessively
disturbed.
Slash
disposal is difficult
for skyline and aerial systems.
Fewer roads are necessary
for skyline or aerial logging systems than for tractor
or cable systems.
Any
logging operation
disrupts
recreation
experiences
with noise and increased
traffic.
22.

Slash Control

Slash disposal reduces the potential
for fire
and the spread of insects
and
disease.
Slash may be hand- or dozer-piled
and burned, or broadcast or jackpot
burned.
Each method results
in different
environmental
and economic consequences . Potential
effects include short-term
degradation of foreground viewing
and air quality.
The objective
of slash control is to reduce the fire hazard to
acceptable levels,
prepare the site for reforestation
and leave enough material
on the ground for nutrient
cycling,
shade and wildlife
habitat.
23.

Site

Site preparation
reduces competing vegetation
for seedlings.
Dozers are used on
gentle slopes, but hand scalping
is necessary on steeper slopes if competing
Bare soil causes increased risk of erosion.
vegetation needs control.
24.

Tree

Planting

Tree planting
is used to obtain rapid regeneration,
and speeds recovery
of
Costs are high, and
visual quality
and hlding and thermal cover for wildlIfe.
planting has a marked effect on PNV; but most is done by contract which directly
benefits the local economy.
Summary
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25.

Timber Stand Improvement

Precommercial and commercial thlnnings
are scheduled in some stands at about 30
The obJective IS to max~mxze usable wood fiber
and 70 years after regeneration.
production.
The thinning
slash created 1s a fire
hazard for a few years.
Hiding cover for big game may be lost for a few years until
the canopy closes.
Other effects are discussed xn section 20 - Timber Harvest.
26.

Road System

Road construction
and maintenance has a greater effect on other resources than
and 1s a mslor cost in all alternatives.
any other forest management activity,
and In riparian
zones the
Road construction
displaces
large amounts of soil,
Roads cross game trails,
change animal
sediment produced affects
fisheries.
movement patterns,
and increase access for hunters.
Road construction
affects
the basic character of the landscape, and eliminates
However, roads faclllwrlderness and semiprlmltive
recreation
opportunities.
tate exploration
and development of minerals.
Short-term

B.

Use Versus Maintenance

of Long-Term Productivity

Management standards have been developed and provide specific
direction
and
mxtigatlon
measures to assure
that
long-term
productivity
1s mamtained.
Although long-term productivity
of the land to produce resources and sustain use
will be maintained,
some alternatives
place more emphasis on short-term
uses,
resulting
in higher levels of short-term
consequences.
C.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Construction
of roads 1s considered
irreversible
since most ~111 become permanent features on the landscape.
The potential
for wzlderness.
prlmrtive
and
semiprimitive
recreation,
natural
wIldlife
habitat,
and vegetative
cover in the
road prism are lost.
Mineral extraction
is also an Irreversible
action.
The opportunity
to utilize
timber is foregone in roadless
designations
and
wilderness;
however. these decisions
are reversible.
Conversely,
the natural
environment 1s lost through timber management actlvitles
but will
recover in
time.
D.

Adverse Effects

That Cannot be Avoided

Implementation
of any alternative
would result
In some adverse effects
that
cannot be avoided, even though management standards and mitigation
measures
These include:
serve to limit the extent and duration
of these effects.
- increased

sedimentation

- short-term effects
construction.
- short-term
emissions.

Summary

effects

resulting

on scenic
on

air

quality
quality

from soil

disturbance.

from vegetation
from

dust,

management and road
smoke and automobile

- reduction
in roadless
area and primitlve/semlprlmrtIve
opportunltles
on land managed for timber productlon.
- reduced timber
recommendations.
V.

volumes

due

to

roadless

designations

recreation
or

wilderness

LIST OF PREPARERS

The Forest Plan and Environmental Impact Statement were prepared by Dick Strong.
and a Core Team that Included Bob Bugler (forest
ecoloPlanning Coordmator;
Norm
Davis
(sol1
scientist),
John
Ormiston
Laura
Ceperley
(economist),
@St).
(wildlife
biologist),
Tlna Schwartzman (publx
affairs
specz.allst),
and Fred
A support team of 11 other speclalxts
prepared
and
Stewart
(economxst).
InformatIon.
The
reviewed technical
analyses; work groups provided technxal
Bitterroot
Management Team, led by Forest Supervisor Bob Morgan, reviewed each
step in the planning process.
A technical
group produced written
reports,
computer data bases, and graphxs.
VI.

CONSULTATIONWITH OTHERS

The Forest has conducted an active public and Interagency
involvement
program
throughout
the planning process.
In March, 1985, the Draft Forest Plan and
Environmental
Impact Statement were released.
Approximately
600 copxs
were
sent to Interested
partzes.
The documents were reviewed at open houses in
with Individuals,
and Industry.
trade and
Darby. Hamxlton and Stevensville;
environmental
groups; and by other Federal, State and local agencies.
Approximately
1,000 written
comments were received
on the draft
documents.
These were read, analyzed, and used in the development of Alternative
E2, and to
strengthen
envIronmenta
and economc documentation
xn all documents.
A specific
response was developed for each comment received
from indlvlduals
or
groups and has been malled to commenters.
Efforts were made to ensure that the preferred
alternatIve
was responsive to the
Those principally
involved were the BItterroot
goals of other public entItles.
Conservation
District,
Ravalli
County Commissroners,
and State of Montana
(including
the Governor's Interagency
Planning Task Force; Department of Fish,
Wlldllfe
and Parks; the Divxlon
of Forestry;
and Water Quality
Bureau).
Personal or mall contact was made with other Federal agencies having jurisdiction
by law or expertxse on water qualxty,
threatened or endangered species,
hlstorx
trails,
cultural
resources, and mineral and energy resources.
Contact
with Idaho agencies was not extensive,
since all of the Forest land in Idaho,
except for road corridors,
3s wilderness.
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I.

PURPOSEAND NEED FOR ACTION
A.

Introduction

This Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) documents the analysis
and dzscloses
the significant
environmental
effects of a preferred
and other alternatives
for
the future management of land and resources of the BItterroot
National
Forest.
The Preferred
Alternative
IS the basis for the Flnal Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan (Forest Plan) which is described in a separate document.
The
Forest Plan will guide management of the Forest for the next 10 to 15 years unless condltlons
or demands significantly
change (36 CFR 219.10).
The analysis
in the EIS projects
outputs and effects
for up to 150 years to indxate
the
long-term
implxatlons
of continuing
with an alternatlve.
While long-range
effects
have been estimated,
the plan is only valid until
it is revised,
committing
the Forest to a course of action no longer than 15 years.
This analysis and the Forest Plan are deslgned to: ensure multiple
use; provide
a sustained yield of goods and services from the Forest to maximize long-term
net publx
benefits;
and address public issues and management concerns in an
environmentally
sound manner. Net public benefits
are the overall
value to the
natlon,
of all outputs and positive
effects
(benefits)
less all
associated
Forest inputs and negative effects
(costs),
of producing priced and nonpriced
outputs from National Forest lands.
Development of this EIS and Forest Plan followed direction
from the Forest and
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act (RPA), the National Forest Management
Act (NFMA), and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Further dlrectxon
was given by the xmplementlng regulations
of NFMA (36 CFR 219) and NEPA (40 CFR
1500-1508).
Subsequent projects
EIS.
Envxonmental
general discussions
not covered by this
B.

National,

that implement Forest Plan dIrectIon
will be tiered
to thus
analyses will
incorporate
by reference
and build
on the
in this EIS. Additional
analyses ~111 be done for proJects
EIS.
Regional.

and Forest

Planning

The analysis
and the Final Forest Plan will
supersede all previous
land and
They are a direct
local link
resource management plans prepared by the Forest.
The national program, requxed
by RPA, sets
to national
and regional planning.
national
direction
and output levels for National
Forest system lands.
These
levels are based on suitabillty
and capability
information
provided
by Forest
Service Regions.
Each Region m a RegIonal Guide divides
its share of the
The Guide also delineates
standnational
production
levels among the Forests.
The share of productlon
ards and guidelines
for management wlthin the Region.
for each Forest 1s based on detailed information
furnished by the Forest.
Thus
the Forest Plan Includes directlon
provided by RPA, NFMA, and NEPA (including
the implementing regulations)
and the Regional Guide.

The EIS results
from the first
seven of 10 planning
These seven planning actlons are:
CFR 219).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

actions

required

by NFMA (36

Identification
of issues, concerns and opportunities.
Development of planning criteria.
Inventory
data and information
collection.
Analysis of the management situation.
Formulation
of alternatives.
Estimated effects
of alternatives.
Evaluation
of alternatives.

Refer to Appendices A and B for a detailed
planning actions 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

description

of the process

used in

The public,
and governmental
agencies
were asked to comment on the Draft EIS and
Proposed Forest Plan.
Comments received were used to examine the results of the
first
seven planning steps and to modify the EIS and the Forest Plan. The Final
EIS and Forest Plan were then used by the Regional Forester as the information
base for the Record of Decision
(ROD) to complete the planning steps:
a.
9.

10.
C.

Selection
of the preferred
Plan implementation.
Monitoring
and evaluation.

Planning

Area (Figure

alternative.

I-l)

The Forest is located in west central Montana and east central Idaho.
Seventyone percent of the Forest is in Ravalli
County, Montana; 29 percent in Idaho
County, Idaho; and less than one percent in Missoula County, Montana. Since the
Idaho portion is wilderness
except for a road corridor,
most of the planning impacts will occur in Ravalli
County.
There are 1.652.443 acres within
the Forest boundary.
National Forest System
land is generally
in large blocks, with 74,560 acres of scattered private holdings inside the boundary.
Much of the private land bordering the Montana portlon has been subdIvIded
for resldentlal
or recreatxonal
development, and about
650 landowners adJoln National
Forest land along 700 miles of publrc land boundary.
Treaty rights with the Nez Perce Tribe (6/U/1855)
and the Flathead NatIon
(7/17/1855) entitle
tribal
members to fish, hunt, erect temporary buildings
for
curing, gather roots and berries,
and pasture their horses and cattle upon most
They have chosen not to fully exercise these rights.
Forest land.
Portions of three wilderness
areas and two components of the National Wild and
Scenx River System cover about 47 percent of the Forest.
Based on a September
another 24 percent
(approximately
405,000 acres) is currently
1983 inventory,
roadless,
including
portions
of two Montana Wilderness Study Act (MWSA) (P.L.
Contquous
roadless
lands have been ldentlfled
on .adJacent
95-150) areas.
and the entIre
roadless areas have been analyzed for wilNational
Forests,
derness and nonwilderness
uses (Appendix C).
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MWSAdirects
that certain
areas in Montana be studied for wilderness
desxgnathe 65,690-acre Blue Joint area in the Bitterroot
Range and the
tion, including
Analysis and the Prefer114,581-acre
Sapphire area in the Sapphire Mountains.
red Alternative
for these areas are contained in this EIS, and recommendations
However, nonwilderness
are discussed in the Forest Plan Record of Decision.
character
of both
recommendations ~111 not be implemented, and the wilderness
areas will be maintained,
pending final action by Congress.
A separate report
and record of decision will be prepared and transmitted
to
Congress for both wilderness
and nonwilderness
recommendations wIthin
MWSA
areas, and for wilderness
recommendations within the remaining roadless areas.
These are preliminary
admlnistrative
recommendations that will
receive further
review and possible
modifxcation
by the Chief of the Forest Service,
the
The final
Secretary
of Agriculture
and the President of the United States.
decision on wilderness
designation
has been reserved by the Congress to itself.
Wilderness recommendations for the remaining roadless
These recommendations will be included
in this EIS.
record of decision
transmitted
by the administration
action .
D.

areas are also addressed
in a separate report and
to Congress for final

Issues,

The first
of the 10 planning actions identified
issues, concerns, and opportunities,
to determine what benefits
people want in terms of goods, servwes,
uses
and environmental
conditions.
Public workshops to identify
issues were held
during October 1980 in Stevensville,
Darby, and Hamilton, Montana.
They were
followed in January 1981 with a mailing to 650 adjacent and intermingled
landowners.
Background information
was also sent to Idaho and Montana state clearinghouses,
local
public
officials
and Indian tribes.
Workshops on Montana
Wilderness Study Act areas had been held in 1979.
Additional
public involvement
was initiated
in September 1983 to aid in resolution of the roadless issue.
Prior to this, Forest planning efforts
had examined
a broad range of uses for roadless areas but had not included an evaluation
for
wilderness
designation,
except for Montana Wilderness Study Act areas.
The
Forest had relied
on earlier
evaluations
and recommendations made in the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation
(RARE) II Final EIS. As a result
of the Ninth
Circuit
Court decision on the RARE II EIS, the Forest included an evaluation
of
roadless areas for wilderness
in the Forest planning process.
Over 600 comments were received during the initial
public involvement
process.
With further
analysis.
this list
was narrowed down to six major issues to be
addressed in the Forest Plan.
Criteria
used to determine major issues included:
ranking of issue at workshops, history of the issue, perceived intensity of conflict
surrounding
the current issue, and expected duration
of the
issue.
Management concerns and opportunities
were also consolidated
into the
major issues.
Comments received on the Draft EIS and Forest Plan were related to the six maJor
issue statements developed at the start of the planning process.
Issue statements are still
relevant
and little
modification
was necessary; however, public
comments and Forest Service reviews did serve to reinforce
or clarify
specific
concerns associated with each issue statement.
Chapter
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Broad resource-related
issue statements addressed by the EIS and Forest Plan are
displayed below. Specific concerns received after review of the DEIS and Forest
Appendix A contains a detailed
description
of
Plan follow each issue statement.
each issue, and Chapter VI contains further
detail on public comments.
1.

What timber harvest level can be sustained and how much should
offered and sold in the planning period (next 10 to 15 years)?
Specific

concerns

be

focus on:

- dependency of local mills for timber supply
- waste of timber, if not used
- contribution
to economy, including
jobs and returns
to local
government
- below-cost sales
- cost efficiency
of timber program, particularly
in the first
and
second decades
- Forest-wide
timber sale receipts
not recovering
timber-related
costs
- viability
and cost-efficiency
of helicopter
yarding
- effects
of roads/logging
on other resource values;
e.g.,
fish,
roadless, wildlife,
visual,
diversity
- alternatives
to clearcutting
- validity
of price trends and timber values used
- process used to identify
suitable
lands
- reforestation
responsibility
under NFMA
- potential
productivity
to produce timber crops
2.

To what extent
should
management activities?
Specific

concerns

visual

quality

considerations

influence

focus on:

- alternatives
to clearcutting
- high cost of reading/timber
harvest
to meet visual
quality
objectives
- desirability
of
maintaining
some widely
recognized
visual
attractions
in the timber base; e.g., Ward and Downing Mountains
- validity
of constraints
on timber program to maintain
visual
quality objectives
3.

How should
populations?
Specific
-

Forest

concerns

lands

be managed to

sustain

and fish

focus on:

acceptability
of decrease in fish populations
acceptability
of increased sediment
fish population
estimates
adequacy of fish/sediment
monitoring
and ability
reduced budgets
- cumulative downstream effects of sediment on fish

Chapter I
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- calibration
of Rl/R4 sediment fish models for Bitterroot
National
Forest
- timber/road
access program that loses $1.2 million
per year and
puts other resources at risk
- validity
of fish
loss/displacement
by management, then costly
mitigation
by habitat improvement
- maintaining
hunting opportunities
- economic values used for big-game hunting
attributed
to
timber
- forage
and elk
population
increases
management
- mileage and density of projected road system
- importance, maintenance and distribution
of old-growth
forests
- management of National
Forest lands to compensate for cover,
forage or security
imbalance on private lands
- reduction in unroaded security areas
4.

How can watersheds
soil productivity.
Specific
-

5.

concerns

be managed to maintain or enhance water quality,
and desirable streamflow?
focus on:

sediment increases
sensitivity
of steep slopes and granitic
soils to development
vegetatxon potential
of granitic
soils
potential
for reducing productivity
of soils by development
effects of road/timber
harvest on stream flow and timing of runoff
meeting state water quality standards
soil and water conservation practices
(SWCP's)

prOJected

How should undeveloped,
Specific

concerns

roadless

areas be managed?

focus on:

- effect of reduction in timberland base on employment and economy
\ - designation
of suitable
timberland
for roadless
or wilderness
management
- need for roadless semiprimitive
motorxed recreation
- need to fill
out the recreation
opportunity
spectrum (ROS) by
maintaining
some roadless land for semiprimitive
recreation
use
- reduction in roadless designation
from Unit Plans
- having more than our share of wilderness now
- wilderness coalition
alternative
(W)
- Governor's wilderness recommendation
- Congressional delegation's
wilderness recommendations
for
future
- validity
of maintaining
all
management options
decision-makers
where management opportunities
are not all that
clear
- improvement of portion of Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness boundary by
placing it on topographic features

Chapter
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6.

What management should be recommended for
Sapphire Wilderness study areas?
Specific
-

E.

the

Blue

Joint

and

concerns focus on:

proximity of existing
wilderness
type and amount of motorized recreation
use
timber potential,
and sensitivity
to timber development
hardrock oil and gas potential
cost-efficiency
of developed types of use

Changes Between the Draft

and Final

EIS

Following publxation
of the Draft EIS and Proposed Forest Plan in March 1985,
the Forest held open houses and meetings with interested
groups and organizations.
Newspaper articles
appeared in local papers, and members of the Forest
staff
made personal contacts
to inform the public
about the EIS and Forest
Approximately
1,000 written
responses were received
covering
a wide
Plan.
A summary of the public involvement,
comments received and
variety of sublects.
Forest Service response are found in Chapter VI, along with verbatim comments
from and response to government agencies, elected officials
and Indian tribes
that responded to the DEIS/Forest Plan documents.
Forest Service response, are contained in
All other public comments, including
Appendix D. Due to the size of this document, it has been printed separately
in
limited
numbers and is available
for review at Bitterroot
National
Forest
public libraries
m towns and cities
adJacent to the Forest,
and is
offices,
also available
on loan from the Forest.
The combined input from all
source for changes made.
1.

Categories

comments,

and highlights

a.

Modification
alternative

b.

Editorial

c.

Factual

including

In-Service

throughout

to form a new preferred

the text.

corrections:

- fish population
adjustments (Chapters II and III)
- timber conversions from cubic to board feet (Chapter
- miscellaneous throughout text
d.

II)

Clarification:
-

Chapter I

was the

of the changes

of the proposed action
identified
as F2.
corrections

reviews,

new or revised tables throughout document
miscellaneous
throughout the text
listing
of specific
concerns under malor issues (Chapter I)
decade 1, and future
clarification
of the Plan period,
projections
for decade 2 and beyond, throughout
the text and
tables
I-7

e.

Improvement

of analyses

and displays:

- txmber supply and demand analysis (Chapters II and III)
- summary of reforestation
success (Chapter III)
- timber sensitivity
tests (timber values,
appreciation
costs, etc.) (Appendix B)
- minerals discussion
(Chapter II)
- comparison of timber utilization
standards (Chapter II)
- below-cost
timber sales (Chapters II and III)
- display of 10 and 3 year timber supply schedules.
f.

Revised management standards
III):

and guidelines

(Forest

rates,

Plan Chapter

- strengthened
standards for nonfishery
riparian
areas
- mltigatlon
of sediment entering streams from existing
roads
- Forest-wide
(rather
than Management Area) guldelines
for elk
habitat effectiveness
- other minor changes throughout Chapter III of the Forest Plan
g.

Monitoring

Plan changes (Forest

Plan Chapter

- Increased fish/sediment
monitoring
- statement of intent
that activity
an appropriate
level of monitoring
h.

levels

IV):
will

be balanced by

New material:
- EIS Chapter VI as discussed above
- EIS Appendix D as discussed above
- modification
of the proposed action to form a new preferred
alternative
(summarized in the Record of Decision, detailed in
the Final Forest Plan, and discussed
as Alternative
E2 in
Chapters II and IV)
- Wild and Scenx Rivers eligibility
and classification

2.

Timber Supply

Extensive testing
of the allowable
sale quantity
(ASQ) has been conducted in
response to economics, community stability,
projected
timber demand, and capital
investment concerns.
Results of this analysis show that increasing
the ASQ to
95 to 100 percent
of the max~~~rn possible
for a given set of goals and
Extensive
development of roadless
obJectlves
increases
costs substantially.
areas, steeper terrain,
costly harvest systems, and low value species are the
mayor reasons for Increased costs.
Information
from the 1987 Montana Timber Supply and Demand Study indicates that
the industrial
forest
lands in the southwest region would supply less volume
over time.
A predicted
demand for timber in the BItterroot
market area could
of the
begln to exceed local timber supply about the year 2005. An evaluation
timber resource
land suitabllity
in the preferred
alternative
was done to
examine opportunities
that
would be avaIlable
to respond to changes in
Opportunities
are available
but they are costly.
supply/demand.

Chapter I
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Chargeable volume sold during the past 5, 10, and 15year periods has averaged
Consequently,
the preferred
25.4, 28.7, and 27.2 MMBF per annum respectively.
alternative
ASQ of 33.4 MMBFwould maintain historic
supply levels but would not
meet the 40 MMBFBitterroot
Forest share of the volume requested by mill owners.
A portion
of the timber base and ASQ lies within
the Blue Joint and Sapphire
Congress has reserved to itself
the right
to make wilderness,
MWSA areas.
Consequently,
until
such time that
nonwilderness
decisions
for these areas.
Congress has made a final decision both areas will be managed to maintain their
character
and the programmed sell
existing
wilderness
reduced
presently
accordingly.
3.

Roading

The amount of road construction
in the early decades, including
the first
decade, is reduced which reduces the sediment impact on fish habitat
and the
need for capital investment funds.
4.

Wild and Scenic Rivers

Wild and Scenic Rivers eligibility
and probable classification
have added to the
EIS as a result of public response to some DEIS's in the Region, and National
direction
to include this information
for all Forests.
5.

Changes in the Preferred
a.

Alternative

Pace of Development

The pace of reading and timber harvest is reduced
of sediment and fisheries
models and validation
drainage-by-drainage
basis.
Road requirements will
need for capital
investment funds which are used
for the road system in the long run but not in the
b.

Riparian

Nonfisheries
riparian
been strengthened
to
longer rotations,
and
channel and riparian
downstream fisheries.
concerns.
c.

which allows for calibration
of effects
to fisheries
on a
reduce but not eliminate
the
to preread areas that can pay
first
entry.

Areas

area standards for permanent
provide for continual
debris
This
additional
old growth.
conditions
and minimize the
Changes are in response to

and intermittent
streams have
recruitment,
filter
strips,
will help to maintain optimal
risk of adversely
affecting
fisheries
and water quality

Elk Winter Range

The winter range prescription
assignment has been changed to include
winter
range on steep slopes that are not heavily
used but are surrounded by prime
winter range.
These areas serve as resting
and cover areas.
Changes are in
response to wildlife
concerns.

Chapter I
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d.

Timber Prescription

The timber prescription
has been changed to provide a better balance of multiple
Approximately
6,000
acres adjacent
to secondary travel
and stream
uses.
corridors
will be managed to meet partial
retention
visual quality objectives in
Examples of these
recognition
of a higher
concentration
of recreation
use.
Sleeping
Child
Creek
above
the hot springs,
corridors
include the Burnt Fork,
Warm
Springs
Creek,
Overwhich
Creek.
Deer
Creek,
Soda Springs
Meadow Creek,
Creek.
These corridors
have not been mapped but will
Creek, and Piquett
generally
include the immediate foreground
area less than one-sixteenth
of a
These corridors
will be
mile on either side of the stream or travel
corridor.
The remainder of this prescription
area will be
defined by project
ID teams.
managed to meet inventoried
modification
and maximum modification
visual quality
objectives.
e.

Visual

Most of the unroaded retention
prescription,
helicopter
logging,
west side were reassigned to semiprimitive
recreation
use.
f.

areas on the

Sediment

Mitigation
of sediment entering
streams from existing
roads was overlooked in
the Draft Forest Plan.
High priority
work has since been identified
and
scheduled in the Forest Plan.
In general,
this includes surface and ditch
and additional
immediately
stabilization
cross-drainage
for road sections
adjacent to or crossing stream courses.
ft.

EUk Habitat

Effectiveness

Road closures have been increased
to provide better
provide standards that can more easily be monitored.
h.
Fish and
information
The level
F.

for animals and to

Monitoring

sediment monitoring
has
is available
to determine
of monitoring

Changes Specific
1.

security

will

been improved to assure that adequate
the affects of management activities.

be balanced

to Forest

Service

with

the level

of activity.

Reviews

Plan Period

Displays and narratives
in the DEIS led many people to view the Forest Plan as a
SO-year management commitment.
This is not the case. By law, any alternative
selected as the Forest Plan will
guide management of the Forest for no longer
than 15 years, and the plan will
normally be revised at lo-year intervals
(36
Displays and narratives
for all alternatives
have been revised to
CFR 219.10).
The plan period is the first
decade. Outputs and
correct this misconception.
Outputs and
activities
for this period
have been identified
as "planned."
activities
for all other decades are identified
as "projected"
to show future
activities
and conditions
expected if the alternative
was implemented
outputs,
and carried forward in time.
Chapter I
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2.

Even- and Uneven-aged Silvicultural

Systems

Acreage and volume figures displayed by harvest method (clearcut,
shelterwood,
selection)
in the EIS do not represent targets by harvest method.
They do show
appropriate
ways of meeting alternative
objectives
and accounting
for costs;
of the silvicultural
system (even- or unevenhowever, the final determination
aged) and harvest method used (clearcut,
shelterwood,
seed tree, single tree or
group selectaon)
will be made by a certified
silviculturist
following
siteThis has been clarified
in appropriate
section of the BIS.
specific
analysis.
The Forest Plan, Appendix B, and the EIS,
clarify
where and under what conditions
optimal for use. Tables displaying
area
are estimates
since final
determination
analysis.
G.

Reader's

The remainder

Chapter IV, have been strengthened
to
each harvest method is appropriate
or
and volume harvested by harvest method
will
be made following
site-specific

Guide

of the EIS is organized

as follows:

Chapter II describes alternatives
by showing the resource outputs,
costs, benefits,
and major effects of meeting the objectives
of each alternative.
The environmental,
economic, and SOCLZL~effects of alternatives
are brlefly
compared.
Chapter III prowdes a brief discussion
of the existing
condition
biological,
social,
and economic components of the environment
affected by Forest management.
Chapter IV identifies
the environmental
consequences which
Forest management activities
scheduled in each alternative.
Chapter V lists
the people
Forest Plan documents.

directly

involved

in

the

could

preparation

of physical,
that may be
result
of

from

EIS and

Chapter VI summarizes public comments to the draft documents and Forest Service
response to the comments. The full text of comments received from and response
to government agencies and elected officials
is shown.
Chapter VII
Chapter

VIII

is a glossary

of technical

terms and abbreviations

used in the EIS.

is the Index.

Appendices
provide
detailed
subject
Appendix A description
of the analysis
roadless area data in Appendix C.

inform&Ion:
issue
identification
in
process in Appendix B, and site-specific

Appendix D contains all written
comments, except those included in Chapter VI,
on the DEIS and Draft Forest Plan, and Forest Service
response to these
comments. Due to the size of the document, it has been printed
separately
in
lImited
numbers and is available
for review at Forest offices
local publx
libraries,
or on loan from the Forest.
Planning records, which document the planning process, are available
at the Forest Supervisor's
Offxe,
316 North Third Street,
Hamilton,
Chapter

I

for review
Montana.
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II.

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING TBE PREFERREDALTERNATIVE
A.

Introduction

and comparxson of alternaThis chapter presents the development, description,
The development process
tive ways of managlng the Forest's land and resources.
described m SectIon B sncludes an analysis of the management sxtuation
quantifying the capablllties
of the Forest to produce goods and servxes.
The alternatlve
descriptions
in Section C Identify
the obJectives of each alterwhere the alternatlve
fits
in the range of alternatives,
and how the
Alternatives
are compared by resource outputs,
alternative
responds to issues.
in
social and economic effects,
response to maJor issues, and nonpriced benefits
Section D.

native,

Maps which display the proposed land uses for
the map packet that accompanies the EIS.
B.

Alternative
1.

each alternative

are provided

in

Development

Overview

Forest planning began by Identifying
publx issues and management concerns.
Refer to Appendix A for a description
of this process.
After the issues were
known. information
was needed to determine the Forest's
capability
to respond to
each xxxe.
This step was the analysis of the management situation:
resource
and environmental/legal
constraints
were examined.
data, economic information
Benchmarks were developed and analyzed to measure resource and economic interrelationships.
and output ranges for alternatrve
development.
Alternatives
were developed that were responsive to Issues and contributed
differentially
to present net value (PNV) and net public benefit
(NPB). The net
public benefit
of Forest management is the overall
value to the nation of all
benefzts minus all costs, regardless
of whether the costs and benefits
are
expressed as priced or nonpriced.
Present net value is the prsmary measure of all priced outputs.
All
market
managIng the Forest are included III PNV. All priced benefits,
market, with assigned values are also included.
These include timber;
developed, dispersed and wilderness recreation;
and hunting.

costs of
and nongrazing;

The nonpriced outputs considered in this analysis include visual quality,
wildlife habltat,
mineral development availability,
water quality
and quantity,
old
growth/habitat
diversity,
fisheries,
community well being, and threatened
and
endangered species habitat
protection.
The nonpriced components of net public
benefits are SUbJeCtlVdy
evaluated.
Starting
with the Maximum PNV Benchmark as the base, net public
benefit
is
rmproved when the subJectively
evaluated benefits
of providrng
additlonal
nonpriced ObJectives exceed the decrease ln PNV of doing so. A single,
numerx NPB
value 1s not calculated
since monetary values associated
with some resources
such as a
such as timber (priced benefit)
cannot be added to qualxtative
values

The alternatives
exannned a range of tradeoffs
scenic view (nonpriced benefit).
These were
between PNV and the nonprlced
components of net public benefit.
measured against the issues and concerns facing the Bitterroot
NatIonal Forest.
An understanding
of the various
types of values and interrelationships
associated with Forest outputs aids decision makers in the selection
of an alternaSee the glossary
for
tive that most closely
maximizes net public benefit.
definltlons
of PNV and NPB. See Sections D.20 and D.21 of this Chapter, and
Appendix B, Section IV for further
discussion of NPB and PNV.
The alternative
development process used here is outlined
includes the following
goals for alternative
formulation:

In 36 CFR 219.12 which

- Provide a basis for identifying
the alternative
that maximizes net public
benefits.
alternatives
between
the mznimum and maxl"lum resource
- Distribute
potential;
and reflect
a range of environmental,
resource use and expenditure levels.
- Facilitate
analysis of opportunity
costs and tradeoffs.
- Facilitate
evaluation
of effects
on present net value,
benefits,
and
costs.
- Provide different
ways to respond to major public issues,
Changes in Chapter II

between

the Draft

and Final

EIS include:

- Development of a new alternative,
E2, responding
to fisheries.
quality,
elk habitat
and txnber supply concerns that surfaced
reinforced
during
the Proposed Forest Plan/Draft
Environmental
Statement review period.
- Changes in text

and tables

for

clarification

and to disclose

water
or were
Impact

new findings.

- Timber board foot volumes have been adjusted to Regional Guide utilization
standards:
about a 10 percent mcrease over the board foot volumes shown
m the DEIS. The DEIS board foot volumes were Incorrect.
All board foot
volumes displayed
in the FEIS are based on Reglonal Guide utilization
standards except for Tables II-13 and 11-26.
Table II-13
compares the
effects
of Regional Guide utilization
standards with those currently
used
in timber sale contracts.
Table 11-26 compares Regxonal Guide board foot
volumes with those currently
in use and with those displayed in the DEIS.
- AddItIonal
to specific
- Maintaining

analysis and sensitivity
testing has also been done in response
concerns (see Appendix B for details):
fish

populations

without

the need for habitat

- Timber receipts
not recovering
investment road funds is a part

timber-related
of this issue.

- Marginal

increments

Chapter 2
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of adding

timber

costs.

improvement.
Need for

above an efficient

capital

level.
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- Effect
of reducing costs
costs of addlng xxrements
- Effect
on the sultable
removed.

on the efficient
above that level.
timberland

timber

and volumes

level

and marginal

when price

trends

- Effect on sultable
tlmberland and volumes using reduced prxe
new values for txnber and range.
- Analysis
needs.

of

the

planned

timber

- First
decade timber supply
documented in Chapter III.
2.

Analysis

sale

program

and demand analysis

trends

and adJustment
for

the

are

bid

of

and
road

area

1s

of the Management Situation

The analysis of the management situation
determined resource supply potentials
by establlshlng
mlnlmum and maximum production
levels called benchmarks from
whxh the costs and effects
of applying regulation
and policy
constraints
were
were determlned for single resources and for
measured. ProductIon capabllltles
a set of multiple
resource outputs that maxlmlzed present net value.
This
analysis
establlshed
the benchmark levels required
by 36 CFR 219.12(e).
The
benchmarks are llsted
and briefly
described beglnnlng on page U-5.
A detalled
and results
can be
dlscusslon
of benchmarks, rn~nzx~~~management requirements.
found in Appendix B, Section VI.
All benchmarks were deslgned to meet the minimum management requirements
(MMR's)
I.* 36 CFR 219.27.
The MMR's (1) protect sol1 productlvlty
and water quality by
controlling
timber harvest, timber Intensity,
logging system, road density,
fuel
treatment,
site preparation,
and watershed condltlon;
(2) rn~~~~~ze hazards from
or other physical
forces;
(3) reduce hazards
flood,
wind, wlldflre,
erosion,
from pest organisms;
(4) protect
r=par=an zones by speclfylng
sllvlcultural
system, unit size, and road design; (5) malntaln dlverslty;
(6) provide for adequate fish and wildlife
habitat
to malntaln viable populations;
(7) assure consxtency
with multiple-use
laws; (8) protect
threatened and endangered species
habitat;
(9) provide for utllrty
and transportation
rights-of-way
and corridors;
(11) provxde for temporary
road
(10) maintain
road construction
standards;
revegetatlon;
(12) malntasn air quality:
(13) assure reforestation;
and (14)
assure a 40-acre clearcut limit.
Constraints
8, Section

common to all benchmarks except the ~~~UNUII level
VII for details):

were (see Appendix

- Comply with MMR's.
- Ensure sustaIned timber yield beyond the 150 year planning
horizon,
by
applying an endlng inventory constraint
at least equal to the volume that
would occur on a regulated forest.
- Set Umber
Increment.

Chapter 2
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at

95 percent

of

the

culmination

of

mean annual
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- Use the objective

function

- Maintain

wilderness.

existing

- Use timber
a.

price

which max~mises present

and cost trends.

Benchmark Descriptions
(1)

net value.

(see Appendix B, Section

VI for details).

Maximize Present Net Value (Benchmark K)

This benchmark established
the mix of resource uses, and schedule of outputs and
costs, that maximized present net value using market and nonmarket assigned
Timber harvest flow was nondeclining.
The resource outputs,
schedulvalues.
and costs were used as reference points for all benchmark and
~ng, benefits,
alternative
comparisons.
(a)

Variations

of Benchmark K.

N - determine

the cost

to PNV of meeting MMR's.

0 - determine

the cost

to PNV of meeting 5 percent old growth constraint.

P - determine

the effect

on PNV of departing

from nondeclinlng

timber

flow.

mix,

using

Q - determine the effect
on PNV, timberland base, and resource
those resource values having an established market price.
R - help determine
efficient
level.

the

marginal

cost

of

S - help determine
existing
level.

the

marginal

cost

of

V - determine
trends.

the

effect
(b)

Y-

adding
adding

on PNV and suitable
Variations

timber

increments

effect on PNV and the efficient
level
price trends and new resource values.

increments

timberland

of

of timber

Maximize Timber

to

removing

the

price

and Final.

production,

2 - effect
on PNU, suitable
timberland,
and efficient
production,
using new resource values and no price trends.
(2)

above the

wilderness

of Benchmark K between Draft

only

level

using

reduced

of

timber

(Benchmark W)

The maximum legal capability
of the Forest to produce timber was established
by
this benchmark.
Timber production
was maximized in decade 1 based on nondeclining flow.
This benchmark was used to develop the range of timber outputs in
alternatives.

Chapter 2
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)

(3)

Maximize Elk Habitat

Potential

(Benchmark Uj

of
This benchmark establlshed
the potential
for elk, based on the availability
since the major
forage on winter range. It was not used to develop alternatives
which Involves cover/forage
relaelk issue 3s providing hunting opportunities,
tionships
and security areas, not just forage.
(4)

Maximize Livestock

Potential

(Benchmark T)

LIvestock forage production was maximized to determine the potential
on suitable
Thus benchmark was used to develop the range of alternative
liverangeland.
stock outputs, and test the feasibility
of meeting RPA targets.
(5)

Maximum Wilderness

(Benchmark L)

Wilderness designation
was maximized to determine the foregone monetary values
and resource outputs, in comparison with Benchmark K. This benchmark was used
Timber
to develop a wide range of roadless area recommended for wilderness.
flow was nondeclining.
(6)

Minimum Level

(Benchmark M)

This benchmark defined the minimum costs of public landownership,
and the resource outputs whxh are incidental
to Forest management. It was a reference
point for estimating
alternative
actlvitles,
outputs,
and costs which result
from Forest Service actlvltles.
(7)

Current

Direction

(Benchmark X)

Benchmark X defined the current and expected future level of outputs if current
management direction
continued.
This benchmark followed
existing
unit
plan
management area dlrection,
with no budget constraint.
It was the basis for the
current program or no action alternative,
whxh has current budget restrlctlons.
b.

Benchmark Analysis

Analysis
of the benchmarks established
upper and lower potential
production
levels
for selected resources
(See Appendix B for more detailed
discussion).
Additional
analysis was done to estimate projected
use levels.
The following
resources were analyzed.

Chapter 2
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(1)
Developed recceatxm
and a skr area - are
use and campground
capacity and quality

Developed Recreation
sites - xncludmg campgrounds, boatmg sites, pnxnc sites,
adequate to meet proJected use, except for Lake Corm dayfacllltxs.
The expansions at Lake Coma would mcrease
of experience (Figure 11-l).

Figure II-1
Developed Recreation
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(2)

Roaded Dispersed

Recreation

Current roaded dispersed recreatmn
capacity 1s ample to meet antxlpated
use
The quality of hunting,
fmhmg,
firewood
for the next 50 years (Figure 11-2).
and drlvmg for pleasure expemences
cutting,
berrypickmg,
campmg, pxnickmg,
unless the area roaded mcreases
~11 decrease as the population
mcreases.
proportionally.
Flgure II-2
Roaded Dmpersed Recreatmn
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(3)

Roadless Semiprimitive

Recreation

Exlstlng
and proJected
roadless,
semlprimltlve
recr&atxon
use can be met by
managx~g current roadless area for semlprlmitlve
recreation
(Flgure 11-3).
ProJected use can be met In 2025 by managing lgO.000 acres of roadless land for
semlprimrtlve
recreation.
Below thxs level,
the quality
of experxnces
In
semiprlmltlve
areas would be reduced, and some use would shift
to wilderness
areas.
~lgura 11-3
Roadless Semlprlmltlve
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(4)

Wilderness

Potential
wilderness
capaclty
exceeds proJected
use until
the fifth
decade.
Maxunum use occurs when other roadless lands are developed and semlprlmltlve
use
1s shlfted
to wilderness areas.
If there are suffuxent
semlprlmltlve
recreatlon opportunities,
then wilderness
use ~111 be only 85 to 90 percent of the
proJected use shown in Fxgrze 11-4.
F~.gure II-4
Wilderness
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(5)

Livestock

Range

The capacity of suitable
rangeland to support lIvestock
exceeds current actual
to Increase
and permitted use, as shown in Figure 11-5. There is an opportunity
llvestock
forage by harvestug
timber on suitable rangeland.
Figure II-5
Livestock Range
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(6)

Elk Wintt~r Range

The capacity of Natmnal Forest wmter range to support elk, Regional Gude targets, and current population
are shown in Fzgure 11-6.
The current population
1s composed of 2,660 elk in Idaho on mlderness
wmter range and 3,000 elk m
Montana on wmter range outslde mlderness.
Flgure 11-6
Elk Wmter Range
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(7)

Fisheries

The Idaho portion of the Forest supports anadromous steelhead trout and spring
and are affected little
chlnook salmon. However, the rovers are In wilderness,
There 1s a resident westslope cutthroat
trout
by Forest management activities.
The
population
that
varies
depending
on
managefishery throughout the Forest.
ment actlvltles
IS the catchable
trout stream population
outslde of wilderness,
and it declines In dwect
proportion
to the amount of stream sedlmentatlon
caused by tunber harvest and road construction
actlvitxes.
The current wilderness stream population
and Forest lake population
1s approxlThe current stream population
outslde of wxlmately 248,500 catchable trout.
The current total population
1s about
derness is approximately
161,200 fish.
and the opportunity
exrsts to mprove habitat
through drrect
410,000 trout,
habltat mprovement proJects and increase the population by about 9.000 trout.
Flgure II-7 displays the maxmum potentxal
population,
the current population,
and the proJected effect of Benchmark K on current population.
Figure 11-7
Catchable Trout
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(8)

Timber

The land base tentatively
suitable
for timber production
has the capacity
to
In the mInimum level benchmark only
meet all RPA targets for the next 50 years.
The maximum and mlnlmum
the volume currently
under contract
is harvested.
potential
are shown in Fqure 11-8.
Flgure 11-8
Timber
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451,000 acres m the current dIrection
(X), to 561,000
acres m maxImum timber
(W), and a maximum of 586,000 acres in Benchmark K.
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(9)

Present

Net Value

(PNV)

The maximum PNV of the Forest 1s 5206 million
as defined by Benchmark K, whxh
meets mznzmummanagement requirements,
precludes timber management from existing
and meets nondeclining
timber harvest flow.
wilderness,
(10)
The mInimum discounted
million
as represented
(11)

Discounted

Cost

cost of maintaining
by Benchmark M.

the Forest

In publx

ownership 1s $80

Employment

The Forest currently
contrrbutes
1,052 jobs annually to Ravalll
and Missoula
In decade 1 employment ranges from 390 In Benchmark M to
Counties' economes.
1,790 jobs in Benchmark W.
3.

Range of Alternatives
a.

Information

Used to Develop Alternatives

The benchmarks presented in the previous section were used to develop alternatives that represent a range of resource outputs.
For example, the timber and
minimum level benchmarks show that the timber base sale levels can range from a
minimum of zero to a maxImum of 68 MMBFper year in decade 1. Alternatives
were
then designed to span the benchmark range, while meeting policy constraints
such as minimum vxual
quality
and minimum acceptable harvest levels.
The PNV
benchmark was used to determine the cost of meeting alternative
objectives.
It
provided a basis for changing alternative
actlvlties
to optimize PNV, while
still
meeting the objectives
of the alternative.
The current direction
benchmark was used to develop the current program (no actlon) alternative.
The timber, elk, roadless,
wilderness,
and visual quality
issues led to alternatives whxh emphasxe specifx
Issues or address most ~sues.
The sorl and
water issue was Incorporated
into the minimum management requirements,
and was
the basis for providing
various
levels
of riparian
habltat
protection
above
these requirements.
The levels of protection
range from removing riparlan
zones
to meeting the requirements while maximizing timber and
from timber production,
Objectives
which slow the pace of reading and
llvestock
forage production.
timber harvest (e.g.,
optimizing
cover and forage requirements for elk, meeting
and roadless and riparlan
designations)
address the
visual quality
objectives,
fish issue by reducing the adverse impacts on fish populations.
b.

Adequate Range of Alternatives

These Included one that emphasized
Required alternatives
were developed first.
market outputs (Alternative
A). one that emphasized nonmarket outputs (Altern(Alternative
F), one that
atlve .I), the current program or no actlon alternatlve
recommended wilderness
on roadless lands and optimized market outputs on roaded
lands (Alternative
H), and one that met RPA targets required by the Regional
Guide (Alternative
A).

Chapter 2
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AlternatIves
B and C were marknt-orlented
but addressed other issues
cover/forage
relatlonshxps,
vux~al quality,
roadless semiprunxtive
and wilderness.

such as elk
recreation,

Alternatrve
G was developed to emphasxze nonmarket values while provldug
some
semiprlmltlve
recreation
and wzlderness
Roadless elk security,
market outputs.
Inventorled
visual
were emphasized on the most significant
or high-use areas.
Market
quality
obJectlves
were maintained
to protect
the visual
corridors.
outputs were emphasized on remalnlng lands.
The crxterla
developed to evaluate alternatlves
were used to design an alternatxve that addressed all issues and concerns to some degree: AlternatIve
E.
Roadless lands with unique features were recommended for wlderness,
and other
roadless lands would remain unroaded to meet semiprunitlve
recreation
and elk
security
needs. Vxsual quality
was protected
along heavily traveled
corridors.
Thermal cover was maintained above the optimum level of 25% of the big-game
On remalnlng
lands timber production
was opturuzed.
A
winter
range area.
departure
from nondecluung
timber harvest was also analyzed for this set of
obJectives and constramts,
resulting
m AlternatIve
El.
A new preferred
alternative,
E2, has been developed.
It is similar
to Alternative E, falls within the range of alternatives
displayed in the DEIS. and responds further
to specific
elk habitat,
fishery.
visual
and timber supply
concerns that were either
raised or relnforced
in comments on the DEIS and
Forest Plan.
These 10 alternatIves
were tested against the benchmark capacities
in order to
determine if a wide range had been provided to respond to maJor issues.
The
comparison is shown in Figure 11-g and in section D of this Chapter.
Proposed
land uses for alternatives
are shown in Table II-l.
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Figure 11-g
Range of Alternatives
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Fzgure II-9
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Table II-l
Proposed Land Uses by Management Prescriptions
(thousand acres)

Management

------------------------------

tuternative

Winter

-Timber Range Range Riparian

for AlternatIves

Empbasls------------------------------------

Partial
Retention

Roaded Unroaded
Reten- Retentmrl
t1on

Mmimum
Level

Semiprimitlve
Recreation

Wilderness

A

586

0

23

0

0

0

0

93

133

743

B

408

104

7

9

80

1

0

76

100

793

C

311

157

4

9

74

1

0

71

110

841

E

267

105

0

19

115

5

10

23

213

820

El

267

105

0

19

115

5

10

23

213

820

E2

194

129

0

50

104

7

0

35

233

820

F

180

81

105

4

35

48

39

51

242

793

G

206

103

16

9

91

56

22

66

95

914

11

280

55

10

7

54

1

0

58

73

1040

56

100

6

0

83

111

0

83

0

1144

J

Analysis of these comparisons showed that there was an adequate range of resource outputs
and land uses, except that semiprlm~tive
recreation
did not
approach 405,000 acres.
However, these are the same 405.000 acres as the
potential
wilderness,
and the combination
of wilderness
and semiprimitive
recreation
does fulfill
a complete range from none to nearly 405,000 acres.
Inventorled
visual quality
objectives
are met in several alternatives.
In some
alternatives,
more land is assigned to retention
and partial
retention
ObJeCtives
than is necessary to meet inventoried
visual
quality
objectives.
In
others, visual quality
objectives
are below the inventoried
level.
Allowable sale quantities
range from a maximum of 59 MMBFwhile meeting policy
to 18 MMBFwhich would only ma1ntai.n a small, local forest products
objectives,
industry work force.
c.

Constraints

Existing
wilderness
focus of alternative
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Used to Develop Alternatives

was maintained in all alternatives.
Therefore,
the prxmary
discussions
is on the 830,000 acres of nonwilderness
lands.
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There 1s no potential
for a power corridor
across the Forest;
therefore
there
Potential
east-west
power
1s no alternative
analysis
or comparison for thx..
corridors
were located across the Forest from Lost Trail Pass and the head of
The classlfxatlon
of the Frank
the East Fork, through the Magruder corridor.
to the Selway-BItterroot
Wzldernesses,
Church-River of No Return, and addltlons
The Central Idaho
reduced the Magruder corridor
to widths of 66 to 600 feet.
Wilderness Act establlshlng
these wlderness
areas speclfled
that the Magruder
corrzdor should be malntamed as It 1s.
Mltlgatron
measures were Incorporated
Into the management prescrlptlons,
standand mx~~~urn management requirements
discussed in Appendix 'J,
ards, guldellnes,
Sections III and VI.
Common alternative
constraints
are described III detail
in Appendix B. Sectlon
provide for nondecllnlng
flow (except for AlternatIve
VII B. Commonconstraints
and protectIon
of r1pa.r~~ zones and old
El). maintenance of timber Inventory,
They also specify road densltles
and logging systems, and assure that
growth.
all alternatIves
maximize their present net value and meet m~~~rnurnmanagement
requirements.
AlternatIve
constraints
are dIscussed in Appendix B, Section
stralnts
used to meet alternatIve
obJectIves follow.

VII

C.

The con-

- Visual quality,
dlverslty,
and cover/forage
obJectlves
are met by constralnlng
access and entry
Into
lndlvldual
enalysls
by conareas,
stralnlng
the amount of area that can be cutover and unrecovered
by
habltat
type-land
type comblnatxons,
and by applying
a harvest
acreage
constraint
to future decades.
- Old-growth obJectIves
land type comblnatlons

are met by applying a constraint
to habItat.
where necessary to meet mlnlmum requlrements.

- Output ObJectlves, such as the RPA target for lIvestock
or timber,
by placing scheduled output constraints
on the applicable
resource.

typeare met

- A fwst decade timber harvest floor requxes scheduling 95 percent of the
maximum possible txnber harvest,
subject to meeting management objectives
of the alternatlve.
Addltlonal
sponse to
establlshed

analysis
speclfx
floors.

between the draft and final
has been accomplished
concerns,
to test
the economic appropriateness
Speclflcally
this entailed:

- determInIng
the marginal
cost of
effxient
level to reach establlshed
- sensltlvlty
of the efflclent
timber
values, and timber harvest costs.
4.

Benchmarks and Alternatives

addlng
floors.

timber

increments

level

to reduced price

Eliminated

From Further

in
of

rethe

above

the

trends.

timber

Consideration

The following
benchmarks were ellmlnated
from further
detarled
development and
analysis,
because they do not meet mlnlmum visual quality
policy
constraints.
Addltlonal
reasons are speclfred where appropriate:
Chapter 2
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L &
T &
V, Y &

N&

K - Used in the development of Alternative
A.
P - Used in the development of Alternative
El which evaluates departure
from nondeclining
flow.
Q - Valid only to ascertain
the effect of resources with assigned values
on PNV and outputs.
to determine
the marginal
R - Used to extensively
test alternatives,
costs of adding timber increments above the efficient
level.
S - Used to develop a full range of wilderness for alternatives.
U - Forage production
is a by-product of timber harvest for which a full
range has been developed in alternatives.
Z - Removal of all price trends is not realistic,
since economic conditions in the recent past are not of sufficient
duration
to warrant
changes in long-term
trends.
The benchmarks were used to test the
sensitivity
of output schedules, timber land base, and PNV. attributable to price trends and timber values.
These benchmarks provided
insights
when further
testing
alternatives,
to determine
the
marginal
costs
of adding timber increments
above the efficient
level.
W - Used for developxng a full range for timber in alternatives.
X - Used in the development of the current
direction
Alternative
F,
along with the reality
of budget constraints.
0 - Variations
of Benchmark K. They are valid only in determIning
the
cost of meeting minimum management requirements.
M - Used to identify
the fixed costs of public land ownership.

Several alternatives
were considered,
but eliminated
from detalled
development
and analysis.
One was formulated
to determine the highest timber and road construction
level
that would maintain
existing
fish populations.
Outputs and
reading were slightly
higher than, but similar
to Alternative
J. Consequently,
it was dropped from further
consideration.
Variations
of Alternative
B and E were formulated,
to determine and analyze the
marginal costs of adding timber increments to the first
decade allowable
sale
quantity
(see Appendix B for details
of these tests).
Results of this analysis
show that initial
increments
above the maximum present net value level for an
alternative
are relatively
inexpensive.
Each additional
timber increment becomes more expensive as the volume approaches the biological
maximum for the
alternative.
As the first
decade volume is increased from 15 to 43 MMBF/year
for Alternative
B, the marginal
cost of adding volume increases
from $0 to
$76/MBF. As the first
decade volume increases
from 8 to 29 MMBF/year for
Alternative
E, the marginal cost of adding volume increases from $0 to $87/MBF.
Although the marginal costs of timber volume increments was determined only for
Alternatives
B and E, the same conclusion
applies in a general sense to all
alternatives,
I.e.,
each increment
of additional
timber
volume will
have
increasing
costs associated with it.
Other variations
were made on Alternative
E to analyze the effect
timber prices
and management costs,
price/cost
trends.
harvest
nontimber output values,
and road modeling methods.
Results of
are presented in Appendix B.

of changes in
constraints,
this analysx

Additional
variations
of these alternatives
were designed to analyze the effect
on the efficient
level
and increment,
by reducing costs and reducing
timber
values.
Chapter 2
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from
One preliminary
alternative,
Alternative
D, was consIdered but ellmlnated
Thus alternative
recommended all potentral
wilderness
In the
further
analysis.
Montana Wilderness Study Act (MWSA) areas for wilderness,
and prowded
fairly
The Ninth Cxcult
Court decxxon on the RARE II
hzgh levels of elk and timber.
EIS resulted in a reevaluation
of roadless areas and required that all or most
in at
roadless area, not Just the MWSAareas, be recommended for wilderness
least one alternative.
All alternatxves
were reevaluated
to provzde a wide
As a result,
AlternatIve
D was no longer needed to help
range of wilderness.
fill
the range of wilderness or roadless management, or resource outputs.
An alternative
using a predominantly
uneven-aged sllwcultural
system (lndlbut was eliminated
from detailed
vidual and group selectlon)
was considered.
study following
review of research (USDA, 1983) and the RegIonal Guide.
Land
sulted for biologxally
sound uneven-aged management 1s very lxnlted.
Lodgepole
pine, Douglas-fir
and spruce fir types normally develop naturally
xn even-aged
stands as a result
of wildfIre.
Insect and disease problems,
partxularly
western spruce budworm and dwarf mistletoe,
are wldespread and often associated
with heavy fuel accumulations and/or steep slopes.
Converting these types and
condltlons
to uneven-aged management 1s rxsky,
often resulting
in extensive
wIndthrow,
carryover
of Insect/disease
problems to new stands, and untenable
fuel problems.
Uneven-aged systems have been and ~111 continue to be consldered
where brologrcally
approprxte,
such as for ponderosa prne types and rlparian
areas.
C.

Description

of Alternatives

The 10 alternatives
considered in detail,
lncludlng
a new preferred
alternatlve,
are described in this sectlon.
Each alternative
has a schedule of resource outputs and economx data proJected for 15 decades (Table 11-26).
SectIon h. under
each alternatIve
now incorporates
a tlmber supply analysis;
SectIon I. has been
rewrrtten
to better
portray
the effect
on mineral and energy opportunities;
timber board foot volumes have been corrected
to Reglonal Guide utlllzatlon
standards; and SectIon f. now includes fish habitat improvement as an option for
all alternatives.
See Appendix C for roadless area dlscusslon.
1.

Alternative

A--High

Market Emphasis

Thrs alternatlve
emphaszzes trmber outputs and lIvestock
use.
It was deslgned
to meet RPA targets assigned by the RegIonal Guide. A high level of timber production 1s required to create and maintain forage levels.
Consequently,
timber
outputs not only meet but exceed timber targets in the five decade RPA period.
AlternatIve
A has the most extensxve road system of any alternatxve.
thereby enhanclng opportunltxes
for minerals
exploration
and development
and roaded
recreation,
but xssues other than timber are not speclfxcally
addressed.
a.

Roadless Area

Of the 405,000 acres of roadless area, about 67 percent would be managed for
timber productron.
The 33 percent not sultable
for trmber production
would be
portions
of the Selwayavallable
for unroaded recreation
use, lncludlng
North Big Hole, Blue Joint,
Allan Mountain, Sapphwe,
and Stony
BItterroot,
Mountain roadless areas.
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b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 47 percent'primitive,
A low level of
8 percent semiprimitive
motorized,
and 45 percent
roaded.
No expansion or new
maintenance is provided
for campgrounds and trails.
RPA recreation
use targets
are met except for
development
is planned.
Estimated
first
decade
use
is about 6% below
developed recreation
in decade 1.
the target in this and all other alternatives.
c.
No new wilderness
d.

Wilderness
is recommended.
Visual

Quality

mostly timber harvest and roading,
will
dominate all
Management activities,
landscapes outside of existing
wilderness.
Some unroaded areas not sultable for
timber production,
about 132,000 acres, would not be roaded unless accessed for
mineral exploration
and development.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Because timber harvest
is high, elk winter
forage production
is high.
Elk
habitat
improvement 1s only a function of the target but is adequate to meet the
elk targets
in decades 1 and 2.
Cover on winter
ranges will
be in short
Road
closures
will
provide
a
little
security
during
hunting
season but
supply.
unroaded security
areas will
steadily
decrease as roads are built
into them.
Easier
access and decreased cover will
result
in more restrictive
hunting
seasons.
Old growth decreases rapidly
as undeveloped areas are logged, but timber harvest
schedules are constrained
to maintain at least 5 percent old growth on suitable
timberland.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Non-wilderness
stream catchable trout populations
are proJected to decrease 15
and 30 percent by the end of decades 1 and 3 respectively,
due to sedimentation
from roads and removal of woody material
that is necessary to maintain debris
pools.
Populations
then recover to, and remain at, about 20 percent below current levels.
Fish habitat
improvement could reduce losses by about 20 percent
during periods of high road development (decades 2 and 3).
The RPA water acre
foot target is exceeded by this alternative.
Soil and water resource obJectives
can be met by about 6% of the improvement work targeted by RPA.
g.

Range

The obJective
is to meet or exceed RPA targets.
Forage production
from 14,000 animal unit months (AUM'S) to about 20,000 AUM's in
Forage supply greatly exceeds expected demand in the early decades.

Chapter
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h.

Timber

Approximately
97 percent of tenFirst decade timber outputs are emphasxed.
The
tatlvely
sultable
txnberlsnd
1s managed for scheduled timber outputs.
first
decade allowable
sale quantity
of 59 MMBF/year 1s 96 percent above the
The sustaIned yield capacity 1s 59 MMBF/year. Timber
1976 to 1985 sold level.
harvest and reforestatron
RPA targets are significantly
exceeded In all decades,
but the addItIona
harvest 1s needed to meet RPA range forage targets.
The TSI
programmed meets the obJectIves of the alternatIve,
but 1s less than the RPA
target.
In the early decades, 83 percent of harvest 1s clearcut
and 17 percent 1s shelLodgepole pane accounts for 40 percent of the allowable
sale
terwood cut.
quantity In decade 1, compared to 26 percent of the standlng Inventory.
provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternatlve
46 percent more timber volume than the stated need of mzlls z.n the vxxnlty
of
the Forest.
A detailed analysis of timber supply is presented XI the Comparxson
of AlternatIves
sectlon of this Chapter.
1.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
primarily
for timber purposes wxll provlde access near all lands having high to very high hardrock potentzal,
outslde
existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operation would apply to 63 percent of
these lands. special mltlgatlon
or condltlons
would be required on 37 percent,
and no lands are proposed for withdrawal from entry.
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guIdelInes
of the
EnvIronmental Assessment on 011 and Gas LeasIng on Nonwllderness Land, which 1s
incorporated
by reference In this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease rexsua?ce ~111 undergo addltlonal
analysis required by NEPA, tlerlng
to thx EIS by
referencing
the lnformatlon
presented hereln.
Special stlpulatlons
are used
whenever the leased area has surface resource values needing special protection
to meet the alternatIve
management objectlves.
This alternatlve
provides
for
the case load identified
in RPA.
j.

Road System

Approximately
2.600 mxles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
In decade 1 1s 41 mzles, with 14 miles of capital
Investment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
A 1s expensive In terms of direct costs, because of large timber and
road constructron
programs.
However, the returns are also high because the most
valuable trmber 1s harvested.
Annual Forest expenditures
xn decade 1 are $9.2
million
or 39 percent above the present level.
The annual returns
are $2.5
mlllxn,
56 percent above present returns.
When asslgned values for recreation
the total
annual benefits
In the first
and llvestock
grazing are Included,
decade are $6.4 mllllon.
The RPA human resource program 1s provided for with
thx alternative.
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Discounted costs for 150 years are $235 million
and benefits
are $383 million,
It isn't higher due to
so the present net value of the Forest IS $148 million.
of harvest activities
to meet
the harvest of 59 MMBF/year, and the dispersal
Alternative
A will increase the local jobs
minimum visual quality
objectIves.
provided by Forest outputs 33 percent above the 1980 level,
due to high levels
The budget is less than the RPA
of timber harvest
and Forest expenditures.
target.
1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

Corridor
segments R27 across the Sapphire mountains and R29 along Highway 93
Segment
will be in land designations
which provide for roadlng and development.
R28 has been effectively
blocked by the Central Idaho Wilderness Act management
requirements for the Nes Perce Trail road corridor.
2.

Alternative
Issues

B--Market

Emphasis with Limited

Response to Nonmarket

This alternative
emphasizes timber and mineral opportunities,
and addresses the
most significant
components of the wilderness,
visual quality,
and elk habitat
issues that can be achieved with the least effect on market outputs.
a.

Roadless Area

Twelve percent of the 405,000 roadless acres 1s recommended for wilderness.
Another 25 percent is not suItable
for timber production
and will generally reMann unroaded, including
portions
of the North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot,
Sapphire, Stony Mountain, Blue Joint, and Allan Mountain roadless areas.
About
63 percent is scheduled for reading and development.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 50 percent primitive.
6 percent semiprimitive
motorized,
and 44 percent roaded.
A low level of
maintenance
is provided
for
campgrounds and trails.
No expansion or new
development IS planned.
c.

Wilderness

About 1,800 acres in Swift and Needle Creeks, and 48,300 acres of the SelwayBitterroot
roadless
areas,
are recommended for wilderness.
The SelwayBitterroot
areas have very high wilderness attributes,
potential
to improve the
current wilderness
boundary, complete features like an entire canyon, and major
travel corridors
to the existing
wilderness.
Wilderness designation
of all the
areas will have little
effect
on market outputs; and the areas have longstanding
public support for wilderness.
d.

Visual

Quality

A high level of visual quality
is maintained adjacent to residential
areas, and
a moderate level in the foreground viewed from major existing
travel corridors.
Management activities
here may be evident but subordinate
to characteristic
Elsewhere,
timber harvest and roads will
dominate the
landscape patterns.
landscape.
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Visual quality
obJectives outslde of existing
wilderness
are: preservation
on
six percent of the area, the land recommended for wilderness;
partial
retention
areas and travel corridors;
on 13 percent of the area, the land near residential
The remanning 12 perand modification
or maximum modification
on 69 percent.
cent, 100,000 acres, is unroaded area not suitable
for timber production,
but is
These lands ~111 be managed
available
for mInera exploration
and development.
for semiprim~tlve
recreation
opportunities
unless accessed for minerals.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Cover/forage
ratios
on elk winter range will
be maintaIned or improved on a
Road closures wll provide
Forage ~111 be increased on most areas.
small area.
areas will decrease
some security
during hunting season, but unroaded security
as roads are built into them. Easier access and decreased cover will result in
More than five percent old growth is mainmore restrictive
hunting seasons.
tanned on sultable
timberland
although
existing
old-growth
area is reduced
rapidly by timber harvest.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are proJected to decrease 15 percent by the end of
from roads.
decade 1, due mostly to sedxnentatlon
Fish habltat
improvement
could reduce losses by about 25 percent during periods of high road development
such as decades 2 and 3.
g.

Range

The current
level of lsvestock
use will
be maintained or
supply greatly exceeds expected demand in the early decades.
h.

increased.

Forage

Timber

The obJective is to maintain high timber production.
Approximately
97 percent
of tentatively
suitable timberland 1s managed for scheduled timber outputs.
The
fwst
decade allowable sale quantity
of 51 MMBF/year is 69 percent above the
1976 to 1985 sold level.
ProJected outputs increase to the sustained
yield
capacity of 59 MMBFin decade 4. RPA targets are significantly
exceeded in all
decades except the third.
shelterwood.
Clearcut,
and selection
harvest systems are 76, 23, and 1 percent
respectively
of the acreage harvested sn early decades. Lodgepole pine accounts
for 19 percent of the allowable
sale quantity
in decade 1, compared to 26
percent of the standing inventory.
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternative
provides about
27 percent more timber volume than the stated need of mills in the vicinity
of
A detailed analysis of timber supply is presented in the Comparison
the Forest.
of Alternatives
section of this Chapte;.
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1.

Minerals

end Energy Resources

primarily
for timber purposes will proOver time, the road system constructed
vide access near all lands having high to very high hardrock potential,
outslde
existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operation would apply to 61 percent of
or conditions
would be required on 39 percent,
these lands, special mitigation
and no lands are proposed for withdrawal
from entry.
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guidelines
of the
Environmental Assessment on Oil and Gas Leasing on Nonwilderness Land, which is
incorporated
by reference
in this EJS. New leases and subsequent lease reissuance will undergo additional
analysis required by NEPA. tiering
to this EIS
Special stipulations
are
through referencxng
the information
presented herein.
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protection
to meet the alternative
management objectives.
J.

Road System

Approxamately 2,300 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
investment
road construction
in decade 1 is 36 miles. with 12 miles of capital
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
B is expensive in terms of direct
costs, due to large timber and
road construction
programs.
The returns are also fairly
high because low objectives
for nonmarket resources
allow for fairly
efficient
timber harvest.
Annual expenditures
in the first
decade are $9.2 milllon,
or 39 percent above
the present level.
Annual receipts
are $3.4 million,
or 113 percent above
present receipts.
When assigned values for recreation
and livestock
grazing are
included,
the total annual benefits
in the first
decade are $7.3 million.
Costs discounted over 150 years are $233 million,
and benefits
are $376 million,
so the present net value of the Forest is $143 mllllon.
It isn't higher due to
the objective
to harvest 51 MMBF annually in the first
decade.
Alternative
B
will increase the local JObS provided by Forest outputs 25 percent above the
1980 level, due to high levels of timber harvest and Forest expenditures.
1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

Corridor
segments R27 across the Sapphire mountains and R2g along Highway 93
will be in land designations
which provide for roadlng and development.
Segment
R28 has been effectively
blocked by the Central Idaho Wilderness Act management
requirements for the Nez Perce Trail road corridor.
3.

Alternative
C--Market Emphasis with Response to Nonmarket Issues
that can be Achieved at Little
Cost

This alternative
provides a mix of resource outputs,
with emphasis on timber
but addresses those wilderness,
unroaded recreation,
visual quality,
outputs,
and elk habitat
issues which can be achieved with minimal effect
on market
outputs.
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a.

Roadless Area

Of the 405,000 roadless acres, about 24 percent 1s recommended for wlderness;
and 27 percent would be managed for roadless semiprlm1txve recreation,
lncludlng
portions
of the North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot,
Sapphire.
Stony Mountain,
About 49 percent would be roaded
Blue Joint, and Allan Mountain roadless areas.
and developed.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 53 percent prlmltlve,
Forest-wide,
The areas managed for
8 percent semlprlmltlve
motorized, and 39 percent roaded.
semlpnmrtlve
recreation
Include four relatively
large, high elevatron
parcels
wldllfe,
lakes and other
which have diverse
scenery,
vegetation,
geology,
Current recreation
use IS moderate to high UI these areas.
attractions.
A low level of maintenance IS provided
or new development 1s planned.
c.

for

campgrounds and trails.

No expanszon

Wilderness

Approximately 98,000 acres are recommended for wilderness including
Swift Creek,
Needle Creek, and portlons
of the Selway-BItterroot.
Sapphire,
and Blue Joint
These areas have moderate to high wilderness
attrIbutes,
roadless
areas.
publw support for wilderness but to a lesser degree than in AlternatIve
B, and
low effect on market outputs.
d.

Visual

Quality

to reszdentlal
areas,
and
A high level of vxwal quality
1s marntalned adJaCent
a moderate level in the foreground vlewed from exxstlng and potentially
mayor
travel corridors.
Management actzvltles
here may be evident but subordinate
to
characterlstlc
landscape patterns.
Elsewhere,
txnber harvest
and roads ~111
downate the landscape.
Visual quality
obJectIves
outslde exlstlng
wilderness
are preservation
on 12
percent of the area (recommended for wilderness),
partial
retention
on 12
percent
(near resldentlal
areas and travel
corridors),
and modrflcatlon
or
maximum modification
on 62 percent.
The remaining 14 percent
(117,000 acres)
IS unroaded area mostly not sultable
for timber productlon.
These lands ~11 be
managed for semlprimltive
recreation
opportunltles
and retention
vxwal quality,
unless accessed for mineral exploration
and development.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Cover/forage
ratios ~111 be maintained or improved on the best quality
winter
and
some
elk
security
areas
~111
remain
roadless
to
malntaln
hunting
raze,
opportunltres.
Winter forage production
increases to about 20 percent above the
current
level.
A moderate road closure program will be implemented to limit
hunter access and maintain hunting season length.
More than five percent old
growth 1s malntained
as a result
of soil,
water, and visual
constraints
but
there IS a moderate reduction of old growth over time.
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f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populatxons
are projected
to decrease 15 percent by the end of
Fish habltat
improvement
from roads.
decade 1, due mostly to sedimentation
could reduce losses by about 20 percent during the period of high road development in decades 2 and 3.
g.

Range

The current lIvestock
use level ~111 be malntalned.
pected demand in the early decades.
h.

Forage supply exceeds ex-

Timber

The oblective
is to mazntain a hzgh level of timber production
on a compact land
base by removing narrow and isolated
parcels from the timber base. Approxlmately 88 percent of tentatively
suitable
txnberland 1s managed for scheduled timber
The first
decade allowable
sale quantity of 49 MMBF/year 1s 63 percent
outputs.
Projected outputs Increase to the sustained
above the 1976 to 1985 sold level.
yield capacity of 52 MMBF/year XI decade 4. RPA targets are exceeded zn all
decades except decade 3.
shelterwood,
Clearcut,
and selection
harvest systems are 72, 27. and 1. percent
respectively
of the area harvested
in early decades.
Lodgepole pine accounts
for 9 percent of the allowable
sale quantity
=n decade 1, compared to 26 percent
of the standlng inventory.
provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered
is sold, the alternative
22 percent more timber volume than the stated need of mills m the vxinity
of
A detalled
analysis of timber supply is presented in the Comparxaon
the Forest.
of AlternatIves
section of this Chapter.
1.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
primarily
for timber purposes 1~x11 provide access near 80 percent
of all lands having high to very high hardrock
Standard plans of operation would apply
potential.
outside existing
wilderness.
to 52 percent of these lands,
special
mitigation
or condltlons
would be requlred on 46 percent, and 2 percent are recommended for wilderness.
Exlstlng
0x1 and gas leases have been processed under the guidelines
of the
Environmental
Assessment on Oil and Gas Leaszng on Nonwilderness Land, whxh 1s
Incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease reissuaxe will
undergo additional
analysis
required
by NEPA, txering
to this EIS
through referencing
the information
presented herein.
Special stipulations
are used whenever the leased area has surface resource
values needing special protection
to meet the alternative
management objectIves.
j.

Road System

Annual
Approximately
2,300 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Investment
road construction
in decade 1 IS 34 miles, with 11 miles of capital
roads.
Chapter
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k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
C 1s expensive m terms of dxrect costs, due to txnber and road conhigh,
structlon
programs and recreation
management. The returns are also fairly
because the low nonmarket resource objectives
allow for fairly
effxlent
timber
Annual expenditures
in the first
decade are $9.1 million,
or 38 perharvest.
Annual receipts
are $3.5 mrlllon,
or 119 percent
cent above the current level.
When assigned values for recreation
and livestock
above the present level.
the total annual benefits
in the first
decade are $7.4
grazmg are Included,
mllion.
and benefits
are 5353 mlll~on,
Costs discounted over 150 years are $228 mlllzon,
The primary reasons It
so the present net value of the Forest xa $125 mllllon.
Isn't higher are the harvest of 49 MMBF of timber annually ln the first
decade,
dispersal of harvest activities
to meet vzaual quality obJectIves.
preclusion
of
timber harvest for a moderate amount of roadless/wilderness
management, and
provlslon
of a moderate level of recreation
management. Alternative
C will
increase the local jobs provided by Forest outputs 21 percent above the 1980
level, due to high levels of timber harvest and Forest expenditures.
1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

Corridor segment R2q along Highway 93 ~111 be in land designations
which provide
for roadlng and development.
Segment R27 through the Sapphire Mountains 1s partlally
blocked by a wilderness
recommendation and constralned
by a roadless
semlprlmitlve
recreation
deslgnatlon,
but a wlndow 1s provided
through Moose
Creek near Frogpond Basin.
Segment R28 has been effectively
blocked by the
Central Idaho Wilderness Act management requirements
for the Nez Perce Trail
road corridor.
4.

Alternative
outputs

E--Moderate

Response to all

Market and Nonmarket

This alternatIve
was designed to resolve maJor issues and management concerns
with a mix of market and nonmarket uses and outputs.
Emphasis is on roadless
recreation,
wilderness,
elk habitat,
water quality.
fxaheries,
visual quality,
and timber Issues.
a.

Roadless Area

About 19 percent of the 405,000 acres of roadless area is recommended for w~lderness: 49 percent will be managed for roadless semiprxnitive
recreation;
1
percent ~111 be unroaded but available
for timber management; and 32 percent
~111 be roaded and developed.
Parts of the North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot.
Sleeping Child, Sapphire, Stony Mountain, Blue Jomt,
and Allan Mountain areas
are managed for roadless recreatron.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 52 percent primltlve,
13 percent semiprimitive
motorized,, and 35 percent roaded.
Areas managed for
semiprimitive
recreation
include six larger parcels whxh have a diversity
of
Current
scenery, vegetation,
wildlife,
geology, lakes, and other attractions.
recreation
use m these areas is moderate to high.
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ExpanA moderate level of maintenance is provided for campgrounds and trails.
About
25
percent
of
soon of recreation
facilities
at Lake Como IS planned.
existing
trails
~111 be reconstructed
over 25 years to mmnnze boggy sections,
tread erosion, and safety problems.
c.

Wilderness

Approxrmately 77,000 acres are recommended for wxlderness,
lncludlng portxons of
These areas have very high
the Selway-BItterroot
and Blue Joint roadless areas.
langstandIng
support for wilderness,
good topographic
wilderness
attributes,
boundarles, and low effect
on market outputs.
d.

Visual

Quality

A high level of vxsual quality
is maintained in the foreground and mlddleground
Management actlvltles
~111 not be
near residential
areas and flsherles
streams.
evident on unroaded land, mayor wilderness access routes, and fisheries
streams.
Actlvitles
~11 be evident,
but subordinate
to characterlstx
landscape patMountain face.
A moderate level of
terns, on roaded areas on the Bitterroot
visual quality will be maintained in the foreground and mlddleground viewed from
existing
major travel corridors
where management actlvltxs
will be evident but
subordinate.
Visual quality
objectives
outside existing
wilderness
are: preservation
on 9
percent of the area, which 1s the land recommended for wilderness;
retention
and partial
retention
on 15 percent (the land near residentlal
areas, travel
corndors,
and fzshlng streams);
and modlflcatlon
or maxmum modlfxatlon
on 51
percent.
The remaining 25 percent wxll be managed for semiprrmltlve
recreation
and retention
visual quality,
but will be available
for mineral exploration.
e.
Nearly optimal
winter
range.
roaded security

Elk and Old Growth
cover/forage
ratios
~111 be malntazned on the best quality
Hunting opportunities
~111 be maintained
by deslgnatlng
areas for roadless management, and by closing some roads.

elk
un-

Elk winter forage production
~111 increase slightly
above the current level.
More than five percent old growth is malntarned as a result of ~011, water, and
visual constraints;
however, there is a moderate decrease in old growth over
time.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to decrease 15 percent by the end of
from roads.
decade 1, due to sedimentation
Provxslons
for adequate woody
to replace debris dams, prevent further
losses.
Fish habitat Lmprovematerial,
ment could reduce losses about 40 percent.
g.

Range

Current livestock
use will be maintained
Increases from slightly
above the current
and then declines.
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h.

Timber

Timber obJectlves are to: manage most lands having the capacity to produce more
for timber production;
meet
than 50 cubic feet per acre per year of wood fiber,
m=x more nearly
the fwst
decade RPA target
of 31 MMBF; achzeve a specxs
proportional
to standing
volume; provide
for early
entry
end removal of
and use shelterwood harvest on severe
lodgepole pme; mlnxmxe aerial yardmg;
to regenerate.
sites
that
have been difficult
southand west-facing
Approximately
77 percent of tentatively
sultable
tImberland
1s managed for
The first
decade allowable
sale quantity
of 36
scheduled txmber outputs.
ProJected outputs
MMBF/year 1s 20 percent above the 1976 to 1985 sold level.
approximates
Increase
to about 46 MMBF/year m the fourth
decade, whxh
Txnber production
is slightly
below RPA targets.
sustaIned yxald capacity.
and selectIon
harvest are 52, 44, and 4 percent, respecClearcut,
shelterwood,
tively,
of the acreage harvested m early decades.
Lodgepole p=ne accounts for
about 28 percent of the first
decade allowable
sale quantity,
compared to 26
percent of standlng inventory.
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternatlve
provides about
11 percent less timber volume than the stated need of mills ln the vicinity
of
the Forest.
A detailed analysis of timber supply 1s presented XI the Comparison
of Alternatives
section of this Chapter.
1.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
prlmarlly
for timber purposes will provxde access near 66 percent of the lands having high to very high hardrock
potential,
outside existing
wrlderness.
Standard plans of operation would apply
to 40 percent of these lands, special mltlgation
or condltlons
would be required
on 56 percent, and 4 percent are recommended for wilderness.
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guldellnes
of the
Environmental
Assessment on Oil and Gas Leaslng on Nonwlderness
Land, whxh 1s
Incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease relssuaxe will
undergo addltlonal
analysis
required
by NEPA, tlerlng
to this EIS
through referencing
the InformatIon
presented herein.
Special stipulations
are
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values needing special protection to meet the alternative
management obJectlves.
.I.

Road System

Approximately
2,000 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
in decade 1 is 23 miles, with 8 miles of capital
investment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
E 1s moderately expensive m terms of drrect
costs, due to timber
and road construction
programs and recreation
management. Returns are moderate,
because nonmarket resource ObJectlves allow for moderately effxient
timber harAnnual expenditures
in the first
decade are $8.6 mIllion,
o? 30 percent
vest.
Annual receipts
are $2.2 million,
or 38 percent above
above the present level.
When
assigned
values
for
recreation
and
lIvestock
grazing
the present level.
are Included, the total annual benefxts m the first
decade are $6 mllllon.
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costs are $213 million
and benefits
are $309 mllOver 150 years, dlscounted
The primary
ILOIl, so the present net value of the Forest 1s $96 million.
reasons It isn't
higher are: the harvest of 36 MMBF of ixmber annually m the
of harvest
actlvltles
for moderate levels of vxual
first
decade; dxpersal
quality;
protection
of wildlife
habitat
and rzpar~an zones; preclusion
of timber
management from a moderate amount of roadless area; and provrs~on of a moderate
level of recreation
management.
The potential
for local
Jobs dependent on
Forest outputs ~111 increase 8 percent below the 1980 level,
due to a larger
timber sales program.
1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridor

Corridor segment R29 along Highway 93 ~111 be -in land designations
which provide
Segment R27 through the Sapphire Mountains IS confor roadlng and development.
strained by roadless semiprlmltive
recreation
land deslgnatlon.
Segment R28 has
been effectxvely
blocked
by the Central
Idaho Wxlderness Act management
requirements for the Nez Perce Trawl road corrzdor.
5.

Alternative
El--Same Management Emphasis as Alternative
Departure From Nondeclining
Timber Flow

This alternatxve
Alternative
E.
E.
a.

was designed to depart from the nondecllnlng
timber flow III
All other obJectives and constraints
are the same as AlternatIve
Roadless Area

Same as Alternative
b.

E.

E.

Visual

Same as Alternative

e.

and Trails

Wilderness

Same as AlternatIve

d.

E.

Recreation

Same as AlternatIve
c.

E but with

Quality

E.

Elk and Old Growth

Cover/forage
on wxnter range, and hunting opportunltles,
are the same as Alternative E. There 1s a rapld decrease III old growth, but more than five percent
1s malntalned as a result of ~011, water, and visual constraints.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to decrease 25 percent by the end of
decade 1, due to sedimentatzon
from roads.
Populations then recover to and remaln about 15 percent below current levels,
due to provx~ons
for adequate woody
Improvement could reduce losses
material
to marntaln debris dams. Fish habitat
by about 25 percent during the period of high road development III decades 1 and
2.
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g.

Range

Same as Alternative
h.

E.

Timber

Txnber harvest deviates from nondecllnlng
flow, and first
decade volume 1s maxThereafter,
timber outputs are lxnlted to a 25 percent change from this
mized.
The primary purpose IS to determine whether the departure ~11: better
level.
meet RPA targets:
reduce the potential
for loss from a mountain p~.ne beetle IIIImprove the dlstrlbutlon
of timber age classes:
and Increase
or
festatlon;
stabllze
local wood products employment.
The fwst decade allowable sale qusntlty
of 44 MMBF/year 1s 46 percent above the
Outputs decline to about 35 MMBF/year m the next two
1976 to 1985 sold level.
on a 60-year cycle.
outputs
decades, then Increase and decline slgnlflcantly
below targets
in the
exceed RPA targets
in decade 1, but are significantly
remaining four decades.
Lodgepole pine accounts for 35 percent of the first
compared to 26 percent of standing Inventory.
decade allowable sale quantrty,
There 1s no signlfxant
difference
III age class dlstrlbutlon
between this
alternative
and AlternatIve
E.
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternatlve
provides about 9
percent more timber volume than the stated need of 111111sin the vlclnlty
of the
A detalled
analysis of timber supply 1s presented in the Comparison of
Forest.
AlternatIves
section of th1.s Chapter.
I.

Minerals

Same as Alternative
J.

and Energy Resources

E.

Road System

Approximately
2,100 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
III decade 1 1s 31 mles,
with 10 miles of capital
xwestment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
El LS expensive in terms of direct
costs, due to large timber and
road construction
programs and moderate recreation
management.
Returns are
moderate because nonmarket resource obJectIves
allow for moderately efflclent
Annual expenditures
in the first
decade are $9.9 mllllon,
or 50
timber harvest.
Annual returns are $2.2 mlllzon,
or 38 percent
percent above the present level.
above the present level.
When asslgned values for recreation
and lIvestock
grazing
annual benefits
In the first
decade are $6.1 million.
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costs are $221 million
and benefits
are $306 mllOver 150 years, dlscounted
The primary
11on, so the present net value of the Forest is $85 milllon.
the harvest of 44 MMBF annually
U- the first
reasons It isn't
higher are:
decade; dispersal of harvest
actlvitles
for moderate levels of visual qualxty
and wlldllfe
habltat.
and high level of rzparzan zone protection;
preclusion
of
txnber management from a moderate acreage of roadless areas; and provlslon
of a
decade potential
for local
moderate level of recreation
management. The first
jobs dependent on Forest outputs will
xxrease 20 percent above the 1980 level,
because timber harvest I.S slightly
higher than 1980.
1.

Utility

Same as Alternative
6.

Transportation

Corridors

E.

Alternative
E2 (Preferred
Market and Nonmarket Outputs

Alternative)--Moderate

Levels

of

all

This alternative
1s similar
to E, the proposed action displayed in the DEIS. It
responds to fish,
water quality.
timber
supply,
and budgetary
issues or
management concerns that surfaced or were reInforced
in comments received on the
DEIS. It also was deslgned to resolve maJor issues with a mix of market and
nonmarket
uses and outputs.
Emphasis
remains
on roadless
recreation,
wilderness,
elk habltat,
water quality,
fisheries,
visual
quality
and timber
issues.
Changes give additIona
emphasis to mxn~xxng
adverse effects on fish
populations.
Several less slgniflcant
changes are incorporated
in the following
discussion.
a.

Roadless Area

About 19 percent of the 405,000 acres of roadless area 1s recommended for
wilderness;
53 percent will be managed for roadless semrprimitlve
recreatlon;
and 26 percent ~11 be roaded and developed.
Parts of the North Big Hole,
Selway-BItterroot.
Sleeping Child,
Sapphire,
Stony Mountain, Blue Joint,
and
Allan Mountain areas are managed for roadless recreation.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide.
the recreation
opportunxty
spectrum would be 52 percent prlmltlve,
9 percent semiprimitive
motorized,
and 56 percent roaded.
Areas managed for
semwrimltive
recreation
Include SIX larger
parcels which have a diversity
of
scenery, vegetation,
wlldlife,
geology,
lakes, and other attractions.
Current
recreation
use in these areas 1s moderate to hrgh.
A moderate level of maintenance 1s provided for campgrounds and trails.
Expansion of recreation
facllltles
at Lake Como 1s planned.
About 25 percent of
existing
Walls wrll be reconstructed
over 25 years to minlmlze boggy sectlons,
tread erosIon, and safety problems.
c.

Wilderness

Approximately 77,000 acres are recommended for wilderness,
lncludlng
portions of
the Selway-Bitterroot
and Blue Joint
roadless
areas.
These areas have high
wilderness
attributes,
longstanding
support
for wrlderness,
good topographic
boundaries, and low effect on market outputs.
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d.

Visual. Quality

A high level of v,~%~al quality
1s malntained XI the foreground and mrddleground
Management activities
~111 not be
near &s&ntial
areas and flsherles
streams.
evident on unroaded land, major wilderness access routes, and fisheries
streams.
They ~111 be evident,
but subordinate
to characterlstx
landscape patterns,
on
A moderate level of visual quailroaded areas on the BItterroot
Mountain face.
ty ~111 be maintaIned in the foreground and mlddleground viewed from existing
mayor travel
corridors
and III the foreground
from secondary travel
corridors
where management actxvltles
~111 be evident but subordlnate.
Visual quality
objectlves
outslde existing
wilderness
are: preservation
on 9
percent of the area which is the land recommended for wilderness;
retention
on
the 4 percent which will
remain unroaded, except where necessary to provide
access to adJoIning sultable
tImberland;
retention
and partial
retention
on 19
percent
(the land near residential
areas,
travel
corridors,
and fishery/
and modlflcation
or maximum modification
on 39 percent.
nonflshery
streams);
The remaining
29 percent will
be managed for semlprlmrtxve
recreation
and
retention
visual quality,
but will be available
for mlneral exploration.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Except for the more stringent
visual constraints
adJacent to travel
corridors,
optimal cover/forage
ratios
~111 be maintained on elk winter
range.
Hunting
opportunitzes
will
be maIntaIned by designating
unroaded security
areas for
roadless management, and by closing some roads.
Elk winter forage production
~111 increase slightly
above the current
level.
More than five percent old growth 1s maintained as a result of ~0x1, water, and
visual constraints,
but there 1s a moderate decrease III old growth over time.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to remain at current
levels,
because
management actlvlties
will
be conducted to minimize sediment productlon
and
maintain existing
habltat
potential.
There are provisions
for adequate woody
material to replace debris dams.
g.

Range

Current lIvestock
use will be mamtalned
xxreases
from slightly
below the current
5, and then declines.
h.

in decade 1. Forage production
slowly
permit level to 14,500 AUM's in decade

Timber

most land having the capaThe ObJectives are to: manage for timber production
city to produce 50 or more cubic feet per acre per year of wood fiber;
maintain
achieve a species mix more nearly proportlonal
to
the 1976 to 1985 sold level;
standing volume; provide for early entry and removal of lodgepole pine; and use
sites
that have been
shelterwood
harvest
on severe south- and west-facing
Approximately
66 percent
of tentatively
sultable
dlffxult
to regenerate.
The first
decade allowable
txnberland is managed for scheduled timber outputs.
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sale quantity
(ASQ) of 33 MMBF/year is 10 percent above the 1976 to 1985 sold
Projected outputs increase to about 42 MMBF/year In the fourth decade,
level.
Timber production
1s below RPA
which approximates
sustained
yield
capacity.
targets.
shelterwood,
and selection
harvest are 60, 36, and 4 percent, respecClearcut,
tively,
of the acreage harvested in early decades. Lodgepole pine accounts for
about 26 percent of the first
decade allowable
sale quantity,
whxh is the
percent of lodgepole pine in the standing inventory.
provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered
1s sold, the alternatlve
18 percent less timber volume than the stated need of mxlls in the vicinity
of
A detailed
and equals the hzstorical
purchases from the Forest.
the Forest,
analysis of timber supply is presented m the Comparison of Alternatives
sectIon
of this Chapter.
i.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
primarily
for timber purposes ~111 provide access near 64 percent of the lands havxng high to very high hardrock
potential,
outside existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operation would apply
to 28 percent of these lands, special mitigation
or conditions would be required
on 68 percent, and 4 percent are recommended for wilderness.
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guidelines
of the
Environmental Assessment on Oil and Gas Leaslng on Nonwllderness Land, which IS
incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease reissuante will
undergo additional
analysis
required
by NEPA, tierlng
to this EIS
through referencing
the information
presented hereln.
Special stipulations
a&
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protection
to meet the alternative
management objectives.
J.

Road System

Approximately
1,800 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
in decade 1 is 25 miles, with 8 miles of capital investment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
E2 (Preferred
AlternatIve)
is comparable to the least expensive
This alternative
has relatively
low road
alternatives
In terms of total costs.
In all other cost categories,
Alternative
E2
costs and hence low timber costs.
Returns are similar
to those of
1s very comparable to other alternatives.
AlternatIve
E. because nonmarket
resource
objectives
allow for moderately
Annual expenditures
in the first
decade are estimated
efficient
timber harvest.
to be $7.5 mllllon,
or approximately
14 percent above the present level.
Annual
returns
are $2.4 million.
or 50 percent above the current level.
Addlng the
assigned values for grazing and recreation
brings the total annual benefits
in
the first
decade to $6.0 million.
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150 years, dxcounted
costs are $191 mlllion
and benefits
are $290 million,
The prxnary reasons It
so the present net value of the Forest is $99 milllon.
Isn't higher are: the harvest of 33 MMBFof timber annually =n the first
decade;
dispersal
of harvest activities
for
protection
of fxhery
and water resources;
relatively
high levels of vxus.1 quality,
wIldlIfe
habltat,
and rlparlan
zone
preclusion
of timber management from a roadless
area that 1s 15
protection;
for a moderate level of
percent larger
than in AlternatIve
E; and provlslon
for local Jobs dependent on Forest outputs
recreation
management. The potential
wll
decrease approximately
one percent from the 1980 level.
Over

1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

Corrzdor segment R2g along Hlghway 93 ~111 be in land desxgnations
whxh provide
Segment R27 through the Sapphire Mountains 1s confor roadlng and development.
strained by roadless semlprxnltlve
recreation
land designation.
Segment R28 has
been effectively
blocked by the Central Idaho Wilderness Act management requirements for the Nez Perce Trail road corridor.
7.

Alternative

F--Current

Program (No Action)

This alternatIve
was designed to contxnue the current
program according
to
exlstlng
management plans,
pollcles,
standards
and guldelznes;
and provide
resource outputs consistent
with current
budget levels.
Because of budget
constraints,
some programs and servxes are at a reduced level.
a.

Roadless Area

Of the 405,000 roadless acres, 12 percent are recommended for wilderness;
60
percent would be managed for roadless semlprlmltlve
recreation;
9 percent are
available
for timber harvest but would remazn unroaded; and 19 percent would be
roaded and developed.
Areas managed for roadless recreation
Include Blue Joxnt,
Sapphire, and portlons of North Big Hole, Selway-BItterroot.
Stony Mountain, and
Allan Mountain roadless areas.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wlde,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 50 percent pmmrtrve,
15 percent semlprimltlve
motorized,
and 35 percent roaded.
Semlprlmltlve
recreatIon areas are dispersed across the Forest and contain a dxversity
of scenery,
vegetation,
wIldlIfe,
geology, lakes, and other attractIons.
Current recreation
use m these areas is moderate to high.
Campgrounds in competition
with the private
sector would be closed,
or turned
over to private
persons for operation
and maintenance.
Other lightly
used
campgrounds would also be closed.
Major mountain trails
~111 be cleared
annually:
most others would be cleared on a 2- or 3-year schedule or by users.
Lightly used trails
would be abandoned. No new facllitles
are planned.
Wilderness and dispersed
area administration
would be at
Vlsltor
contacts,
user education,
clean-up,
and enforcement
most heavily used areas.
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c.

Wilderness

Approximately
50,000 acres are recommended for wilderness including
Swft'Creek,
Wilderness
of the Selway-Bitterroot
roadless areas.
Needle Creek, and part
potential
wrll be maintained
m MWSAareas until Congress acts on them.
d.

Visual

Quality

A high level of visual quality
is maintained adjacent to residential
areas, and
in the foreground
and middleground
viewed from major existing
travel corridors.
Management actxvities
here are either not evident to the casual observer, or are
Elsewhere, timber
evident but subordinate
to characteristic
landscape patterns.
harvest and roads will dominate the landscape.
Vzsual quality
objectives
outside
existing
wilderness are: preservation
on 19
percent of the area (land recommended for wilderness, and MWSAareas); retention
and partial
retention
on 18 percent of the area, the land near residential
areas
and modification
or rnax~~~~ modification
on 47 percent of
and travel corridors;
recreation
the area. The remaining 16 percent will be managed for semlprlmltive
and retention
visual quality,
but will be available for mzneral exploration.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Big-game and old-growth
obJectlves
are essentially
the same as for Alternative
E, but a decrease in timber harvest results xn slightly
less winter forage and
more cover.
f.

Fish

and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to decrease 15 percent by the end of
from roads.
decade 1, due to sedimentation
Provisions
for adequate woody
material
to replace debris
dams prevent further losses.
Fish habltat
improvement could reduce losses by about 40 percent.
g.

Range

The objective
is to provide
for livestock
use, consistent
Forage productlon
elk winter
range and visual
quality.
existing
use m the fxst
decade.
h.

with objectives
for
is slightly
above

Timber

The objective
is to produce timber at a level consistent with objectives
to resolve other resource xsues,
while maintaining nonmarket direction
for Montana
Wilderness Study Act areas.
Approximately
77 percent of tentatively
suitable
tunberland is managed for scheduled timber outputs.
The first
decade allowable
sale quantity of 33 MMBF/year IS 10 percent above the
Projected
outputs gradually Increase to the sustained
1976 to 1985 sold level.
1s below RPA
yield capacity of 40 MMBF/year in decade 10. Timber production
shelterwood,
and selectxn
harvest are 41, 49, and 10
targets.
Clearcut,
Lodgepole pine
of the area harvested in early decades.
percent respectxvely,
accounts for 24 percent of the first
decade allowable sale quantrty,
compared to
26 percent of the standing inventory.
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provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered IS sold, the alternatzve
18 percent less timber volume than the stated need of mills in the vxln1t.y
of
the Forest, but 10 percent more than the historxal
volume purchased from the
A detalled
analysis of timber supply is presented m the Comparison of
Forest.
Alternatives
sectIon of this Chapter.
i.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

for timber purposes ~11 proOver time, the road system constructed prlmarlly
vlde access near 60 percent of the lands having hxgh to very high hardrock
outside
existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operation
would
potential,
or conditions
would be
apply to 36 percent of these lands, special mitigation
requxed on 64 percent, and none are recommended for wilderness.
Existlng
011 and gas leases have been processed under the guldellnes
of the
Environmental
Assessment on 011 and Gas Leasing on Nonwlderness
Land, whxh 1s
Incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease rerssuante will
undergo addItIona
analysis
requxed
by NEPA, tlerlng
to this EIS
through referencing
the InformatIon
presented hereIn.
Special stxpulatlons
are
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protection
to meet the alternatIve
management obJectlves.
Road System

J.

Approximately
1.800 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
in decade 1 1s 23 mles,
with 8 miles of capital
xwestment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

AlternatIve
F 1s Inexpensive in terms of dxxct
costs, because unit costs are
reduced for general admlnlstratlon,
road max?tenance, and fire
control
as a
result of an expenditure
constraint,
unique to this alternative,
that maIntaIned
expenditures
at levels experznced from 1980 to 1982. The returns
are moderate.
because the level of nonmarket resource obJectIves allows moderately
effrclent
timber harvest.
Annual expenditures
=n the first
decade are 57.9 mllllon,
20
percent above the present level.
Annual returns are $1.5 mllllon,
or 6 percent
below the present level.
When assIgned values for recreation
and lrvestock
grazing are included,
the total annual benefits
=n the first
decade are $5.2
million.
Over 150 years, the dlscounted costs are $191 mllllon
and benefits
are $294
million,
so the present net value of the Forest 1s $103 mllllon.
The przmary
reasons for the foregone Investment opportunity
are: the harvest of 33 MMBF/year
the first
decade: dispersal
of harvest actlvitles
for moderate levels of visual
wIldlIfe
habitat,
quality,
and rlparlan
zone protection;
preclusion
of timber
management from roadless areas; and provlslon
of a moderate level of recreation
The potential
for local
Jobs dependent on Forest
outputs ~111
management.
increase slightly
to 2 percent above the 1980 level, because the timber output
is higher.
1.

Utility

Same as AlternatIve
Chapter 2
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8.

Alternative

G--Nonmarket

Emphasis with Limited

Market Outputs

This alternatIve
provides a Max of resource uses and outputs that xs'moderately
responsive to all maJor =ssues, but wxth emphasis on nonmarket values.
a.

Roadless Area

24
Of the 405,000 roadless
acres, 42 percent are recommended for wilderness;
percent ~111 be managed for roadless semlprimitlve
recreation;
7 percent wll
remain unroaded but available
for timber harvest: and 27 percent ~111 be roaded
and developed.
Portxons of the Selway-Bitterroot,
Sleeping Chxld, Sapphzre,
and Allan Mountaln areas ~11 be managed for roadStony Mountain, Blue Joint,
less recreation.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 58 percent
7 percent semiprlmitlve
motorized,
and 35 percent roaded.
A moderate level of
sion of recreation
center at Lost Trail
exlstlng
trails
1s
eroslo*,
and safety
c.

primitive,

maintenance is provided for campgrounds and trails.
Expanfacilities
at Lake Como and Larry Creek, and a new visitor
Pass, are planned.
ReconstructIon
of about 25 percent of
scheduled over 25 years to mlnlmx?e boggy sectIons,
tread
problems.

Wilderness

Approximately
172,000 acres are recommended for wilderness
including
Swift
Creek, Needle Creek, and parts
of the North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot.
Sapphire, Stony Mountain, and Blue Joint areas.
These areas have high wilderness attributes,
public support for wilderness,
reasonable boundaries,
and low
to moderate effect on market outputs.
d.

Visual

Quality

A high level of visual quality
1s maintained adjacent to residential
areas, and
in the foreground
and middleground
viewed from exxstlng
and potential
maJor
travel corridors.
Also, a moderate level 1s maintained adJacent to other signiflcant travel corridors,
where management activities
are either not evident to
the casual observer, or are evident but subordlnate
to characterlstlc
landscape
patterns.
Elsewhere, timber harvest and roads will be evident.
Vxsual quality
objectives
outsxde existing
wilderness
are: preservation
on 20
percent of the area (the land recommended for wlderness);
retention
and partxal
retention
on 25 percent of the area (the land near residential
areas and travel
corridors);
and modifxatlon
or rnax~~~~ modlfxation
on 42 percent.
The remainIng 13 percent ~111 be managed for semiprlmxtive
recreation
opportunltles
and
retention
vxsual quality,
but will be available
for mineral exploration.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Roadless security
areas will be well-dlstrlbuted
over the high-use summer/fall
Adequate cover IS provided on winter ranges, and longer timber rotaranges.
tlons allow a slight
increase in winter forage that 1s maintained over time.
Old growth is maintained at a high level.
Chapter 2
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f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are proJected to decrease 15 percent by the end of
ProvIsions
for adequate woody
from roads.
decade 1, due to sedlmentatlon
Fxsh habitat
Improvement
material to replace debris dams prevent further
loss.
could reduce losses by about 40 percent.
g.

Range

Forage production
gradually
Increases from about 12,000 AIJM's to about 16,000
Forage production
1s somewhat above
AIJM's in decade 5, then gradually
declines.
expected demand m the early decades.
h.

Timber

1s to malntaln a moderate level of timber production,
consistent
The ObJeCtlVe
Approximately
79 percent of tentatively
with emphasis on nonmarket issues.
The first
decade
sultable
tlmberlsnd
IS managed for scheduled timber outputs.
allowable sale quantxty of 35 MMBF/year 1s 16 percent above the 1.976 to 1985
sold level.
ProJected
outputs
gradually
increase
to the sustained
yxeld
capacity of 44 MMBF/year ~.n decade 10. Tzmber production
1s below RPA targets.
Clearcut, shelterwood,
and selection
harvest are 58, 41, and one percent respectlvely of the acreage harvested in early decades.
Lodgepole px.ne accounts for
13 percent of the first
decade allowable sale quantity,
compared to 26 percent
of the standlng Inventory.
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternatIve
provides about
13 percent less txmber volume than the stated need of mills in the viclnlty
of
the Forest.
A detalled
analysxs of timber supply is presented in the Comparison
of AlternatIves
section of this Chapter.
1.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
primarily
for txnber purposes will provlde access near 69 percent of the lands having hrgh to very high hardrock
potential,
outside
existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operatxon
would
apply to 35 percent of these lands, special mltigatlon
or condltlons
would be
requved on 53 percent, and 12 percent are recommended for wilderness.
Exxtlng
011 and gas leases have been processed under the guidelines
of the
Environmental Assessment on 0x1 and Gas Leasing on NonwIlderness Land, which is
incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease reusuante will undergo additional
analysis
required by NEPA. tiering
to thx
EIS
through referencing
the Information
presented hereln.
Special stipulations
are
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protection
to meet the alternatIve
management ObJectIves.
J.

Road System

Approximately
2,000 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
investment
road construction
in decade 1 1s 24 miles, with 8 mxles of capital
roads.
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k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
G is moderately
expensive in terms of direct
costs, due to timber
and road construction
programs and moderate recreation
management. Returns are
moderate, because nonmarket resource obJectives
allow for moderately effxient
Annual expenditures
in the first
decade are $8.5
timber harvest activities.
Annual returns are $2.3 million,
milllon,
or 9 percent above the present level.
When assxgned values for recreation
and
or 44 percent above the present level.
total
annual
benefits
in
the
first
decade
are
livestock
grazing are included,
$6.2 million.
Over 150 years, discounted
costs are $214 million
and benefits
are $305 million,
so the present net value of the Forest 1s $91 million.
The prrmary reasons it
isn't
higher are: the harvest of 35 MMBF/year the first
decade: dispersal
of
harvest activities
for high levels of vxsual quality,
wildlife
habitat,
and
preclusion
of timber management from roadless areas;
rxparian
zone protection;
and provislon
of a high level of recreation
management. The potential
for local
Jobs dependent on Forest outputs will increase 5 percent from the 1980 level,
because the timber output is slightly
higher.
1.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

Corridor segment R29 along Highway 93 will be in land designations
which provide
for reading and development.
Segment R27 through the Sapphire Mountains will be
blocked by the Sapphire wilderness
recommendation.
Segment R28 has been effectively
blocked by the Central
Idaho Wilderness Act management requirements
for
the Nez Perce Trail road corndor.
9.

Alternative
Wilderness

H--Market Emphasis on Roaded Lands and Significant
Recommendation

This alternative
will maintain or increase market outputs from currently
roaded
lands, and emphasize nonmarket issues on roadless areas.
Nearly all roadless
acreage will remain unroaded, with most recommended for wilderness.
a.

Roadless Area

Of the 405,000 roadless acres, 73 percent are recommended for wilderness;
16
percent will be managed for roadless semiprimitive
recreation;
and 11 percent
will
be roaded and developed.
Areas managed for roadless
recreation
include
parts of the North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot.
Sleeping Child, Sapphlrs, Stony
Mountain, Blue Joint, and Allan Mountain areas.
b.

Recreation

and Trails

Forest-wide,
the recreation
opportunity
spectrum would be 66 percent
4 percent semiprimitive
motorized,
and 30 percent roaded.

primitive,

A low level
of maintenance
is provided
for campgrounds and trails
In the
developed portlons
of the Forest.
No expansion or new development is planned.
A moderate level of trail
maintenance is provided in the roadless portion,
tread erosion,
and safety
including
measures to minimize
boggy sections,
problems.
No new construction
is planned.
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c.

Wilderness

Approximately
298,000 acres are
Creek, Needle Creek, and portions
Child, Sapphire, Stony Mountain,
lands have reasonable
topographic
and publx support for
attributes,
d.

Visual

recommended for wilderness,
including
Swift
of North Big Hole, Selway-Bitterroot.
Sleeping
These
Blue Joint,
and Allan Mountain areas.
moderate or higher
wilderness
boundaries,
wilderness.

Quality

A high level of visual quality
is maintained adjacent to residential
areas, and
a moderate level in the foreground viewed from existing
and potential
major
Management activities
=n these areas may be evident,
but are
travel corridors.
Elsewhere, timber harvest and
subordinate to characteristic
landscape patterns.
roads will be evident.
Visual quality
objectives
outside existing
wilderness
are: preservatxon
on 35
percent of the area, the land recommended for wilderness;
partial
retention
on
areas and travel
corridors;
10 percent of the area, the land near residential
and modlficatlon
or maximum modification
on 47 percent of the area.
The remaining 8 percent 1s unroaded area not suitable
for timber production,
but available
for mlneral exploration
and development.
These lands will be managed for semiprimitive
recreation
opportunities
and retention
vxual quality.
unless accessed
for minerals.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

All unroaded security
areas remain roadless.
Intensive
Umber management on
currently
roaded areas, where most winter range is located,
results
in relatlvely
high forage production.
Cover on winter range will be reduced to marglnal levels,
and roads will be closed to maintain some security
for elk in
these areas.
The roadless areas and road closures will maintain hunting opportunitles.
Old growth will decrease slightly
but remain at a high level.
f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to decrease 15 percent by the end of
decade 1, due to sedimentation
from roads.
Provisions
for adequate woody
material
to replace debris dams prevent further
loss.
Fish habitat
improvement
could reduce losses by about 40 percent.
g.

Range

Forage production
remains relatively
stable
for
increases gradually
to slightly
above current use..
expected use in the early decades.
h.

several
decades.
Forage productIon

It then
parallels

Timber

The objective
is to maintain a high level of timber production
from currently
roaded and developed lands.
Approximately
62 percent of tentatively
suitable
timberland is managed for scheduled timber outputs.
The first
decade allowable
sale quantity
of 28 MMBF/year is 7 percent less than the X976-85 sold level.
increase to the sustained yield
capacity of 40 MMBF/year in
Projected outputs
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Clearcut and
is signxficantly
below RF'A targets.
decade 10. Timber productIon
shelterwood harvest are 73 and 27 percent respectively,
of the acreage harvested
Lodgepole pine accounts for 24 percent of the first
decade
m early decades.
allowable sale quantzty,
compared to 26 percent of the standing Inventory.
provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered 1s sold, the alternative
31 percent less timber volume than the stated need of mills in the vicinity
of
A detailed
analysis of timber supply 1s presented in the Comparxson
the Forest.
of AlternatIves
section of this Chapter.
i.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed prlmarlly
for timber purposes ~11 provlde access near 58 percent of the lands having high to very high hardrock
Standard plans of operation would apply
potential,
outsIde existing
wilderness.
to 28 percent of these lands, special mitigation
or conditions
would be requxed
and 35 percent are recommended for wilderness.
on 37 percent,
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guidelines
of the
Environmental
Assessment on Oil and Gas LeasIng on Nonwilderness Land, whxh is
incorporated
by reference in this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease rexsuante will
undergo addltlonal
analysis
required by NEPA, tierlng
to this EIS
through referencing
the lnformatlon
presented herein.
Speczal stipulations
are
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protection
to meet the alternative
management objectives.
j.

Road System

Approximately
1,700 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
Annual
road construction
for decade 1 is 19 miles. with 6 miles of capital
Investment
roads.
k.

Socioeconomic

AlternatIve
H is lnexpenslve In terms of direct costs, due to small timber and
road construction
programs.
However, returns are low because of nonmarket resource obJectIves on the roadless portion of the Forest.
Annual expenditures in
the first
decade are $7.9 mllllon.
or 20 percent above the present level.
Annual returns are $2.0 million,
or 25 percent above the present level.
When
asslgned values for recreation
and livestock
grazing are Included,
the total
annual benefits
in the first
decade are $5.9 million.
Over 150 years. discounted
costs are $197 mllllon
and benefits
are $300 milThe prxmary
11on, so the present net value of the Forest is $103 mllllon.
reasons it isn't
higher are: the harvest of 28 MMBF/year the first
decade:
drspersal
of harvest activities
to meet low levels of vrsual quality,
wxldlife
habitat,
and rzparlan
zone protection;
preclusion
of Umber management from all
of a high ievel of recreation
management on the
roadless areas; and provision
The
potential
for
local
jobs
dependent
on Forest
roadless/wllderness
area.
because
the
timber
output
outputs ~111 decrease 4 percent from the 1980 level,
is lower.
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1.

Utility

Same as Alternative
10.

Transportation

Corridors

J--Nonmarket

Emphasis

G.

Alternative

This alternative
emphasizes nonmarket uses, especially
wilderness,
Timber, livestock
fish habitat,
and water quality.
ty. wildlife,
mineral opportunities
are consistent with these objectives.
a.

visual qualigrazing,
and

Roadless Area

About 99 percent of the 405,000 acres of roadless
land is recommended for
Areas along the boundaries which have roads and timber harvest,
wilderness.
or which improve the boundary are excluded.
b.

Recreation

Forest-wide,
the recreation
percent roaded.

and Trails
opportunity

spectrum

IS 72 percent

primitive

and 28

ExpanA moderate level of maintenance is provided for campgrounds and trails.
sion of recreation
facilities
at Lake Como and Larry Creek, and a visitor
center
Reconstruction
of about 25 percent
of existing
at Lost Trail
are planned.
trails
is scheduled over 12 years to minimize boggy sections,
tread erosion,
and
safety problems.
c.
Approximately
of maximizing

Wilderness
402,000 acres
wilderness.

d.

Visual

are recommended for

wilderness,

with

the objective

Quality

A very high level of visual quality is maintained adjacent to residential
areas,
and
the
foreground
and
middleground
viewed
from
all
travel
corridors.
streams,
Elsewhere,
Management activities
here are not evident to the casual observer.
timber harvest and roads may be subordinate
to or dominate the landscape, but
are dispersed over time to mitigate
the impact.
Visual quality
objectlves
outside existing
wilderness
are: preservation
on 46
percent of the area, the land recommended for wilderness:
retention
and partial
and travel areas
retention
on 33 percent of the area, the land near residential
and streams; and modification
on 21 percent of the area.
e.

Elk and Old Growth

Forage production
on winter range
All unroaded security
areas are maintained.
Roadless areas, road
is low, but old growth is maintained
at a high level.
closures, and cover will maintain or increase hunting opportunities.
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f.

Fish and Water Quality

Catchable trout populations
are projected
to remain at current levels due to
reductions
m sediment, and provisions
reduced road development, corresponding
improvement
for adequate woody material
to replace debris dams. Fish habitat
could increase populations
above the current level.
g.

Range

Forage production
drops to 11,000 AUM's or slightly
less than current use, and
generally remains at that level.
Forage supply is below expected future demand.
h.

Timber

consistent
wxth the emphasis on
The objective
is to maintain timber production,
nonmarket values.
Approximately
54 percent of tentatively
suitable
txmberland
The first
decade allowable
sale
is managed for scheduled timber outputs.
quantity
of 18 MMBF/year is 40 percent below the 1976 to 1985 sold level.
PrOJected
outputs gradually
increase
to the sustained
yield capacity of 30
MMBF/year m decade 12. Timber production
is much below RPA targets.
Clearcut
respectively,
of the area
and shelterwood
harvest
are 48 and 52 percent
harvested in early decades.
Lodgepole pine accounts for 10 percent of the first
decade allowable sale quantity,
compared to 26 percent of standing inventory.
provides about
Assuming all the timber volume offered is sold, the alternative
55 percent less timber volume than the stated need of mills In the vicinity
of
the Forest.
A detailed analysis of timber supply is presented in the Comparxon
of AlternatIves
section of this Chapter.
I.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Over time, the road system constructed
primarzly
for timber purposes will
provide access near 59 percent of the lands having high to very high hardrock
potential,
outside existing
wilderness.
Standard plans of operation would apply
to 25 percent of these lands, special mitigation
or condltlons
would be required
on 34 percent, and 41 percent are recommended for wilderness.
Existing
oil and gas leases have been processed under the guldellnes
of the
Environmental Assessment on Oil and Gas Leasing on Nonwilderness Land, which is
incorporated
by reference ln this EIS. New leases and subsequent lease rexsuante will
undergo additional
analysis
required
by NEPA, tiering
to this EIS
through referencing
the lnformatlon
presented herein.
Special stipulations
are
used whenever the leased area has surface resource values that need special
protectlon
to meet the alternative
management objectives.
J.

Road System

Total
Approximately
1,000 miles of road are needed to complete the system.
annual road construction
ln decade 1 is 12 miles,
with 4 miles of caprtal
investment road.
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k.

Socioeconomic

Alternative
J is xnexpenslve in terms of direct
costs, due to small timber and
However. returns are low because nonmarket resource
road construction
programs.
Annual expenditures
zn the first
objectlves
cause low timber harvest levels.
Annual returns
decade are 57.4 mzlllon,
or 12 percent above the present level.
When assigned values
or 19 percent below the present level.
are $1.3 million,
for recreation
and lIvestock
grazing are included,
the total annual benefits
III
the first
decade are $5.2 mllllon.
Over 150 years. discounted costs are $185 million
and benefits
are $247 mllllon,
The primary reasons It
so the present net value of the Forest is $62 mlllion.
Isn't higher are: the harvest of 18 MMBFannually in the first
decade; dispersal
of harvest activities
for high levels of visual quality
and wildllfe
habztat;
preclusion
of timber management from all roadless and riparlan
zones; and profor local
vision of a moderate level of recreation
management. The potential
jobs dependent on Forest outputs will decrease 16 percent from the 1980 level,
because the txmber output 1s lower.
1.

Utility

Same as Alternative
D.

Transportation

Corridors

G.

Comparison of Alternatives

The drscusslon In this sectlon focuses on how major resource outputs and economic effects
vary among alternatives.
EnvIronmental
effects
from Chapter IV
are Included when needed for understandlng
of the alternatives
being consldered
and their differences.
The purpose of this sectlon 1s to aid decision-makers
m
determinlng
which alternatlve
maximizes net public benefits.
Table II-21 summarzes how issues are addressed in each alternatIve.
Total output for each
alternatxve
and selected benchmarks are shown in Table 11-26, and outputs that
vary slgnnlficantly
among alternatives
are discussed.
In many cases tabular or graphic displays are presented by decade.
Decade 1 1s
the plan period.
Other decades (proJections)
are shown when needed to disclose
long-term lmplxatlons
of contlnulng
the alternative.
Changes between the Draft
Alternatives

and Final

- A new preferred

EIS include:
alternative,

AlternatIve

E2 has been added.

Timber - A timber supply and demand analysis
ence has been added.

for

the Forest's

- Timber volumes have been adjusted
standards.

to

Regional

- Economic sensltlv1t.y
testxng
and first
decade volumes.

of timber

values,

zone of Influ-

Guide utilization
appreclatlon

Roadless Inventory - The Selway-Bitterroot
roadless area was enlarged
include advertised timber sale areas that welt not sold.
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1.

Recreation
a.

Dispersed

Recreation

All alternatives
will
provide opportunltles
for dispersed recreation
outside
wilderness in excess of expected use (Figures II-2 and 11-X).
However, Alternatives A, B, H and J provide little
or no opportunity
for semiprlmltive
recreaRecreation use of existing
wilderness areas
tion outside of wilderness
areas.
1s proJected
to exceed capacity
within
50 years in all alternatIves
(Figure
Current and antxlpated
use varies mainly by population
so there is
11-k).
Only minor shifts
In use
little
difference
in total use among alternatives.
occur between sem~prlmltlve
and wilderness use (Table 11-26).
Drscusslon of the Recreation Opportunity
Spectrum (ROS) and categories 1s found
Figure II-10 compares ROS settings
among alternatives:
e.g.,
in Chapter III.
semiprimitive
(roadless)
and roaded natural
(roaded).
prlmitlve
(wilderness),
Table 11-26 shows current
and projected
use estimates for these three categories, and elk hunting potential,
for each alternatlve.
b.

Developed Recreation

The developed sites have an existing
capacity of 223,100 recreation
vlsltor
days
All alternatives
meet total proJected use without addItIona
capacity
per year.
until about 2025, but some sites would be overused due to use patterns.
Day use
facilities
at the Lake Como site, whxh include pxnx
and swImmIng areas and a
boat ramp. occasionally
exceed capacity now, partxularly
on hot summer weekends. Most other sites are operating
at far less than capacity.
AlternatIves
E, El, and E2 (Preferred Alternative)
include improvement of the day use site at
Lake Como In the first
decade, and expansion of the campground m the second
G and J provide for additional
sate capacity at Lake Como
decade. Alternatives
and Larry Creek.
2.

Roadless Area
a.

Inventory

Adjustment

The combined RARE II and unit plan roadless Inventory
totaled 597.600 acres in
nonwilderness
actlvltles
and other
1979. Since 1979, wzlderness desqnation,
adJustments have occurred in all areas resulting
In reduction and additions
to
the roadless inventory
(Table 11-2).
See Appendix C for details.
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Table II-2
Roadless Area Inventory

AdJustments

Roadless
Area

FOE&

Alhl
Elountaln

BltteITOOt
SKlm0n

01946
13946

111.200
46,670

Blue
Jornt

Bxtterroot
Salmon

01941
13941

126,500
19.905

LO10
Creek

Bitterroot
LO10

01805
01805

Nt?Zdk
Creek

Bitterroot

01066

North Big
tl0l.e

BlttZXTOOt
Beaverhead

Sapphme

Area
Number

Net

------------Acreage

ACES

1

AdJustment Category---------4
3

2

0
0

ACIYZ.

0
0

+5,002

0
0

0
0

0
0

+3,97o
0

0

"'%:

0
0

0
-240

+587
0

0
0

0
0

587
14,660

1,100

0

0

0

-15

0

1085

01001
01001

3.800
37.810

0
0

-480
-9,328

0
+23,719

+371
+687

0
0

3691
53.088

Blttermot
Deerlodge

01421
01421

;z:;:;

0
0

0
0

0
r17.221

F31tterrroot
Nez Perce

01067
01067

221,700
0

-105,600
0

-4,238
0

x1074

23,600

0

Blttermot
Deerlodge
& Lo10

01808

49.800

0

01808

57.520

0

0

Swift
Creek

Bitterroot

01065

700

0

0

TOkIl
Creek

Blttermot

x1070

9400

0

Black
Bear

Bxtterroot

Xl075

7.500

Total

Bitterroot
AdJacent
Forest

597.600
233.320

Se1W.p
Bittermot
s1eepmg
Chxld

l

-65.m
-19.415

102,286
50.981

0

+1,816

0

-1.872

0

44,116
72,414

rl20
t600

+3,169
0

0
0

115.151
600

-2,400

0

t223

0

21,423

-8.188

+800

il. 308

0

43.720

0

+a,026

0

59.546

0

+44

0

744

-6,187

+3.875

0

0

7088

0

-3,400

0

0

-4,100

-170.700
-19.415

-34,442
-10.259

+5.382
+42,091

+11.5x
+6.043

-4.100

Category 1 Added to Wrldecness (P.L. 96-312)
Category 2. Developed or under conwact
Category 3. Land added to mventory
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Revxsed
5

0

0

405,261
251.779

Category 4. Refzned acreage calculatxx,
Category 5 Remamrng area does not meet roadless
cn terx3
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Wilderness

b.

Recommendations

All alternatives
have 743,082 acrea of existing wilderness and 429,540 acres of
Thus there are 405,261
roadless acres wallable
for
existing
roaded area.
roaded, semlprlmitlve,
or wxlderness management (Figure 11-10).
Figure II-10
Wilderness, Roadless and Roaded Management
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S
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ALTERNATIVES
WILDERNESS
ROADLESS
ROADED
CURRENTWILDERNESSINVENTORY
. . .. . .. . .
CURRENTROADLESSINVENTORY
The area between the two horrzontal

lrnes

1s currently

roadless.

All alternatives
except A Include
recommendations for addltlons
to existing
wilderness
(Table U-3).
Alternative
J recommends nearly all 405,261 acres for
wilderness.
Slight boundary adJustments are planned =n J to assure they will be
roads and harvested areas in Montana
locatable
and manageable, and ‘eliminate
Wilderness Study Act areas.
Alternatives
B and F include recommendations for
adding the RARE II areas recommended for wilderness to the Selway-BItterroot
and
Anaconda-Pintler
Wildernesses.
Alternatives
C, E, El, E2, and G recommend from 76,805 to 171,720 acres for
Alternative
H recommends a sugnlficant
portion of the roadless area
wilderness.
for wilderness
and emphasizes timber outputs on currently
roaded land to help
meet current outputs.
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mcludmg

Wilderness recommendatsons for the roadless areas,
adjacent National Forests, are shown in Table II-S.

the

portions

on

Table 11-3
Wilderness Recommendations for Roadless Areas
(thousand acres and percent total)

Roadless

Al?%3

411m

Mountam

Forest
Bitterroot

0

0

0
5

Blue

S.?dUlOll
is of area

Bltteroot

0
0
0

0

Jomt

SdJlOIl
% of area

0
0

0
0

LO10
Creek

Needle
Creek

NlXth
El&THole
Sapptnre

LO10
Bltterrroot
% of area
Bitterroot
I of area
Beaverhead
BItterroot
% of area

Brttermot
Deerlodge

SelwayBitterroot

Sleeprng
Chzld
stony

Mountam

Swift
Creek
TOlEUl
Creek
Total of

al1 areas

Total
% Of area
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% of area

Alternatives--------------------------------E
El
E2
F
G

_-_-___-___-_-_-_-_-----B
A
C

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

8.:

8.:

5
16.8
0
25

0
28.5
4;

28.;
4;

0
0
0
1.1
100

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6.6
0
12
2.5
7.9
9
76.5

6.:
0
12
0
0

6.:
0
12
0
0

.6

48.;
4:

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
1.1
100
0

0
0

0
0
48.;
446

0
28.5
0
3
4'fo
2:

0

0
0
0

6.:
0

6.6
0

30.9

12

12

48.;
4::

48.;
4:

48.;
4:

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Lo10
% Of area
Bitterroot
% of mea
Bitterroot
% of area
Bitterroot
Beaverhead
Deerlodge
LO10
Nez Perce
Salmon

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

:

23.;

1.1

1.1

100
49.2

100
53.1

79
90:;

loo
115.1
.6
100
21.4

a3
0

37.:

z

100
0

7.1

171.;
30.9

296.;
ix

402.1
53.1

4.:
.6

50.:
6.6
0
0
0

88.:
13

56.;
9

97.06 76.:
6.6
6.6
7.9
0

76.:
6.6
0

76.:
6.6

0
0

0
0

83.:
13

83.::
13

24.6
34.;
9
0.7

100

43.3
24.6
34.9

100
0

0
0

84
121:1
19

0

0.6

100

100
0

0

0
0

5g.1
9

47
78.4
.6
72

b

97

0.70

0

100
0

0.:

1.1
100

99
64.7
.5
99
14.7

0

0.7

100
0
0

ii::

97

51.0
_~

5
59.:
.5
90
14.7

24.6
34.9
80
0.7

0.7

0
0
0

44.2
6:
14.7
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-24

0
0
0
1.1
100

Ektterroot
Deerlodge

50.1

101.3

0

0
0
0
0

0

J

0

Bitterroot.
Nez Perce
% of area
Bitterroot
% of area

70

H

?r:
100
100

298.2 49:6
0:6
0.6
3
9
34:::
4aFI7
53
75
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$2
0:6

c.

Roadless Area Management

“ L, =
,I ,_
Table II-4 shows roadless area management for each alternative
by roaded, unroaded, semiprimitive
recreation
and wilderness categories of emphasx.
Management prescriptions
prowding
for roads have been grouped Into one management
emphasis, snce
roading
forecloses
future
options for wilderness.
Unroaded
management emphasis precludes
consideration
for wilderness
in the short-term,
and semxprunitive
recreation
will maintain the wilderness optlon unless accessed
for mlneral development or to protect semlprimltlve
values.
Table II-4
Management Emphasis by Alternative
(thousand acres)

597.9
412.12
255 4
2; 2
so:0
4:.6
6.6
0

for Roadless Area

:;::;
197 2
24.4
44 1
30.0
4% ;
0

573 6

569 1

20 6
22.5
10.4
0
87
16.7
98

16.7
42.5
lg.6

22.1
38.4
19.6

:5
59 1
50.1

:5
121 1
97 6

0
0

6.6
79
0

20 6

20 1

280

19 1

3

ii::

22 t

"05

3; 3

1: 4

:
42 6

56
37 56

31 0
35.1

is

0
6.9

:7

087

:7

'9" .i

:

i0

122
:

:0

373 4
197 1

378 3
197.7

383 9
213 9

365 0
241 6

1;; ;
.

76 5
73.1

z;.;
39.1
0.6
42.8

72
25.92

74.9
17.1

81
la.5I

2:

0.9
25
0

39 1
4i.i

35 2
4: 8

"2:

76.8

76 8

76 8

5t.7
50.1

o
:
348 5
171.7

66

66
:

66
:0

66
0

30 9
58 6

0
0

0

:
0

"2 2
37 1

l2::
49 6
0.6
89

83.4 83.4 88.0

84.7
302.6

35 7
197 2

67 7
130.7

76 0
130 7

17 7
105 3

44.5
113 5

43 0
136 9

14 4
35 9

20 5
90.6

3.1
27 2

2; :

13.6
45 2

12 7
86 8

16 4
20 2

50 0

260.6
197.7

260 6
197.7

310 8
223 2

310 6
241.6

110 5
96 5

195 6
137 3

227 1
195 4

186 0
111.9

36 4
32.6

168 9
95.6

161 3
91 2

405 3
53.1

405.3
53.1

2.:
66
51.5
657.0

z; :
0.6
51 5
657.0

.6

0

It
485 7
296 3

ii

270 4
52.5

Does not 1"ChdB vildeP"e88

3.0
12.9

:I3
a4

94.1
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171.5

It
0
0

20 a

f

308 6

;"6 ii

94
10 6

179 1
99.8

600 4

:F:;
121 II

16 5

;;

t

0.4
0

71 1
23.2

0
0

405 3
53.1

405 3
53 1

405 3
53.1

2.:
a:6
51 5
657.0

z;t
0.6
51.5
657 0

z; :
0.6
51 5
657 0

r3eSlgmtic.M.
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Visual

3.

Quality

Visual quality obJectIves are standards to whxh proposed changes in the characceptability
of change.
acter of the landscape can be compared, to ascertain
In the preservation
obJective the natural landscape will not be altered by management actlvlties.
In the retention
obJective actzvitles
should not be evident
to the casual forest wsitor,
and m partial
retention
actxvltles
may be evxdent
but must remain subordlnate
to the natural landscape.
In modification
and mealmum modlficatlon,
changes can dominate the natural
landscape but should look
natural from a dxtance.
A discusslon of constraints
applied to achieve vxxal
quality obJectives 1s in Appendix B, SectIon III.
Visual quality
obJectives were inventorled
and mapped for the Forest according
to the procedure described
m National
Forest Landscape Management (USDA,
AlternatIve
G was designed to meet the inventorled
ObJectives.
Bench1977).
mark K (Max PNV) was not constrained
to meet any wsual
quality
ObJectlve.
AlternatIve
A meets the maxmum modifxation
obJective,
the least restrictive.
All other alternatlves
use various comblnatlons
of visual
quality
obJectives
(Figure 11-11).
Flgure
Vxwal

II-11
Quality

Objectives
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TImberland
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Standards and guidelines
in the management prescriptions
were developed to
These guideassure that management practices
meet visual quality
objectives.
lines
are quantifiable
mitigation
measures designed to canstrain
management
(Planning Record: Forest Plan 177). See Table II+.
Site specific
activities.
management practices
will
be designed to meet site specific
visual
obJectives
for each project.
Table II-5
Quantification

of Visual

Quality

Objectives

-------------------------ObJectlve--------------------------

Maximum
Modification

Criteria
Opening size (acres)
Other areas
Riparisn zones
Land area that
appear cutover
(percent)
L~;otme
MN+40

Harvest

Partial
Retention

Retention

540
25

5-15

40

22

29
20
17

18
14

10

8

30

30

3o

5120

$180

12

Preservation

NA L/
NA

+7

<2

may

2/
29

S4OM60
ss+60

Recovery

140
25

Modification

25
<3o ii/

(years)
age (years)

~100

15
13

11

,240

I!

0
0
0
0
NA
NA

Road density
(miles/section)
Land type
-40 6.6

MN+40
s4oM60
ss+60

Source:
L/
21

z/

Planning

Record:

Forest

Plan Note 177.

NA: Not applicable.
-40:
All soils on slopes under 40 percent,
MN+40: Moderatelyto non-sensitive
soils on 40 to 60 percent slopes.
S40~60: Moderatelyto non-sensitive
soils on slopes over 60 p&&t
and
sensitive
soils on 40 to 60 percent slopes.
ss+60 : Sensitive
soils on slopes over 60 percent.
The minimum recovery period for maximum modification
is when regenerated
stands are certified
as stocked.
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4.

Research Natural

Areas

The area of research natural
area management is low in high timber output
No areas were set aside =n Alternative
F, because
al&&atl~as
(*able 11-26).
C, E, El, E2, G, and J have
current direction
has speclfled
none. Alternatives
the largest research natural area acreages.
5.

Wildlife

All alternatives
and benchmarks were designed to ensure
least minimum viable populations
of wIldlIfe
and fish.

the maintenance

of

at

Elk 1s the wlldllfe
species of greatest public interest
on the Forest and 1s the
Indicator
species for commonly hunted big-game animals.
It 1s assumed that mule
and population
trends ~111 be slmllar
deer habitat
1s sinllar
to elk habltat,
Cover needs for big game are ensured by ~0x1, water and
between the species.
vrsual quality
constraints,
so the lxmltlng
factor
for elk is winter forage.
Winter forage. converted to potential
number of elk on winter range, varies by
amount of tuber harvest and allocation
of forage to llvestock.
There 1s enough
winter forage to at least malntaln the current winter elk population
under all
and projected
elk
alternatives
(Figure 11-12).
Table 11-26 compares current
hunting potentul.
Figure II-12
Elk Habitat Potential
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HowBIological
needs of big game for cover are provided in all alternatives.
cover 1s needed during hunting season to ensure a stable trend xn
ever, security
In Alternatives
A and B and Benchmark K.
hunting season lengths and bag limlts.
the only security
cover ~11 be in areas not surtable for timber productlon and
restricted
hunting seasons
where roads are closed.
For these alternatives,
establxhed
by the Montana Fish and Game Commission, may
and/or bag lzmlts,
become increasingly
necessary to malntaln population levels.
AlternatIves
C, E,
El, E2, F, G, H, J, and Benchmark M (MIN LVL) all have slgniflcant
acreage set
asrde as roadless elk security
areas or for roadless recreation
(Table 11-26).
Road closures
and roadless security areas provide the means to control hunter
access and reduce elk vulnerablllty.
See Chapter II, sectlon D.12 for further
drscusslon of road closures.
In 100 years. old-growth
dependent species ~11 have less habltat
in all altern&Ives
and benchmarks except Benchmark M (MIN LVL) (Figure
II-Q).
The
expected result
1s a reduction
in these populations.
Old-growth
stands in
wxlderness or other areas where timber ~111 not be harvested is dependent upon
the potential
of sites to produce trees. and conversxon to other age classes by
wlldflre,
insects or disease.
In areas scheduled for timber harvest. old growth
in rxparxan zones is especially
desirable and used by a wxder variety of wildlife than 1s nonriparian
land.
AlternatIve
A has a constraint
to malntaln 5 percent old growth on surtable
timberland,
the m~nxmu~ required for maintenance of viable populations
of all
wlldllfe
species.
Alternatives
E, El and E2 malntaln 50 percent of the fxherles rlparlan
zone in old growth.
AlternatIve
E2 also provides for 25 percent
old growth in nonfxsherles
rlparlan
areas, to provide a source for replacement
of natural
debris dams. AlternatIve
J removes all rlparlsn
area from the suitable txmber base, and in the remalnlng alternatives.
lesser levels of old growth
in riparian
areas are maIntaIned due to long timber
rotations
U-I partial
retention
and retention
vxx~al prescrlptlons.
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All alternatlves
~111 maintain at least 5 percent old growth, well dxstrlbuted
A and B emphasxze market values
across the suitable
timber base. Alternatxves
lower levels
of old growth.
with shorter
tsmber rotations
and consequently,
Alternatives
G and J emphasize nonmarket values having long trmber rotations,
Market and nonmarket conslderatlons
and consequently high levels of old growth.
are more balanced =n the remaznlng alternatlves
with old growth falling
between
the two extremes (Figure II-U).
Flgl n-e 11-13
Old Growth on Sultable

Timberland

in 100 Years
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Table II-6 shows the total riparian
acreage withln the suitable
timber base, and
the amount scheduled for restricted
riparlsn
treatment,
such as long rotations,
maintenance of old growth, use of selection
harvest systems, etc.
Table 11-6
Management of Suitable

Acres Available
Harvest

Alternative/
Benchmark
A
B
C
E
El
E2
F
G
H

in Rlparlan
for

63,400
61,340
?;%i
49:400
41,400
49,400
50,800
41,500

g (MAX PNV)
M (MIN LVL)
NA:

Timberland

64.62
0

Zones
RestrIcted

Percent of
Area Restricted

ACES

0

0

10,200
10,000

11
18

16,400
16.400
41,400
13,500
19,250
7,800

z;
100
27

38
19

NA
0

NA
0

NA

NA

Not Applicable

The mantenance of a diverse vegetative
community results m a diverse community
With a portlon of the Forest maintained m old growth.
of wildlife
species.
other vegetative
aga classes are maIntaIned
through timber harvest.
After
stands are harvested and regenerated.
they grow through stages of vegetative
development to become mature forests.
As the forest changes structure.
wildlife
species inhabiting
the forest
change.
When the total
Forest is considered,
there will be an ever-changing
mosaic of vegetation.
All alternatives
and benchmarks provide diverse habitats,
with the high timber
output alternatlves
having more early seral stage area and less old growth than
the lower timber output alternatlves.
Plleated woodpecker and pine marten populations
will be monitored as lndlcators
of old growth.
Cutthroat
trout populations ~11 be monitored as indicators
of the status of rlparlan
ecosystems.
6.

Threatened

and Endangered Species

Because grrzzly
bears historically
occupzed the Forest,
the BItterroot
Range
Evaluation
Area (as defined by the Interagency
Grisly
Bear CommIttee) wrll be
evaluated for its vegetative
potential
to support grizzly
bears.
The Evaluation Area includes the Selway-BItterroot
and Frank Church-River
of No Return
Wildernesses and the Lost Horse Creek dralnage on the Bitterroot.
The evaluafor Mapping Grizzly Bear
tion will
be completed by 1995 using the "Criteria
Since most of the area 1s wilderHabitat Constituent
Elements" (USDA, 1983).
would only occur In Alternatives
A and B,
ness, adverse habitat modlficatlons
where timber harvest and road construction
are scheduled on the suitable Urn
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If a grizzly
population
does become estabberland m the Lost Horse area.
llshed,
the llkellhood
of bears wandering onto developed areas 1s hxgher in the
because less land ~111 rernx~n undeveloped.
high timber output alternatives,
Potential
habltat ~11 not be destroyed, but chances for undesirable
human/bear
confrontations
will be increased.
Potential
gray wolf habltat xs essentially
the same as grizzly
habltat,
and ~111
not be adversely affected
in any alternatlve.
Strict
law enforcement,
travel
and maintenance of ungulate populations
will
ensure that
plan admlnlstratlon,
wolves are provided for in all alternatlves.
The most rmportant element of peregrine falcon habstat 1s the nest site,
whxh
most often occurs on hxgh cliffs.
No alternative
contains management practxes
whxh would alter potential
nest sites.
The most likely
Bitterroot
River

habltat
for bald eagles
whxh ~111 not be altered

is on two ho-acre parcels
under any alternative.

along

the

We have consulted with the USDI, Fish and Wsldlxfe Servxe,
about our proposed
management of threatened and endangered species as requrred by the Endangered
Species Act.
The Forest ~111 cooperate with any Interagency
effort
to restore a
threatened or endangered species under any alterhatlve.
1.

Fish

The catchable trout population
is dependent on stream channel conditions.
which
are affected by sediment delivered to the fishery and the avallabzlity
of debrx
to form pools (Figures
II-14
and 15).
Figure II-14
shows catchable
trout
populations
by alternative
in nonwllderness
streams whxh may be affected
by
shows the total stream and lake catchable
management actlvltxes.
Figure II-15
trout
population.
The current
population
level
shown in these
figures
represents
the maxxnum level possible
with existing
habitat.
The riparxsn
prescrIptIon
was deslgned to malntaln
or Improve rlparlan
habitats
and the
geomorphx characteristics
of stream channels.
Wilderness streams and lakes ~111 not be srgnlfxsntly
affected
by management
actlvitles.
Nonwilderness stream fish populatzons will be affected
by timber
harvest (Figure II-21),
site preparation,
road construction
(Table II-18),
and
the avallabilzty
of large woody debris.
Catchable trout populations
outslde
wilderness drop from 14 to 24 percent in decade 1 in all alternatlves
except E2
and J, because increased sediment from timber harvest and reading cause enough
changes in stream channel condltlons
to affect fish populations
(Table 11-26).
AlternatIve
El has a high level of timber harvest and roadlng in decade 1, with
24 percent
reduction
in fish population.
AlternatIve
J does
a corresponding
not provide for timber harvest in any rlparlan
zone, and therefore
the fish
population
1s not reduced.
AlternatIve
E2 also malntalns
existing
population
levels through rzparian prescriptrons
for both fishery
and nonfishery
streams,
mitlgatlon
of accelerated erosion on the existing
road system, and slow pace of
roadlng and timber harvest.
Direct
stream habltat
Improvement measures, mostly felling
could
be
applied
to 340 acres of stream to increase
pools,
catchable trout population by 9,000 In all alternatives.
Chapter 2

trees
to create
the nonwilderness

Figure II-14
Nonwilderness
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Flgure 11-15
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a.

Range

Tunber harvest within cattle
allotments
creates forage available to lIvestock
(Fqure
11-16).
Available
forage varies
by amount of timber harvest
and
emphasis on provldlng
writer
range forage for elk.
There are about 140,000
acres of suitable
rangeland available
in all alternatives.
Although the forage produced for livestock
exceeds 20,000 awnal unit months in
some periods in several alternatives,
antlclpated
use 1s less than 10.000 anunal
unit months.
Potential
uxreases
in livestock
use resulting
from even-aged tunber harvest
along fisheries
streams in Alternatives
A, B, C, and H could slgnrficantly
nnpact stream channel conditions
and fxh population.
Alternatrves
E, El, E2, F.
G and J are designed to maintaxn tree cover along most fxherues
streams.
Figure 11-16
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9.

Timber
a.

Timber Sale Level

Cubic and board foot
in Figures II-17 and
11-8.
The conversion
sold.
The allowable

volumes scheduled for sale I" selected decades are compared
Volume for all decades is shown in Tables II-7 and
11-18.
ratlo of cubx to board feet vanes with the size of trees
sale quantity includes salvageable material.

Figure 11-17
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Figure 11-18
Average Annual Allowable
(board feet)

Sale Quantity
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Table 11-7
Board Foot Allowable Sale Quantity and Long Term Sustained Yield
(Includes green sawtimber and salvage material non-interchangeable

components)

Plan Penod
Decade 1
Pro,,ected Perrod
Decade 2
Decade 3
Decade 4
Decade 5
Decade 6
Decade 7
Decade 8
Decade 9
Decades lo-15
Long

58 7

51.5

59.5

50 5

z.:
jr.4
76 6
67 5
70.6
65 3
53 o70.1

5o O
;E
77'2

59.2

59 5

48.9

73.1
:z Y
42:6-

67.k

36 5

43 5

33 Q

33.5

35 5

28 0

18.0

15.9

8 0

33 0
32.7
42.1
42.7
42.8

;; ;

;;.,"

27.8

62.9

00

51:O

47:2

:i:!

17 5
17.7
26.0

'872

00
OO

52 4
40.8
48.6
44.7
31.651.2

33.2
33.7
40.6
49 4
64.5
E
51:5
13.380.3

;z.i

46.4

45.9

42.1

27.0
19.1
24.8
29.0

34.3

72.2

Term

Sustained Yield

51.5

39 6

44.5

39.9

Table 11-8
Cubic Foot Allowable Sale Quantity and Long Term SustaIned Yxeld
(Includes green sawtimber and salvage material non-interchangeable

_____________________________ ALTER,(ATI"ES (,,,,$CF)---------------A
B
c
E
El
E2
F
G
H
Plan Perzod
Decade 1
Prapcted
Decade 2
Decade 3
Decade 4
Decade 5
Decade 6
Decade 7
Decade 8
Decade 9
Decade lo-15
Lonyx

26.8

13.4

11.6

10.9

8.3

13.4
13.4
16 5
lb 5
16.5

11.6
11.6
16.9

8.3
8.3
11 4
11.4
11.4
11 4
11 4

lb.5

lb.9

16 5
16.5
16 7

16 9
16.9
16.9

10.9
10.9
13.7
13.7
13 I
13.7
13.7
14.6
14.8

16 7

16.9

14 8

Term

Sustarned Yreld
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lb.9

16.9

11.4
12.6
12.6

10.1

2
9.0
11.2
14.0
10.5
10.0
12.5
b.z19 6
12.4

J

7.6

:::

:.z

i‘i

11 3
11.3
11.3
11.3

7.9
19
10 6
10.6
10.6
10 6

11,3

10.6
12.0

9.8
10‘0
10.6

5.8

11.3
11.7

11 3

11.7

12 1

10.6

7.5

914

11.3

10.6

6.3

60.2

0.0

components)

7.5

;:

7.9

29 7

4 1

BENCHMARKS
-- (MMCF) -K
M

3.4

2.0

2:
18 2
18.2
18.2
18.2
18.2
18.2
18.2

00
00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
0.0

18.2

0.0
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b.

Supply

and Demand

This section has been added since the draft with subsections
(1). (2). (3) and
(4) addressing industry
concerns about the cumulative affect of Forest Plans on
timber supply, and subsection
(5) other concerns about the economic wisdom of
high timber production
levels.
(1)
Potential
timber supply for each alternative
was compared
to the average volume offered
wlthin
the bid area during the past 10 years
(Table 11-Y).
Since purchasers of Bitterroot
Forest timber also buy timber from
adjoining
National
Forests,
both sources are included in the table.
Alternatives from adjoining
Forests
that are comparable to Bitterroot
Forest alternatives were identified
and the timber volumes combined to provide an indication
of the supply potential
in the traditlonal
bid area (EIS Chapter III).
The
Preferred Alternative
LS E2 and the current dire&Ion
or no action alternatlve
1s F.
Table II-9
Average Annual Timber Volume Offered

- Allowable

Sale Quantity,

Decade 1

---------------------*L*~N*TI”Bs--------------------------

Unit
Bitterroot

NF

Change from the
past lo-year
Average of 34 NNBF i/

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MMBF/Yr 59

51

49

36

44

33

33

35

28

la

l 74 +50 +44 +6 t2g

-3

-3

+3 -18

-49

155

171

x

Beaverhead. La10 &
Salmon NF's

MMBF/Yr

224

212

210

TGTAL PROMBID AREA
FORESTS

MMBF/Yr

283

263

259 195 227 188 204 193 168 159

159

la3

158

140

141

Change from the

past lo-year

Average of 204 MMBF&/
L/

x

+39 +29 ~27 -4 +11

-a

0

-5 -18

-22

Table III-a

Alternatives
with a relatively
high commodity emphasis (A, B, C and El) all show
signlflcant
xxreases
m the volume of timber that would be offered,
both from
the BItterroot
and adjoining
Forests.
AlternatIves
with a relatively
strong
environmental
emphasis (H and J) show reductions in the volume offered
and the
remaining alternatives
are within plus or minus 10 percent of past offerings.
(2)
Another comparison that is helpful
in understanding
the
supply situation
is the volume sold as a percentage of volume offered.
In
periods of poor or even good markets, purchasers may not buy all the timber
offered for sale if it is not consldered profitable
to harvest.
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Two sxtuations
were used to make proJections
of timber that would be sold.
The
first
assumes that the total volume offered would be sold.
This is the most
optmmtx
situation
and produces a high estmate.
The second assumes that the
percentage of volume sold to volume offered would remam the same as in the past
and produces a low estmate.
Table II-1Oa shows the proJected volume that would
be purchased from the Bitterroot
Forest under each of the two situations.
Table II-lOa
Average Annual Timber Volume Purchased from Bxtterroot
Quantity,
Decade 1

Forest

- Allowable

---------------------ALTERNATIVES----------------------A
B
C
EElE2
F
G
LhlC
VOLUMESOLD (Assuming all
Offered Volume is Purchased)
Change Compared to HIStoncal
Volume Purchased
(30.1 MMBF/Yr) i/
Change Compared to Bitterroot
Share of Reported Log
Requrements
(40.3 MMBF/Yr) 3.1 z/
VOLUMESOLD (Assuming Historical
ProportIon
of Volume Offered 1s
Purchased = 88%)

i/

Sale

H

J

MMBF/Yr 59

51

49

36

44

33

33

35

28

18

+g6

+6y

+63

+20

+46

+lO

+lO

+16

-1

-40

+46

+27

+22

-11

+g

-18

-la

-13

-31

-55

MMBF/Yr 52

45

43

32

39

29

29

31

25

16

%

%

Change Compared to Hxstorxal
Volume Purchased
(30.1 MMBF/Yrl &/

%

+13

+50

+43

+6

+30

-4

-4

+3

-17

-41

Change Compared to Brtterroot
Share of Reported Log
Requxrements
(40.3 MMBFfYr) if 2/

9:

+rg

+12

+7

-21

-3

-28

-26

-23

-38

-60
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Table III-8

z/ Ml11 owners for the Darby 1~111 group report that log requrements
are 45 to 50 MMBF per
year OP 34 percent above hlstorux.1
purchases of 37.3 MMBF (Table X1-8).
Assuming the
same percentage ucrease
for Mlssoula mills brings total log reqmrement'to
58.5 MMBF
Table III-8
shows that the Bitterroot
Forest has tradltzonally
supplied
about
of the total volume purchased by the Darby ml11 group.
It 1s assumed that thu
~111 mntmue
to purchase the remarnnxg 36 percent of volume needs from other
they have zn the past. prunar1ly
from Natxonal Forests adJolnlng
the Bitterroot.
also assumed that M~ssoula mills will
continue
to purchase thexr traditional
share from the Bitterroot
National Forest.

Chapter 2

64 percent
ml11 group
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Under the assumption that all offered volume will be purchased, all alternatives
except H and J meet or exceed historic
purchases, but on&y alternatlves
with a
relatively
high commodity emphasis, A, B, C and El, meet or exceed reported log
requirements.
This pattern
is repeated under the assumption that only the
historical
proportlon
of volume offered will be purchased; however, a higher
commodity emphasis 1s required
to meet erther level.
(3) Table II-lob
is similar
to Table II-IOa
Natlonal
Forests in the bid area.
In this case, the first
that the total volume offered would be sold and that bid area
traditional
share of purchases.
The second assumes that
volume sold to volume offered would remain the same as in the
mills retain their tradItiona
share of purchases.
Table II-lob
Average Annual Volume Purchased

from all

Forests

but considers
situation

mills retain their
the percentage
of
past and bid area

m the TradItional

Bid Area

---------------------ALTEANATIVES----------------------Unit
A
B
C
E El
E2
F
VOLUMESOLD (Assuming all
Offered Volume is Purchased)

L/

MMBF/Yr

76

68

65

48

Change Compared M HIStorlcal
Volume Purchased
(40.6 MMBF/Yr) 21

x

4-f

Change Compared to Reported
Log Requirements
(54.5 MMBF/Yr) z/

x

t39 +25 +ig -12

VOLUMESOLD (Assuming Historical
Proportion
of Volume Offered is
Purchased = 74%) 11

MMBFjYr

Change Compared to illstoncal
Volume Purchased
(40.6 MMBF/Yr) 2/

x

Change Compared to Reported
Log Requw2ments
(54.5 MMBF/Yr) z/

x

56

+67 60

50

40

+3a +23 +I8

+3

-a

59

45

46

G

H

J

47

36

28

+18 +45 +ll +13 +16

36

-11

all

assumes

-6 -31

t8 -17 -16 -14 -30 -49

44

33

l 8 -19

34

-16

35

20

21

-14 -31 -48

-12 -34 -19 -39 -30 -36 -49 -61

L/ Bid area mills have tradltlonally
purchased 27 percent of the total purchases from four
Forests wrthn
the bid area (Table X1-8).
Volumes for alternatives
vary ar0una thrs figure
depending on the proportxonal
share of proJected purchases furnished by each Forest.
&/ Table III-8
Table II-lob

Chapter 2

lndxates

the same general

trend

BS Table II-1Oa.
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(4) In, response to timber industry
concer~is, the Forest Service
completed a study of various timber supply scenarios for the state of Montana
Included in these supply scenarios were
(1987)
based on ownership categories.
the harvest levels of the draft preferred
alternatives
of Natlone. Forests within the State of Montana. The maJor flndmgs of thx study for Southwest Montana
lndlcated
that the timber supply is adequate for the next 10 years (1988-1997).
This is based on the planned harvest levels of the Preferred
AlternatIves
from
the DEIS from each NatIonal Forest m the Southwest Montana region (Beaverhead,
BItterroot,
Deerlodge, Flathead, Helena, and Lo10 National Forests)
and the conDependtlnuatlon
of the hlstorx
harvest level of the other trmber ownerships.
~.ng on corporate
obJectIves
and policies,
the harvest
levels
from private
lndustrlal
lands may begin to decline during this period,
but planned harvest
levels from NatIonal Forests and harvest levels of other ownershlps can offset
this decline.
The State of Montana study was then used to estimate future equilibrium
supply
and demand quantities
for the market area served by the BItterroot
NatIonal
Forest.
The study used expected timber prxes
and pnce/cost
trends developed
for the 1985 RPA Update.
These timber prxes
and trends were also used by the
BItterroot
Forest III the sensltlvity
analys1.s summarized elsewhere
in thx
section and detalled in Appendix B.
A range of potential
demand for the BItterroot
NatIonal
Forest
timber was
developed from this statewide study by cornparIng the expected quantity
supplzed
and demanded with a range of possible
future harvests from other ownerships.
Thus range of potential
demands was then compared directly
with planned harvest
levels of the Preferred
Alternative
for the BItterroot
Forest.
The State-wide
analysis
was subdivided
into marketing
regions and the BItterroot
Natlonal
Forest 1s in the Southwest sub-state
regioh.
The potentIs.
demand for the
Southwest area, and a range of possible
supplies
from other owners 1s shown
below ln Table II-lla.
Table II-lla
Range of Potential
(MMBF/Year)

Demand and Range of Supplies

Planned
------1990

Potential

Demand

Range of Potential
Supply from Other
Owners

Chapter 2

441

297-327

Projected
--_---------------------------------2000
2010
2020
448

307-330

451
222-282

495
225-280

2030

571
144-295
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an implled range of potential
demand for National
From the above Inforinatxon,
Forest timber in the Southwest Region of Montana is shown in Table II-lib.
Table II-lib
Range of Potential
(MMBF/Year)

Demand

Planned
------1990
Range of Potential
114-144
NatIonal Forest Demand

Projected
_-__--_--__-__-_--_-----------------2010
2020
2000
118-141

169-229

215-270

2030
276-427

It is significant
to note that as regIona
and national
markets imply an xncrease in the quantity
demanded for Southwestern Montana, other timber ownerships ~111 have a decreasing ability
to provide timber, largely due to depleted
inventory
in industrial
ownerships.
This would mean that the potential
demand
on NatIonal Forest timber can be expected to increase.
There is no mathematical
model at the present which can be used to dzsaggregate
the range of potential
demand for Southwest Montana to a specific
National
Forest.
Therefore,
it is assumed that future demand ranges for each National
Forest ~111 be proportional
to Its market share in the sub-state
region.
This
is based on the total planned harvest levels of the NatIonal Forests wlthln this
market area.
The range of potential
demand for the BItterroot
NatIonal Forest
timber using thxs disaggregation
method is shown in Table 11-11~:
Table II-12
Range of Potential
(MMBF/Year)

Demand and Forest

Planned
------1990
Range of Potential
Demand for BAtterroot
National Forest
Bitterroot
National
Forest Plan
Harvest Level

Chapter 2

28-36

33

Plan Harvest Level

ProJected
------------------------------------2000
2010
2020
30-35

34-46

58-73

33

33

42

2030
72-m

43
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By comparing planned harvest levels from the Bitterroot
National Forest with the
Range of Potential
Demand for this National
Forest,
it can be seen that the
planned harvest is approximately
within the Range of Potential
Demand. Potential demand for additional
timber will be relatively
small for the first
three
After the year 2020 Potential
Demand significantly
exceeds planned
decades.
harvest levels and there will be significant
opportunity
to market additional
timber as well as upward pressure on stumpage prices.
timber supply study shows that for the lo-15 year
However, the State-wide
planning period addressed in detail
in the Preferred
Alternative,
there is not
expected to be a shortage of timber volume in the area served by the Bitterroot
Forest.
This result
is consistent
with the analysis performed by the Forest,
discussed above, which considered
historical
sources and volumes of timber
manufactured by local mills.
It is important
that the information
on potential
supply and demand be considered only as a reference
point.
A range of potential
demand levels
for
individual
National Forests IS dependent on the supply assumptions for other
ownerships and adjacent National
Forests.
Based on these assumptions,
the
proper interpretation
of the demand projections
is that they provide a reasonable range, not an absolute floor or ceiling
for any specific
National Forest.
The difference
between the upper and lower range of these projections
indicates
the additional
timber that could reasonably be marketed.
This does not preclude
the consideration
of specific
alternatives
with an allowable sale quantity
(ASQ)
in excess of the upper and lower end of the potential
demand range at projected
price levels.
c.

Utilization

Standards

Analysis

This section has been added since the DEIS, to address industry
the implementation
of Regional Guide utilization
standards.

Chapter 2

concerns

about
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Utilization
standards
for alternatives
are those prescribed
for use in the
decade timber
Regional Guide. The standards and the effects on economics, first
timberland.
of converting
from current
to Regional Guide
volume, and suitable
utilization
standards,
are shown in Table 11-13.
Table II-13
Comparison and Effects
(Decade 1)

of Current

Standard
Lodgepole
Current
Regional

Guide

MaxPNV
Benchmark
MMCF-(annual)
MMBF-(annual)
PNV (MMS)
M Acres suit.
Alternative
E2
MMCF-(annual)
MMBF-(annual)
PNV (MM%)

Chapter 2

7"
6"

and Regional

Guide Utilization

Minimum
DBH
Pine Other Species

Minimum
Top DIB
All Species

8"
7"

Green Sawtimber Volume
Current
Regional Guide
Standards
Standards
2.33
10.78
206
584.3

7.0
29.1
65

3.41
15.86
206
585.8

Standards.

Minimum
Piece Length
All Species
8'
8'

Difference

% Change

+1.08
+5.08
+o.o
+1.5

+46
+47
0
+o.3

0
+2.1
+2

0
+7
+3
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The Max PNV benchmark comparison shows a 50 percent increase in first
decade
timber volume outputs
changing from current
to Regional
Guide utilization
However, over 150 years, the increase is only about 5 MMBF per year
standards.
The PNV did not change
and the cumulative increase is only about 5 percent.
significantly,
because the increase in volume realized
by utilizing
Regional
Guide standards is offset
by the higher costs of handling
smaller
diameter
The table indicates
that the land economically
suitable
under current
trees.
utilization
standards remains suitable under Regronal Guide standards.
Alternative
E2 comparison shows no change in volume, because there is a
constraint
to produce 7 MMCF per year in the first
decade, no matter which
However, there is an increase in present net
utilization
standard is used.
value from current to Regional Guide standards because more area is required to
produce 7 MMCF under current
standards and their
average economic value is
The current utilization
standard volume harvested
from the area harlower.
vested under Regional Guide standards would be 6.6 MMCFor 27.3 MMBFper year, a
The present net value using current utilization
standards
6 percent reduction.
should be nearly the same as it was for the Regional Guide standards,
since the
reduction
in value due to reduced volume is offset
by decreased costs of handling larger size logs.
The distribution
of volume, average diameter, and species
type for decades 1 and 5 are shown in Table 11-14.
Table II-14
Average Annual Volume Distribution

Standard

Decade

Regional
Guide

Planned
1
Period

Contract

w3-82

Regional
Guide

5
ProJected
Period

L/

Zl
11

by Habitat

Habitat
Type
Groupi/

ASQ
Volume
MMBF DBH z/

HT123
Hl'4
HT567
Average

20.0
6.0
7.4

~~123
HI'4
~567

26.3
;:t

13.8
13.2
14.8

15.6
14.4
13.7

composition

Type, Diameter

DF

by habitat

and Species

Species Composition z/
(percent by volume)
PP
LP
AF
S/L

Total

z;

161

20
35

15"

48

35

11

3

3

100

49

26
22
19

11
13
13

2
12

1'::
100

3

z

HT123 = mostly DF/snowberry, DF/pinegrass,
DF/ninebark & DF/huckleberry
habitat
type.
HT4 = AF/beargrass habitat type.
11~567 = AF/menziesia habitat type and riparian
areas.
50% of volume greater than and 50% less than the diameter shown.
DF = Douglas-fir,
PP = ponderosa pine, LP = lodgepole pine, AF = subalpine
fir, S/L = spruce/western
larch.
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Table II-14 shows that volume distribution
by habitat
type does not change
Average diameter increases by 2.4 inches in habitat
significantly
in 50 years.
type group HTl23, increases by only .6 inches in group RT4, and decreases by 1.1
Species composition will be fairly
stable over time;
inches in group ~~567.
be signrficant
changes within
habitat
type groups.
The
however, there will
volume distribution
changes significantly
from the period 1973-82 to the Planned
Period, especxally the ponderosa pine and lodgepole distribution.
d.

Timber Suitability

All land managed by the Forest was tested for suitability
for production of tinber, by applying the criteria
discussed in Appendix B, Section II.
Tentatively
suitable
timberland
was assigned
to prescriptions
that meet the management
objectives
of a given alternative.
Alternative
A has the highest timber output and the largest land base suitable
for timber production
(Figure 11-19); but it also has the greatest
impact on
nonmarket values including
visual
quality
(Figure X-11),
old growth (Figure
11-13). roadless and wilderness
(Figure II-lo),
big-game cover, big-game security,
riparian
zones (Table II-~),
and fisheries
(Figures II-14 and 15).
The
visual quality objectives,
old growth, and cover are all at the minimum acceptable level.
Roadless area for semiprimitive
recreation
IS confined to land
unsuitable
for
timber
management.
There are no recommended wilderness
additions.
Alternatives
B, C, and H are also timber oriented with a moderate response to
visual quality.
old growth and elk cover.
Roadless area, wilderness
and elk
security
vary in these three alternatives:
from a near maximum in H, which
develops no roadless area: to B, which develops nearly all roadless area suitable for timber production.
As emphasis shifts towards nonmarket values in Alternatxves
E, El, E2, F, and G,
timber outputs and the land base suitable
for timber production
are reduced.
Visual quality
approaches or is at level
recommended by application
of the
Visual Management System (USDA, 1977) in most areas.
Old growth and big-game
cover/forage
relationships
are optimal.
Riparisn
zone old-growth
characteristics
are maintained.
Moderate amounts of roadless area are maintained as
wilderness and semiprimitive
recreation
areas.
Alternative
J has the smallest
timber output and land base suitable
for timber.
All roadless and riparian
areas are removed from the suitable
timber base, and
high levels of visual quality,
old growth and cover are maintained.
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Flgure II-19
Suitable TImberland
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ALTERNATIVES
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Table II-15
Timberland Classxficatlon

”

Summary

(-------------------------------

lpj7.4

(---_---_---__--__---------------

34.5

(-------------------------------

144.9

----------------------------------------~

------_---_----_---_--------------------)

----------------------------------------~

;

f&j,3

(_______________________________

0

0

0

0
18.9

17.2
2.7

69.2
1.9

654.4
568.6

6'53.4
I5 69 0

0

5.9

0

0

0

0

5.0

212 . ;

'62%;

0
2.8

588 7
0

1.223 2

120.0

0

0

'3;:;

'3; . ;

l;;.; .

l';.; .

705 6

773.9

773 9

833.3

772.0

759.5

856 7

907.2

637.3

517 6

449.2

449.2

389.9

451.2

463.8

366.4

316.0

585.8

(-----------------------------
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0

e.

Silvicultural

Systems

In high tmber
output alternatives,
clearcutting
is applied to all the area
where it is the optimal sllvlcultural
system.
In other alternatives,
shelterwood and selection
systems are applied to some areas because of other resource
values,
but clearcutting
is the most used system because It x.s the optimal
sllvicultural
system in most of the habitat
types and the most biologically
sound system in the forest cover types on the Forest.
Figures II-20 and II-21
represent
the optmal way of meeting alternative
obJectives
and constramts
as
proJected by the Forest Planning Model (FORPLAN) but do not represent area targets by method.
Final determmation
of harvest
method ml1 be made by a
certified
silviculturist
following
site-specific
analysis.
Fqure II-20
Decade 1 (Plan Period)
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Figure II-21
Decade 1 (Plan Period)

Sllvxultural
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10.

Watershed

Sediment can be generated both by xxcreased water yields and by ground disturbactxvity
resulting
In increased water yields
from the
antes . The princxpal
Other actlvitxes
Forest 1s the loss of vegetatxve cover from timber harvest.
that contrlbute
to increased water yield are the clearing
associated
with road
construction,
domestic lIvestock
grazmg, mlneral exploration,
and slash dlsThese ground-disturbing
posal and site preparation
following
timber harvest.
especially
in riparian
zones, increase the risk of sediment yield.
actlvlties,
The actual
risk
of Increased
sediment yield
varies
by the amount of soil
and various
other physlcal
the type of treatment,
soil material,
disturbance,
As roads stablllze
and dlsturbed
sites
revegetate,
and biological
factors.
sediment production
from any given source decreases (Clone 1980, Megahan 1972,
1974).
Table 11-16 drsplays the amount of major activities
as indxators
of water yield
increase and sediment production
potential.
Using road construction
and timber
harvest levels as the principal
Indicators,
the alternatives
are ranked by their
relative
risk
of affecting
water-related
beneficial
uses.
The alternative
ranked number 1 has the least risk of affectrng
such uses.
Road construction
risk of affecting
water uses was welghted more heavily than txnber harvest and
the rankings were averaged for the first,
third and fifth
decades.
See Planning
Records for the specific
procedure used to rank the alternatives.
Table 11-16
Alternative
Rank by Risk of Produclng

Rank

Alternative/
Benchmark

1
2

MIN LVL
J

Decade 1
Plan Period
Timber
Road
Cons t .
Harvest
Ml/Yr
Ac/Yr

Sediment and Crzterla
Decade 3
ProJected
Timber
Road
Const.
Harvest
Ml/Yr
Ac/Yr

Decade 5
Protected
Road
Timber
Cons t .
Harvest
Mi/Yr
Ac/Yr

716
1,582

0
13

0
2,021

:

323:

2,511
3,816
4,410
3,602

13
15
20
18

;*;t;;
6,883
6778

Kg
4:710

18
18
26
;:

E2
H
E
G

25
19
23
24

2,426
3,146
2,956
3,360

22
19
22

ii

F
El
C
B
MAX PNV
A

;a

4,111

22
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3
12

z
2

9
10
11
12

for

36
i:

;$i:
4:141
1,006
5,146

$

35

2;;;
6:881
7.766
8,243
6,937
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Figure II-22 displays
the annual water yield.
There 1s very little
water yield
increase m decade 1 for Benchmark K (MAX PNV) because lxttle
timber 1s harvested.
In decade 5, water yxeld increase xn Benchmark K 1s the hxghest because
more timber 1s harvested
than m any alternatxve
or other benchmark.
MaxlUlUIl?
water yield zncrease in any decade for any alternatlve
LS 33,000 acre-feet
per
about
a
1
percent
increase.
Water
yield
~111
Increase
less
than
0.5
Year,
percent in any decade in AlternatIve
E2 (Preferred Alternative).
Fqure II-22
Annual Water Yield
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Figure II-23 displays the potential
increased seduuent productlon by alternative
and decade, based on the use of the Regions 1 and 4 sedunent model (USDA, 1981)
as a means to compare alternatives.
The risk ranklng of alternatrves
shown xn
Table 11-16 correlates
with the potential
sediment production
dlsplayed
in
Fqure 11-23.
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Road construction
is the mayor producer of sediment on the Forest.
Road constructlon,
timber harvest,
slash dxposal,
and site preparation
are the criteria
Due to the higher sedxnent productIon
levels,
It
used to rank alternatxves.
wzll be more costly to meet water quality goals for AlternatIves
A, B and C, and
there 1s a greater
risk that water quality
might be impacted m spite
of
appllcatlon
of Sol1 and Water Conservation Practices.
AlternatIves
A. B and C show potential
uxreases
In sedunent In 50 years of 15
to 21 percent above the present level.
AlternatIves
E, El, F, G and H show 7 to
14 percent potential
Increase.
Alternatives
E2 and J have the lowest sedunent
smce they have the least
miles of road
increase
potential,
5 to 7 percent,
construction
and tunber harvest,
and thus the least
risk to water quality
degradation.
(Table II-16 and FIgwe 11-23).
Flgure 11-23
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The amount of disturbance
caused by mlneral exploration
and development on the
Impacts due to domestic livestock
grazing are
Forest at this time IS minimal.
localized,
and contribute
insrgnifxant
amounts of sediment Forest-wide.
Sol1 and Water Conservation
Practices
(Draft FSH 2509.22) will be used in all
alternatives
to assure that management activities
will meet and/or exceed State
of Montana Water Quality Standards.
The effects
of sediment production
on water-related
ProJects that
monitored durxng project
development.
Quality Standards will be redesigned or dropped.
11.

benefxial
uses ~111 be
~111 not meet State Water

Minerals

Ratings of mineral and energy potential
(low, moderate, high, very high) are
Land has also been
based upon the favorability
of the geologic environment.
placed Into one of the following
four categories
according
to its degree of
availabllity
and accessibility.
Category

A

WIthdrawn

Category

B

Statutes or executive orders requve,speclfic
or mitigation
measures for rlparian
zones.

Category

C

Special conditions
on winter game range, roadless
and
visual lands require special lease stipulations
or plans
of operatxon.

Category

D

Standard
operation

Chapter 2
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of

Land area in these categories
changes by alternative
(Table D-17).
The Forest
road system ~11 enhance nuneral access when It 1s completed in about 50 years.
The area of the Forest that will
be roaded varies
by alternatIve
(Flgure
U-24).
Almost one-half
of the Forest is now wilderness
where no further
mlneral entry 1s allowed.
Flgure 11-24
Area Roaded by Decade 15 (ProJected)
(thousand acres)
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Table II-17
Area of Nonenergy and Energy Resource Potentml
(thousand acres)

Gategory

A
B
c

A

D

B

A
B
C

D
A
B

C

c

D
A
B
C

E

_- - - _- _- _Potential
for-------NO~~IlCCgy
very
LO”
Moderate Hxgh
High
600
26
1lli-l
3
628
24
141
;;-

6:;
25
15i
62:
7
25
165

D

El

E‘?

A
B
C
D
A

6:;

c

1;’

B

6:;
25
165
25

150
35
IKb
9
172

;>;

36
177
165

190

75
150
:;z57

.J

MIN LVL

MAXPNV

A
B

6:;

C
D
A
B
c
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D

129
48
721
16
110
37
600
26
206

19

6::
26
140

113

* Percent dlstnbutlon
benchmark.
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150

35
251
93
150
35
153

191

0

0

0

193
5
3;
126
193
22
75
146
155
32
34
177
iii
;4'

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

42

42
134
2j4
791
42
174
254
791

0.4

9

28

~42

138
250

;

'E

54
36

234
134

fl;

33
199
9
91:

171
rii
32
$4
lij,
105
32

1
20

106
93
351
17
100
55

126

241
7AO
,-a

"Z

52

22

200

194
789
42
215
:91
75

z

127
249
36
146
108
306

0
0

66
4
10
36
5E

4

G

0
0

2j

12

;:

0
0

0.4
4
18
19

z:

C
D
A

4;

42
196

2iy

3

738
31

10

46
.~
39
6

172
1%

H-VA

21

7
Ii
1

?4

ash

4

12
15
;j
9

3

19

1%
;

::
:t
4:
36
58
3:
ik
2

:i
3
2

15

;:

20
Ii?
14

4

11
12
16
3

13

35
'2

31
2%
42
6

12

28

18
0
1
27
12
0
1
17

25
ii

22

62
28
1

63

of high plus very hxgh potentuxl

*

Hxgh

15

3

‘%

Moderate

2

34
184
120
193

626
24
174
5
65:

H

2;

39
;

A

136

72
is
6
12
2

17

very

LOW

22
0.8

li
O.2

F

C
D

1;

0.;

9

193

85

22

i

,

,Y l

H-vn

184
120

7

El

.-;

for---Energy

9
12
75
55

D

B

2

15
3

----potently

863

29

144
124
1070
24
168
54
738
;;t
738
-31
200
241

216
124
:;

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

;

0
0
0

219
62

0

0
0
0

121

0

0

0

25
141
77
48
22
136
60
4;

E

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

243
77
5
45
126
193

0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

by category for each alternative

and
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The minerals industry has shown particular
interest
in the 170,000 acres having
high to very high potential
for nonenergy mineral resources.
No energy potenStandard surface
tial on the Forest is in the high or very high categories.
protection
requirements
(Category D) apply to about 30 percent of the land with
high to very high potential
in Alternatives
E2, H and J and about 60 percent in
A and B. Existing and proposed withdrawals
(Category A) apply to practically
no
land having high to very high potential
in Alternatives
A. B and F, to about 40
percent in Alternative
J. Existing
wilderness has practically
no land of high
to very high potential.

12.

Road System

There are nom 2,057 miles of road on the Forest.
The high timber output
alternatives
(A. B and C) project
2.300 or more additional
miles to access all
the area managed for timber production
(Table 11-18).
Projections
for other
alternatives,
except J, nearly
double the existing
road system.
Roads
constructed
in Alternative
3 are on lands currently
considered roaded, so there
will be very little
reduction in roadless area.
Projections
show that
All
high
timber
5.
road-building
activity

about 60 percent of the new roads will be built
by decade
output alternatives
require
a substantial
increase
in
in the first
decade, compared to the average for 1970-80.

Table II-18
First Decade (Plan Period),
Construction
(miles)

Fifth

Decade Cumulative

(Projected),

and Total

Road

Alternative/Benchmark
Road
Construction

A

B

C

E

Plan Period
Decade 1

410

360

340

230

Projected
Decade 5
Cumulative

1920

1570

1500

Total

2640 2300 2325 1970 2055 1812 1785 1965 1658 972 3130 30
13.

H

J

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

El

E2

F

G

310

250

230

240

190 120 110 30

go0 1170 1020 1050 1070

890 740 1770 30

Fire Management

Wilderness areas on the Forest have been or are being evaluated for application
of fire
management prescriptions.
Prescriptions
prepared for the AnacondaPintler,
Frank Church-River
of No Return and Idaho portion
of the SelwayBitterroot
Wildernesses
range from immediate control
in areas where public
to monitoring
where desirable
to
safety or other resource values are important,
Alternatives
vary in the application
of fire
restore fire to the ecosystem.
management prescriptions
by the amount of land recommended for wilderness.
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14.

Landownership

Landownership adjustment
goals vary to meet the objectives
of management areas
Alternatives
A and B designate most lntermmgled
(see Appendix B, Section IX).
that rnvolved with corporate
checkerboard ownerand adjacent land, including
These lands can be exchanged promanagement area.
ship, to the tlmber/rsnge
vlded the supply of wood products 1s not affected;
however, the obJectIves of
However, the obJectIves
these alternatives
would not be enhanced by exchange.
of all of the alternatives
can be enhanced through land exchange with corporate
Winter range. sensltlve
vxxal.
checkerboard ownership in the Rye Creek area.
semiprimitive
and/or wilderness
management areas can be improved in AlternatIves
Up to 4,000 acres in Alternative
J could be
C, E, El, E2, G, H, and J.
exchanged to improve management area objectlves.

15.

Energy Consumption

Nearly three-fourths
of the energy consumed in each alternatIve
1s for developed
and road construction
(Table 11-19).
and dispersed recreation,
txnber hauling,
In general,
the higher the timber output, the greater the energy consumption.
because recreation
uses vary only slightly
among alternatives,
and other uses
vary directly
with timber harvest volume.
See Table II-26
for total
energy
consumption m decades 1, 3, and 5.
Table II-19
Decade 1 Annual Average Energy Consumption
(billI&
BTU's)
Alternatives/Benchmark
E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

a5

85

a5

a5

a5

a5

a5

a5

a5

a5

Timber fellmg,
yarding, loading

54 34 30

25

30

17

26

26

17

11

9

4

Timber hauling

'+4 39 37

27

33

24

25

27

21

13

13

1

Activity

A

B

C

Recreation

85

a5

Timber management
Road construction

16.

Utility

655

46 56 54
Transportation

4644432

44

67

25

39

34

33

20

17

Corridors

Management prescriptions
are
categorized
avoidance, or window areas (Table 11-20).
areas are exclusion areas.

Chapter 2
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3

Avoidance areas are areas where establishment
and use of corridors
conflict
with
including
prescriptions
which emphasize semiprimiland management objectives,
riparian,
sensitive
vxwal,
and recreation
research,
tive
recreation.
management; and some minimum management areas.
Window areas include multiple
use prescriptions
which emphasize timber,
and wildlife
winter range management, and some minimum management areas.
Table II-20
Utility
Corridor
(percent)

Exclusion,

range,

Avoidance and Window Areas

Alternatives/Benchmarks
A

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

52

50

58

66

73

47

47

20

26

25

ig

g

15

a

25

28

22

25

23

25

12

45

28

E

Exclusion

47 50 53

52

52

Avoidance

8 13 13

20

45 37 34

28

Window

B

F

C

status

ElE2

Corridor studies have identified
three utility
transportation
corridor
segments
on the Forest.
The Sapphire Mountain corridor,
segment R27 (Table IV-lo),
is
available
in Alternatives
A, B, and C; conflicts
with roadless,
semiprimitive
recreation
designation
m Alternatives
E, El, E2, and F; and is excluded from
use m Alternatives
G, H, and J because the Sapphire divide is recommended for
wilderness.
The Nez Perce Trail
road corridor,
segment R28, was excluded from use in all
alternatives
by classifxatlon
of the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness
and expansion of the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness.
Segment R29, the Highway 93
corridor,
is available
in all alternatives.

17.

Issues Considered

in Alternatives

Each alternative
was designed to address, in varying degrees, one or more of the
six major issues.
Table II-21
identifies
the SIX issues,
the indicators
of
response to each issue, and the actual response by alternative.
For example,
Alternative
A addresses the timber production
Issue with an allowable
sale
quantity of 59 MMBFbut does not address visual or wildlife
issues, and provides
for minimum soil and water protection
and roadless management.
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Table II-21
ResDonse
of AlternatIves

to Major Issues

A comparuon of each alternative
to AlternatIve
F, current program, 1s shown in
Figures II-25 through 11-33.
The horizontal
lne
represents
the current
program; the bars represent fnst
decade resource,
actlvrty,
and economic percent
changes for each alternative.
For example, Figure II-25 shows that Alternative
A substantially
increases livestock,
timber, PNV, and receipts,
but there 1s a
corresponding uxrease in cost and decrease in visual quality.
Flgure 11-25
Comparison of AlternatIve
A to Alternative
Change in Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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Fqure

II-26

of Alternative
B to AlternatIve
Change in Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)

Comparison

F (Current

Direction)

P
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E

Figure 11-27
Comparison of Alternative
C to Alternative
Change m Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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Figure II-28
Comparison of Alternative
E to Alternative
Change m Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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Fqure II-29
Comparison of AlternatIve
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Figure 11-30
Comparxson of Alternative
E2 to Alternative
Change m Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)

Figure II-31
Comparison of Alternative
G to Alternative
Change in Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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Figure II-32
Comparxon of AlternatIve
H to Alternative
Change 1x-1Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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Figure II-33
Comparison Of Alternative
J to Alternative
Change in Decade 1 Outputs
(percent)
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18.

Below-Cost

Timber Sales

The dlscounted timber benefits
for the planning horizon are greater than the
discounted
timber costs
(Table II-23a)
which means that overall
financial
However, the positive values do not
returns of the timber program are positive.
Timber sales, whether below cost
mean that below cost sales have been avoided.
or not, were assessed in terms of how they fit into a comprehensive program of
The mix of outputs
and associated
costs and
management for the Forest.
benefits
produced by the different
alternatives
are the result
of selecting
prescriptions
which most efficiently
meet the objectives
of the alternative.
Cost efficiency
was considered in (1) the development of the prescriptions
(see
Appendix B, Sections III and IV), and (2) the FORPLANmodel which had a range of
those prescriptions
to choose from when determining
an optimal solution
for
each alternatlve
with the objective
of maximizing PNV. The long-term
timber
harvest level in all alternatives
is less than the timber harvest level m the
maximum PNV benchmark which is the most economically efficient
mix of management
prescriptions
and resource outputs for the Forest If management constraints
are
minimal.
In spite of alternative
and prescription
cost efficiency
objectives,
indications
are that below cost sales will occur (Table II-23b).
When examining decade 1
alone, the overall net receipts
(including
other resource programs besides tinher) are negative for all alternatives
and the Max PNV benchmark. By decade 3,
the net receipts
are projected
as positive
for the maximum PNV benchmark but
negative for all alternatives.
By decade 5, the net receipts for all alternatives
are projected
as positive.
Sales with high Investment costs in the
immediate future are followed by sales in the future that have lower costs and
higher returns so the entire
set of management activities
provide a positive
return.
As pointed out by a research study on below cost sales, efficient
management and below cost sales are not incompatible
(Schuster and Jones 1985).
In implementing any alternative,
however, further project level analysis will be
required prior
to implementing
that activity.
Regional Offxe
direction
requlres a project level analysis of each timber sale over one mlllion
board feet
to assure it deals with environmental
concerns with the most cost-effective
measures possible.
The feasibility
analysis added to the final Forest Plan requlres examination of strategic
items to assure consideration
of their economic
impacts on sale value in the sale design process.
19.

Economic And Social
a.

Economic Impacts

Impacts

in the Regional

in Ravalli

and Missoula

Area
Counties

Changes in timber harvest,
recreation
use, livestock
grazing, and Forest Service
expenditures
result in changes in personal income and employment in Ravalli and
Missoula Counties.
Within the two-county
area, Forest activities
in 1980 to
1982 accounted for 1,050 jobs and $19 mullion in personal income or about 4
percent of the economic activity.
The relative
contribution
of employment and
income by alternative
IS displayed in Figure 11-34.
Differences
among alternatives are primarily
due to different
timber outputs and Forest expenditures.
The employment and income values include direct,
indirect,
and induced effects
(See Appendix El, section V.)
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Figure II-34
Local Private
Average

Sector

Employment and Income in
INCOMEm

Decade 1 - Change from

1980-82

EMPLOYMENT

60
40

A
N
G
E -40
-60

b.

Social

Effects

in Ravalli

and Missoula

Counties

Employment and xncome are important to the quality
of life,
and amenity values
and fuelwood gathering
are zaporlike scenery, hunting,
fwhlng,
backpacklng,
tant in the lifestyles
of local and reglonal
reszdents.
The effects
of Forest
resource use on these latter
activltles
are less quantifiable
than employment or
Income estimates.
Lifestyles;
attitudes,
beliefs,
and values; and social
organization,
are the
social variables
used to compare the effects
of Forest outputs and activltles
among the alternatives
with Alternative
F, the current situation.
(1)

Lifestyles

In market-oriented
alternatIves
there would be expanded employment and higher
but reduced employment for
income in wood products,
ranching,
and minerals,
In nonmarket alternatives
outfitters,
and recreational
businesses.
guides,
and recreatIona
business but wages
employment expands for guides, outfitters,
Other alternatives
maintain
varying
levels
and mixes of
paid are lower.
employment opportunltles.
Roaded recreation
opportunities
expand in Alternatives
A, B and C. but hunting
decrease, and roadless recreation
opportunity
would decrease, fish populations
Alternative
J marntains
hunting
season length
and
opportunltles
decrease.
Other
alternatives
provide
for
present opportunltles,
and fish populations.
varying levels and mixes of recreational
opportunltles.
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(2)

Attitudes,

Beliefs,

and Values

The natural
conditzon of the Forest IS rapidly modified by timber harvest
Naturalness
is malntalned
road construction
in Alternatives
A and B.
provide for varying levels of naturalness.
Alternative
J. Other alternatives

and
in

Plentiful
supplies of wood, forage, and access for minerals creates a feeling
self-sufficiency
for people dependent upon those resources for a livelihood.
supplies decrease in Alternative
J so does the feeling of self-suffxxency
these groups.

of
As
for

Alternatives
A and J create uncertainty
about llvlng a desired way because they
Other alternatives
are
represent a dramatic change from the current situation.
more balanced in providing
market and nonmarket resources thereby increasing
the
feeling
of certainty
of both commodity- and amenity-orlented
indxvlduals
in
being able to live a desired way.

(3)

Social

Organization

A certain
amount of conflict
is
Alternatives
A, B, and J generate
decreases as a balance is created
issues in other alternatives.
20.

Net Public
Alternatives

Benefit

inherent
in implementing
any alternatzve.
This
the greatest degree of polarization.
in the resolution
of commodity and amenity

and Nonpriced

Benefits

Addressed in the

The overall
conceptual
measure of value of each of the alternatives
Net public
benefit
1s summarized here as a preface
public benefit.
cussing those benefits
that cannot be expressed m economic terms.

1s net
to dis-

Net public benefit
is the overall
long-term value to the natron of all outputs
and positive
effects
(benefits)
less all associated Forest inputs and negative
effects
(costs) resulting
from management of Forest lands.
Przced benefits
and
all financial
costs of management can be measured in dollar
terms.
Some nonmarket benefits,
such as recreation
visitor
days, are assigned values based on
the concept of the willingness
of users to pay for the resource output.
However, other benefits
and some negative effects cannot be measured quantitatively
or cannot be fully
valued in financial
terms (see Appendix B, Sectlon IV).
A
goal of forest planning 1s to determine which alternative
effectively
responds
to public issues while maximizing
the net public benefit.
The choice of the
alternative
that maxmxzes net public benefit is a subjective
decision.
The principal
benefits
and costs relevant
to making that judgement for the
BItterroot
Forest are associated
with the issues discussed in Appendix A and
with legislation
underlyIng
the planning process.
Section 21 details
costs and
benefits that can be measured in financial
terms. Those benefits that cannot be
Section 22 then compares changes in economic
quantified
are discussed below.
Because these are summary
benefits
with differences
in responses to issues.
a
fully
informed
judgement
of
the
alternatives
also requires
an
statements,
understanding
of the results
displayed elsewhere In this document.
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The major nonprxed
benefits
are described 1n Appendix B, Sectlon IV. C. No*prxed benefits
are not dzectly
addressed by the alternative
PNV comparisons.
Some nonprxed benefits vary slgnlfxantly
by alternatIve
and can be measured by
Nonpriced outputs often result
in reduced
physxal
xndxators
such as acres.
prxed outputs (lower PNV). Tables 11-24 and II-26 show the tradeoffs
between
priced and nonpriced outputs.
The lndxators
are used to estimate the relative
achievement of nonprxed
resource goals among alternatlves.
The lndlcators
do
not quantify
the nonprrced benefits
but they zndlcate differences
in levels of
nonprxed benefits among alternatlves.
a.

No&priced
Major
Alternatives

Benefits

with

Large

Differences

Among

Although there are several nonprxed benefits
resulting
from Forest management,
four were identrfied
as maJor benef1t.s on the Bitterroot
Forest.
These four
correspond to xsues dIscussed in Appendix A. The nonprlced benefits
discussed
in this section vary srgnificantly
by alternative.
(1)

Visual

Quality.

Visual quality
refers to the range and dwtribution
of the scenic aspects and
perceived beauty and enJoyment of the forest
envwonment.
Differences
among
forest
recreatxonists,
nearby residents,
and travelers
in the enJoyment they
would receive from the physical
conditions
of each alternatlve
are real but
dlffxult
to measure.
While the total
numbers of recreatlonlsts
preferring
condltlons
havzng partrcular
scenx qualltzes
and the xmplled dollar-values
of
their actlvlties
have been estimated,
the options available
to them would vary
by alternative.
AddItIonal
nonprlced benefits
result
from visual management's
Influence on wlldllfe
habitat and water quality.
The Inventorled
area of retention
and partial
retentlon
visual
tives 1s mazntalned In Alternatives
G and J.
The preservation
a&led
to wilderness and other special areas in all alternatIves.
(2)

Protection

of Water Quality/Fisheries

quality
obJecobJectlve
IS

Habitat

Those that benefit
from Increased
water quality/fxherles
habItat
Include
rrrlgators,
recreatlonz.ts,
and c0mmun1t1e.9 using
municipal
watersheds.
Varlatlons
in catchable
trout populations
reflect
the level of water quality
maintained by alternatlve.
The Forest fxherles
habitat
1s maintained
wthln
State water quality
standards.
However, water quality
and flsherles
habitat
xn
individual
fxherles
streams would vary greatly
depending on the goals of the
alternative.
This varlabllity
depends on the type and lntenslty
of road
construction,
graxng,
or timber harvest,
and the geologic
and morphologIca
characterlstlcs
of the drainage.
(3)

Wilderness

and Roadless Area Diversity

and Quality.

In order for an area to qualify
as a wilderness,
It generally
must be at least
In order to provide a quality
recreation
experience,
a roadless
5,000 acres.
Roadless recreation
can be
area must be the same. at least 5,000 acres.
provided in other smaller areas, but for the purposes of Forest planning,
x.f the
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area does not meet the 5,000 acre critena,
It 1s not included m the roadless
There are 405,000 acres of xwentorxd
roadless on the
recreation
calculation.
would be satisfied
in all
recreation
wilderness
Forest.
Demands for
alternatives
for at least the first
two decades.
Recreation use is only one value of the wilderness or roadless resource.
Cltlconservation
and wlldlife
groups have
zens at the local
and national
level,
expressed the desire to have more wilderness
than IS needed to meet proJected
xxlude:
maintalnrecreation
use. Many people feel other values of wlderness
maintaining native plant and animal species,
Ing options for future generations,
and providing
a research base for studying a natural undisturbed
envxonment.
Quantifying
the value of a wilderness
or roadless area strxtly
by its recreaWilderness benefits
tlon vxitor
day use misses many of Its important values.
are speclflc
to the Bitterroot
Forest (not captured by other wilderness
areas in
the National System).
(4)

Diversity

and Quality

of Recreation

Opportunities

The asslgned value per recreation
visitor
day does not reflect
the value of
providing
a dlverslty
of recreation
opportunities
and settmgs.
Diversity
of
experiences includes
prlmltive,
semiprimitive,
roaded, and developed settings.
It also includes
experiences
m unique settings
such as wxlderness,
wild and
scenic rivers,
botanical
areas,
scenic areas, and historic
sites.
Areas
avarlable
for the semlprimitive
nonmotorized
experience
are reduced as more
Similarly,
areas are roaded.
areas which currently
provide roadless elk hunting
and/or trout fishing
are eliminated
as they are roaded.
Indicators
of recreation
quality
and diversity
are found in comparing the projected
demand with
the potential
for each recreation
type.
Quality
and
diversity
increase as the margin of potential
increases over the demand.
b.

Nonpriced
(1)

Plant

Benefits

That Differ

Less Among Alternatives

and Animal Community Diversity

Diversity
is reflected
In management for vwual
quality,
water
quality,
threatened and endangered species, the regulated forest,
recreation
and wlldllfe
habitat management, preservation
of natural
areas, and wilderness
and roadless
areas.
Therefore,
it is largely
a broad, generx term for a wide range of output consequences that are the source of both economic and nonprxced benefits.
The goal of emphasxing
plant and animal diversity
1s mazntalnlng
gene pools,
scient1fx.c
research
opportunities
and to smellorate
Insect
and dxease
infestations.
The indxator
used to describe plant and anzmal community diversity
1s the area
As stated in 36 CFR 219.27(g) the goal for plant and
in each age class group.
animal community diversity
If... shall preserve and enhance the diversity...
so
that it 1s at least
as great as that which would be expected In a natural
the
forest...".
However, the mix of age class group that would best represent
natural environment is impossxble to define.
If the goal 1s to have a regulated
forest,
the best distribution
is approximately
10 percent nonstocked and 22 l/2
percent each of seedling/saplings,
poles, Immature, and mature sawtimber.
As
the proportlons
of age classes change in
emphasis shifts
towards other goals,
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All alternatives
provide mixes of age classes to meet
response to the goals.
minimum diversity
requirements
as a result
of varyxng lntensztles
of timber
management actlvltles
and assignments to roadless or wxlderness management.
21.

Significant

Thw section explains
benefits and outputs.
a.

Differences
tradeoffs

Differences

in Economic Values Among Alternatives

that

would occw

in Present

among the quantlfled

economic

Net Value

The primary measure of economic effxiency
1s present net value (PNV), the sum
of market and nonmarket prxed values less all management costs for the 150 year
The PNV of each alternatlve
IS displanning horizon dxscounted at 4 percent.
The maximum PNV Benchmark
played in Tables 11-22, II-23a,
and FIgwe 11-35.
Although
represents the maxImum net return available
from managIng the Forest.
it meets minimum legal requirements of managing the Forest, the PNV Benchmark is
not designed to address issues.
The alternatives
are ranked by present net value In Table 11-22.
The second
column in Table II-22 shows the differences
In PNV among paus of alternatives.
These figures are estimates of the net economx values that would be forgone If
a lower-ranked
alternative
rather than the preceedlng one were selected.
Because timber values are a maJor component of PNV, these potentially
forgone
values are largely due to llmlting
the tzmber program.
Table II-22
Present Net Value Benefits
and Costs DIscounted
and Selected Benchmarks (Mlllxon Dollars)
AlternatIve/
Benchmark
MAXPNV

Present Net Value
Total
Change

148

B

143

C

125

H

103

F

103

E2

99

E

96

G

91

El

85

J

62

-58
-5
-18
-22
0
-4
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383
376
353
300
294

-3

-20

Alternatives

DIscounted Benefits Discounted Costs
Total
Change Total
Change

290
-5
-6
-23
-82

MIN LVL

for

4i4

206

A

at 4 percent

309
305
306
247
61

-31
-7
-23

235

-4
+19
-4
+l

-2

233
228

-53
-6

~27

-5
-31

197
-6

191
189
213

-2
+24

+1

214
+7
221

-59
-186

185
81

-36
-104

decrease.
As
As the timber program and PNV decrease, costs also generally
priced benefits
decrease from the alternative
that emphasxes market outputs
(prunarily
timber) to the alternative
that emphasues nonmarket outputs,
costs
also decrease because most costs are associated with the timber program.
The
Even when less
costs generally
decrease because less timber 1s being harvested.
txmber is harvested,
other resource goals may uxrease
costs by: 1) movxng
costs
harvests into areas with high access costs, and 2) uxcreas=ng mltlgatlon
for nontlmber resources.
This table
Table II-23a shows discounted benefits
and costs by WSOU~C~ group.
shows that timber and recreation
values make up the largest
components of the
Most of the change in PNV among alterPNV values on the BItterroot
Forest.
PNV declines
natives 1s due to changes in the net value of the timber resource.
because some cost effxient
timber sales are forgone; tunber benefits
decline
substantially
more than changes in prxed
recreation
and hunting
benefits.
Economic values derived from other resources are generally
not as large as
are relatively
timber on this Forest and thexr varlatlons
among alternatives
minor.
Fugwe II-35
Comparxon of Present

Net Value

M
I
L
L
I
0
N
D
0
L
L
A
R
s

C

A
El

F

El
E

E2

H
G

MAX PNV
J

ALTERNATIVES
PRESENTNET VALUE
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Table II-23a
Present Value Benefits
(m-~llion dollars)
Alternative/
Benchmark
MAXPNV
A
B
F
E2

E
G
El
3
MIN LVL

Present
Net Value
206
148

and Costs for Resource Groups
_-__---_--_ Discounted Costs--------------Discounted Beneflts----Timber Recre- Range Other Timber' Rl)ads Rec/Wlld- Range Other
11fe
atlO*
233
112
E
2
:i
2:
4
z
113
202
173
2
12
116

14z

196

172

125

153
llfl
119

91

125
128

62
-20

65

lj3
175
167
163
170
171
li0
176

6

52

107

103
99
96
85

120

131

5

Receipts

55

47

12

3

116

18

2

116
114
106
104
115

21
2
2

5
5

2

2

18
32

5

2

40

27

1

2

0

1

NOTE: The direct comparison of benefits
mwleadlng
because al.1 costs Include
costs.
b.

2

z

11

5

20
20
29
20
29

2
2
2
2
2

1

0

115

116
113
72

and costs by lndlvxdual
resource can be
nonseparable
multi-resource
management

and Noncash Benefits

Net cash flows to the U.S. Treasury are the dollar returns to the treasury
less
total
budget costs.
Table II-23b
displays
the net cash flow to the U.S.
Treasury for the first
and fifth
decades for each alternatlve
xn order of
declining
PNV . Agency expenditures
exceed receipts
in all alternatives
in the
first
decade. While the benefits
displayed
m Table II-23b estxnate the full.
potential
dollar
returns
to the U.S. Treasury lf full
charges were made, the
focus here 1s limited
to the actual net receipts
collected
under current
laws
and policies.
Cash recexpts
Include
returns
from timber sales.
lxvestock
grazing fees, campground fees, mineral permits,
and special use fees.
Timber
receipts
make up 93 percent of the total receipts.
The varlatlon
among alternatives 1s primarily
due to the timber harvest
level.
In addition,
timber
receipts
are affected by the per unit value of timber harvested.
For example,
Alternative
A has lower txnber benefzts
per MBF due to harvestlng
In less
productive
areas.
Other benefits
are grazzng fees. campground fees, mInera
leases and special use fees, that vary from $130,000 to $150,000 per year in all
alternatives.
Returns are proJected to increase in all alternatives
because of real timber
value price increases through the fifth
decade and because timber harvest levels
Net receipts
Increase more raprdly
than costs in each
increase through time.
The annual returns by resource for decades 1, 3, 5
decade for all alternatives.
and 10 are displayed m Table 11-26.
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Noncash benefits
are the difference
resource
and the fees collected.

between what users are willing
Other noncash benefits
provided

such as old growth and riparian
values are not captured
Table
and no methods of quantifiable
valuation
are avarlable.
the value of noncash benefits
for the first
and fifth
decades.
Table II-23b
Average Annual Returns
(million
dollars)

to the

----_---__----

zternatm?/

Benchmark

Net
Receipts

Treasury

Decade

21
Costs

to pay for

by resources
by recreation
valuation,

1

II-23b

dxplays

and Noncash Benefits

-----------

____________

Receipts

Noncash
Benefits

Net
Recqpts

Decade

5

-------------

11
Costs Receipts

Noncash
Benefits

Max Pnv
(Benchmark)

-4.0

5.9

1.9

3.7

10.0

a.9

la.9

12.9

A

-6.7

9.2

2.5

3.7

a.7

a.6

17.3

12.9

B

-5.8

9.2

3.4

3.7

a.0

a.8

16.8

12.9

C

-5.6

9.1

3.5

3.7

5.0

a.5

13.5

12.8

H

-5.9

7.0

2.0

3.8

2.0

7.8

9.8

13.0

F (Current)

-6.4

7.9

1.5

3.9

3.1

7.5

10.6

12.4

E2 (Preferred)

-5.1

7.5

2.4

3.6

2.3

7.7

10.0

11.8

E

-6.4

a.6

2.2

3.7

2.6

a.3

10.9

12.6

G

-6.2

a.5

2.3

3.7

1.6

a.5

10.1

12.8

El

-7.7

9.9

2.2

3.7

3.3

a.2

11.5

12.6

J

-6.1

7.4

1.3

3.8

-1.6

7.1

5.5

13.1

3.3

0.9

1.6

-3.1

3.2

0.1

3.3

Mln Level
(Benchmark)

-2.4

:\I

Values shown for Decade 1 ore planned outputs and effects.
Values shown beyond Decade 1 are prqectlons of the cutputs and effects expected If the
aLternat.lves were selected to continue beyond the first decade.
21 Costs Include only Forest Servxe expenditures and exclude payments to counties.
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a

The portion
of market benefits which are returns to the U.S. Treasury are disfrom
played in FIgwe II-36 for decades 1, 3, and 5. Returns result prlmarxly
the sale of timber.
Campgrounds fees, mineral leases, and special uses fees are
Returns ~11 Increase
estimated at less than $200,00O/year in all alternatives.
in all alternatIves
due to expected increases in real stumpage prxes
and timber
The differences
in returns
among
harvest
levels
through the fifth
decade.
alternatives
are due to differences
m the value and amount of timber harvest.
Returns xn the first
decade for all alternatives
are higher than the 1980 to
The annual returns by resource for decades 1, 3,
1982 average of $1.6 mxlllon.
5. 10,and 15 are dxplayed in Table 11-26.
Fqure II-36
Returns to U.S. Treasury

M
I
L
L
I
0
N
D
0
L
L
A
R
S

8

4

0
A

C
B

El
E

F
E2

Ii
G

J

MAX PNV
MIN

LVL

ALTERNATIVES
DECADE1, PLAN PERIOD
DECADE3, PROJECTED
DECADE5, PROJECTED
CURRENTSITUATION
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Twenty-five
percent of the returns to the U.S. Treasury are dlstrlbuted
to state
and local governments.
The annual returns
are displayed
in Figure II-37 for
decades 1, 3, and 5 and in Table 11-26 for decades 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15. The
distribution
of returns 1s based on the area of Forest land in each county:
70
percent to Ravalli
County,
29 percent
to Idaho County, and 1 percent to Mlssoula
county.
Annual returns to state and local governments during the fxst
decade
for all alternatives
are expected to be higher than the 1980 to 1982 average of

$400,000.
Figure II-37
Returns to States

M
I
L
L
I
0
N
D
0
L
L
A
R
S

4

7

I

A
B

I( L
E

E
E2

G

J

MAX PNV
MIN LVL

ALTERNATIVES
DECADE 1,

PLAN PERIOD

DECADE3, PROJECTED
DECADE5, PROJECTED
CURRENTSITUATION
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c.

Budget

The average annual budget for decade 1 IS shown by alternatIve
~.n Flgure 11-38.
Table 11-26 contains annual budget estimates for decades 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15.
For a further
discussxon of these categories
see Appendix B, SectIon IV.
All
dollar fzgures are expressed in first
quarter 1978 dollars,
consistent
wth the
1980 RPA assessment.
The annual costs for decade 1 are dxsplayed by alternatIve
in Figure II-38 for
two categoiwzs;
capital
investment and operatlonal.
Capital
Investment
costs
are prx~~ar~ly road construction
and reforestation.
Operational
costs are all
others.
The annual costs for all alternatives
are hxgher than the average 1980
to 1982 level of 57.2 mrllion.
The annual costs by mayor resource group for
decades 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 are dxplayed
in Table 11-26.
Average annual budget for the Bztterroot
Forest varxes from a low of $7.4
mllllon
in Alternatzve
J to a high of 59.9 mllllon
in AlternatIve
El.
General
admlnistratzon,
fzre control,
law enforcement,
and firewood adminxtratlon
costs
are not slgnlfxantly
Influenced by the ObJectlves of alternatives
and are relaThe Preferred
Alternative
has a
tlvely
constant at about 54.1 to 4.5 mllllon.
budget of $7.5 mllllon per year in the first
decade.
Fzgure 11-38
Annual Forest

L
L
I
0
N
D
0
L
L
A
R
S

Servxe

Budget-Decade 1

t3

8

4

I2
Y

E
A
R

0
J

MAX PNV
MIN LVL

TOTAL BUDGET
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
OPERATIONALCOST
CURRENTSITUATION-TOTAL BUDGET
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d.

Present

Value Costs

The present value cost is the sum of all expenditures
for 150 years dIscounted
to the present at 4 percent.
The minImum discounted cost for Federal ownership
of the Forest is 581 mrllion
as defined by the mlnzmum level benchmark, Benchmark M. Almost 85 percent of the minimum cost 1s for operating
the Trapper
Creek Job Corps Center and fire control.
The maxmum present value cost is 5235
mlllion
for Alternative
A.
Approximately fifty
percent of the costs in all alternatlves
are for actzvlties
which are not slgnlflcantly
Influenced
by alternatIve
obJectIves.
This amounts
to a present value of 5115 million
and covers Job Corps. general admlnlstratlon,
fire control,
and road maintenance.
The remainder of costs are for actlvitles
whxh respond to obJectlves of the
alternative.
AlternatIves
with emphasis on market resources have higher road
and timber management costs,
and alternatlves
with emphasis on nonmarket
resources
have higher
recreation
costs.
Annual costs
decrease
in all
alternatives
after decade 3 because most of the
roads ~111 have been built.
The present value of costs,
by alternative,
are displayed H-I Fzgure II-39 and
Table 11-22.
The largest
cost component 1s timber harvest,
so those alternatives with relatively
high harvest levels have high total discounted costs.
Figure II-39
DIscounted Benefits

M
I
L
L
I
0
N

and Costs

360

270

D
0
L

180

L
A
R
S
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d
B
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e.

Annual Priced

Benefits

The average annual prxed benefits for decade 1 are drsplayed in Figure II-40 by
alternative
by market and nonmarket resource categorxes.
Market benefits
are
the sum of the returns to the U.S. Treasury from timber sales, llvestock
grazing
campground fees, mineral
leases,
and special
use fees,
plus values
fees,
assigned to livestock
grazrng and developed recreation
use. Nonmarket benefits
are the values assqned to dispersed and wilderness
recreatzon
use. The values
assvgned livestock
grazing and recreatxon use recognize the potential
dollar return to the taxpayer even though only part of the prxe
1s actually
collected.
The annual benefit
by the two resource groups and by indlvldual
resources for
decades 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 are dlsplayed I.* Table 11-26.
The benefits
Increase
for all
alternatives
through the plannrng
period
as timber and recreation
outputs and unit prices Increase.
Flgure II-40
Decade 1 Average Annual Benefits.
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f.

Present

Value

Benefits

Present value benefits
are the sum of prxed benefit values for 150 years dlsPresent value benefits
are dzsplayed in
counted to the present at 4 percent.
Figure 11-39.
Present value benefits
by maJor resource category are displayed
The benefits
incIdenta
to management activities
in Tables II-23a and 11-26.
are $61 millIon
as defined by Benchmark M (MIN LVL).
The Incidental
benefits
from timber sales and live$52 milllon
from recreation
use, $7 milllon
are:
stock grazrng permits
currently
under contract,
and $2 milllon
from mineral
leases.
Values asslgned to market resources
contribute
over half the discounted benefzt
value In alternatIves
which emphasize market resource
production.
Values
assIgned to nonmarket resources
contrIbute
over half the discounted benefit
value in alternatives
which provide for a moderate or high level of nonmarket
The primary difference
in the total present value of benefits
of
resources.
alternatives
is timber values.
The nonmarket. values are essentially
the same
for all
alternatIves
because dispersed
and wilderness
recreation
use 1s
basxally
the same.
22.

Major Tradeoffs

Among Alternatives

This section provides additIona
Information
to help identify
the alternative
or
alternatIves
that come closest
to maxlmizlng net public benefit while meetrng
legal and envIronmenta
requrwetents
and responding reasonably,
equitably,
and
effectively
to the issues, concerns. and opportunltxs.
This addItIona
Informatlon descrxbes the tradeoffs
that would occur among the net quantified
benefits
described in Section 21 and the nonpriced benefits
described in Section
20.
Except for the quantified
economic benefits,
the extent to whxh each
alternative
lSS"eS,
concerns,
and opportunltles
1s based on
addresses
professional
judgement.
a.

National,

Regional.

and Local Demand Outlook

To provide a framework for assessing responses to xsues,
concerns, and opportunlties,
the long-term
resource demands and needs of the natIon, region, and
local communities are reviewed bnefly.
The RPA assessment proJects
total
natlonal
demands to rx?.e for all outputs of
Natlonal Forests.
There 1s a strong demand to protect
and enhance the quality
of the environment while meeting these demands. NatIonal
Forest commodities
generally
flow into regional
or natlonal
markets.
The nation benefits
when
supplies are provided from the most efficient
sources of production.
The Forest
is an efficient
supply souxe for timber and recreation.
Most users of National
Forest outdoor recreation,
wildlife
and wilderness are
local people or people from the region of the National Forest.
For example, 88
percent of the U.S. hunters In 1980 did not hunt outslde their State and over 90
percent traveled less than 100 miles from their residences to hunt.
Users of
the Forest developed and dispersed
recreation
opportunities
come predominantly
from western Montana countles,
other parts of the State, northern Idaho, and
eastern Washington.
Total recreation
use of the Bxtterroot
is proJected to grow
from 545,000 RVD's In 1980 to 1,409,OOO RVD's in 2030, with most of the increase
z.n roaded dispersed recreation
and wlderness
use.
Chapter 2
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b.

Issues,

Concerns,

and Opportunities

Relationships
between priced and nonprxed
outputs Illustrate
the lnteractlons
Competitive
publx
Issues, management
of attempting to resolve various issues.
and It is lmposslble
to fully meet
concerns ( and resource opportunltles
exist,
By
examining
an
array
of
priced and
all wants and desires at the same time.
nonprxed
outputs It becomes possible
to see what is given up and what is
An understanding
of the tradeachxved as a range of alternatives
IS explored.
offs between alternatives
1s required
to help decxxon-makers
decide which
The mixes of priced
and nonprlced
alternatIve
maximizes net publx
benefit.
outputs
resulting
from each alternatIve
are a direct
result
of the varied
attempts to resolve the public issues dxcussed I* Chapter I.
Appendix A fully
discusses each of the x~sues, concerns,
and opportunltles.
Public clues and management concerns were grouped Into the following
categories
and the lndlcator
of responsiveness for each category follows:
(1)

Timber

What timber harvest level can be sustained and how much should be offered and
sold in the first
decade.
These concerns are related
to an overall
desire to
to help sustain
productlvlty,
manage timber
assxst
dependent
Industries.
increase utilrzaixon,
and be cost effective
in balance with other resources on
the Forest.
Indicators
of response to thw issue are the area of suitable
timber land, the allowable sale quantity,
and the long-term
sustained yxld
for
each alternatIve.
(2)

Visual

Quality

Objective

(VQO)

To what extent should visual quality
conslderatlons
influence
management actxvxties?
Concerns were about the size of areas where the landscape would be
altered.
projected
length of time the changes would be visible,
reasonableness
of change, and preservatvx
of scenxc quality,
all in light
of social
and
economx tradeoffs
for VQO. The indicator
for thx Issue 1s the proportxon
of
visually
sensitive
area maintained in each alternatIve.
(3)

WildIif

e, Aquatic

Environment

and Fisheries

How should forest lands be managed to sustain wlldllfe
and fxh populations?
We
can provide for diversity
and protection
of wldllfe.
consider
the needs of
threatened and endangered species, and provide habItat management in a way that
takes advantage of other management actlvitles
on the Forest.
Productlvlty
of
elk winter
range and the amount of land available
for old-growth
dependent
specxs
are indicators
of response to these ELSUBS. All
alternatives
are
desxgned to provide protection
of threatened and endangered species.
We can also consider how rlparlan
areas should be managed in
fish habitat needs to be Improved.
Fxh population
potentlal
of response to this issue.
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(4)

Water and Soils

How can watersheds be managed to maintain or enhance water quality,
sol1 proWe must insure that Forest lands w.11 be
ductlvlty
and desxable
streamflow?
managed so water quality
and basic sol1 productlvxty
can be maintaIned
or
improved.
All alternatives
must protect basx sol1 and water resources by law,
so these issues are taken care of m the way that all
alternatlves
are
developed.

(5)

Wilderness

How should undeveloped roadless
areas be managed? What management should be
recommended for the Blue Joint and Sapphire Wilderness Study Areas? Wilderness
1s a resource to be considered
m the planning process.
Area asslgned to
wilderness management is an indicator
of response to thx Issue.

(6)
To what
speclflc
recreation
recreation
recreation
users.
roadless
response

Recreation

extent and where should the Bitterroot
NatIonal Forest be managed for
types of recreational
actlvlties?
The public's
expressed needs for
must be put in perspective
by examlnlng the approprxate balance of
uses wth other resources and funding,
the need for a varrety
of
opportunities,
and the importance of quality recreation
experience to
The potential
for dispersed
recreation,
the area of wilderness
and
management, and miles of road on the Forest are all lndxators
of
to recreation
Issues.

(7)

Roads

How should the Forest road and trail
system be developed and managed to meet
resource management objectives?
We ~111 establish
adequate road standards and
determrne how much open/closed
roadzng 1s needed on the Forest to accomplxzh a
variety
of resource objectlves.
Road standards are constant for all alternatives.
The total
road system needed for management 1s an indicator
of
response to this Issue.

(8)

Land and

Minerals

How can the Forest be allocated
mineral needs? These categories
alternatlves.
(9)

and managed to help provide for
of xsues are Impacted in slmllar

Social/Economic

Consider how the impacts of land assignment on local communities
~11 be incorporated
into proposed land management. There are
caters of the impacts of management, lncludlng
present net value
in local income and employment, the annual budget needed to
annual returns to the U.S. Treasury.
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c.

Tradeoffs

Among Alternatives

The following
tables and dlscusslon
identify
the tradeoffs
between monetary
The
goals (returns
to the Treasury
and PNV) and addressing
the ~suas.
descriptions
of tradeoffs
proceed from the alternatxves
w.th the highest PNV to
The ranking of output levels
for each of the alternatives
1s
the lowest.
included m Table 11-24, and the narrative
dxcusses
tradeoffs
associated
with
each alternatlve
and benchmark.
In general the amount of wilderness,
roadless,
old growth, vwual
quality,
and
potential
fish population
increase as PNV and the level of timber production
Benchmarks maxlmzze the productIon
of a single
resource
at the
decrease.
expense of other resources and have relatively
high PNV's.
As more wilderness
and roadless areas are designated,
It affects
PNV in two
ways:
1) the current
and long-range
timber harvest
are reduced due to the
reduced productxon base, and 2) harvest is forced Into stands with less valuable
timber and higher access costs.
As the area managed for visual
quality
increases It affects
PNV by increasing
harvest costs and reducing volume removed
in the first
entry.
decreaslng benefits.
Water quallty/flsherres
habltat
is
protected by restricting
the types of management In rlparlan
areas.
This has a
signifxant
effect on PNV because in order to maintain a fairly
high timber cut
the harvest IS forced Into areas with higher access costs and lower timber
values.
In Table II-24 the lndxators
identlfled
above are used to show the degree of
response of each alternatIve
to these issues.
concerns,
and opportunities.
Developing alternatlves
that would be responsxve to qublx Issues and management
concerns was accomplIshed by using various types of constraints
in the FORPLAN
model (See Appendix B, Sectlon VII for detalled dxcusslon).
The general impact
on PNV of mayor alternative
constraints
1s shown in Flgure 11-41.
The followng
section dxcusses tradeoffs
between alternatIves
In more detail.
Present net value represents the net value of the benefits
and costs whxh have
been asslgned a monetary value and LS the basis for the economic comparisons
among alternatives.
It is the dollar difference
between the discounted value of
timber sales, livestock
use, and recreation
use, and all Forest costs over 150
years.
The net value of nonpriced outputs 1s the total
qualitative
value of all resources and outputs which have not been asszgned a monetary value and IS the
basis for the environmental
and social
comparxons
among alternatlves.
The
major nonprxed
outputs are visual quality,
roadless semlprlmltlve
recreation,
wilderness,
wlldllfe
and fish habltat,
and local employment.
These maJor nonpriced benefits
are described in detail In Appendix B, sectIon IV. C. In genera1 , as more nonpriced outputs are provided, the present net value decreases.
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Figure II-41
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Table II-24
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d.

Timber Sensitivity

Analysis

This section has been added since the DEIS in response to publx
concern about
rates and fxst
decade volumes. The
the validity
of timber values, appreciation
results
of this analysis
are presented in detaxl in Appendix B. Sectlon VIII.
Sensitlvlty
testing
refers to changing an assumption or other input in a model,
and then observing the direction
and magnitude of the resulting
change In the
of the model 1s determlned by the magnitude
model solution.
The "sensltivlty"
and relative
importance
of the variables
that vary as a result
of the model
change. For example, if a 25 percent increase In the prxe of timber resulted
in a 1 percent change xn first
decade timber volume, It would be concluded that
A 1 percent
fxst
decade timber volume was not sensltlve
to timber prxe.
Increase in timber price that led to a 25 percent Increase In timber volume
Such
would Indicate
that timber volume was very sensitive
to timber price.
Information
allows managers to place confidence in model results based upon the
sensltivxty
of the model to various assumptions.
The economic assumptions that were tested in the sensitlvlty
analysis
of the
BItterroot
FORPLANmodel were those that were thought to be critical
in terms of
maJor outputs such as timber volume, suitable
timber acreage, and present net
value (PNV). Some of the assumptions were tested to respond to specific
comments on the Draft EIS, others were tested because of internal
Forest Service
The following
economic assumptions were tested:
concerns.
timber values, price
and cost trends, mileage of road construction,
agency costs, nontImber output
decade timber
values, harvest constraints
in decades 4 through 15, and first
volume constraints.
Timber value and price/cost
trend assumptions were determined to be reasonable and not changed. The method of accounting for road costs
was revised and thus resulted
In an increase in first
decade volume and PNV, but
a reduction In the suitable
timber base. Possible reductions In agency and road
constructlon
costs are speculative
at this time, so the orlglnal
assumptions
were maintained.
Valuing recreation
and grazrng outsxde the model was more accurate than the method used m the Draft EIS. The result of thus new valuation
method was an increase in PNV and first
decade timber volume, but a reduction in
the suitable
Umber base.
Access constraints
were added to decades 4 to 15 to
accurately
reflect
how timber management would actually
take place on the
forest.
This change resulted
in a reduction
of the sultable
timber base, a
slight reduction
m long-term
sustalned yield,
and a manor change in PNV. All
other assumptions and constraints
in the Proposed Action remanned unchanged.
As
a result
of this
sensitivity
testing,
changes were made in the way the
Bitterroot
FORPLAN model was formulated
and revxxons
have been made in the
Draft EIS Proposed Action that resulted in a Preferred AlternatIve
for the Flnal
EIS. Although some assumptions,
such as no prxce and cost trends, were found to
cause maJor changes in model results,
the orIgIna
assumptions are viewed as the
most reasonable.
Recognition
of the sensltivlty
of model results
to these
assumptions allows the planning team and managers to carefully
monrtor changes
that could require a revision
of or amendment to the Forest Plan.
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AlternatIve
E2 was developed to reflect
changes that were made in the FORPLAN
and to respond to issues that
Model as a result
of the sensitxvlty
analysis,
were presented by the public and government agencies during the comment period
on the Draft EIS. The results of the analysis for each of the economic assumptions 1s presented in Table 11-25.
Table 11-25
Impact of Economic Assumptions on First Decade Timber
Volume, Suitable Timber Base and Present Net Value
Fxst Decade
Timber Volume
(MMBF/Year)l/

Assumption
Orlglnal Prices and Trends
New Timber Prices and Trends
No Prxe or Cost Trends
Change to New Road Formulation
Reduction in Agency and Road Costs
NontImber Outputs Valued Outside Model
Change Harvest (Access) Constraints
L/
2/

Suitable
Base
(M Acres)

5
; 13 2/

13 (+)
(+)

18

447
447 (0)
279 (-)
428 (-1
;;; ;I;
399 (-)

8 (+)

25 (0)

No first
decade timber volume constraints
were applied.
Increase (+), decrease (-) or no change (0) m output
assumptxon

PNV
(MM $)
76

54
12
a2
100
82
80

(((+
(+
(+
(-)

compared to orlgxnal

The following
sectxon discusses the major economic tradeoffs
among the alternatlves and selected benchmarks and issues addressed by each alternatlve.
The
alternatives
are lxted
xn order of decreasrng PNV. For a more detalled
discusslon of resource constraints,
see Appendix B.
(1)

Benchmark K. Maximize Present

Net Value

The Max PNV Benchmark was used to provide an lndxatlon
of the tradeoffs
necessary to achieve the highest PNV. This pun has a PNV of $206 milllon.
An
allowable sale quantity
of 16 million
board feet of timber in the first
decade
would be achieved while meeting minImum management requxements
and a nondeclinlng
flow policy for timber.
A total of approximately
586,000 acres would be
managed for timber productxon.
First decade timber harvest IS lower than any of
the alternatives,
but by the third decade it is higher thq
any alternatIve.
Other resources such as fxh
populations
and total
wilderness
acres are at
levels lower than any alternatlve.
(2)

Alternative

A

Alternative
A provides the highest level of market resources
and the minlmum
nonmarket outputs.
It has the highest monetary value because the nonmarket
resource obJectIves
allow for the highest net timber value.
The timber and
livestock
forage outputs m the first
three decades are the highest
of any
alternatlve.
The extensive road system associated with the tzmber outputs will
also provide the maximum access for mineral exploration
and development.
The
high timber harvest level and large Forest timber and road constructlon
budgets
provide the highest contrlbutlon
of Jobs and income to the local economy.
Chapter 2
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one result of the extensive
road system is that after the second decade, undeveloped areas for roadless
and wilderness
recreation
are limited
to the curVisual
rently existing
wilderness
and 133,000 acres of unsuitable
timberland.
Although forage producquality
~~11 be at the lowest level allowed by policy.
cover will
tion is high on winter
range, easy access and decreased security
Old growth on suitable
timberland
result in more restrictive
hunting seasons.
Fish
~11 be the lowest of any alternative
because of intensive
timber harvest.
habitat will be at the lowest level of any alternative
because of sediment from
extensive
road construction
and most riparian
zones are managed for timber
production.

(3)

Alternative

B

Alternative
B provides a high level of market resources with some consideration
It is similar
to Alternative
A except management objecfor nonmarket outputs.
tives shift
slightly
from timber,
minerals,
and livestock
forage production
to
visual quality,
wilderness,
and wildlife
habitat.
Alternative
B has the second
highest monetary value because the objectives
allow for the second highest net
The timber and range outputs in the first
three decades are the
timber value.
Like Alternative
A, the road system will
second highest of any alternative.
provide the maximum access for mineral exploration
and development.
The high
timber outputs and the large timber and road construction
budget provide for the
second highest contribution
of jobs and income to the local economy.
After the second decade, undeveloped areas for roadless and wilderness
recreation are limited
to the current
wilderness,
50,000 acres of recommended wiltimberland.
derness, and 100,000 acres of unsuitable
Visual quality
will be at
the lowest level allowed by policy on most of the nonwilderness,
except adjacent
to population
centers and major travel corridors where visual quality
will be at
a moderate level.
Although
forage production
is high on winter
range, easy
access and decreased security
cover will
result
in more restrictive
hunting
Old growth on suitable
timberland is the second lowest of any alterseasons.
native because of intensive
timber management. Fish habitat
and water quality
will also be at the second lowest level because of extensive road construction
and because most riparian
zones are managed for timber production.
(4)

Alternative

C

Alternative
C provides a fairly
high level of market resources with some consideration
for nonmarket outputs.
It 1s similar to Alternative
B except manageand livestock
forage
ment objectives
shift
slightly
from timber,
minerals,
65,000 acres
production
to roadless
and wilderness
management. An addItiona
are recommended for roadless
and wilderness,
and trails
are maintained
at a
higher level.
Alternative
C has the third highest monetary value because nonmarket resource obJectives allow timber values which are higher than most alterThe timber and livestock
forage outputs in the first
three decades are
natlves.
and the road system will provide moderate
the third highest of any alternative,
The timber output,
and large
access for mineral exploration
and development.
timber end road construction
budgets provide the third highest contribution
of
jobs and income to the local economy.
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Half of the 405,000 acres of currently
roadless
area will
remain undeveloped Lo
and elk security.
wilderness,
for
roadless
recreation,
meet the objectives
Visual
quality
will
be the same as Altemativc
B, a low level
on most of the
Forest
and a moderate level
adjacent
to population
centers
and major travel
Current hunt:i.ng
corridors.
Forage production
on winter
range is fairly
high.
seasons will
be maintained
with cover/forage
restrictions,
unroaded elk secur~it\
Fish
A moderate level
of old growth is provided.
and road closures.
areas,
habitat
and water quality
will
be at the same low level as Alternative
B. Fisli
habitat
potential
will
recover
slightly
after
decade 5 because sediment yield
ilre pwtected
from timber
harvest
b?
decreases
and a few f~isheries
streams
roadless
designation.
(5)

AlternaLive

11

wilderness
and elk security
Alternative
H provides
high levels
of roadless,
opportunities;
high wilderness
quality;
and low timber
output.
Wilderness
opportunities
are the second highest
of any alternative
but the timber,
range.
and minerals
objectives
are the second lowest.
It has the fifth
highest
monotary value because roadless/wilderness
recommendations
reduce the net discounted
timber values and wilderness
management objectives
increase
the costs of manageThe moderate
timbof~
ment activities
which do not generate
priced
outputs.
harvest
level
causes a slight
decrease in local employment and income from the:
present. level.
Ninety
percent
of the 405.000 acres which are currently
unroaded will
remain
undeveloped
to meet roadless
recreation,
wilderness,
and elk security
objectives.
The remaining
lands
will
be managed fairly
intensively
for market
outputs.
Visual
quality
will
be at the lowest level allowed by policy
on most
suitable
timberland,
except that a moderate level
of visual
quality
is maintained adjacent
to population
centers and major travel
corridors.
This alternative provides
a moderate level of forage on winter
range in the first
50 years.
However current
hunting
seasons probably
would not be maintained
due to
less
than optimum cover/forage
ratios
and high open road densities
on suitable
timberland.
Old growth on suitable
timberland
is at a moderate level.
Fish
habitat
and water quality
will
also be at one of the highest
levels
because muci~l
of the riparian
area remains imdeveloped.
(6)

Alternative

F

Alternative
F provides
moderate levels
of market resources
and the potential
for
moderate levels
of nonmarket outputs
within
a $7.9 million
expenditure
level.
HOWeVer, the expenditure
objective
lowers the level
of nonmarket resource management below the potential
because costs are constrained
primarily
in programs
which do not generate market outputs.
It has the fourth
highest
monetary value
even though the nonmarket
resource
objectives
limit
the net discounted
timber
values because cost constraints
do not change priced output levels.
Timber and
range outputs
in the fi~rst
three decades are lower than most other alternatives.
The road system will
provide moderate access for mineral exploration
and
development.
The moderate timber harvest
level will
result
in a slight
decrease
of jobs and income in the local economy.
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Over 70 percent

unroaded will
remain
of the 405.000 acres which an? currently
and elk security
objecundeveloped
to meet roadless
recreation.
wilili~~nrss.
Timber management act.ivities
will
domin;it.e the landscape on much of the
tives.
Forest,
except that a high l~evcl of visual
qual~ity
is maintained in the foreground and middleground
adjacent
to population
centi!t?s and major travel
corridors.
Although
this
alternative
has the lowe:;1 li?iiil
of forage production
on
with
cover/forage
winter
range.
current
hunting
seasons wills t>ii mai rlt.nined
It provides
for a
roadless
elk sxurity
areas, and IWPlil i:lr~suros.
restrictions,
Fish habitat
will
hi: :it. a moderate liivel
in the
high amount of old growth.
first
50 years.
(7)

Alternative

K2 (Preferrod

Mt.c?rnative)

Alternative
E2 (Preferred
Alt.ernat:,ive)
provide:;
loader-ate levels
of nonmarket and
market resources.
It has the sixth highest
monetar-y \~al~ue because the nonmarket
resource objectives
limit
the net discounted
timhcr value and increase
the costs
of nonmarket outputs which do not generate inc~~nc~. 'l'hc timber and range outputs
in the first
three decades ;%1~ tie eighth
liigtlw:r
rji‘ Lhe alternatives,
and the
road system will
provide
moderate access for Iuineral
exploration
and devclopnient . The timber output and Fol-est budget provide
for i slight
decrease (1 percent) in local employment and constant
inwoe
~':~!~:[~r~rwitc the present level.
Over 70 percent
of the 405.0X
i~tcrcs whirli il~‘i. nl1,tmitl y unroaded will
remain
undeveloped
to meet roadle.-s
rei:reation
, wilci~ .!'llc!w; , arid elk security
objectives.
Timber management act,ivities
will
occw' or 2; percent of the Forest.
but
R high level of visual
qilal!ty
is maintained
:I, the: foreground
and middleground
adjacent
to population
centers alill major t.ravcl c(>r,I~:idors
Forage production
on
winter
range is fairly
high and current
hunt. i rl< wacioi~s will
be maintained
by
cover/forage
restrictions,
Ir11wallcd elk sei‘ui'i !,y i,wi~,s. and road closures.
A
fairly
large area of old g~~owth wil~l be mairll~ained.
i:spccially
along fisheries
streams.
Fish habitat
and water: quality
wil:
lr protected
by restrictions
on
timber
harvest
in riparian
xx~es, relatively
piiqht road construction
program.
and road maintenance designrd
to reduce scdimctlt df?l i\,cry to streams.

Alternative
E provides
modi,ratt:
Levels of rrolln,;it~kiit. and market resources.
It
has the seventh hj~ghest morwtar,.? value because 1he nonmarket resource objectives
limit
the net discounted
ttimber value and i nr~~:ase the costs of nonmarket outputs which do not generate
income.
The timb<:l, :uxi range outputs
in the first
three decades are the fifth
highest of any altr:t,native,
and the road system will
provide
moderate access fol. mineral
explurat~ Lo11 and development.
The moderate
timber output and moderate Forest budget provide
for a slight
increase
in local
employment and income over' !:he pr'esent level
Over two-thirds
of the 405,000 acts
which at‘~ currently
unroaded will
remain
undeveloped
for roadless
recreation,
wilderniis.
and elk security
objectives.
Timber management activities
will
be allowed +:o dolninate the landscape on much
of the Forest.
except that a high levels of visual
quality
is maintained
in the
foreground
and middleground
adjacent
to poprilation
centers
and major travel
Forage producti,,
on winter
range is; fairly
high and current
hunting
corridors.
seasons will
be maintained
by cover/forage
rc:str~:r-tions.
unroaded elk security
1 fai).l,y large area of r>ld growth will
bc maintained.
areas, and road closures.
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Fish habitat
and water quality
will
be
especially
along fisheries
streams.
protected
by restrictions
on timber harvest
in ripacian
zones and a moderate
Timber harvest
is restricted
along all
fisheries
road construction
program.
streams.

(9)

Alternative

G

wilderness
and elk security
Alternative
G provides
high levels
of roadless.
wildlife
and fish habitat;
water quality;
and
recreation
quality;
opportunities;
The level of recreation
with moderate timber and range outputs.
visual
quality;
and roadless
recreation
opportunities,
visual
quality,
management. wilderness
wildlife
and fish
habitat
are the second highest
of any alternative
but the
objectives
are the second lowest.
timber.
range. and minerals
It has the third
lowest
monetary value because nonmarket resource
objectives
limit
the net discounted
timber
value
and recreation
management objectives
increase
the cost of recreation
management but do not generate priced
outputs.
The moderate
timber
harvest
level
and moderate timber
and road construction
budgets slightly
decrease jobs and income in the local economy.
Two-thirds
of the 405.000 acres which are currently
unroaded will
remain undeveloped
for roadless
recreation,
wilderness,
and elk securi'ty
objectives.
A
high level
of visual
quality
is maintained
on the Forest.
This alternative
provides
for a moderate level of forage on winter
range but also maintains
current hunting
seasons through
cover/forage
restrictions,
unroaded elk security
areas, and road closures.
A high level of old growth is provided.
Fish habitat
and water quality
will
be at one of the h.ighest levels
due to restrictions
on
timber harvest
in riparian
zones and a moderate road construction
program.
(10)

ALternative

El

Alternative
El provides
moderate levels
of nonmarket and market resources.
This
alternative
has the same objectives
as ALternative
E (Proposed Action)
except
that harvest
flow departs from the policy
of nondeclining
yield.
Timber harvest
is 20 percent
higher
than Alternative
E in the first
decade, and lower in the
second and third
decades.
It has the eighth highest monetary
value because the
nonmarket
resource
objectives
limit
the net discounted
timber
values
and
increase
the costs of nonmarket outputs which do not generate income.
It has a
lower monetary value than Alternative
E because the first
decade timber output
is higher
and results
in more costly
timber being harvested
in decade 1. The
timber
and range outpu1.s in the first
decade are the fourth
highest
of any
alternative,
and the road system will
provide
moderate
access for mineral
exploration
and development.
The fairly
high timber output and large timber and
road construction
budgets provide
the fourth
highest
contribution
of jobs and
income to the local economy.
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unroaded will
remain
Over two-thirds
of the 405,OilO acres which are ,:urrwtl~y
and
elk
security
objectives.
undeveloped
for roadless
recreation,
wilderness.
Timber management activities
will
be allowed tr; ,lotminat.e tilt' landscape on much
except that a high level of visr1;11 qua1it.y is maintained
in the
of the Forest,
ccntcrs
and
major
travel
foreground
and middleground
adjacent
to popul :I t if rn
Forage
production
on
winter
range
is
L'airly
high
and
current
hunting
corridors.
seasons will
be maintained
by covi!r/forage
rest~ri~~:t.iiins.
unroaded elk security
A fairly
large arca ~,f old growth will
be maintained,
areas, and road closures.
;jnd water quality
will
be
Fish habit;~t
especially
along fisheries
streams.
ill ,,i~p;h1‘iali zones and a moderate
protected
by restrictions
01) timber harvest.
road construction
program.
(11)

Alternative

.I

wilderness
and elk security
Alternative
J provides
high levels
of roadless.
wildlife
atld fish
habitat;
water quality,
opportunities:
recreation
qllality;
The level
of
visual
quality;
and low levels
of timber
al~r:l l~alige outputs.
~-i~r~rc;it~inn opportunities
, visual
recreation
management, wildel,ness
and roadless
quality,
wildlife
and fish h;lbitat.
potential
ax ilw highest
of any alternative
while
the timber,
range, and minerals
objectiws
are the lowest.
It has the
lowest monetary value becausf~: the r.oadless/wi lBf~~r~~if:.ssacreage and wildlife,
fish
discorlnted
timber
value
and
and visual
quality
objectives
reduce
the wt
recreation
management objectives
increase
dil.i:rf
The low
management costs.
timber harvest
level
and budget result
in a 4ww;1sc
in local
employment and
income from the present level.

(12)

Benchmark M (Minimum 1.~~1)

As the name indicates,
thi:: hen!~hmark has l.li~, lowest: PNV and employment outlook.
'This benchmark
~s~mws
that
the Porxsi
worlld cease all
commercial
operations,
so any output
:lssoc ; atcd wi t.h t:hwe opt‘rations
will
be very low.
Environnli-ntal~
outputs,
such as \.isual
quality
protCr:t.ion,
roadless
management,
and old-growth
species dive1,sit.y.
are at very ll1gh ~;wcls.
The redaction
in FNV
associated
with
this
bencllm;il,k relative
tc t,ire Max PNV Benchmark is 5226
million.
The present value of costs tc impl~:m?rrl ii the lowest of all alternat.ives or benchmarks at $81 milli~~n.
When cxisl itrg i:ontracts
expire,
there will
be no further
returns
t,o ,hc T~~easury :rnd :,! : comm!~ni ty ~impacts for job and
income would be negative
r~zlativ~! to the clll‘wl I j C'YCC~since timber harvest
and
all other income-producing
I‘CSOIII~C~Swil 1 iir~,r, : :P!IY>.
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The following

Table 11-26

has been modified

since the draft

to:

- Correct an error m 1980 elk hunting RVD. Th1.s 1s now in
Montana Department of Fish, WIldlIfe
and Parks figures.
- Eliminate specific
fish habltat improvement in Alternatives
to make fish numbers directly
comparable.

lne

with

E, El, G and J

- Catchable trout numbers have been increased to reflect
the results
recent Montana Department of Fxh, Wlldllfe
and Parks shockng surveys.
- Allowable sale quantltles
have been changed to Include
post, pole, and pulp as well as green sawtlmber.

dead material

of
and

- Allowable sale quantities
have also been changed to reflect
RegIonal Guide
(6- to T-Inch
DBH) utllxation
standards rather
than the 8.5 inch DBH
standard used in the Draft EIS.
- A comparison of
current contract,

green sawtImber board
and Draft EIS utllzzatlon

foot volume at RegIonal Guide.
standards has been added.

costs) in 1978 dollars
- The Fxcal Year 1986 budget (total
as an lndlcator
of budget trends snce 1980.

Chapter 2

has been added
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Table 11-26
Average Annual Resource Outputs

Chapter 2
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Table 11-26

Chapter 2

(contmued)
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Table II-26

(continued)

-

Chapter 2
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Table 11-26

(continued)

-

Chapter 2
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Table 11-26 (continued)

MS

H*

340

M$

Mf

6400

M*

ns

Chapter 2
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Table 11-26 (continued)

P*eesentvalue benefits

(4%)

Chapter 2
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Table II-26

Present

value

(contmued)

benefits

(7 l/8%)
Presentvalue costs
(7 l/W
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AFFECTEDENVIRONMENT

III.

This chapter describes
the environment
that may be changed by the implementation
This description
of the Preferred
Alternative
or alternative
plans considered.
Section
A describes
the physical,
biological,
is presented
in two sections.
and section
B describes
the Forest's
current
reand economic settings,
social,
Most of the resource discussion
focuses on the nonwilderness
source situation.
portion
of the Forest.
Changes in this chapter between the Draft and Final EIS include:
a new paragraph
describing
sediment
and fish
response models;
a paragraph
under
under fish,
explaining
Bitterroot
River
sediment
conditions:
new estimates
of
watershed.
from 1985 shocking surveys conducted by the Montana
catchable
trout populations,
several
new paragraphs
under timber Department
of Fish,
Wildlife
and Parks;
timber supply and demand analysis.
slope and productivity
below-cost
sales,
success;
and
characteristics
of the tentatively
suitable
base, and restocking
other minor updates and corrections
throughout
the text.
A.

Physical.
1.

Biological,

Social,

an> &onomic

Settings

General Setting

The Rocky Mountain region is characterized
by generally
northto soutti-oriented
As with most
mountain
ranges separated
by flat
valley
floors
and foothills.
the vertical
perspective
dominates.
Atmospheric
conother mountainous
areas.
ditions,
as modified
by aspect and slope,
become progressively
cooler
and more
humid in the transition
from lower to higher elevation.
Climatic
zones include:
the semiarid
and relatively
warm valley
bottoms;
a broad range of cool,
moist
and alpine
region characterconiferous
forests;
and the cold, moist subalpine
ized by bedrock escarpments.
coarse rock debris,
and cirque lakes and headwalls
carved by alpine glaciation
in the recent geologic
past.
This topographic
vnc~iety provides
a diverse
mosaic of plant and animal communities,
and distinctive
p'anoramas of high mount,ains and broad valleys.
Most of the population
lives
in the wide Bitterroot
Valley.
The balance
water supply,
arable land. grassy foothills,
National
Forest land, outdoor
reation
opportunities.
and scenic beauty contribute
toward a complex social
economic
structure
of irrigated
farming,
ranching.
timber
production.
recreation.
There is also a significant
and expanding retirement
community
many within
commuting distance
a number of rural
homes 011 small
tracts.
the area's major trade center.
Missoula,
The following
table,
added since
Bitterroot
and adjacent
Nati~onal
provide
an overall
perspective.

of
recand
and
and
of

the DEIS. displays
some characteristics
of the
Forests
that are discussed
in this chapter.
to

'Table III-1
Bitterroot

Forest

Characteristics
~~~~_~_____
Bitterroot

Characteristics

Thousand Acres
NF
Contiguous NF's

Total

Wilderness
Anaconda-Pintler
Frank Church-River
Selway-Bitterroot
TOTAL
Roadless

40
190

of No Return

%

Act
110

Bitterroot

REZKXlI-CeS

435

Forest

Land

1.580

Unit

Recreation
Trails
Big Game

MRVD's*
Miles
Species

Fish
Trout
Timber
ACP3
Soils
N/A
System Roads Miles
*Thousands of recreation
2.

Physical
a.

visitor

days

520
1.590
Elk, deer. bear. moose, bighorn sheep,
mountain goat
Cutthroat.
rainbow,
eastern brook
589,000 acres tentatively
suitable
Primarily
granitics
2.100
~~~~
~_,_

Setting

Topography

The Bitterroot
Valley
floor
is about 60 miles
10 miles.
To the west.
the Bitterroot
Range
floor,
dominating
the view of all who live
or
relief
of about 5.000 feet is attained
in 3 to
front
at intervals
of 1 to 3 miles are 30 deep,
To the east,
vertical
relief
along
nounced, about 3,000 feet in 4 to 5
relatively
gradual
transition
from
Sapphires.
Major stream courses are
intervals
of 4 to 7 miles.
Although
of the Sapphire Range, particularly
of most valley
residents
and travelers.
III

170

fig

Roaded and Developed

Chapter

160
2,360

Areas

Montana Wilderness
Study
(PL 95-150)
Other Roadless Areas
TOTAL

Total

120
2,170
-83!2
3.120

long. ranging in width from 4 to
rises
abruptly
from the valley
travel
in the valley.
Vertical
4 airline
miles.
Breaking
this
rocky. glaciated
canyons.

the Sapphire
Mountains
is much less proairline
miles.
Grassy foothills
provide
a
the valley
floor
to the crest
of the
much less frequent
or rugged. and occur at
less dominant or ruggedly spectacular.
much
the northern
portion.
is also in full
view

III-2

Gentle slopes lxe adjacent
Slopes on the Forest are characterzstlcally
steep.
extensive at higher elevato the larger streams. along ridges, and are fairly
Midslopes between streams and ridges are steep.
Those rising
above
tions.
maJor streams are usually very steep.
Slope classes

on the nonwilderness

Gentle
Moderate/steep
Very steep
Source: Forest

portion

of the Forest

Percent

Slope

are:
Percent

Under 40
40 to 60
over 60

of Area
zoo
30

Plan data base

The opportunities
for and consequences of Forest management are greatly
influGenerally.
lands with gentle slopes are also the most producenced by slope.
tive for many resources, including
recreation,
wIldlife,
and timber.
They are
range of management practxes,
the least costly to manage, allow the greatest
and offer the widest range of management opportunitxes
wzth the lowest potential
As slope increases,
management costs escato adversely affect other values.
and the range of management
late, the potential
for adverse impacts Increases,
practices becomes restrxted.
b.

Precipitation

The BItterroot
Valley 1s semiarld with annual precipitation
less than 14 Inches.
Preclpitatlon
increases with elevation.
About 10 percent of the Forest receives
less than 20 Inches of annual precipitation
and does not support a continuous
forest cover.
South- and west-facing
slopes generally
support the driest
ponderosa pine/bunchgrass
forest habrtat types, and grasslands.
North- and eastfacing slopes support scattered
trees on dry sites,
with contuuous
tree cover
on more moist sites.
About 30 percent of the Forest receives 20 to 30 Inches of precipitation
ally.
The steeper south- and west-facing
slopes ln this precipitation
support open ponderosa pine clunax forest habitat types, but other slopes
continuous tree cover.

annuzone
have a

Precipitation
on 60 percent of the Forest 1s above 30 Inches.
It ranges from an
annual average of 50 inches on the Sapphire Divide, to 100 inches in higher elevatIons of the Bitterroot
Range. This zone is heavily forested,
but the growing
season is very short.
Above 7,500 feet there are park-like
stands of spruce,
whltebark pine, and alpine larch;
wet meadows; mountain grasssubalpIne fir.
Approximately
two-thirds
of the precipitation
falls
as snow,
lands: and rock.
the primary source for ground water recharge and streamflow.
3.
This section

Chapter III

Biological
describes

Setting
general

vegetative

categories

on the Forest.
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a.

Vegetation

There are eight

vegetative

groups on the Forest

(On and Losensky,

1976):

Group

Characteristics

Warm and dry

Open stands of ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir
with
bunchgrass in the understory.
Normally found at lower
elevations
on south-facing
slopes.
Mixed Douglas-fir
and ponderosa pine with a shrub and
pinegrass understory.
Found on all aspects at lower
elevations.
Douglas-fir
is dominant, but there is some ponderosa
pine, lodgepole pine, and grand fir.
The understory is
and pinegrass on ridges or
beargrass and huckleberry,
dry south slopes.
All aspects from 5,000 to 6,800 feet.
Pure stands of
lodgepole pine are most common. Subalpine fir,
Engelmsnn spruce and Douglas-fir
on more moist sites.
Beargrass, huckleberry,
and grouse whortleberry
are
understory species.
Stands vary from pure spruce to Douglas-fir,
larch,
grand fir,
and lodgepole pine mixtures.
Found on
north-facing
slopes, stream bottoms, and lower southfacing slopes.
Stands are Douglas-fir,
lodgepole pine, larch,
subalpine fir and spruce.
Occur on moist north-facing
slopes, stream bottoms, and moist benches.
Subalpine fir,
spruce, Douglas-frr,
and lodgepole pine
in poorly drained soils in streamside zones, wet
benches, and the heads of drainages.
All aspects from 6,800 to 9,600 feet.
Lodgepole pine
at lower portions.
and whitebark pine and subalpine
fir higher.
Some Engelmann spruce and alpine larch.

Moderately
and dry

warm

Moderately
and dry

cool

Cool and
moderately

dry

Moderately
and moist

cool

Cool and moist
Wet
Cold and
moderately
4.

dry

Social

and Economic Setting

The primary
social
and economic impact area for the Forest is Ravalli
and
Missoula Counties in Montana. The Forest has lesser impact on Idaho and Lemhi
Counties in Idaho.
a.

Population

In 1980, almost 100,000 people lived in the two-county
area, 36 percent more
in Ravalli
County increased 56 percent:
much of the
than in 1970. Population
rapid growth was immigration
of commuters in the northern portion of the county,
retired
people, and others seeking a rural lifestyle
in a scenic environment
(Sylvester,
1981).
Missoula County also experienced rapid growth between 1970 and 1980; however,
the population
remains much younger than in Ravalli County.

Chapter III
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The population
in both counties is predominantly
white, with small numbers of
Before 1804 the valley was the home of
Native Americans, Blacks, and Asians.
most recently
the Salish, who were moved to the Flathead Indian
Indian tribes,
retain huntReservation in 1891. The Confederated Sallsh and Kootenai tribes
Ing, fishing and grazing rights in the Montana portion of the Forest for tribal
The Nez
areas ceded to the U.S. Government (Treaty with the Flatheads,
1855).
Perce Treaty of 1855 gives that tribe hunting,
fishing,
and grazing rights
in
There has been little
activity
under
the Idaho County portion
of the Forest.
these rights,
but the potential
for use exists.
b.

Economy

The local economy is becoming more serviceand trade-oriented,
especially
in
In the two-county area, federal and state government employed
Ravalli County.
employed 10
25 percent of the 1980 labor force, and wood products manufacturing
In addition,
Missoula serves as the trade center for western Montana,
percent.
large travel
and
is the home of the University
of Montana, and has a fairly
Almost 50 percent of Missoula County's labor force 1s emtourism industry.
ployed in the trade and services sector.
The economy in Ravalll County is similar
to Missoula's,
except the agricultural
sector employs 20 percent of the Ravalll
County labor force.
Because of the
the proportion
of Income generated from local
influx of commuters and retirees,
In 1979, 43 percent of personal income In Ravalli
employment 1s decreasing.
County was not related
to current labor force partlclpation.
This compares to
Fourteen percent of personal income was earned outside
32 percent statewlde.
payment (such as social
the county, and 36 percent was received from transfer
security
or retirement)
and property
income (Sylvester,
1981).
Ravalli
County
has always experienced a higher unemployment rate than the rest of the state,
reflecting
the seasonal nature of employment as well as the situatxon
of people
moving into the area and not finding work.
c.

Lifestyles

The population
and economx changes that have occurred In Ravalli
and Missoula
Counties can be attributed
to the environmental
setting.
People live in the
Bitterroot
Valley because of the picturesque
rural mountain environment,
rich in
Native residents
appreciate
those values, and
historic
and cultural
heritage.
those characteristics
have attracted
a steady stream of immigrants to the area,
to retirees
(Bayer and Savageau,
ranging from those escaping chaotic urban life,
outdoor-oriented
lifestyles.
1983). and young people seeking self-sufficient,
Publx ownership of about 70 percent of Ravalli County ensures retention
of many
Much of the private
land in the
of the rural characteristics
of the area.
Bitterroot
Valley was subdlvided In the early 1900's Into 5- to 20-acre tracts,
during the apple orchard boom. Since that time farmers and ranchers have conA real estate boom in the 1970's resulted in new
solidated some of those lands.
orchard tracts.
subdivlsion
of agricultural
lands, and purchase of the original
There are about 650 private landowners whose tracts border National Forest land.
The people are independent:
value personal,
civil,
and property
rxghts;
and
They
are
concerned
about
resource
uses
and
generresist government regulation.
However, for loggers, ranchers, outfitally want the area to remain as It. is.
and
others
who
depend
on
Forest
resources
for a livelihood,
a guaranteed
ters,
supply of resources IS essential
to their socxal and economic well-being.
Chapter III

The Forest provides
timber,
livestock
forage,
irrzgation
water,
recreation
There are
and scenic backdrop for the local valley population.
opportunities,
and about 24 house log, post and pole
two large sawmills: several smaller mills:
businesses III Ravalli County dependent on National Forest timber.
Ranching has
due primarily
to subdivision
of ranch properties.
been declining
in the valley,
and fishing
are important
to the lifestyle
Firewood cutting.
big-game hunting,
of many local residents.
Others use the Forest for hiking,
camping, backpacking, ski touring,
and snowmobiling.
Many of the valley's
landowners have small tracts of pasture land, and depend on
lrrlgatlon
water flowing
from Forest streams.
Others living
adjacent to the
boundary use open stream water for domestic purposes.
d.

Forest

Receipts

Forest receipts
come primarily
from the sale of timber, but also from grazing
permits, mineral leases, special use permits.
and campground fees.
Twenty-five
percent of the gross receipts
are returned
to state and local governments. pnmarily Ravalli and Idaho Counties.
Much of the fluctuation
in receipts is due
to cyclical
timber harvests.
Forest

receipts

In 1978 first

Dollars

quarter

dollars

(1978-I $) are:

YS

1,381,200

1.246.800

:;;i
1979

2,439,6oo
ls555.200

1980
1981
1982

2.748.400
250,800
e.

Forest

Service

Employment and Budget

Forest Service employment in 1980 was 307; in 1981, 361; and in 1982, 282 work
years.
The average annual budget for 1980-83 was $7 mIllion
(1978-I $).
Excluding Inflationary
effects,
the annual budget increased until
1981, and has
been decreasing since then.
In 1981 and 1982 annual budget

allocations

were:

Activity
Timber management and road bullding
Trapper Creek Job Corps
Flxed costs, including
administration
Recreation. wlldllfe,
minerals,
soil,
Source: Forest budget records.
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Percent

of Budget
40
26

and fire
water & range

29
5
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B.

Current
1.

Resource Situation

Recreation

Recreation use is measured by recreation
visItor
days: one day equals 12 hours
vlsitor
days were recorded on the Forest.
of use. In 1980, 515,700 recreation
About 25 percent of this use was at developed recreatzon
sites,
and 75 percent
Dispersed
use
was dispersed use such as hxking,
camping, and backpacklng.
Future recreation
use is expected
occurs in wilderness and nonwllderness areas.
to increase in direct proportion
to population.
a.

Dispersed

Recreation

Information
Management System
The major uses, documented in the Recreation
camping, hunting,
hiklng,
fishing,
and horseback
(RIM), are automobile travel,
While automobile travel IS shown as the predominant use, this results
riding.
from a great deal of travel on U.S. Highway 93 and several roads that traverse
the Forest.
Canplng 1s the second most popular activzty.
and much of that use
Hunting season provides the greatest
concenis a splnoff
of hunting season.
recognition
of
tratxon of use. A great deal of this use 1s due to the national
Winter recreation
use 1s light.
the Selway and Bitterroot
elk herds.
In 1985 there were 26 outfitter-guides
b.

with permits

on the Forest.

Developed Recreation

There are 33 developed recreation
sites on the Forest, including
campgrounds,
end-of-road
trallheads,
and one downhill
ski area.
boating sites,
In 1980,
developed recreation
use was 123,100 recreation
vlsitor
days.
Developed site
use approaches or exceeds capacity at Lake Como day-use area and at Larry Creek
Campground. Currently.
use fees are charged at five campgrounds.
The Lost
Trail Sk1 Area recorded 14,000 skier visits
In 1980, and 26,000 in 1982 after
expansion of the area.
c.

Recreation

Settings

The Recreation Opportunity
Spectrum system is used to evaluate the recreation
potential
of the Forest. This system defines five types of recreational
settings
where human disturbance
1s mxnlmal. to rural.
ranging from primrtlve,
where
The primitive
setting
applies to wilderness
roads and users are concentrated.
areas.
The percent

of current

recreation

Primitive
Semlprlmitlve
nonmotorized
Semlprlmitive
motorized
Roaded natural
Rural
Source: Forest Plan data base
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settxngs
0
10
29
60
1

on the Forest

outside

wilderness

percent
percent
percent
percent
percent
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is:

Since 47 percent of the Forest is wilderness
and closed to motorized vehicles,
most of the remauung roadless areas suItable
for off-road
vehxles
(semlprimitive motorized) do not have restrxtions
on motorized travel.
Motorxzed travel
is prevented by topographx
and vegetative
features,
or by lack of trails,
on
lands m the semlprunitlve
nonmotorlzed category.
An estimated 10 percent of
the roadless uwentory
1s physically
suited for off-trail
use by snowmoblles or
trail
bikes.
d.

Recreation

Trails

Access =n the Forest 1s provided by 1,594 miles of trails,
with 937 miles in
wilderness and 657 miles outside wilderness.
Less than 20 percent of the total
trail
system is available
and suitable
for mechanized use, due to wilderness
classification
or topography that llmlts
suitabIlIty.
There are four National
Recreation Trails,
and parts of the ContInental
Divide National Scenic and Lewis
and Clark and Nez Perce (Nee-Me-Poo) Natlonal Historic
Trails,
on the Forest.
On the trails
outside wilderness,
about 87 percent are open to all uses, 12
percent have restrictions
on motorxed
use, and 1 percent are closed to stock
use. About 25 percent of the trail
system 1s in poor condltxon,
requiring
extenslve
reconstruction
or relocation.
The poor condition
results
from poor
location
rather than user Impacts.
In the past few years, about 2 miles of
trail
have been constructed
or reconstructed
annually.
Trail

miles by maintenance

category

are:

Category

WLlderness Miles

Custodial care only
Tread mamtalned
Tread maIntaIned, trailside
High standard maintenance
2.

Cultural

brushed

113
315
502
0

Nonwlderness

Miles

;si
20

Resources

Over 70 prehistoric
archaeologxal
portion of the Forest.
These sites
early 1800's.

sites have been identified
on the Montana
date from 5,000 to 6,000 years ago up to the

Early Native Amer-uans Inhabited a wide variety of areas and ecological
zones on
the Forest,
from the river
valleys
to high elevation
sites.
In more recent
times, the Flathead and Nez Perce Indians occupied the Bitterroot
Valley and
surrounding
forest.
Sites have been located
along the Magruder Corndor.
Southern Nez Perce Trail,
and Nez Perce Fork of the Bitterroot
River (Thomas and
Turner, 1969).
Many geologic formations and landmarks in the valley and Forest
are important in Salish legends.
Three sites on the Forest have been Identified
as sxgnifxant.
by the Flathead Tribe's culture committee.
The Lewis and Clark expedition
traversed
the Bitterroot
Valley in 1805-1806.
Many early mlsslonanes,
explorers,
traders,
and miners used the Southern Nez
Perce trail
in their travels.
Homesteads, mining areas, and logging camps from
the 19th and early 20th centuries
are located
throughout
the Forest.
The
Montana portion of the Forest contains over 40 recorded historic
sites, and the
Alta Ranger StatIon 1s in the National Register of Historic
Places.
Chapter III
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"A Cultural
Resource
The Forest has completed two cultural
resource overviews:
Overview - Bitterroot
National Forest" (Caywood and Light,
1984), and "The Prehxtory
of the Lo10 and Bitterroot
National Forests"
(McLeod and Melton, 1986).
These documents wll
provide guidance, and ~111 be updated perlodxally.
A
historic
overvxw is also needed and will be completed in the future.

3.

Wilderness,

Roadless,

Wild and Scenic Rivers,

and Special

Areas

The Forest contains unzts of nationally
recognized wilderness,
wild river,
and
hlstoric/scenx/recreation
trail
systems.
These include
portions
of the
Selway-Bitterroot,
Anaconda-Plntler,
and Frank Church-River
of No Return
Wildernesses;
segments of the Salmon, and Middle Fork of the Clearwater
(Selway)
Wild and Scenic Rivers;
portlons
of the Lewx and Clark Hxtoric
Trail
and
Continental
Dlvlde Scenic Trail;
and four National
Recreation
Trails.
These
attract
natlonwde
recreation
users.
a.

Existing
(1)

Wilderness

Areas

Selway-Bitterroot

Wilderness

The Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness contains 1,340.360 acres located in southwestern Montana and east central Idaho; 511,897 acres are on the BItterroot
Forest.
It is the second largest classified
wilderness in the contInenta
Unlted States,
and 1s adjacent to the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness which is the
largest.
These two wildernesses
are separated by the 600-foot
Nez Perce Trail
Road corndor.
Because of Its size, this wrlderness has large areas without
trails
whxh provlde signlflcsnt.
opportunltles
for visitors
to experience solitude
m some of
the country's
most pristine
areas.
The wilderness
is characterized
by rugged
terrain
with spectacular,
steep-walled,
rocky canyons fronting
the BItterroot
Valley.
The rapid elevational
changes provide a diversity
of ecosystems.
The Selway River flows through the wilderness
and has been designated
river.
Large repeated wlldflres
in the early 1900's created extensive
fields whxh provide forage for an elk herd of national
slgnlficance.

a wild
brush-

Among the permitted but nonconforming uses in the area are 17 active irrigation
dams. An additional
21 dams have been abandoned.
The dams are located along
the east face of the Bitterroot
Range.
Use of the interior
portIon of the wilderness
is light,
wxth the exceptlon of
the Selway River corridor.
The canyons along the east slopes of the BItterroot
Range, partxularly
the northern portion,
receive heavy use due to their
proxamity to population
centers and the relatively
good road access.
Hunting 1s the
most popular use, wth camping second. HikIng produces slightly
more recreation
visitor
days than does horseback riding.
(2)

Frank Church-River

of No Return Wilderness

The Central Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980 created thrs 2.4 million-acre
area. of
All of the Forest's
portion
which 193,703 acres are on the Bitterroot
Forest.
The total wilderness
is vast and undeveloped,
thus
IS m Idaho County, Idaho.
offering
opportunitxs
for solitude m areas remote from human influences.
Chapter III
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The Forest's portion extends north from the Salmon River to the Nez Perce Trail
Road. The Salmon River, part of the Wild and Scenic River System, is adminisThe rugged breaks along the river
are sparsely
tered by the Salmon Forest.
forested and have a long history
of fire activity.
The area is rich in historic
The breaks and river
are the most spectacular
and archeological
resources.
the slopes become more gentle,
cooler,
features
of the area.
Further
north,
higher in elevation,
and mc~re forested.
Recreation use 1s light,
except along the Salmon River.
of use occur during the big-game hunting season.

Heaviest

concentrations

The Nez Perce Trail Road, and spurs to Hell's Half Acre Lookout, Paradise, and
Senate Report 96-414
Magruder Statlon.
provide access in the summer and fall.
for management of these nonwilderness
road
established
congressional
intent
corridors:
"The existing
low standard roads provide ample access well matched to
the rugged and remote character
of the wilderness on either side.
Maintaining
the wilderness
environment
and atmosphere - for enjoyment by those using the
roads and those leaving
the roads to enter wilderness
- must be the guiding
principle
in future management of the roads and immediate surroundings."
Additional
roadside development should be minimized to maintain the roadside wilderness character.
(3)

Anaconda-Pintler

Wilderness

This 157,874-acre area is located along the Continental
Divide in southwestern
Montana.
It is relatively
small and unknown in comparison to the SelwayBitterroot
and Frank Church-River
of No Return Wildernesses.
There are 44,162
acres on the Bitterroot
Forest.
Use is light on the Forest's
portion,
with about 95 percent originating
at the
East Fork portal.
A comparison
of use figures
from 1970-80 indicated
no
appreciable
increase
for the decade (Jubenville,
1970; USDA Forest Service,
1982).
Day and overnight
use is nearly equal.
Overnight use is about equally
divided between hikers and stock users.
The Continental
Divide Scenic Trail is
withln
the area.
Designation
of this
trail
has not created a noticeable
increase in use or impacts.
b.

Roadless Areas

About 47 percent of the Forest is wilderness,
and undeveloped.
Timber harvest,
minerals,
occurred on about 28 percent of the Forest.

and another 25 percent is roadless
or road building
activities
have

In the 1979 Roadless Area Review and Evaluation
(RARE II),
approximately
557,000
acres of roadless land outside
of existing
wilderness
were identified
on the
Forest (USDA, 1979).
In that process about 221,000 acres were recommended for
and about 171,000 acres were added to the wilderness system in the
wilderness,
No action has been taken on the remaining
1980 Central Idaho Wilderness
Act.
50,000 acres recommended for wilderness
in RARE II.
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Of the remaining 336,000 acres inventoried
in RARE II. 109,000 were identified
for further planning in the Forest Plan by the 1977 Montana Wilderness Study Act
Because of
(MwSA). About 227,000 acres were released for nonwilderness
uses.
management activities,
about 28,000 acres released for nonwilderness
uses in
RARE II no longer meet the roadless inventory criteria.
As a result of the Ninth Circuit
Court decision on the RARE II Final EIS, the
Forest is again evaluating
roadless areas.
This inventory
includes
50,000 acres
of land recommended for wilderness
in RARE II,
109,000 acres of MWSA areas,
lgg.000 acres released for nonwilderness uses in RARE II, and 28,000 acres from
Land Management (Unit) Plans that weren't included 111 the RARE II inventory.
These area figures were adjusted to account for refined acreage calculations
in
the Forest Plan data base (Table 11-2).
Eleven areas covering about 405,000 acres of the Forest are roadless;
some are
contiguous with roadless areas on adjacent Forests.
A summary of the wilderness
characteristics
of these areas is in this section,
and resource values are in
Table 111-2.
Appendix C contains details
on the characteristics
and values of
each roadless area.
Table III-2
Resource Summary for Roadless Areas
Roadless Area

Net
ACES

North Bxg Hole
Beaverhead NF
Bltte~root NF
Swft Creek
Needle Creek
Selway-Brtterroot
Bitterroot
NF
NW. Perce NF
Sapphire
Bxtterroot NF
Deerlodge NF
Lolo Creek
Lo10 NF
Bltterraot
NF
Stony Mountax,
Bxtterroot NF
Lolo NF
Deerlodge NF
Blue Jomt
Bitterroot
NF
Salmon NF
Allan Mountan
Bitterroot
NF
Salmon NF
Tolan Creek
Sleepng Child

56.789

T~Ilt~tl"dy
Smtable
TImberland
(acres)

Suitable
Range
(acres )

44,831

0.307
8,121
180

42.361
2,470
fall

0
0

Mrnerals*
NOIEIlWgY
~%%T
(acres)
(acres)

56.789

44.116
72;414

16.747
14,660
587

..,,.,
85

71,224
27,758
43.466
10.317
10,154

34,930
24,616
65.860
“‘*Z
153.267
102.286
50,981
7.088
21,423

25.864

2g5;
C880

:zz
17: 198

16,431

44,089

5.131:

0

64,916
“2:;

20:333

0
1.110
525

n

0
1

1.085
0
n

.-s-e>
II
39.101
__._~_

G
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

131,002
80,021
50,981

2

0
0
0

53

z
1

4.73:
2.990
632

z:
4

1.110
4.451

::

4.451

51
0

14,085
14.085
5,780

5.47;

n

0

0

57,645

1.088
11,806

--;

0

5.1370
1,172
1.172
2,82Z
2,823

120
--0

“‘%:
101,311

Fishery
Streams
(miles)

320

21.033
18.270
15,247
14,660
567

163

103.266
43.720

1 ~lR7
-.--,
0

1acres)

56.789

1.187

_.~_~
600
116,530

kg Game
WlIltAX

8:

64
18
4

0
0

22

'These are areas of moderate to very hrgh potential

.
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(1)

Allen

Mountain

Roadless Area

relatively
compact area shared by the BItterroot
and Salmon
This is a large,
except for intermittent
sections of
Natural integrity
is unimpaired,
Forests.
dozer constructed
trail
providing
access for mineral exploration
near Overwhich
These impacts occur on less than 1
Falls and several rldgetops
to the west.
percent of the lands near the center of the area, and are evident to visitors
when onsite.
Opportunities
for solitude
are high for a large core area (45 percent of the
which screen out most evidence of civllisation
outarea) enclosed by ridgetops,
The core encompasses the upper reaches of Warm Springs, Slate,
side the area.
for primitive
recreaOverwhich, Indlsn, Hughes, and Twin Creeks. Opportunities
tion are moderate and include
hiking,
hunting.
fishing,
ski touring,
camping,
and viewing
a moderate diversity
of wildlife
and scenery;
horseback riding,
Wilderness attrlbutes
wlthin the
opportunities
are rare.
however, challenging
northern portion
are enhanced by its large. compact size.
Overwhich Falls, and
subalpine larch stands on Allan Mountain are special features.
(2)

Blue Joint

Roadless Area

This area borders the Frank Church-River
of No Return Wilderness on the west and
Activities
that have signifxantly
altered natural appearances are minisouth.
j 1 and concentrated
along the boundary.
They include timber harvest and sevt.L.al miles of road.
Less than 1 percent of the land area has been impacted.
These impacts are readily
apparent to any visitor
when onsite.
Opportunities
for solitude
are exceptional
within the Blue Joint drainage (45
percent of the area), which is entirely
enclosed by high ridgetops
that screen
Another 15 percent in the upper reaches of Deer
out evidence of civilization.
and Chicken Creeks offers
solitude,
but outside impacts are less effectively
Primitive
recreation
opportunities
are moderate and include
screened out.
hiking,
hunting,
fishing,
camping, horseback riding,
and viewing a moderate
diversity
of wildlife
and scenery; however, challenging
opportunities
are rare.
A natural
rock arch and large
streamside meadows are special
features.
The
area's large compact size and proximity
to existing
wilderness
enhances wilderness attributes.
Most of the area is a Congresszonally
designated wilderness study area under the
Montana Wilderness Study Act (PL 95-150).
Until Congress determines otherwise,
this portion of the roadless area will
and sub3ect to existing
private
rights,
be administered
to maintain its existing
wilderness character and potential
for
inclusion
in the Natxonal Wilderness Preservation
System.

(3)

Needle Creek Roadless Area

This is a small area bordering
the Anaconda-Pintler
Wilderness.
Natural lntegOpportunities
for solitude
are low due to significant
rity
is unimpaired.
Primitive
recreation
opportunities
evidence of civilization
outside
the area.
are limited primarily
to hunting
with some day hiking and berrypicking.
Chaland there are no special features.
lenging opportunities
are nonexistent,
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(4)

Sapphire Roadless Area

It borders
This is a large area shared by the Bitterroot
and Deerlodge Forests.
Activities
that have signifithe Anaconda-Pintler
Wilderness to the south.
cantly altered
natural
appearances are concentrated
in Martin Creek and along
These are: mining prospects and development on private
the exterior
boundary.
fireline
and primitive
land in Frogpond Basin; many miles of dozer constructed
roads along the boundary.
roads in Martin Creek; and several other primitive
These impacts occur on about 3 percent of the land area and would be evident to
Otherwise the area retains a high degree of naturalness.
visitors
when onsite.
Opportunities
for solitude
are high for a large core area (45 percent of the
which screen out most off-area
evidence of
area) enclosed by high ridgetops,
civilization.
The core encompasses most of the Ross' Fork of Rock Creek, Moose
Primitive
recreCreek, Copper Creek, and the upper reaches of Skalkaho Creek.
fishing,
ation opportunities
are moderate, consisting
of hunting,
horseback
ridmg,
hiking.
and viewing a moderate diversity
of vegetation,
wildlife,
and
historic
mining activity.
Challenging opportunities
are rare.
Special features
Wilderness attributes
include several large streamside meadows and rocky peaks.
within the central core area are enhanced by its large and compact size.
Most of the area is a Congressionally
designated wilderness study area under the
Montana Wilderness Study Act (PL 95-150).
Until Congress determines otherwise,
and subject to existing
private rights,
this portion
of the roadless ares will
be administered
to maintain
its presently
existing
wilderness
character
and
potential
for inclusion
in the National Wilderness Preservation
System.

(5)

Selway-Bitterroot

Roadless Area

This is a long, narrow roadless area bordering
the eastern boundary of the
Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness.
Activities
which have significantly
altered
natural
appearances are minimal (less than 1 percent of the area) and confined
to Bass, Fred Burr, Blodgett,
Little
Rock Creek, North Fork Trapper,
and Lost
Horse Canyons. These include a dozer constructed
trail,
an irrigation
dam and
reservoir,
several irrigation
diversions
and ditches,
and mineral exploration.
Impacts are readily apparent to any visitor
when onsite.
Opportunities
for solitude
are high in most canyons (45 percent of the area).
They are enclosed by high ridgetops which effectively
screen out most off-area
evidence of civilization.
Solitude
is enhanced by the adjoining
wilderness.
Primitive
and challenging
recreation
opportunities
in this portion
of the area
of hiking,
rock climbing,
ski touring,
fishing.
huntare abundant, consisting
of vegetation,
wildlife,
rock formations,
=%, and viewing a wide diversity
waterfalls,
and lakes.
Sharp relief
contributes
to the
avalanche
chutes,
Special features include a natural
rock arch in Blodgett
feeling
of vastness.
Creek, a massive landslide
in Nelson Creek, spectacular
and varied scenery, and
historic
evidence of irrigation
dam construction
around the turn of the century.
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(6)

Sleeping

Child

Roadless Area

This 1s a relatively
small roadless area in the middle reaches of the Sleeping
Actlvlties
that have significantly
altered natural
appearances
Child drainage.
about 7 percent of the
are concentrated
in the southeast
corner, and affect
They Include dozer constructed
fuelines
and primitive
fire roads, and
area.
The remainder of the area retains
are readily apparent to visxtors
when onslte.
a high level of naturalness.
Opportunltles
for solitude
are low due to the area's small size, and roads and
development surrounding
It.
However, a central core (40 percent of the area) is
somewhat enclosed by ridgetops
which screen out some off-area
evidence of czvllizatlon.
Dlversrty
of primitive
recreation
opportunities
is limlted to hunting,
Challenging
opportunities
are rare.
flshlng,
hlklng,
and horseback
nding.
There are no special features.

(7)

Stony Mountain

Roadless Area

This 1s a large,
relatively
compact roadless area shared by the BItterroot,
Deerlodge, and Lo10 Forests.
It retains a high degree of naturalness.
Exceptlons include mineral exploration
near the boundary in Gold, Wyman, and Stony
Creeks, and Skalkaho Mountain.
These Impacts occur on less than 1 percent of
the area and are evident to most vxxtors
when onslte.
Opportunities
for solitude
are high for a large core area (50 percent of the
area) enclosed by high ridges,
which screen out off-area
evidence of civiluat1on.
The nearby Qulgg Peak Roadless Area (Lo10 Forest) enhances solitude
on
the Rock Creek sxde.
Primitive
recreation
opportunltxs
are moderate, consisting of hunting, hikug,
flshlng,
horseback rldlng,
and vlewlng a moderate diverslty of vegetation,
wildlife,
geology, and historic
mining activity.
Challengmg opportunities
are rare.
The Skalkaho Game Preserve is a special feature.

(8)

Swift

Creek Roadless Area

This is a small area bordering
the Anaconda-Plntler
Wzlderness.
Natural lntegrity 1s ununpalred.
Opportunxtles
for solitude
are relatively
low due to the
proximity
of off-area
activities.
Prlmitlve
recreation
opportunities
are
lunlted and confined primarily
to hlking and hunting.
Challenging opportunities
are nonexlstent
and there are no special features.

(9)

Tolan

Creek Roadless Area

This is a small area which retains
a high degree of naturalness,
altered somewhat by rldgetop
Jeep trails.
Opportunities
for solitude
are low due to the
Primitive
recreation
opporproxunity
of off-area
roads and timber harvest.
tunitles
are llmited
prunarlly
to hunting.
Challenging
opportunities
are
nonexistent.
(10)

Lo10 Creek and North Big Hole Roadless Areas

These are muor parts
of
Appendix C for descrxptions.
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See

c.

Wild

and Scenic

(1)

Ekist+g

Rivers

Wild

and Scenic

Rivers

The BItterroot
Forest part of the system is all in Idaho and includes Wild and
whxh is part of the Middle Fork
Recreational
segments of the Selway River,
Clearwater Wild and Scenic River, and a Wild segment of the Salmon Wild River.
The Salmon River segment and a Wild segment of the Selway River occur
Another Wild segment of
Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness.
The Recreational
River
occurs m the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness.
the Selway River 1~s along the east bank of the River from Magruder
Paradise.
(2)

Wild

and Scenic

Rivers

withln the
the Selway
segment of
Crossing to

Eligibility

The purpose and authority
for study of wild and scenic rivers
is established
in
the Wild and Scenx Rivers Act of October 1, 1968, as amended.
Under the
authority
of the Act, the Forest 1s charged III the land management planning
process, with the identification
of potential
inclusions
in the Rivers System in
addition
to those already classified
above. As a result,
streams on the Forest
were analyzed for thew ellglbility
and potential
classifxatlon
In the System.
To be eligible
for inclusion,
a river
must be free-flowing
and, with Its
adjacent land area, must possess one or more "outstandingly
remarkable"
values.
Scenic, geologx,
hrstoric,
cultural,
ecologic,
or fish and wildllfe
habitat,
are examples of such values.
Eligible
river segments are assigned a potent=&
classifxxtion
of wild,
for recreational.
Characterxstics
of these classifications
are:
Wild River areas - Those rivers
or sections of rivers
impoundments, generally
accessible
only by trail,
with
shorelines
essentially
primitive
and the water unpolluted.

scenic,

that are free
the watersheds

of
or

Scenic River areas - Those rivers
or se&Ions of rivers
that are free of
impoundments, with shorelines
and watersheds six11 largely
primitive
and
shorelines largely undeveloped but accessible in places by roads.
RecreatIonal
River areas - Those rivers
or sections
of rovers that are
shorellnes
readily
accessible by roads, have some development along their
and may have some hxstory of impoundment or diversIon.
By application
of the eligibility
and classifxatlon
identified
as ellglble
and potential
classsfication
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Blodgett Creek - This 15 mile mountain stream is eligible
for study from the
Forest boundary to Blodgett
Lake near the Idaho-Montana border.
The potential
classification
is wild except for the first
quarter
mile from the
Forest boundary to and including
Blodgett Canyon Campground which is potenThe stream has outstanding scenic qualities
tially
a recreational
segment.
including
rushing white water, pools, and small meadows and the canyon walls
include spectacular
cliffs
and rock outcrops including a natural rock arch.
The stream and surrounding
canyon are an outstanding
representative
of a
"U" shaped valley
with rocky upper slopes and mountain
alpine glaciated
About 6 miles of
lower slopes with avalanche chutes.
peaks. and forested
the stream are in the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness and about 8 miles are in
a wilderness
recommendation except for the campground and access road which
are located in a retention
prescription.
to Blodgett
Lost Horse Creek - The main fork of Lost Horse Creek is similar
The maJor difference
is the presence of an old
Creek in geologic formation.
primitive
dirt road which parallels
the stream from the Forest boundary to
The road provides an outstanding recreational
opthe Idaho-Montana border.
portunity
to view a large
mountain stream surrounded by rocky mountain
and old growth timber.
The stream is about 15 miles
peaks. snow slides,
long from the Lost Horse bridge to Bear Creek Pass and there is another 1
mile from Lost Horse to Twin Lakes dam. The upper 14 miles are in a semiprimitive
recreation
management area and the lower 1 mile is in a retention
management prescription.
The potential
classification
is scenic.
'

The ellgibilxty
and classification
It is also not anticipated
that
present environment.

determination
do not change by alternatives.
these determinations will have any effect on the

A separate suitability
study will be completed for each eligible
river segment
or Forest group of eligible
river
segments at a later date.
Details
on the
rivers considered and the interactions
leading to eligibility
are documented in
the Forest Planning Records.
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d.

Special
(1)

Areas

Research Natural

Areas

Table III-3
shows Research Natural Area targeted needs on the Bitterroot
Forest,
types present which fill
other Forest targeted needs, and areas recommended to
fill
the needs. There are no existing
Research Natural Areas on the Bitterroot
Forest.
Table III-3
Research Natural

Area Targets

Research Natural

Area Type

Scree
Ponderosa pine/bluebunch
wheatgrass (Pipo/Agsp)
Ponderosa pine/Idaho
fescue (Pipo/Feid)
Douglas-fir/bluebunch
wheatgrass (Psme/Agsp)
Douglas-fir/ninebark
(Psme/Phma)
Douglas-fir/blue
huckleberry
(Psme/Vagl)
Douglas-fir/twinflower
(Psme/Libo)
Douglas-fir/snowberry
(Psme/Syal)
Douglas-fir/pinegrass
(Psme/Caru)
Grand fir/queencup
beadlily
(Abgr/Clun)
Western red cedar/queencup beadlily
(Thpl/Clun)
Grand fir/twinflower
(Abgr/Libo)
Subalpine fir/queencup
beadlily
(Abla/Clun)
Subalpine fir/sweet
scented bedstraw (Abla/Gatr)
Subalpine fir/dwarf
huckleberry
(Abla/Vaca)
Subalpine fir/blueJoint
(Abla/Caca)
Subalpine fir/twinflower
(Abla/Libo)
Subalpine fir/menziesia
(Abla/Mefe)
Subalpine fir/beargrass
(Abla/Xete)
Subalpine fir/grouse
whortleberry
(Abla/Vasc)
Subalpine fir/smooth
wood-rush (Abla/Luhi)
Whitebark pine/subalpine
fir (Pial/Abla)
Alpine larch/subalpine
fir (Laly/Abla)
Whitebark pine (Pial)
Rough fescue/Idaho
fescue (Fesc/Feid)
Idaho fescue/blue
bunch wheatgrass (Feid/Agsp)
Green fescue (Fevi)
Type I streams
Type II streams
Beaver ponds
Cold springs
Rivers
Low production potential
lakes
Lakes without fish
Fresh marsh deep
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Recommended Area
Salmon Mountain
Sawmill Creek
Sawmill Creek
Sawmill Creek
Boulder Creek
Boulder Creek
Lower Lost Horse Canyon
Lower Lost Horse Canyon
Lower Lost Horse Canyon
Bass Creek
Lower Lost Horse Canyon
Bass Creek (Lo10 NF target)
Boulder Creek
Bass Creek
East Fork (Beaverhead target)
Salmon Mountain
Bass Creek
Bitterroot
Mtn Snow Avalanche
Bitterroot
Mtn Snow Avalanche
Upper Lost Horse Canyon
Sapphire Divide
Sapphire Divide
Sapphire Divide
Sapphire Divide
Sawmill Creek
Sawmill Creek
Salmon Mountain
Boulder Creek
Salmon Mountain
East Fork
Salmon Mountain
Bitterroot
River
Salmon Mountain
Salmon Mountain
Target filled
by Kootenai NF
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(2)

National

Historic,

Scenic,

and Recreation

There are 4 Recreation
trails
including
Easthouse Trail,
in the Stony Mountain roadless area;
Trail,
6 miles,
miles, and the Big Hole Battlefield
Trail,
3.8 miles.

Trails

23 mxles, and Palisade
the Lake Como Trail,
7

A segment of the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail
and segments of the
Lewis and Clark, and Nez Perce National Hxtoric
Trails occur on the Forest.

(3)

Nez Perce

Trail

Road

This special area includes
the narrow road corridors
between the Frank ChurchRiver of No Return and Selway-Bitterroot
Wildernesses on the Idaho portion
of
the Forest.
The New Perce Trail
Road is the maln road but the area also
Includes the Hell's Half Acre Road and the Selway River Road to Paradise.

4.

Visual

Quality

The General Setting part of Chapter III,
section A, describes many of the natural and social factors which create a unique and highly scenx visual setting
for
Approximately
22 percent of the Forest outslde of wilportions
of the Forest.
derness is in foreground viewing areas adjacent to major highways, roads, recreation routes or use areas, and residential
private land.
This portion
is very
sensitive
to management activities
which disturb the landscape.
About 24 percent is readily
visible
from the same travel routes and areas, but
IS either
less sensitive
to management because of distance
(middleground),
lesser scenic significance,
or a combination of both.
The remaining 54 percent
is of lesser scenic significance
and not seen from major travel routes and areas
except, perhaps, as a distant
background.
This portion
is not as sensitive
to
management, and most existing
trmber harvest and road activities
are found here.
Under current
ness are:

management, visual

Visual Quality
Objective
Preservation
Retention
(unroaded)
Retention (roaded)
Partial
retention
Modification
Maxxmxn modification

quality

Percent of
Forest
6
29

13
7
40

objectives

outside

Current
RARE II
Roadless
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable
Suitable

of existing

wilder-

Management

wilderness recommendations
recreation
(semiprimitive)
timber base*
timber base*
timber base*
timber base*

* The total suitable
timber base includes about 100,000 acres that are not
suitable
for timber production
but are intermingled
with suitable
lands.
The capacity of the landscape to absorb ground-disturbing
activities
profoundly
influences
the ability
to achieve a specified
visual quality
objective.
Generally steep slopes, light-colored
soils,
and slow vegetative
recovery contribute
to a low visual absorption
capacity
for much of the Forest (Table III-4).
Consequently,
activities
such as roads and clearcuts
must be well-spaced
on the
landscape over time,
to maintain a specified
visual quality objective.
Visual
Chapter III
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degradation
was one of
Forest in the 1960's.

the

central

issues

in

the public

controversy

on the

Visual quality
ObJeCtiVeS are measured by the character of the landscape, and by
the diversity
of features
and vegetative
patterns
(USDA, 1977).
Four visual
quality
objectives
and their characteristics
are displayed
in Table III+.
A
scenic
1s reserved for classified
wilderness,
fifth
category,
preservation,
and not induced
areas, and research natural areas, where change would be natural
by management.
Table III-4
Visual Absorption

Capacity
Percent
Forest

Ability
to Absorb
Impactive Practices

of

Slopes
Gentle
Moderate-steep
Very steep
Soil

High
Moderate
Low

color
Light
Other

Low
High

Vegetative
recovery
Fast
Moderate
Slow
Source: USDA, 1980.
Table III-5
Visual Quality

High
Moderate
Low

Objective

Characteristics

Management
Activity

Viewed from Major
Travel/Residential
Areas

Objective

Scenic Quality

Retention

High-very

high

Not visually
evident

Yes - in foreground

Partial
retention

High-very

high

Visually
subordinate

Yes - in middleground

Modification

Moderate

May visually
dominate

Maybe, in background

Maximum
modification

Low-moderate

Visually
dominant

No
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5.

Threatened

and Endangered

Species

The Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan (USDI, 1982) mentions the Selway-Bitterroot
ecoas an area with unknown potential
for
boundaries,
system, with undefined
There is little
doubt that the bear occurred in the
supporting
grizzly
bears.
Upper Selway at the turn of the century.
However, in recent times only scattered and unverified
sightings
have occurred.
The population
may have been
eliminated
as a result
of the loss of anadromous fish runs in the 1930's. and
"There is little
that can
confrontations
with man. The Recovery Plan states:
be done at this time except exercise the normal protective
actions in accordance
with current federal
and state regulations."
In April,
1986, a work group of
wildlife
biologists
defined the Bitterroot
Range Evaluation Area, which includes
all of the Selway-Bitterroot
and Frank Church-River of No Return Wildernesses on
the Bitterroot
Forest.
The vegetative
capability
of the area to support grizzly
bears will be evaluated.
The current approximate
distribution
of gray wolves includes the Upper Lochsa,
the Upper Middle Fork of the Salmon, and the Big Hole-Salmon River divide.
Wolves are sporadically
sighted,
but they are thought to be highly mobile individuals and no pack activity
has been documented (USDI, 1983).
No recent confirmed sightings
have occurred on the Forest.
The wilderness areas, especially
the Selway-Bitterroot
and Frank Church-River of No Return, seem to be the most
likely
places for wolves to become established.
The draft Wolf Recovery Plan
all of the Idaho portion
of the Forest in the Idaho
(USDI, 1983) includes
recovery area.
Several of the canyons on the west side of the Bitterroot
Valley have what
appears to be suitable
habitat
for nesting peregrine falcons,
although no nesting sites have been identxfled.
USDI (1984) Indicates
the birds are migrants
through this area.
Bald eagles are possible
residents
of the Bitterroot
Forest (USDI, 1984); but no
currently
occupied nest sites or roost areas have been identified.
The most
likely
habitat
on National
Forest land is on two 40-acre parcels along the
Bitterroot
River.
At this time no plants have been classified
as threatened or endangered within
the boundaries of the Forest.
One plant, Penstemon lemhiensis
(Keck), has been
recommended to be treated
as a threatened plant by the Rare and Endangered
Plants Technical
Committee of the Idaho Natural Areas Council (University
of
Idaho, 1981). The plant may occur in the southern part of Ravalli County.
In Montana, the Montana Rare Plant
(Peterson and others,
1983). The
occur in the Bitterroot
Valley
Lackschewitz and others (1980) and
6.

Project has assembled a list
of rare plants
identification
of rare vascular plants that
is based on the checklist
developed by
is referenced in Forest Plan Note No. 168.

Wildlife

inhabit
the Forest:
and
Many species of birds,
small mammals, and furbearers
there are sizeable
populations
of elk, moose, mountain goat, bighorn sheep,
white-tail
deer, mule deer, and black bear.
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The winter elk population
on or adJacent to the Forest is about 5,700, of which
2,600 are in wilderness.
About 60 percent of the winter range in the Bitterroot
River drainage is in federal ownership, about 7 percent is owned by the State of
ownership.
Much of the private
Montana, and about 33 percent IS in private
range has been subdivided for residences.
The elk herd is of national
significame, and is hunted heavily in both Idaho and Montana. About 136,000 recreation visitor
days are spent hunting
all game animals and birds
each year.
Approximate numbers of game animals harvested are listed in Table 111-6.
Table 111-6
Approximate Annual Harvest

of Game Birds

Species

Population

Elk
Mule deer
White-tail
deer
Moose
Bighorn sheep
Mountain goat
Blue grouse
Ruffed grouse
Franklin's
grouse
* no information

stable
up
up
stable
stable
stable
*
*
*

Trend

and Big Game

Montana Harvest

Idaho Harvest

1,000
1,100
200
20

150
75

5
3.7::
2,300
1,700

Areas of 5,000 to 8,000 acres, below 7,000 feet elevation,
fall habitat for elk are considered elk security
areas.
these are also high-use summer areas.
They usually occur
ages; have gentle slopes; and are either roadless or have
access, providing places where elk can escape harassment
Without security areas, hunting regulations
would need to

20
closed

5

closed
*
*
*
that provide high-use
In certain
instances,
in the heads of draineasily controlled
road
during hunting season.
be more restrictive.

There are about 2,000 miles of system roads on the Forest; about 30 percent have
yearlong or seasonal travel restrictions.
Restrictions
are designed to protect
soil and water resources, and to limit vehicular
traffic
during hunting season.
The Forest has one of the few indigenous Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep herds in
the northwestern United States.
This herd winters in the Upper Selway in Idaho,
and summers in Sheephead and Watchtower Creeks in Montana.
No sheep have been
transplanted
to the herd, and they have a unique migration
pattern
between
winter and spring/summer
ranges that,
if interrupted,
would probably
not be
reestablished.
Wildlife
species are dependent on the amount and distribution
of old-growth
riparian
zones, and habitat
diversity.
Currently,
forest,
about 35 percent of
the 586,000 acres tentatively
suitable
for timber production
is old growth.
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Stands which meet the followng
necessary to meet the old growth

age crlterla
will usually
definition
(Chapter VII):

Douglas-fir
over 120 years
Ponderosa pine 200 years or older
Mxed conifer stands over 160 years
Lodgepole pine over 80 years and larger
About 10 percent of the Forest is rlparian
which are Important for txnber productlon,
tion use, and fwheries.

than 6 inches

have characteristxs

in diameter

zones. These are mostly streamsIdes,
wIldlife
and cattle
forage, recrea-

Habitat diversxty
is a measure of the variety,
dlstrlbution,
and structure
of
plant communities as they progress
through various vegetative
stages.
Each
Wildlife
management Indicator
stage supports different
wildlife
communitxes.
The most critical
elespecies can be used as indicators
of habitat diversity.
If suffrclent
old growth is retained,
all
ment of diversity
is old growth.
other vegetative
stages from grassland through mature forest wxll be represented
in a managed forest.
Pine marten, pileated woodpecker, and elk are the manageold-growth
forest.
and big-game
ment indicator
species for mature forest,
habrtat
(Planning Record: Forest Plan Note No. 133).
Sensitive
Forester,

Species are those plant and animal species Identified
by the Reglonal
for whxh population
wability
1s a concern as evidenced by:

slgnlflcant

current

or predxted

srgnificant
current or predicted
would reduce a species' existing

downward trends,
downward trends
dlstrlbutlon.

in habitat

capabilIty

that

In September, 1986, the Regional Forester
listed
the Western Bzg-eared Bat,
Ferruglnous
Hawk, Harlequin
Duck, Boreal Owl, and Common Loon as sensltlve
species on the BItterroot
Forest.
Population
lnformatlon
for the species is
lacking,
and some of the species may not be residents of the Forest.

I.

Fish

The Montana portlon of the Forest has 86 lakes whxh received about 7,600 recreation visitor
days of use in 1980. There are 13 high mountain lakes xn Idaho
whrch received about 1,800 days of use. About 1.600 miles of stream in Montana
and 300 miles III Idaho provided 55,000 and 1,600 visitor
days respectively.
The
clear,
cold streams are only moderately productive,
primarily
because many of
them flow through relatively
sterile
grsnltx
soils.
Estimated catchable trout
populations
have been Increased to reflect
the results of recent Montana Department of Fish, WildlIfe
and Parks shocking surveys.
The total of about 410,000
fish
includes
160,000 ln nonwilderness
streams, and 25O.OOO in lakes and
wilderness.
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The Id&o portion
of tile Forest has runs r~f spring chinook salmon and steelhead
trout.
Spawning activity
occurs in Sabe Creek on the Salmon River and in the
All of' the Forest
~'ivers and streams used by anadromous
Upper Selway River.
Anadromous fish runs
fish are either
National
Wild Rivers or ar'e in wilderness.
especially
large
hydroelectric
have been depleted
by downstream
activities,
dams, but attempts
to restore
runs with :irt:ifil:ial
hatching
channels have been
Thei,i, is ix hatching
channel on the Forest
partially
successful
in the Selway.
at Indian Creek.
The Forest adThe Bitterroot
River has a nationally
rec<~>gnized trout
fishery.
ministers
less than oni: milt, of the mairl st<xj~ <,f the river.
but Forest streams
contribute
to the quality
of its water.
Two models: "Guidelines
for Predicting
Sediwl~L Yields"
and "Guide for Predictwere developed by Forest Service
reing Salmonid Response to Sediment Yields"
and have been used Tao predict
sediment
yield
and fish
search
personnel.
response.
These models are best suited
for comparing relative
differences
among
alternatives.
not for calculating
the absolute
value of either
sediment yields
This is because botlr models simplify
an extremely
complex
or fish populations.
physical
system and some coefficients
haw not been specifically
calibrated
for
local
conditions.
Application
of the wxiels
indicates
that
sediment
yield,
primarily
from roads and tj~mber harvest.
is approaching
a threshold
above which
significant
fish displacement
or loss could ocwr.
Because of the need to calibrate
the models for local conditions,
biologists
designed a monitoring
program
to obtain
reliable
local
data for several
critical
coefficients
used in the
model.
This program was implemented in l:J&.
IL will
take 3 to 4 more years to
calibrate
the models for local
use, and lxlidilte
the magnitude of effects
on
fish habitat
and population.
The fish
increases

management indicator
species is <:uithroat
trout,
which
in sediment (Planning
Record: Fowst Plan Note 172).

8.

are sensitive

to

Range

The Bitterroot
Valley
is cattle
country.
hut many ranches have been subdivided
into residential
lots,
and the number of cattle
in Ravalli
County has declined
since
1975.
The 1980 production
of cattle
was equal to production
in 1955.
Permitted
livestock
use on the Forest
ha>; de~creased from 23.900 animal unit
months in 1950 to 14.200 in 1980.
The 37 permittees
actually
used only 12,800
of the 14,200 unit months on 160.900 acres of‘ silitable
livestock
range in 1980.
Actual use was down to '9,500 animal uriI: oi!>llt~lhs in 1386 and demand for livestock
permits
is not expected
to i~ncrease.
A Inl'ge port~ion of the suitable
cattle
range occurs
on big-game
lhintcr
range xx!
I' Lpar ian areas,
where there
is
potential
for competition
for availablfi
:'<l~~iig-i>and adverse effect
on riparian
habitat.
There are abollt 17.000 acres ir> i,;r(:ks:iick
allotments
in wilderness.
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9.

Timber

This paragraph and Table III-7
have been expanded since the Draft EIS, to discuss and display
tentatively
suitable
timberland
(See Appendix B section
II for
details).
About 586,000
acres are available
and tentatively
suitable
for timber
production;
359,000
acres on currently
developed land and 227.000 acres on inCurrently
developed
acreage is significantly
more
ventoried
roadless
areas.
than the roadless
acreage
(Table
111-7).
productive
and of gentler
terrain.
Forty percent of the currently
developed area is capable of producing
more than
and is on gentle
to moderate
50 cubic
feet of wood fiber
per acre per year.
Only about 16 percent of the roadless
area is
slopes with nonsensitive
soils.
in this category.
Yield capability
ranges from 20 to 80 cubic feet per acre per year. with a mean
1977).
Approximately
one-half
to two-thirds
of
of about 60 (Pfister
and others,
the yield
capability
is merchantable
and can be harvested
under intensive
management, because optimal
stocking
and elimination
of insect
and disease
problems can rarely
be attained.
Growing stock on the tentatively
suitable
land totals
1.3 billion
cubic feet or
5.6 billion
board feet.
Growing stock meets minimum merchantability
standards
of 6-inch dbh for lodgepole
pine and 'j-inch
dbh for other species,
with 4.6-inch
top diameter
(USDA, 1983b).
Approximately
80 percent
of growing
stock
is
sawtimber.
At present,
annual mortality
probably
exceeds one percent
of growing stock or
about 13 million
cubic feet.
Since mortality
estimates
include
all trees 0.6
inches and over, the total
volume cannot be cowidexd
potentially
saleable.
In addition
to annual mortality,
seven to 18 tons per acre of older dead woody
material,
with some stands of 60 tons or more per acre. have accumulated on the
forest
floor.
A portion
of this material
meets current
utilization
standards
and could be used for house logs, posts,
poles.
fuelwood.
or chips.
Currently
less than one million
cubic feet (one to three million
board feet)
of material
having sawlog potential
is salvaged
annually,
Fuelwood,
pulpwood,
posts,
and
poles
account for the equivalent
of another two to five million
board feet of
salvage.
Current

timber
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Table 111-7
Timber Statistics

- Existing

Timber
Characteristic

Stands
----------Habitat
11~123 tiT4

Unit of
Me*sLlre

Types*--------Total
RIP
HT567

-Tentatively
suitable
Currently
developed**
Land class -40. MN+40
~40~60, ss+60
Developed Total
Currently
undeveloped**
Land class -40. MN+40
~40~60. ss+60
Undeveloped Tot,al
Suitable
Total

Thousand
AC-L-S

Productivity
Potential,
all stems
Managed. useable

Cubic Feet/
Acre/Year

Growing

MMCF
MMBF

stock

14

194

&

lo

24

359

11

3
227

g

586

Species composition
Douglas-fir
Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine
Other
Total

Percent
by Volume

Condition
class
Sawtimber
Poletimber
Seedling/sapling
Nonstocked
Total

Thousand
ACITS

60
36

48
25

65
35

540
2,320

410
1,760

150
640

210
900

23

13
1
9

5

7

i
3
12

17

9
6

i

42

30

199
39
29
3
270

135
40
24
4
203

::
1,310
5,620

0

4”

30
13
5

47
10
26
17
100
423
95
60
8
586

4:

Sawtimber and poletimber
MBF/Acre~,~
-15.0
~9.~8 10.0
Source: Forest Plan data base
"HT123 is mostly habitat
types Douglas-firipinegrass,
Douglas-fir/snowberry,
Douglas-fir/ninebark.
and Douglas-fir/huckleberry.
which contain ponderosa
pine. lodgepole
pine, and Douglas-fir.
HT4 is

the subalpine

fir/beargrass

habitat

type which

is mostly

lodgepole

pine.

HT567 and RIP (riparian)
are moist habitat
types.
The most significant
acreage
is subalpine
fir/menziesia.
The major species are subalpine
fir,
Engelmann
spruce,
lodgepole
pine, and Douglas-fir.
**

May not
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The following
analysis
has neen added since
the DEIS. in response to public
timberlands
136 CFR
suitable
tentatively
of
concern
Over identification
Data has recently
been compiled on the
219.14(a)(3)
and 36 CFR 219.27(c)(3)].
Records
success of restocking
cutover
areas since enactment of NFMA in 1976.
were examined for all stands harvested
since that date with the following
findRegeneration
has been certified
or is progressing
toward certification
on
ings:
(certification
occurs when
88 percent
of the final
regeneration
harvest
areas
stand height reaches 1 l/2 feet);
on about seven percent,
stand records were not
sufficient
to determine
status
without
returning
to the site;
and on five perregeneration
failure.
cent, there has been at least a partial
Failures
were then analyzed to see if any consistent
patterns
emerged. such as
that would call for removal of additional
land from the
by habitat
or landtype.
tentatively
suitable
timber
base because of regeneration
problems
(36 CFR
Approximately
35,000 acres of dry ponderosa pine and Douglas212.14(a)(3)).
fir/bunchgrass
habitat
types,
and rocky stands
of Douglas-fir
infected
with
Other
dwarf mistletoe,
have been removed because of regeneration
problems.
sites
with failures
will
remain in the tentatively
suitable
timber base, since
no patterns
emerged to warrant removal.
Time required
to provide
adcquatc restocking
was also analyzed.
to determine
if
experience
indicates
that land can be adequately
restocked
within
5 years of
final
harvest
as required
by 36 CFR 219.27(c)(j).
In this case, 96 percent of
successfully
restocked
stands (certified
and progressing)
met the criteria.
No
consistent
pattern
that
would call
for removal of additional
land from the
tentatively
suitable
timber base was found.
Regulated
volume sold during
the past 5, 10, and 15 years has averaged 25.4.
28.7 and 27.2 million
board feet per ann~m, respectively.
Harvest
has been
somewhat below this level.
Consequently,
uncut volume under contract
steadily
increased
to cwer 90 mill~ion
board feet as of September 1982. but has since
dropped to 43 MMBF as of June 30. 1987.
Volume sold during this period has not
been proportional
to species composition.
Ponderosa pine constituted
35 percent
of the volume sold,
but only 10 percent
of the growing stock;
lodgepole
pine
constituted
11 percent of tile volume sold and 26 percent of the growing stock.
The following
analysis
has been added since the DEIS in response to public
concern about below-cost
timber sales.
Additional
analysis
is contained
in Chapter
Annual timber
receipts
do not consistently
recover
timber-related
costs,
II.
and would not be expected ti> in the near fut:urv if the current
program was continued.
The following
examples from 1978 and 1985 illustrate
this imbalance.

Timber Sale Preparation
with Road Costs
Sale Preparation
(M $)
Road Survey, Design and Construction
Timber

Chapter

Sale Bid

III

(M 5)

(M $)
Allowance

(M $)

FY 1978

FY 1985

I.417
361
1.056

1,682
411
1.271

4.457

1,488
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it appears that the Forest experienced
a "profit"
When comparing these 2 years,
of $3.040.000
in FY 1978 and a "10s~" of $192.000 in FY 1985 from the timber
This simple comparison ignores the benefits
of meeting total
resource
program.
Where
and future
returns
associated
with
current
investments.
objectives,
timber
prescriptions
were al~so designed
to reduce the risks
of
appropriate,
and to maintain
reasonable
supply levels
to Support the
insects
and disease,
local economy.
In addition
to ignoring
benefits
of resource prelection,
a one-year display
of
Fiscal
year 1978 was a period
of
costs and returns
can be very misleading.
strong
timber demand which resulted
in relatively
high timber values and road
recovered
from a
In FY 1985. the country had not yet fully
construction
costs.
This led to a loss when timber reand timber values were depressed.
recession,
Sale preparation
started
turns are compared to sale preparation
and road costs.
and sold five to seven years later
when
in 1978 when timber demand was strong.
Roads provide
access for future
timber management, but
markets were depressed.
the benefits
to future
management are not displayed
in a single
year of data.
Timber management is a long-term
operation
which requires
cost and revenue
to (obtain an accurate
representation
of
information
over an extended period.
implications
of management.
The discounted
flow of net
the true
economic
revenue (PNV) over many decades is the best way to show the economic impacts of
The PNV of each alternative
and benchmark is displayed
in
timber management.
Chapter II. where the benchmarks and alterrlalives
are discussed
in detail.
Annual production
for Ravalli
and Missoula Counties'
sawmills
and plywood plants
is equivalent
to about 500 million
board feet lumber tally.
or 350 million
board
feet log scale (Montana Department of State Lands, 1983).
The Forest provided
in Ravalli
County depend on
about 14 percent of this timber;
however. two mills
the Forest for about 60 percent
of their
logs.
Mill
needs could outstrip
the
Forest's
current
production
if both facilities
were to operate on a two-shift
basis.
In addition,
24 house log and post and pole businesses
purchase products
from the Forest.
Annual production
for the Darby mill
group ranges from less
than 70 percent
of capacity
to full
capacity
(Keegrm, 1985).
Most house logs
are purchased from adjacent
National
Forests and Canada.
House logs, posts and
poles,
and other convertible
products
are not a part of this supply and demand
analysis.
The following
timber supply and demand analysis
has been added since the DEIS,
in response to industry
concern over the cumulative
effects
of Forest Plans on
timber supply.
Additional
analysis
is in Chapter II.
The mill
group bid area
for sawlogs is roughly
defined
as the Bitterroot.
Beaverhead and Lolo National
Forests
in Montana, and the Salmon National
Forest in Idaho.
The Darby mill
group relies
on National
Forest timber for about 90 percent of volumes processed
Table 111-8 shows the historic
average
(Keegan. 1985 and planning
records).
for the four-Forest
group. including
annual volume offered.
sold, and harvested
the average percentage
of sold volume t.lrat is destined
for
the Darby and
All
volumes contain
sa~lvage estimates.
for compar:ison with
Missoula
mills.
processed volumes reported
by the Bureau o!: Bus LWSS and Economic Rescnrch (op.
cit.,
1985).
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Annual log requirements
of the Darby mill group, as reported
by owners, is about
Log requirements
for the Missoula mills
are assumed to be
50.0 MMBF log scale.
a constant
proportion
of total
requirements.
or 8.5 MMBF, bringing
total
log
requirements
to about 58.5 MMBF with a National
Forest share of about 54.5 MMBF
Assuming that the Darby mill
group will
con(45 MMBF for Bitterroot
Forest).
tinue to purchase timber volume from the same sources and in the same proporit is possible
to project
future
log requirements
from
tions
as in the past,
The final
column in Table 111-8 is based on these assumptions,
and
each source.
shows that the Bitterroot
Forest would have to provide
approximately
40 MMBF/
A discussion
year in order for the Darby mill group to operate at 50 MMBF/year.
of the ability
of various
alternatives
to respond to this level
of demand is
presented
in Chapter II. Section D.
Table 111-8
'Ymb,cr ,St~pply and Demand Analysis

T
rfered
‘Ol”E

T

E
34.0

TOTALNF

74

4c.3

23.3

10 I

31.9

19

12

6.6

114.9
.__

5

9

4.9

204.1
~__

27

100

54.5

kk!
.OO

NA

4.0

29

NA

58.5

Private
and
Other

4.0

5

I

2.7

-TOTAL

206.1
.I& fo
equals
' Nati
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10.

Soils

about 60 percent of the so&s are associated
with the
Outside of wilderness,
These are weakly cohesive, sandy-textured
soils that
Idaho Batholith
granltlcs.
and are generally
light
are low in nutrientand water-holdxng
capacity,
They occupy much of the southern and western portions
of the Forest
colored.
and are mostly In land types -40, S40~60, and SS+60 (Table 111-Y).
These are
About 30 percent of the ~0x1s are associated with the Belt rocks.
moderately
cohesive ~011s with low to moderate waterand
loamy-textured,
They normally have a hxgh content of angular, hard
nutrient-holding
capacities.
They occur prlmarlly
in the northern
half of the Sapphire
rock fragments.
Mountains and the southern portion of the West Fork Bitterroot
River drainage,
mostly In land types MN+40 and S40~60.
Much of the soil at elevations
above 6,000 feet has a thm,
volcanic ash surface deposit originating
from ancient eruptions
the
hxgher
elevation
souls
are influenced
by
Northwest.
Also,
tion, resulting
in areas with a high percentage of rock outcrops
Forest
soils.

lands are categorized
into land types based on slope and sensltlvlty
Four general land types are used In Forest planning (Table III-q).

Table III-9
Land Types on Suitable

Symbol

Land type

-40

All

MN+40

Moderately-

~40~60

Sensitive
sensitive

ss+60
Source:

nutrxnt
rich,
m the Pacific
alpine glacxr
and bluffs.

TImberland

Percent

~011s on slopes under 40%
to non-sensitive
soils
soils

~011s on 40 to 60% slopes

on 40 to 60% slopes and moderatelyon slopes over 60%

Sensitive ~011s on slopes over 60%
Forest Plan data base
11.

of

of Area
32
15
49
4

Watershed

Forest and private
land management actlvitles
affect
and are a part of the
changing Bitterroot
River system.
Forest activltles
whxh have an effect
on
stream flow, sedzmentation,
and rlparian
habltat
are: timber harvest,
road constructlon,
timber skIddIng, slash disposal,
site preparation,
livestock
grazing,
and mining.
Private land management activities
having effects
include:
stream
dewatering for Irrigation;
lrrlgation
return flows with sediment and nutrients;
channel alterations
for lrrlgation
withdrawal
and water transmission;
channel
stabillzatlons
for roads, houses, and farm land: and reservoirs.
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watershed conditions
are generally
good and water quality
is
On the Forest,
Sedimentation
is the mayor water quality
variable
affected
by Forest
high.
The effects
of activities
have been monitored for several
management and use.
The current baseline sedxment yield routed to streams is 13.9 tons per
years.
square mile, of which 10.7 tons are natural and 3.2 tons (a 30 percent increase
This baseline is wzthln the
in sediment) are produced by management activities.
range of basellne sediment yields of natural granitic
landscapes (Cline, et al,
1981). The average geomorphic threshold,
the point at which hillslope
and stream
is estimated to be at the point where sediment
channel stability
are affected,
is increased 260 percent over natural conditions
(Wilson, et al, 1982).
Cartier
(1984) measured the annual sediment yield in the Bitterroot
River near
Cartier's
study and another
Stevensville
at 74 tons per square mile per year.
by Simons, L1 and Associates
(1981) note that the Bitterroot
River has changed
from a sinuous or meandering channel pattern to a more braided pattern in the
channel change appears to be due to natural
past 40 to 50 years. This river
characteristics
of the climate,
hydrology,
and geology of the area.
The shift
from a meandering river channel to a braided channel may relate
to increased
Geologic downdrop of portions
of the Bitterroot
precipitation
after
1946.
Valley may also be causing the river
to readjust with a braided pattern,
parThe Bitterroot
River is probably
ticularly
between Hamilton and Stevensville.
alternating
between a relatively
stable meandernear the geomorphic threshold,
ing channel to a relatxvely
unstable braided channel.
Simons' study shows that Forest tributary
sediments are substantially
finer than
those composing the river bed. Most of the fine sediments that enter the river
settling
onto the
from banks and tributaries
are washed downstream, without
for deposition
is from the natural
river bed. Most of the sediment available
river bed formed of glacxaland water-deposited
sands, gravels, and cobbles.
The Forest provides about 2.6 million
acre-feet
watershed during an average year; 1.7 million
million feet flow into Idaho.

of water to the Columbia River
feet flow into Montana and 0.9

Major local uses of water from the Montana portion of the Forest are: the irrlgation of about 117,000 acres in the Bitterroot
Valley:
recreation;
and cold
Thirty-two
dams store water, primarily
for irrigation.
water fisheries.
Lake
Como and Painted Rocks Reservoir
store 66,500 acre-feet,
and the remaining 30
high mountain lake dams store
14,500 acre-feet
(Bitterroot
Conservation
Since Lrrigatlon
is a major use, quantity,
quality
and timing
District,
1980).
of runoff are major concerns.
In 1982 there were 62 special use permits for water-related
facilities
such as
ditches and reservoirs.
One small municipal watershed, Cow Creek, serves the
town of Pinesdale.
The Forest's granitic
watersheds produce few dissolved minerals for the support
of aquatic life,
and are not highly productive
fish habitat.
Watersheds in the
Belt rocks, particularly
the Wallace formation,
produce more dissolved minerals
and provide a more productive
habitat for aquatic life and fish.
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12.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

The Forest lies on the extreme western edge of the Montana Overthrust
Belt, a
north-south
linear
structure
of folded and faulted
slabs of sedimentary
rock
thrust over younger formations.
The Idaho Batholith,
a large irregular
mass of
igneous rock, is situated to the west of and meets the Overthrust
Belt along the
eastern edge of the Bitterroot
Range.
Mineral
exploration
began in
silver.
Placers and small- to
since then, with considerable
and silver
is still
significant

the 1860's with interest
primarily
in gold and
medium-sized mines have produced intermittently
production
in the past.
The potential
for gold
throughout parts of the Forest.

Fluorite
was discovered In the southern Sapphire Mountains in 1952, and the mine
produced ore until
1973. There are still
substantial
reserves,
and production
could resume with increased demand for flourite.
Vermiculite
was discovered in
the Sapphire Range in 1930 and the mine operated between 1947 and 1950, mainly
for the local
market.
There are substantial
known reserves.
The current
increase in interest
may mean production could resume in the near future.
Thxs
is the only known occurrence of vermiculite
on the Forest.
In 1977, muscovite was claimed in the Bitterroot
Range on the north end of the
Forest.
Surface exploration
and drilling
have been done, but as yet there has
been no production.
Currently
there is very limited
prospecting
and exploration
for mineral
or
energy resources on the Forest.
Small, scattered
discoveries
of copper, iron,
columbium, tin, molybdenum, barite.
uranium, tungsten,
and titanium
have been
made. Much of the Forest is in a favorable
geologic setting
for uranium and
geothermal
energy, but there have been no lease applications
for these resources.
About 1,100 claims are scattered throughout the Forest.
As of 1986, oil and gas lease applications
have been received on about 75,000
acres and over 67,000 acres have been leased, mostly on the north end of the
Forest in the Sapphire Mountains.
There are 827,000 acres available
to mineral
entry,
and 836,000 avalable
to mineral
leasing.
An 011 and gas leasing
environmental
assessment (USDA, 1981) documents the possible
environmentai
consequences associated with leasing.
and provides the basis for the Forest's
lease stipulations.
It includes all nonwilderness
land on the Forest,
and is
incorporated
into this EIS by reference.
Site-specific
stipulations
to protect
surface resource values are found in Appendix N of the Forest Plan.
The responsibility
for oil and gas leasing of National Forest lands resides with
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The Forest Service has the responsibility
for reviewing any leasing proposal submitted by the BLM, and for making leasing
recommendations and/or consent for any land under Forest Service jurisdiction
(Federal Register,
1984). The role that the respective
agencies play in the oil
and gas leasing process depends on whether the lands and minerals are public
domain, or acquired.
The Forest Service has the lead for environmental
analysis
The
Bureau
of
Land
Management
is
a
cooperand documentation of this analysis.
in the NEPA scoping of each proposed lease,
ating agency. The BLM participates
coordinates
with the Forest Service in the development of stipulations,
and
normally adopts the Forest Service environmental
analysis documentation to meet
NEPA requirements.
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13.

Human and community Development

Human and community development activities
include programs that assist people
and communities,
while enhancing Forest management. Scheduling of outputs in
any of the alternatLves
will
not dxrectly
affect
these programs, or their
budgets.
The largest
program on the Forest is the Job Corps Center at Trapper Creek,
training
for young adults
from
which provides
educational
and vocational
Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah, North Dakota, and South Dakota.
In 1983 there
were 496 enrollees
in the program.
The volunteer program had 45 participants
every aspect of Forest management.

in 1983.

Volunteers

perform

duties

in

Fourteen people participated
in Comprehensive Employment Training Act and Youth
Employment Programs, employment programs for unemployed adults and youths, in
in the Senior Community Service
1983. During 1983, six people also participated
whxh
provides
part-time
work
for unemployed, low income
Employment Program,
persons over 55.
In the past, the Forest
vation Corps programs,
awareness.

has had Young Adult Conservation
which emphasized conservation

Corps and Youth Conserwork and environmental

Management emphasis in providing
jobs and services expands opportunities
for all
sectors of the population,
including
minorities,
elderly
and handicapped.
The
current program provides
moderate levels of both jobs and services.
Alternatives in Chapter II provide a range in JObS/ser"ice emphasis.
14.

Lands Program
a.

Special

Uses

In 1980, the Forest administered
114 special use permits:
56 for ditches, dams,
and water sources; 24 for roads: 11 for recreational
occupancy; 11 for utilities
and communications; and 12 for other types of use.
b.

Rights-of-Way

Acquisition

Rights-of-way
are acquired by the Forest from private
landowners for roads and
trails.
Annually
the Forest completes about five road rights-of-way
and two
trail
rights-of-way.
Road rights-of-way
are primarily
acquired m connection
with timber sales.
C,

Property

Boundary Location

About 3,500 land survey corners define the Forest's
property
lines,
and 700
miles of Forest property
line border private
land.
About 16 miles of boundary
have been surveyed annually,
although needs vary with the level of timber harvest and road construction.
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d.

Cost-Share

Agreements

Agreements are negotiated
between the Forest and private
land managers for
Smce less
sharing the costs of road and trail
construction
and maintenance.
than 5 percent of the land within the Forest boundary is in private
ownership.
annual needs are minimal.
e.

Landownership

and Adjustment

There is only one area of
Consolidation
of ownership is not a major problem.
checkerboard
ownership involving
federallyand privately-owned
lands.
The
corporate
private
landowner is Plum Creek Timber Company, and the lands are
located along the divide between Rye and Sleeping Child Creeks in the Sapphire
land.
About
Range. About 17.5 sections are private and 16 sections are federal
Annually the Forest processes about
two-thirds
of the area is accessed by road.
four exchange proposals.
15.

Road System

The main transportation
link to and from the Forest is U.S. Highway 93, which
bisects
the Forest from north to south.
State secondary highways and county
roads, mostly two-lane paved roads, feed out from Highway 93 to and through the
Forest, accessing the maJor drainages such as East Fork, West Fork, Skalkaho,
Lake Coma, Sleeping Child, Threemile, Ambrose, and Burnt Fork.
The Forest road
system branches into the National Forest serving these and other drainages,
the
Magruder area and the Nes Perce Forest in Idaho.
The Forest road system comprises approximately
3,500 miles of road and logging
spurs, providing
access to about 430.000 acres or 25 percent of the Forest.
About 2,000 miles of this system are maintained.
Most are single-lane
dirt
roads built
by purchasers of Natlonal Forest timber within
the last 30 years.
Some roads were built
by Forest Service crews or contractors,
and a few were
built
by the Civilian
Conservation
Corps in the 1930's.
During the 1960's.
about 66 miles of road were built
annually:
during the 1970's, about 37 miles
were built
annually.
The average road density on the developed portion
of the
Forest IS 3.3 miles of road per square mile.
16.

Fire,

Insects

and Disease

Wildfires
and insect epidemics have played a maJor role in the development and
present conditions
on the Forest.
They will continue their influential
role in
the future.
a.

Fire

In the late 1920's and early 1930's. a mountain pine beetle epidemic killed
many
trees over large areas of continuous lodgepole pine stands.
The resulting
heavy
fuels were a maJor factor
in failure
to control
large fires
in the 1960's:
Saddle Mountam, 3,050 acres, and Sleeping Child, 28,000 acres.
Over 200,000
acres have similar
heavy fuels from the same beetle infestation
and are susceptible
to stand replacement fires.
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A program of wilderness
fire management was begun in 1972, with approval of the
The primary ob3ective of wilderness
66,000-acre White Cap Fxe Management Plan.
fire management 1s to allow fire to play Its natural role in shaping and mainPresently,
there are approved fire management plans for
tainlng the wilderness.
Since 1972, fires from unplanned lgnitlons
have
660,000 acres of wilderness.
been allowed to reduce the fuel buildup on 19,000 acres.
b.

Insect

and Disease Conditions

slgnlfxant
insect
and
Accordzng to Gzbson and Dooling
(1982). potentially
mountain pine beetle in ponderosa and lodgepole pines;
dxease pests include:
western spruce budworm in Douglas-fir;
Douglas-fir
beetle m Douglas-fir;
pane
m ponderosa pine: dwarf
engraver beetle III ponderosa pine; pine butterfly
mistletoe
xn Douglas-fir,
lodgepole pine, and western larch;
root diseases in
all species: stem rusts; and stem decays.
Major insect lnfestatxons
are likely
to begin in the currently
developed portlon
of the Forest since the roadless
areas are relatively
free of and are less
susceptible to the major insect problems common elsewhere on the Forest as noted
below:
The high elevationjlattltude
and generally
poor site qualzty.
whxh limits
tree sze and growth, on most roadless land are low risk conditions
for
infestation
of lodgepole pine stands by mountain pine beetle.
The lack of ponderosa pine in roadless areas limits
mountain pine beetle, pine butterfly,
and pine engraver

problems
beetle.

caused by

The higher elevation,
cooler.
moist sites and/or low density of Douglas-fxr
in most roadless
areas reduces the risk of damage from western spruce
budworm.
Douglas-fir
habltat
types, where most of the mortality
from the Douglas-fir
beetle occurs, occupy a minor portion of the roadless area.
The yeverse is generally
true for lodgepole pine stands susceptible
to dwarf
mistletoe.
The presence of dwarf mistletoe
tends to be greater on poor sites
and in dense stands typlcal
of the lodgepole pine type at higher elevations
in
roadless areas.
However, even though dwarf mistletoe
IS present
In many
stands, growth loss averages only about 20 percent (Doollng and others,
1980)
and mortality
from dwarf mistletoe
is low.
(1)

Mountain Pine Beetle

There are no maJor infestations
of mountain pine beetle in ponderosa pine, but
there are small groups of attacked
or beetle-killed
trees throughout
the
Forest.
Infestations
covered 830 acres m 1981, with only scattered mortality
in 1982.
An infestation
in lodgepole pine exists in the Frank Church-River of No Return
Wilderness new Dennis Mountain. 16 miles west of the nearest suitable
timbertrees was 600 acres in 1980, 1,200 acres
land in Montana. The area of Infested
Outslde of wilin*l981,
scattered mortality
m 1982, and 3,600 acres m 1983.
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derness, the acres of lodgepole pine
mountain pine beetle outbreak are:

habltat

type rated

for

susceptibility

to

20,636 acres
103,864 acres
172,470 acres

High
Moderate
Low
(2)

Western Spruce Budworm

Douglas-fir,
spruce, and fir defoliation
was light and scattered during 1980 and
1981.
Aerially
visible
defoliation
increased
from 4,330 acres in 1981 to
385,401 acres in 1982 (USDA, 1983a).
Defoliation
appears to have decreased in
In those stands which have experienced
1983, but not to pre-1982 levels.
defoliation
for several years, many understory
and smaller diameter trees have
Some top killing
has occurred
in dominant
and
been killed
or damaged.
codominant trees.
(3)

Dwarf Mistletoe

Three dwarf mistletoes
- Arceuthobium americanurn on lodgepole pine, A. douglasii
on Douglas-fir,
and 4. laricis
on western larch - occur on the Forest.
A 1979
survey showed dwarf mistletoe
infestation
in 44 percent of the lodgepole pine
type (59,100 acres), 43 percent of the Douglas-fir
type (162,900 acres),
and 52
percent of the western larch type (1,600 acres) (Doolmg and others,
1980).
Annual growth loss was estimated at about 3.7 million
cubic feet.
17.

Air Quality

The Clean Air Act established
wildernesses
as Class I air quality
areas.
Protectlon of air quality
will be a critical
factor in the management programs for
the Forest's
portIon
of the Selway-Bitterroot,
Anaconda-Pintler,
and Frank
Church-River
of No Return Wzldernesses.
Protection
of air quality
In Class I
areas ~111 also be a maJor consideration
In fuels management programs adjacent
to wilderness areas.
The Forest is an active member of the Montana State Airshed Group and adheres
the practices
and policies
of the State's Cooperative Smoke Management Plan.
18.

Utility

Transportation

to

Corridors

Three corridor
window segments have been identified
on the Bitterroot
Forest.
Segment R27 is located
between Rye Creek and the upper East Fork of the
Bitterroot
River.
This window is roaded, except where it passes across the
Sapphire Montana Wilderness Study Act area between the Bitterroot
and Deerlodge
Forests.
Segment ~28 follows
the road along the West Fork and Nez Perce Fork of the
There IS a road the
Bitterroot
River, and along the road to Elk City, Idaho.
entire
length of the corridor
except for one short fork that enters the Allan
The Selway-Bitterroot
roadless area
Mountain Roadless Area near Rombo Mountain.
and the Blue Joint Montana Wilderness Study Act area are immediately adjacent to
The Selway-Bitterroot
and Frank Church-River
the road along the Nez Perce Fork.
of No Return Wildernesses
are adjacent to the road m Idaho, leaving
only a
narrow strip of nonwllderness
which is to be maintained In Its existing
condotion In accord with the Central Idaho Wilderness Act.
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Segment R29 enters the Bitterroot
Forest
could connect with segments ~27 and ~28.
19.

from the south

along

Highway 93 and
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IV.

ENVIRONMENT&CONSEQUENCES
A.

This

Introduction

chapter

forms the sclentlflc
and analytx
basxs for comparison of the alEnincluding
the preferred
alternative
described m Chapter II.
vlronmental
consequences are the expected effects
of management actlvltles
The effects of all the mayor activltxs
scheduled to implement an alternative.
The order of dxcusslon
begins with those
and resource programs are dxcussed.
activities
or programs whxh have few effects
and ends with those programs and
actlvltles
which have the greatest
effect
on the physical
and blologwal
comEconomic and soczal effects
are dxcussed
where
ponents of the environment.
applicable.
ternat1ves,

The consequences are described as quantitative
01‘ qualitative
changes from the
The dxcurrent situation
in terms of slgnlfxcsnce,
magnitude, and duration.
Indirect,
cussion
Identifies
consequences that
are direct,
cumulative,
or
unavoidable.
The relatIonshIp
of short-term
use of resources
to long-term
along with irreversible
and lrretrlevable
comproductivity
1s also dxcussed,
mltment of resources.
Mitigation
was an important consideration
in the formulation
of standards
and
guldelines,
prescriptions,
and minimum management requirements
associated
with
each of the alternatives.
These stems are dxcussed in detail in Appendz B.
This chapter IS organized to avoid repetition.
For example, efforts
to malntaln
or improve fish habxtat are Inherent
in several other actlvitles
(timber harHowever, speclflc
vest, road bulldIng,
livestock
grazing,
etc.).
activities
to
enhance fish habltat
are limlted
to few acres on the Forest.
Therefore,
the
dlscussxon for specific
actlvlties
associated with fish habitat
improvement 1s
short, but effects on fish habltat
are discussed in sections related
to other
activltles
or resources.
B.

Wilderness

Exxting
wilderness on the Forest is about 743,000 acres, lncludlng
portlons
of
the Anaconda-Pintler,
Frank Church-River
of No Return and Selway-BItterroot
Wildernesses.
About 405,000 roadless
acres are wallable
for wilderness
consideration.

The amount of wilderness
proposed In each alternative
1s dependent on the goals
The activities
in wilderness,
primarily
and obJectzves for that alternative.
recreation
and trail
construction
and maintenance, are discussed in sectlon E of
Acres of recommended wilderness
for each alternative
are shown III
this chapter.
Table IV-l.
Table IV-l
Area Assigned to Wilderness
(thousand acres)

(Existing

and Proposed)

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

743

793

841

a20

820

820

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

793

915

1039

1144

743

743

Alternative
A and the benchmarks limit
wilderness
to the existing
level, and
Alternatives
H and J nearly maximxe wilderness
potential.
AlternatIves
B and F
contain RARE II wilderness
recommendations.
These are additions
to existlag
wilderness
having high wilderness
attrxbutes,
generally
providxng for Improved
topographic boundaries,
and are consldered by most users as an integral part of
exisixng wilderness.
AlternatIve
C adds slightly
to this level.
Recommendations for Alternatives
B, C and F could be achieved with minimal effect on market outputs.
Alternative
G consxts
of the AlternatIve
C acres plus other roadless lands having high wilderness
attributes
and public interest,
with greater
effect on market outputs.
Recommendations for Alternatives
E, El and E2 Include
most of the area recommended for wilderness
In the RARE II process, and the
portron of the Blue Joint roadless area with the highest wlderness
attributes.
Wilderness classification
reduces the PNV of the Forest because timber harvest
provides the primary source of potential
income and some of the lands classified
wilderness have positive
timber values.
The contribution
to local Jobs and income is reduced because less timber will be processed in the area and the Forest
will spend less money for salarxs
and contracts
than if the areas were managed
for timber production.
However, those businesses and individuals
dependent on
recreation
~11 benefit
from the classification
of wilderness
since this increases the recreation
opportunities.
The debate of "how much wilderness" tends
to polarize
the community into groups of wilderness
supporters
and commodity
users.
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

The establishment
of wilderness has some effect on long-term productivity.
CPportunltles
to increase productivity
through management of timber and wildlife
habltat resources are foregone.
Maintenance of primitive
recreation
opportuneties 1s maxxmized and maximum protection
1s given to old-growth timber and its
Threatened or endangered plant and animal species
associated wildlife
habitat.
are protected but little
can be done to improve their habitat.
Natural appearing landscapes are preserved
although buildup
of natural
fuels may increase
risks of wildfire.
Chapter IV
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2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Unless Congress revokes wilderness
can be irretrievably
lost.
3.

Adverse Effects

Commitment of Resources
timber

classlfxatlon,

products

and minerals

Which Cannot be Avoided

restrlcted
or exControl of insects,
diseases, and noxious weeds 1s generally
tremely costly because of the techniques requrred.
Methods to suppress wildfires are restrlcted
to those which cause little
or no ground disturbance.
4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

None of the proposed wilderness
1s adJacent to land in other public ownershlp
and no conflicts
with other lend management plans or treaty rights
are antxclpated; however, Alternatives
H and J would preclude consideration
of energy
corridors.
5.

Energy Requirements

The energy required for recreation
management Including
wilderness
is shown in
Table IV-~.
The ma.Jor energy use associated with wilderness
1s for travel
to
wilderness trallhead
facilities.
c.

Research Natural

Areas (RNA)

Research Natural Areas are established
to preserve undisturbed
ecosystems for
They serve as baseline
areas for measuring
research,
observation
and study.
long-term ecologxal
changes and for preserving
genetlc diversity.
About 12,200
acres ln 12 areas (llsted In the Management Area 9 sectlon of Chapter III of the
Forest Plan) are needed to meet 33 ecosystem targets assigned by the Regional
Guide. AlternatIves
A, B and H limit RNA's to areas that are within existing
or
proposed wilderness.
No areas are proposed In Alternative
F since none were
specified
ln the current direction.
Alternatives
C, E, El, E2, G, and J contain
candidates for all areas assigned by the Regional Guide, with all but 488 acres
within
existing
or proposed wilderness
and semiprzmitive
recreation
deslgnations.
effects
on other resources
are
Because of the small area Involved,
insignificant.
1.

Short-tern
Productivity

Use

vs.

Maintenance

and

Enhancement

The few research proJects designed for these areas ~11
impacts with no impact on long-term productivity.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Timber products, livestock
forage
the areas remaln In RNA status.

Chapter IV

of

Long-tern

have minlms.1 resource

Commitment of Resources

and minerals

are irretrievably

lost

as long as
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3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Control of insects,
diseases and noxious
tremely costly because of the techniques
dltion of the area.
4.
No conflicts
5.

Conflicts
Policies
with

with
the
and Controls

other

of

Other

Land

Management Plans,

Energy Requirements

Semiprimitive

Approximately
semiprimitive

Objectives

restricted
or exthe natural con-

land management plans are anticipated.

Energy requirements
associated
expected to be an insignificant
D.

weeds is generally
required to protect

with managlng the Research
portion of total Forest use.

Natural

Areas are

Recreation

405,000 roadless
acres
recreation
designation.

in

11 different

areas

are available

for

The area assigned to semiprimitive
recreation
management in each alternative
is
dependent on the goals and objectives
for that alternative.
The activities
in
roadless areas, primarily
trail
construction
and maintenance, are discussed in
section E of this chapter.
Semiprimitive
recreation
assignment for each alternative is shown in Table IV-2.
Table IV-2
Area Assigned to Semxprimitive
(thousand acres)

Recreation

Management

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

133

100

146

213

213

233

242

105

73

0

133

405

Alternatives
A and B and the Maximum PNV benchmark limit
the semiprimitive
recreation
assignment to blocks of land, generally
at the highest elevations,
that are not tentatively
suitable
for timber
production.
Alternative
C
incorporates
strrngers
and Isolated
pockets of tentatively
suitable
timberland
The assignment would be achieved with little
effect on
of low-site
quality.
commodity outputs.
In Alternatives
E, El. E2, F and G an effort
is made to fill
derness and developed recreation
by providing
high quality
opportunities
that are less restrictive
than for wilderness
limited facilities
such as corrals,
trail
cabins, etc.).

Chapter IV

a gap between wilroadless recreation
(mechanized use and
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High quality
wildlife
security
IS a side benefit.
Effect on market
The semiprimitive
assignment is minimal in Alternatives
substantial.
since all or most roadless land is recommended for wilderness.

outputs IS
H and .T

SemiprimItive
recreation
classlflcation
reduces the PNV of the Forest because
timber harvest provides the primary source of potential
income and some of the
lands qualifying
for semiprimitive
status have positive
timber values.
The contrlbution
to local jobs and Income is reduced because less timber will
be processed in the area and the Forest will
spend less money for salaries
and
contracts.
However, those businesses and individuals
dependent on recreation
will
benefit
since the mix of recreation
opportunities
will
be maintained.
Alternatives
which upset the balance of semiprimitive
and commodity uses would
further
polarize local people into groups of amenity and commodity users.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

The assignment of acreage to semiprimitive
recreation
management has some effect
on long-term productivity.
The productivity
of resources is maintained
but the
opportunity
to make the area more productive
through intensive
management is
foregone.
Roadlessness maintains the future optlon for wilderness
or development, maintains the opportunity
for semiprimitive
recreation,
and is important
in the maintenance of old-growth
timber and Its associated
wildlife
habitat.
Natural
appearing landscapes are preserved although the opportunity
for more
intensive
wildfires
is increased by the buildup of fuels.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Assignment to semiprimitive
recreation
management is not irreversible,
but
changing the designation
would involve an intensive
analysis,
including
public
involvement.
Such analyses may occur each time the Forest Plan is reviewed,
at
least every 15 years.
The result
is an irretrievable
loss of renewable resources, especially
timber, that are grown but not harvested.
3.

Adverse Effects

which Cannot be Avoided

Semiprimitive
recreation
designation
means that timber harvest
cannot occur
except along existing
roads.
It also increases
the difficulty
of mineral
exploration
and development because of lack of access.
Many types of wildlife
and fish habitat
Improvement may be imposslble
or expensive
to accomplish.
Control of insects,
disease, wildfire,
and noxious weeds will
require
special
techniques.
4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

Since the assignment primarily
results from the desires
few, if any, conflicts
with local or regional planning
outside the Forest.
5.

of the public,
there are
efforts
or treaty
rights

Energy Requirements

Some energy may be used to maintain recreation
facilities,
primarily
Energy expended by the public in dispersed recreation
is shown in Table
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trails.
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E.

Developed Recreation

Thirty-three
developed recreation
sites are located on the Forest.
These sites
occupy 461 acres and have little
or no effect on management of other resources.
Environmental consequences of retaining
these sites are severe on the specific
vegetation
is destroyed or
location.
Due to the use of pavement and gravel,
signifxantly
changed and water infiltration
is slowed while overland flow is
increased.
However, pavement and gravel are necessary to prevent more severe
degradation of vegetation,
soil productivity
and water quality.
The Lake Corn0
site is overused but the other sites
are presently
used at less than full
capacity.
the greater the risk of environThe lower the emphasis on developed recreation,
mental degradation from sewage facilities,
garbage problems, and vandalism.
Developed recreation
is emphasized in Alternatives
J and G and to a lesser extent
in Alternatives
E. El and E2 (Preferred
AlternatIve).
Additional
sites are proposed for Lake Coma and at Larry Creek in Alternatives
J and G. Also In these
alternatives,
a visitor
center is proposed for construction
at Lost Trail Pass.
In Alternatives
E, El and E2 (Preferred
Alternative),
a day-use site at Lake
Como 1s the only proposed new construction.
Developed recreation
is not emphasized in any other alternative.
The result
could be a lower quality experxnce
and greater risk of environmental
degradation.
The Forest
anticipated

capacity
of over 300,000 recreation
visItor
use for at least five decades (Table IV-3).

Table IV-~
Anticipated
Use at Developed
(thousand recreation
visitor

days per year exceeds

Sites
days)
Year

Anticipated

Use

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

123

103

126

155

189

2030
229

Developed recreation
sites have high costs per acre due to construction,
maintenance, cleanup, monitoring
and policing.
Developed recreation management contributes
to the PNV of the Forest because the costs are less than the $3/visitor
day value assigned to recreation
use. The net receipts of the program are negative because people pay only a small portion
of the $3 assigned value.
Developed recreation
use and Forest expenditures
contribute
to local Jobs and income.
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

The construction
and management of these developed sites will have an adverse
affect on long-term productivity.
The vegetation
of much of the site will be
The vegetation on much of
replaced by graveled or paved roads and campsites.
These
effects
would remain
the remainder will
be suppressed by trampling.
evident for a long time even if the sites were abandoned. Efforts
to restore
the sites to previous productivity
would be costly.
Chapter IV
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2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Once establIshed.
sates are likely
to be maIntaIned and become an Irreversible,
Wood fiber and forage whxh may have been
long-tvne
commitment of a resource.
produced on the sites are irretrievably
lost.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Dust and
Much of the vegetation
on these sites ~111 be lost or suppressed.
The opportunity
for vannoise from the concentration
of campers ~111 exxt.
Most wlldlife
habltat
ln the area ~111 be destroyed or
dalxm will be present.
vacated.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

particularly
where they are near
Construction
and management of these sites,
owned campsltes.
heavily traveled hlghways. might compete with privately
5.

Energy Requirements

Most campgrounds
Energy ~111 be used in the cleanup and maintenance of sites.
~111 require regular garbage removal, and yearly maintenance of the facilltles
will be energy intenszve.
Energy used by recreatlonists
to reach and use developed recreation
sites 1s estimated to be 51.7 billIon
BTU's during the first
ten years and will increase proportionally
with recreation
vlsltor
days during
the following
decades.
F.

Dispersed

Recreation

Dispersed recreation
includes the opportunity
to use 1600 miles
about 2000 miles of roads.
Recreation activities
include drivzng
hunting,
fishing,
ski touring,
berryplcklng,
flrewood gathering,
packing, camping, mountain cllmblng, white water boating and other
Opportunitxs
range from areas with easy access requiring
little
self-sufficiency,
to remote areas requiring
a high level of survival

Chapter IV

of trails
and
for pleasure,
hlklng,
backwater sports.
in the way of
experience.
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Dispersed recreation
occurs on land and water which IS not developed for intenForest management activities
Include maintesive or concentrated
recreation.
nance or construction
of trails,
trailheads,
toilets,
hltchracks,
stock ramps,
signs.
The effects of these activities
on sol&.
parking areas, and InformatIon
are similar
to the effects discussed for developed recrewater, and vegetation
ation sites although costs per acre for maintaining
these sites may not be as
The acreage avaIlable
for each category of recreation
is shown in Table
high.
IV-Q.
Table IV-4
Area Assigned to Semiprimitive
(thousand acres)

Recreation,

Wilderness.

and Roaded Management

Alternative/Benchmark

Semlprlmitlve
Roaded
Wilderness

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

133
701
743

100
684
793

146
590
841

213
544
820

213
544
820

233
524
820

242
542
793

G

H

J

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

105
66 0
133 405
557 472 433 701 429
915 1039 1144 743 743

Dxfferences among alternatives
for wilderness and semlprimitlve
recreation
were
dlscussed in preceding sections.
Areas not so designated are potentially
avallable for roaded forms of management. AlternatIves
A, B and C and the Maximum
PNV Benchmark have a market emphases and require
a large amount of road
constructson.
Conversely,
AlternatIves
H and J have a nonmarket emphasis and
less road constructlon.
In between are AlternatIves
E, El. E2, F and G with
more of a balanced emphasis on market and nonmarket emphasis.
The exlstmg
trail
system would be affected,
and some segments may be replaced by roaded
The need to retain,
relocate,
access.
or abandon trail
segments ~11 be
addressed in project analysx.
Roadless areas provide opportunities
for semiprImitive
recreation
experiences
wrth the convenience of snowmobile, motorcycle.
or chainsaw use.
Wilderness
management precludes the use of such mechanized equipment and provides solitude
In the recreation
experience.
Roaded areas provide the broadest spectrum of
recreational
use and, If roads are closed, can approximate semlprimltlve
condotlons with the exception of the physical existence of roads.
The capacity of
the Forest to accommodate recreation
use and proJected use for all dispersed
recreation
1s shown in Table IV-S.
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Table IV-5
Capacity and Predicted Use for Dispersed
(thousand recreation
vlsltor
days)

Recreation

Alternative/Benchmark
A
Roaded
Capacity
Predicted Use
Plan Period
Decade 1
Projected
Decade 3
Decade 5
Decade 10
Decade 15
Semiprimitive
Capacity
Predicted Use
Plan Period
Decade 1
Projected
Decade 3
Decade 5
Decade 10
Decade 15
Wilderness
Capacity
Predicted Use
Plan Period
Decade 1
ProJected
Decade 3
Decade 5
Decade 10
Decade 15

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

J

1600 1560 1440 1280 1280 1246 1240 1300 1080 990 1600 990
266 266 266 266 266 266 264 266 267 266 266 114
458
736
733
735

456
734
732
734

457
735
734
734

457
735
734
734

458
735
734
734

458
735
734
735

455
732
732
732

457
734
733
734

458
736
735
735

160 120 130 230 230 250 280 110

80

457
734
733
734

459
736
732
736

152
241
241
241

o 160 470

48

44

46

50

50

53

52

42

38

32

48

19

35

t;

z;

54

54

68

62

27

17

0

36

z;
55

i:

49

48

85
86

85
86 109 100
101
86 100 109 100

43
43

27
27

0
0

56
57
57

19
28
28
28

270 280 300 290 290 290 280 330 370 410 270 270
133 136 136 132 132 129 128 139 144 150 133 134
241
358
357
358

249
371
370
371

245
364
364
364

222
327
327
327

222
327
327
327

208
304
304
304

212
312
312
312

248
369
369
369

259
386
386
386

275
412
412
412

240
355
355
356

171
269
269
269

As proJected
use approaches capacity,
recreation
can either
be limited
to
acceptable
levels
by a permit
system or the quality
of the recreation
experience
will
be degraded.
Excessive use in either
the semlprzmlt~ve
oc
wilderness
settings
can cause eroslon,
soil compactlon, and loss of vegetation
along main trails
and at the more desirable
campsites.
These are minor effects
from the total Forest standpoint
but are Important
esthetic
effects
to those
Off-road motorized vehicle use has only a minor effect
people using the trails.
on the Forest environment because most of the Forest is too steep to accommodate
off-road
vehicles.
We have analyzed the off-road
use situation
through the
Forest Travel Plan process which will be updated annually.
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Direct revenue from dispersed
recreation
is insignificant,
but because values
have been assigned to recreation
vxsitor
days, dispersed recreation has a high
value and a positive
effect
on the present net value of the Forest.
The effect of emphasis on recreation
on the lifestyles
In the area are similar
to those discussed under Wilderness and Semiprlmitlve
Recreation.
Short-term
Productivity

1.

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

The long-term effects
of the short-term
use of trailhead
facilities,
toilets,
hitchracks,
stock ramps, and loading areas will be slmi1a.r to the effects of developed recreation
sites on productivity.
Although trails
can be abandoned and
may eventually
return to near original
condition.
it is not likely to happen as
long as the demand for dispersed recreation
remains high.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Once facilities
and trails
are constructed,
to the foreseeable future.
The vegetation
tutes an irretrievable
loss of resources.
Adverse Effects

3.
The loss
facilities

Conflicts

with

construction

and maintenance

of

the

are likely

to

Other Land Management Plans

No conflicts
with other land
occur as a result of dispersed

5.

they are likely to be maintained indxplaced by these facilities
consti-

which Cannot be Avoided

of vegetation
displaced
by the
and trails
cannot be avoided.
4.

Commitment of Resources

management plans or tribal
recreation
activities.

rights

Energy Requirements

Energy is required for the maintenance of dispersed recreation
facilities
but at
less volume than for maintenance of developed recreation
facilities.
The major
use of energy associated wzth dispersed recreation
is that used by the publx in
travel to and use of the Forest (Table W-6).
Table IV-~
Energy Used in Dispersed
(billion
BTU's)

Recreation

During

the First

Decade

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

33.6

33.5

33.6

33.6

33.6

33.6

33.4

33.5

33.5

33.5

33.6

13.5

Energy use in succeeding
for those decades (Table
Chapter IV

decades is proportional
IV-S).

to the recreatron

use projected
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G.

Cultural

Resources

The Forest has a slgnlflcant
and diverse cultural
history
represented
by prehistorx
and historic
sites includxng Natxve Amerxan campsites, rock art, cambiumsites such as mining areas, logpeeled trees, and travel routes; and historic
as
well
as
early
adminxtratlve
sites and faclliand
homesteads,
g1ng camps,
Well
ties.
Systematic cultural
resource Inventories
were started
in 1975.
over 100 sites have been inventorled
and many are eligible
for inclusion
in the
NatIonal Register of Historx
Places.
The goals of this program are to comply with various Federal and State cultural
resource laws and regulations
and to Integrate
these resources
with overall
evaluate and manage culturForest programs.
Responsibllltles
are to inventory,
al resources.
When significant
sites may be affected
by proposed activities,
alternatIves
to avoid or mrtlgate adverse effects
are developed in consultation
with the State Historic
Preservation
Office and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation.
Vandalism and xrresponsible
collecting
are and ~111 probably
continue to be a
problem.
Publw Information
and awareness as well as law enforcement ~111 be
used to counteract the problem.
The process to xwentory,
evaluate,
manage and
monitor the cultural
resource program is the same for all alternatives.
Protection
of cultural
resources will
have little
effect
on the present net
Some timber may not be
value of the Forest since so few acres ape involved.
harvested on or near the 'walls
and other xdentified
cultural
sites but this
volume ~111 be small.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Once damaged or deCultural
resources are a finite
and nonrenewable resource.
stroyed,
Land on or near
the inform&Ion
contalned therein
1s lost forever.
these sites may be not managed for timber or managed for reduced levels of tlmber production.
Even though cultural
surveys will be made prior to ground-disturbing
activities,
these surveys may not always be successful
in flndlng
a cultural
resource prior
Should a cultural
resource be dlscovered durto the time the activities
occur.
the activity
will be delayed while the area is
Ing a ground dxsturblng actlvlty,
xwentoried
and mapped. Analysis of the results of this xwentory
may show that
the act1vit.y needs to be dlverted away from the site or that the resource needs
This can cause
to be collected
and/or catalogued before the activity
proceeds.
wll
affect
the long-term
delay and, if the area 1s to be completely protected,
productlvlty
of the site.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Since the commitment. to protect
seeable future,
the harvestable
trxevable loss of that resource.

Commitment of Resources

cultural
resources is lrreverslble
in the foretimber grown on these sites represents
an irre-
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3.

Adverse Effects

which Cannot be Avoided

Some ground-disturbing
activities
will inadvertently
enter and disturb some cultural resources despite the care and intensity
of surveys prior to the beglnnlng
of these activities.
4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

The management of the cultural
resource should have little
effect on other planWe have asked the local Indian tribes and
nlng efforts
adJacent to the Forest.
rellglous
leaders for an inventory
of sites signifxant
to thexr culture.
We
have not identified
any specific
sites which need protection,
but will continue
to work with them during cultural
resource inventories
for prolect work, to ensure the protection
of significant
sites.

5.

Energy Requirements

Managing cultural
resources will require little
energy expenditure.
Some travel
ml1 be necessary in the surveys and some energy may be used to excavate or
catalog sites that are located.
H.

Threatened

and Endangered Species

Suitable
habitat
for the threatened
grizzly
bear has been identlfled
in the
is thought to be unSelway-Bitterroot
ecosystem (USDI, 1982). but the habitat
occupied or does not have a viable population.
A work group of biologists
from
the USDA Forest Service, USDI Fish and Wildlife
Service and Idaho Department of
Fish and Game decided in April,
1986, to establish
a "Bitterroot
Range Evaluation Area", and to evaluate its vegetative
potential
to support grizzlies
by
The
evaluation
area
is
all
in
wilderness
on
the
Bitterroot.
No
acts1995.
vitles
are planned in any alternative
that could alter potential
grizzly
bear
habitat.
The Forest will cooperate m any future interagency
recovery effort
for which recovery goals have not been defined.
The current approximate dxtribution
of gray wolves includes the Upper Lochsa,
the upper Middle Fork of the Salmon, and the Big Hole-Salmon River divide.
Wolves are sporadically
sighted, but they are thought to be highly mobile individuals and no pack activity
has been documented (USDI, 1983). No recent confirmed sightings have occurred on the Forest.
The wilderness areas, especially
the Selway-Bitterroot
and Frank Church-River
of No Return, seem to be the most
likely places for wolves to become established,
and the draft Wolf Recovery Plan
(USDI, 1983) includes all of the Idaho portion of the Forest in the Idaho recovery area.
No activities
are planned in these areas which will
adversely
affect
the potential
wolf habitat.
The Forest will
cooperate in any future
interagency recovery effort
for which recovery goals have yet to be defined.
Suitable but unoccupied nesting habitat
for
canyon faces on the west side of the Bitterroot
unchanged by any activity
and could provide
the peregrine (USDI, 1977). Peregrine habitat
any planned management activity
and if birds
appropriate
analysis and management direction

Chapter IV

peregrine falcons occurs along the
Valley.
The cliffs
~111 remain
future sites for relntroductlon
of
~111 not be adversely affected by
are introduced or occur naturally,
will be formulated.
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The most likely
habitat
for bald eagles on National Forest land is on two 40If some birds begin to use the Forest,
acre parcels along the Bitterroot
River.
appropriate
actions will be prescribed to protect or enhance their existence.
Because of the locations
this program is unlikely
the people in the area.
1.

threatened
to affect

and endangered species are likely
to occupy,
the economic base or change the lifestyle
of

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

The only short-tern
use is continued monitoring
to see If threatened and endangered species occupy the Forest.
Should they occur, there would be an effect on
the long-term productivity
in that certain restrictions
would have to be applied
to protect the specxes.
2.
There will
threatened
3.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

be no irreversible
or irretrievable
commitment
or endangered specxes occupy the Forest.
Adverse Effects

There are no adverse effects
species.
4.

Commitment of Resources

Conflicts

associated

with monitoring

threatened

or endangered

with Other Land Management Plans
on the Forest,
to the Forest.

conflicts

Energy Requirements

There are no energy
species at this time.
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unless

Which Cannot be Avoided

Unless threatened and endangered species are located
cannot exist with other land management plans adjacent
5.

of resources

requirements

associated

with

threatened

and endangered
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I.

Wildlife

Habitat

Activities
specific
to the improvement of wildlife
habitat
on the Forest are
Most of the management for wildlife
habitat
IS associated with manlimited.
agement of other resources,
primarily
timber harvest and road building.
The
area scheduled for burning,
shrub planting,
or shrub pruning to improve wrldlife
habxtat 1s shown m Table U-7.
Table IV-7
Wildlife
Habitat
(acres per year)

Scheduled

for Burning,

Shrub Planting.

or Shrub Pruning

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

0

0

140

285

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

285

285

285

285

0

285

0

MIN
LVL
0

The obJective of wildlife
habitat
improvement is to maintain productlvlty
of
winter range forage areas, primarily
by spring burning on grassland or mixed
grass and shrubland.
Most burns will
be "cool" and vegetation
will resprout
rapidly.
The soil surface wzll be exposed for a short time and there 1s a
slight
risk of accelerated
erosion,
but the chance for a high lntenslty
rainstorm in the spring IS small.
Air quality
degradation is similar
to that
from slash control
following
timber harvest,
and managed fire,
as discussed in
sections S and Y of this chapter.
A wide
upon a
habitat
and the

variety
of nongame wildlife
occur on the Forest and they are dependent
wide variety
of habitats.
No activities
to directly
manipulate nongame
are planned, but other resource activities
will alter nongsme habltat
changes will be evaluated and monitored.

State wildlife
agencies are responsible
for management of state-owned wildlife.
They have no direct management responsibilities
for wildlife
habitat on National
Forest land.
populations
are directly
related
to the
But, because wildlife
quality and extent of their habitat,
National Forest land managers will coordinate their actlvlties
with the needs of wildlife.
This coordination
has no
direct
effect
on the environment,
but results
in recommendations concerning
several activities,
especially
timber harvest and road management.
The specifx
activities
associated
with wildlife
have much effect on the economic base or lifestyle
few acres affected.
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

habitat
improvement will not
of the area because of the

and IXnhancement of Long-term

The productivity
of areas that are burned, pruned or planted wrll be changed.
some or all may be killed.
This is espeIf trees normally occupy these sites,
The production
of
clally
true of tree seedlings
which may occupy the area.
vegetation which big game prefer will be enhanced.
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2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

or planting
does not constitute
an irreversible
The act of burning,
pruning,
Different
areas ~111 be scheduled
commitment of the areas to this actlvlty.
Areas burned In any one year may never be treated
for treatment
each year.
Areas pruned or planted will be affected by that actlvlty
as long as the
again.
plants survive.
Any species removed or suppressed by any of the activities
constitute
an irretrievable
loss of that resource.
3.

Adverse Effects

which Cannot be Avoided

The soil surface will be exposed by burning for a few days or weeks and there is
Air quality
degradation
is slmzlar
to
a slzght risk of accelerated
erosion.
that from slash control
(Sectxon S of this chapter),
but the acreage proposed
for burning is small and smoke generation will be slight.
4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

The obJectives
of State wxldlife
agencies and the National Forests are different.
Therefore,
plans for the management of the wildllfe
occupyxng Forest land
may conflict
and special efforts
to reconcile differences
may be necessary.
For
instance,
roads are required to harvest timber but may provide too much access
for hunters.
We will have to work closely with wildlife
agencies to manage the
Forest road system for highest mutual benefit.
5.

Energy Requirements

Energy ~111 be used to burn, plant and prune.
volved, this energy use ~~11 amount to only
energy used on the Forest.
J.

Because of the small acreage ina small percentage
of the total

Fish Habitat

There are few activities
specifically
proposed to improve fish habitat.
In
alternatives,
a small budget item 1s proposed to replace or retrofit
the
bridges and culverts
that were improperly
desxgned for fish passage in
past.
Some natural barriers
to fish passage may be removed.
Only one or
projects
a year
effects
are
anticipated,
so environmental
wll
inconsequential.

all
few
the
two
be

About 100 miles of fisheries
streams support less than their potential
carrying
capacity because they lack pools.
The habitat could be improved by adding large
woody debris to create pools (Frear, 1982).
The carrying capacity of the habitat would be improved by about one-third
in the areas treated.
Five acres per year of fish habitat
improvement are proposed in all
tives.
No fish habltat lnprovements were scheduled in the Benchmarks.

alterna-

The largest
single activity
proposed in any alternative
1s the possible
expansion of the chinook salmon hatching
channel on the Selway River
at Indzsn
Additlonal
facilities
would occupy less than two acres and would inCreek.
crease the capacity of the present hatching channel which has only been partially successful
in re-establishing
chinook salmon runs in the upper part of the
river system.
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1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

The few projects
associated with increasing fish passage and migration will cost
little
and will ensure that fish can occupy presently unavailable
habitat.
The
creation of debris caused pools in streams lacking this habitat
component will
enhance the long-term productivity
of the fishery.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

There are few irreversible
or irretrievable
commitments of resources associated
with fish habitat
improvement proJects because so little
area is involved.
A
few large trees along streams will be cut and left in the stream channel to
create pools.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Stream bottoms will
be disturbed
when fish barriers
are removed and when the
fish hatching channel is constructed.
This may have minor short-term
effects on
the fish and insects which occupy these areas.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

The objectIves
of the state wildlife
agencies and the National Forests are different.
Therefore,
plans for the management of the fish occupying Forest
streams may conflict
and special efforts
to reconcile differences
may be necesS3.*y.
For instance,
roads necessary for timber management may contribute
sediment to streams, in spite of best management practices,
and fish populations may
be reduced.
Habitat improvement practices
may mitigate
those losses, but conflict
between agency philosophies
would have to be dealt with.
5.

Energy Requirements

Some energy will be required in removal of barriers
and construction
and maintenance of the fish hatching channel.
This will be only a small portion of the
Forest's
total energy use.
K.

Minerals

and Energy Resources

Potential
for mineral resources production
on the Forest appears to be low.
Small, scattered
claims are being worked, and open pit flourite
and vermiculite
deposits could be developed.
Normally, such activity
completely alters the onsite environment,
but would occupy a very small area on the Forest.
If a new
development project
is proposed, the NEPA requirements will be followed as site
specific
environmental
analysis is performed.
Although potential
for oil and gas or geothermal production
appears to be low
(Planning Record: Minerals Overlay),
applications
to lease oil and gas rights on
over 75,000 acres have been received.
Leases have been issued on more than
67,000 acres.
No exploration
activity
has occurred nor has any been positively
planned for the future.
Criteria
for issuing
leases can be found in the
Forest's
Oil and Gas Environmental
Assessment, available
upon request.
Sitespecific
stipulations
to protect
surface values are found in Appendix N of the
Forest Plan.
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Although activity
is at a low ebb, significant
discovery and development of oil,
biologigas, geothermal, or minerals would have a large effect on the physical,
Vegetation and soils around mines, wellcal, economic and social environment.
Water quality
head locations,
and waste deposits would be removed or altered.
would be degraded.
The influx
of people would cause a change in lifestyle
and
and
have an impact on local schools, police and other community organizations
facilities.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Any exploration
or development of energy or nonenergy resources is likely
to
have a long-term effect on the productivity
of specific
sites.
Open pit mines,
drill-sites,
waste deposits and roads are not easily rehabilitated.
The disturbed sites are unlikely
to be as productive
as before disturbance.
Leasing
will not affect productivity.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Leasing for oil and gas is not an irreversible
commitment of a resource since
However, once exploration
and
the lease may never be subjected to exploration.
development of the resources occurs, the effects
are irreversible.
Such sites
may be rehabilitated,
but the vegetation lost while the development was m place
is irretrievable
as are the resources removed from the area.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

There are no adverse effects
associated with leasing.
However, if explorat3.on
or development occurs, soil will
be disturbed,
erosion will
occur and water
quality will be lowered.
The visual resource may be degraded.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

The guidelines
of other agency plans are usually incorporated
into lease
lations.
Other agencies may not agree that an area should be leased.
5.

stipu-

Energy Requirements

Energy requirements
will
be slight
unless discoveries
are made. Some energy
will be used in monitoring
the few claims which now exist but this will
be a
small portion of the total Forest requirements.
L.

Human and Community Development

A variety
of programs provide employment for individuals
in Forest activities.
Full-time
Forest Service employees live and work in and near the Forest.
In
summer, this number is supplemented by seasonal employees; most of them from
The Trapper Creek Job Corps center is a major program of the
local communities.
Forest.
About 225 young persons are in residence and receive job related training and basic education to better fit them for employment.
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These programs have significant
economic effect
on the communities near the
Forest but have little
effect on the physical
and biological
environment.
In
Ravalli County communities, the work force of the Forest is a significant
portion of the economic base (Table IV-S).
Forest Service employment is directly
related to quantities
of commodity resource outputs.
Table IV-~
First Decade Forest
(person years)

Service

Employment

Alternative/Benchmark

Employees
1.

A

B

C

E

320

310

310

300

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

330

280

280

310

280

280

220

160

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

The short-term
use of Forest facilities
for training
young people may result in
improvements in long-term productivity
because segments of the public will gain
an understanding
of Forest management techniques and philosophies.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

None were identified.
3.

Adverse Effects

which Cannot be Avoided

None were identified.
4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Energy use was not estimated because it
energy consumed on the Forest.
M.

Special

is

such a small

portion

of the total

Uses

The Forest administers
about 100 special use permits;
about 50 percent are for
dams, ditches,
and other water-related
facilities
and 25 percent are for roads.
The construction
of these facilities
has drastically
changed the site where they
Dams and ditches
result
in soil
movement and displacement.
are located.
Ditches remove water from the original
channel and if this results in low stream
flow fish populations
can be lowered or completely eliminated.
The vegetation
behind the dams and in the ditch bottoms IS destroyed and the vegetation along
the sides of the lakes and ditches is drastically
changed.
The special-use
roads have the same effect as other roads and are discussed in section CC.
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Though the effects of special uses are drastic for the specific
are limited
to a small acreage of the Forest.
Each request
will be subJected to environmental
analysis prior to issue.

site, these uses
for a new permit

Special uses do contribute
to PNV because fees are collected
from permittees.
These fees do not offset the administrative
costs of the program.
Irrigation
of
croplands is a significant
use in the Bitterroot
Valley and most of the water
The lifestyle
of the water users of the Valley
used originates
on the Forest.
would change dramatically
in absence of the water storage and distribution
system.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

The vegetation
on specific
sites occupied by special uses is changed or destroyed.
The vegetation
alongslde lakes and ditches is changed as a result of
water availability.
These effects will remain as long as the facilities
do.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

The dams, ditches,
roads, and other special uses will likely
be maintained into
the foreseeable
future.
The vegetation
lost by their existence
constitutes
an
irretrievable
loss of resource.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Construction
of dams, ditches,
and roads will cause soil disturbance
and accelerated erosion.
The stress placed on fish populatxons
by withdrawal
of water
from streams will continue even though requirements
to maintain some water flow
in all
streams are met. Dams and ditches may not blend well into the natural
landscape.
4.

Conflicts

With Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Some energy will be used by the Forest in monitoring
special uses, but this will
be a minor portion of total Forest use. New dams, ditches or roads will requxe
considerable
energy use by the permittee.
N.

Rights-of-Way

and Cost-Share

Road and trail
rights-of-way
owners primarily
to provide
roads are constructed affect

Agreements

are acquired by the Forest from private
access for timber harvest.
Rights-of-way
about 9 acres of private land each year.

or other
on which

Cost-share agreements are negotiated
between the Forest and owners of private
land within the Forest boundary, usually to provide access for timber harvest on
both ownerships.
Agreements cover the administration
of roads and both parties
share in the construction
and maintenance costs.
The environmental
effects
are
discussed in section CC.
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1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

Rights-of-way
give the Forest an opportunity
to manage lands which might otherCost-share
Productivity
can be maintained or Improved.
wise be unavailable.
agreements allow private
land owners access to manage their lands and reduces
the cost of reading to both parties.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Rights-of-way
and cost-share
agreements can be cancelled
although this is unThe resulting
roads are an irrelikely
to happen in the foreseeable
future.
versible
use and the vegetation
removed by the construction
and maintenance
constitute
an irretrievable
loss of a resource.
3.

Adverse Effects

Adverse effects
4.

of the resulting

Conflicts

Access to and within
5.

Which Cannot be Avoided

with

roads are discussed

in section

CC.

Other Land Management Plans

the Forest

does not conflict

with

other

plans in the area.

Energy Requirements

The only energy used in obtaining
access and negotiating
cost-share
agreements
This is small compared to total energy
involves surveying appropriate
routes.
use on the Forest.
0.

Property

Boundary Location

About 16 miles of property boundary are located each year and this amount varies
among alternatives
according to the amount and location
of timber harvest.
The
activity
involves
considerable
manpower and time but has few environmental
effects.
Some vegetation
may be trimmed or completely removed to establish line
of sight for the survey instrument
but this is temporary and inconsequential.
the property lines of Forest
Boundary location establishes,
with some finality,
and other ownership.
It enables owners to avoid activities
on lands they do not
own. Location of boundaries has no effect on PNV nor does it affect the economy
of the area.
1.
Location

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

of boundary has no effect
2.

Irreversible

3.

Adverse Effects

Some vegetation
Chapter IV

on productivity.

and Irretrievable

There IS no commitment of resources

and Enhancement of Long-term

Commitment of Resources

associated

strictly

with

boundary location.

Which Cannot be Avoided

may be removed or pruned but the effect

should be short-lived.
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4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Some energy is expended in travel
total Forest use.
P.

Landownership

when surveying

but this

is

small

compared to

and Adjustment

Land conLand exchange proposals are generally
initiated
by private
owners.
sidered for exchange will vary by alternative.
Historically,
about four proposals are received each year but less than one exchange is acted on each year.
About five percent of the land within the Forest boundary is privately
owned and
all may, at some time, be subJect to consideration
for exchange.
Each proposal
will be subJected to appropriate
analysis to help guide subsequent action.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Lands which enter private
ownership following
exchange will
be managed as the
new owner desires.
Lands obtained by the Forest Service through exchange will
be managed to maintain or enhance productivity.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Lands entering private ownership through exchange are committed to whatever the
new owner desires.
Lands obtained by the Forest Service will be committed to
particular
uses according to the land management plan in effect
at the time.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

None were identified.
4.

Conflicts

With Other Land Management Plans

Exchanges or purchase may have an effect
5.
Little

on the county

tax base.

Energy Requirement

or no energy is used in land exchange.
Q.

Buildings

and Other Facilities

Maintenance and reconstruction
of administrative
structures
may cause shortimpacts to the physical
and biological
environment,
but the
term, localized
effects
are inszgnificant
on a Forest-wide
basis since the structures
occupy
The facility
maintenance and reconstruction
program is
less than 100 acres.
assumed to continue at the current level under all alternatives.
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1.
Vegetative
2.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity
productivzty
Irreversible

The vegetative
3.

will

be lost

during

and Irretrievable

productivity

Adverse Effects

loss represents

and Enhancement of Long-term
the life

of the facilxties.

Commitment of Resources
an irretrievable

commitment.

Which Cannot be Avoided

Although efforts
have been made to landscape building sites, the presence of the
Effects of soil disturbance will refacilities
do affect natural
appearance.
main long after the facxlities
are gone.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

None were Identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

About 15 billion
BTU's are required
to heat, cool and light the administratlve
facilities
including
Job Corps.
This 1s less than 10 percent of the Forest's
total energy use and does not vary among the alternatives.
R.

Fire Suppression

The purpose of fire suppression is to minimize damage to valuable resources by
controlling
and extinguishing
fires.
The extent of fire suppression activities
depends on number of fire starts
and weather, so there are no differences
among
the alternatives.
Successful suppresszon has a favorable
short-term
effect in areas where timber
management is prescrzbed because it protects
the stands from burning.
SuppressIon also results
in the establishment
of old-growth
forests.
Oldgrowth dependent annuals are favored and thermal cover is provided to many wildlife species. though forage is eliminated
or suppressed by competition with the
conifers.
Protection
from burning will
lead to accumulation
of fuels above
natural levels and can result
in large damaging fires when burning conditions
are severe.
Bxcessxve heat generated by fires
in dense dry fuels consumes
litter
and duff,
which can affect
productivity
and soil stability.
Stream
sedimentation
is likely
to occur after a hot litterand humus-consuming fire
(USDA, 1978).
Loss of timber to insects
and dxaease is likely
to increase
because sources of infection
are not burned.
Flreline
constructlon
wzth hand
tools or heavy equipment can increase
the potential
for soil erosion.
The
potential
for soil movement is increased by use of heavy equipment. on steep
slopes or on soils susceptible
to erosion.
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Alternatives
A, B and C and the Maximum PNV benchmark contain the highest levels
of direct
suppression
objectives
because of the large
acreage of suitable
Direct
suppression
tImberland
and the necessity
to protect
those values.
shifts
to managed fire (next section) as wilderness
and semiprzmitive
recreation
assignments expand in Alternatives
E, El, E2, F and G and would be confined to
the currently
developed lands in Alternatives
H and J. Except for Alternative
suppression
and managed fire
(next section)
is
F, the annual cost of fire
$1,033,000 and reduces the PNV for 150 years by $26 million.
Under Alternative
F, the annual cost of fire suppression IS $851,000 and the discounted
cost for
150 years is $21 million.
The fire suppression program creates jobs and income
in the local economy.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Effectzve
fire suppression will mlnimxe damage to exlsting
stands
However, the long-term change in vegetative
composition
and density
productivzty.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Since the fire suppression program could be curtailed
Irreversible
commitment of resources.
3.

Adverse Effects

Conflicts

at any time,

of firelines
will
will
continue
in

occur
areas

is no

despite preventive
protected
by fire

with Other Land Management Plans

Smoke emissions due to fire may exceed State Clean Air Standards,
tive of the suppression effort
1s to reduce this problem.
5.

there

Which Cannot be Avoided

Loss of soil due to construction
measures.
Accumulation
of fuels
suppression.
4.

of timber.
may reduce

but the objec-

Energy Requirements

Energy required in the fire suppression program 1s dependent on the number and
kind of fires.
In extreme fire years, this use can be a substantial
portion of
the total energy expended by the Forest.
S.

Managed Fire

Managed fires are fires which will be allowed to burn under observation
in acManaged fire
includes
precordance with a predetermined
set of conditions.
scribed fire withln wilderness areas, for slash disposal
and site preparation,
and wildlife
habitat improvement.
Prescriptions
for managed fires exist for the
Anaconda-Pmtler,
Frank Church-River of No Return and the Idaho portzon of the
The same option
IS available
for proposed
Selway-Bitterroot
Wildernesses.
wilderness and areas managed for semlprimitive
recreation.
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The effect of the managed fire program will depend on factors such as fuel loadand current weather conditions.
Fires
proximity
to valuable
resources,
=x,
tend to increase forage for big game by removing forest canopies or tall shrubs
Fires increase vegetative
and animal
and encouraging forbs and low shrubs.
diversity
(Leege, 1968); they increase animal species that prefer early seral
In addition,
accumulated
stages and decrease those that prefer dense forests.
Managed
fuels are consumed which will
reduce the severity
of future
fires.
fires
seldom burn both overstory
and understory
because the hotter
fires are
Even so, exposed soils lead to sol1 erosion which results
usually suppressed.
Fires may temporarily
reduce visual
in lower water quality
for a short time.
and air quality
(USDA, 1982).
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

Allowing a fire to burn can have a long-term effect
on the kind of vegetation
A future generation of the overstory
(trees or
and animals occupying the area.
shrubs) may be entirely
destroyed.
Some of the present overstory,
especx.lly
shrubs, is completely removed. Vegetative productivity
is not destroyed and, m
fact, may be temporarily
enhanced by the availability
of the minerals in the
ash.

If

2.

Irreversible

the fire

1s allowed

3.

and Irretrievable
to burn,

Adverse Effects

Commitment of Resources

the consumed material

is irretrievable.

Which Cannot be Avoided

The aftermath of the fire will remain visible
for a short time.
Soil is bared
and water quality may be reduced for a short time by accelerated erosion.
Smoke
will be generated into the atmosphere.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

Smoke emissions from managed fires
may exceed State Clean Air Standards, but
fire management plans have considered
weather conditions
so appropriate
suppression activities
may be prescribed
If clean air becomes an issue.

5.

Energy Requirements

Some energy ~111 be consumed in monitoring
the planned fire.
This will be a
minor amount compared to the energy needed to suppress such fires,
and a minor
portion of the total Forest use.
T.

Range Management

We anticipate
that demand for cattle use will not exceed 11.000 AUM's per year,
so if properly managed, livestock
grazing will be within the potential
forage
production of all the Alternatives
(Table IV-Y) and will have minimal effect on
the environment.
Timber harvest creates transitory
cattle
range, so the differences m forage productlon
among Alternatives
is due to the differences
In
timber harvest within cattle allotments.
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activities
may
Water developments, grassland burning, and noxious weed control
have effects on a site but their effect on the Forest environment will be minimal, because there are only about 100 water developments on the Forest and we
Any noxious weed control
activity
must be
burn only 100 to 200 acres a year.
preceded by an environmental
analysis in compliance with the National
EnvironThese activities
will
reduce the risk
of environmental
mental Policy Act.
degradation
by controlling
use to acceptable
levels
or increasing
available
and soil
removal, streambank trampling,
forage.
In riparian
zones, vegetation
compaction can have significant
effects
on soil,
water, vegetative
productlvlty,
fisheries,
and recreation
use (Platts,
1979).
Only about one third of the
and proper cattle
managerlparlan
area on the Forest is in cattle
allotments,
No significant
ment can minimize the risk of adverse environmental
effects.
predicted
competition
between cattle
and elk will
occur at the use level
(Ormiston, 1983).
Table IV-9
Potential
Livestock
(thousand AUM's)

Forage

Alternative/Benchmark
Decade

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

12.8 12.7

12.4

12.6

11.2

11.3

12.2

12.3

11.0

12.4

6.3

20.0
14.0 13.7
18.1 14.2
17.3
11.4 14.5 14.7
21.6 17.0 17.7

13.3
16.3
11.3
16.3

13.3
15.4
11.6
15.5

11.4
14.2
9.6
13.9

13.1
17.0
16.4
17.3

13.5
16.1
10.5
14.8

12.3
15.6
13.6
15.3

10.8
12.0
11.2
10.8

22.5
19.6
13.9
20.1

0
o
o

A

Plan Period
1
14.0
ProJected

;
10
15

B

C

Cattle grazing may annoy some recreationists
because of smells, flies,
visibility, noise, and manure on trails
and around campsites.
Cattle use in wilderness
is often considered a nonconforming special use.
Congress has allowed cattle
use to continue in some of the wildernesses.
The only area recommended for wilderness which has an existing
cattle allotment is the Blue Joint area.
The grazing program adds to the PNV of the Forest.
However, total contribution
to PNV is less than 1 percent under any alternative,
and actual receipts
do not
Though grazing is a historic
use in
recover costs of administering
the program.
the Bitterroot
Valley, livestock
numbers have declined in recent years.
Cattle
in Ravalli
County declined from about 45.000 head in 1975 to 30,000 in 1980
(Planning Record: Forest Plan Note 126).
There are 37 cattle
ranchers holding
permits on the Forest, and most must depend on other sources of income to make a
living.
The few larger ranchers are dependent on the Forest forage for a slgniand these are the ones who perpetufxant
portion of their ranching operation,
ate the "old west rancher" lifestyle
which is a part of the valley heritage.
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1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

The grazing of livestock
on the Forest will
have little
effect
on long-term
A few areas near waterxng places and salt will continue to be
productivity.
overused, which will change the vegetative
production of these small areas.
2.

Irreversible

There is a long
tradition
exists,
from the Forest.
resource.
3.

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

As long as this
tradition
of cattle
grazing on the Forest.
there is little
likelxhood
that all livestock
will be removed
The forage grazed by these livestock
is a commitment of that

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Conflicts
will continue to exist between livestock
and big game. Fences and
Recreationists
water developments on rangeland will affect the visual resource.
~111 continue to be annoyed by smells, flies,
sounds, and manure in some areas.
Compaction and vegetation
change will continue to occur in heavily used areas.
Fish habitat and water quality
will be adversely affected.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Energy required by the Forest for livestock
management is not great.
Some may
be required to monitor the resource and maintain some facilities.
This will not
be a significant
portion of the total used on the Forest.
Permittees will also
use energy to manage livestock
while on the Forest and in moving livestock
to
and from Forest rangelands.
U.

Utility

Transportation

Corridors

An analysis has been made to define the kinds of land which should be avoided in
permitting
or constructing
utility
lines,
and oil
or gas pipelines.
The
analysis is based on information
contained in the Pacific Northwest Long Range
East-West Energy Corridor Study, Phase 1 (draft),
Part A-Rocky Mountains, Part
B-Cascade Mountains (Bonneville
Power Administration,
1977). and in the Region 1
Corridor Planning Guidance (1990 letter
of October 2, 1982).
Existing
facilities and potential
corridor
locations
were inventoried.
Avoidance areas are
those where establishment
and use conflict
with land management obJectives.
Exclusion areas are those where such facilities
are not allowed.
The potential
for a major east-west
high-capacity
energy transmission
corridor
to the south of Hamilton (segment R-28) has been foreclosed by the establishment
of the Frank Church-River of No Return Wilderness and addition
to the SelwayBitterroot
Wilderness (Public
Law 96-312, July 23, 1980).
Segments R-27 and
R-29 are a part of this corridor
and may not be viable for east-west use, but
may be viable for north-south
or Regional needs.
.
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avoidance and window status by alternative
and
Table IV-10 displays exclusion,
Alternatives
A, B, C and the Maximum PNV benchmark are the least resegment.
strictive
to corridor
consideration
since most land, except for existing
wilAlternatives
G, H and
be developed by a road system.
derness, would eventually
J are the most restrictive
due to a high level of wilderness
recommendations.
the Blue Joint and Sapphire Wilderness Study areas (Public
Law
In addxtion,
95-150) will remaxn off-limits
for corridor
consideration
pending final wilderof both areas are designated
ness decisions by Congress, even though portions
for roads and development in Alternatives
A through G.
Table IV-10
Exclusion,
Avoidance and Window Area

Alternative/Benchmark
Segment
Designation

A

Segment R27, Sapphire
Exclusion
Avoidance
Window

B

C

E

El

E2

F

x

x

x

x

G

H

J

x

x

x

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

Mountains
x

x

Segment R28, Elk City Road
Exclusion
x
x
Avoidance
Window

x

Segment R29, Highway 93
Exclusion
Avoidance
x
Window

x

x

x

X
X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

There are no major utility
lines, or oil or gas pipelines,
crossing the Forest.
Only when the corridors
are occupied do impacts occur.
Prior to construction
of
a utility
line or oil or gas pipeline,
an appropriate
environmental
analysis
would be required to establish
the final
location
of the facility
and its supporting road.
The effects of the construction
and maintenance of the facilities
will then be displayed.
1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Unoccupied corridors
have no effect.
Occupied corridors
are cleared of trees
that interfere
with maintenance or pose a safety hazard.
Potential
productivity
is generally not attainable
as long as the facility
remains.
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2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

The ldentificatlon
of the corridor
1s not an irreversible
or irretrievable
commitment of resources.
However, as long as the facility
is operational,
the
ground that it occupies 1s dedxated
to that use. Commercial timber production
is lrretrlevably
lost.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Rights-of-way
cannot be hidden and will have an impact on the visual resource,
particularly
when the corridor
passes through undeveloped landscapes.
Roads,
even If closed to vehxle
use, provide easier access which could displace game
anrmals.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

The utility
corridor
from south of Hamilton to the Red River area has been
closed, by establishment
of the Frank Church-Rover of No Return Wilderness and
addltlon
to the Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness.
The corridor
Just north of the
Anaconda-Pintler
Wilderness
could be closed by additions
to that wilderness.
Proposals
for faclllties
that traverse
several
ownerships need Interagency
representation.
5.
None while
V.

Energy Requirements
the corridor

Insects,

is unoccupied.

Disease and Noxious Weeds

Significant
growth loss and some mortality
is occurring from
spruce budworm infestations.
The primary tools of the pest
are vegetative
manipulation
by tzmber harvest,
discussed
reforestation
to selected tree species, dlscussed in section

dwarf mistletoe and
management program
m sectIon W, and
AA.

There are no plans for use of pesticides
on the Forest under any alternatlve.
Should the occasion
arise,
such proposals
would be subJected to detailed
analysis prior to initiation.
Alternatives
having the largest
timberland
base provide the best opportunity
for
conversxon of high-risk
or impacted stands to young, healthy stands.
Alternatives A, B, C and the Maximum PNV benchmark provide the greatest opportunity,
Alternatives
H and J the least, with the remainder In between.
Spotted knapweed has occupied nearly all the sites to which It 1s ecologxally
adapted.
It 1s partxularly
prevalent
on road cut and fill
slopes and where
native vegetation
has been severely disturbed.
Several small pockets of leafy
spurge are found at lower elevations
adjacent to private
lands.
Although the
use of herbicides
may be appropriate
under some conditions,
topography and vegetatlve
cover make control
efforts
difficult.
Biological
controls
appear to
offer the best long-range
approach, and are currently
being used on spotted
knapweed and leafy spurge.
An evaluation
is currently
underway to assess the
risk of noxious weed spread in the vegetative
communities of the Forest
Preliminary
results suggest a number of management
(Losensky, B.J., 1987).
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practices

forest
fled.

can be used to prevent or reduce the spread of noxious weeds along
roads; and high- and low-nsk
vegetative
communities have been IdentiThis evaluation
will help formulate control strategies.
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement

of Long-term

The appllcatlon
of silvlcultural
methods to malntaxn vigorous native vegetation
helps to control
insects,
disease, and noxious weeds, and increases
the longterm productivity
of the Forest from the standpolnt
of recoverable
resources.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Immature and unsalvaged timber killed
by Insects or disease
control represents an irretrievable
loss of that resource.
3.

Adverse

Effects

because of lack

of

Which Cannot be Avoided

None were identified.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other

Land Management Plans

The Forest philosophy of rather passive methods of noxious weed control
flict
with the aggressive approach of the County Weed Boards.
5.

Energy Requirements

Energy used
requirements.
w.

may con-

Timber

In

pest

management is

included

in

timber

sale

program

energy

Harvest

slash disposal
and site prepTimber harvest and associated road construction,
aration
have more effect
on the physical
and biological
environment
than do
other activities.
Cumulative downstream effects of Forest timber harvest and associated
activities
are estimated
to increase BItterroot
River runoff
and sediment less than 1
percent per year.
This estimate is for the BItterroot
River dralnage
above
Stevensville
which has an annual runoff of approximately
1,700,OOO acre-feet
and
a measured sediment level of 74 tons per square mile (CartIer,
1984).
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The upper limit
of the physical
stream system cumulative effect can be called a
Hillslope
or stream channel stability
may be affected
at
geomorphic threshold.
The average geomorphic threshold for sediment increase on-Forest is
this point.
We predict the natural level of about 10.7 tons per
approximately
260 percent.
square mile per year will be increased by 35 to 47 percent by implementation
of
The current sediment level is 13.9 tons per square
the various alternatives.
mile per year or 30 percent above the natural level (see Chapter III,
section B
Table IV-11 shows the sediment
for further
discussion
of cumulative
effects).
levels expected at the end of the first
decade. Timber harvest and site preparation activities
contribute
about half the predicted sediment yield increase.
Table IV-11
First Decade Sediment Yield
(tons per square mile per year)
Alternative/Benchmark

Sediment
Level

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

15.4

15.5

15.4

15.2

15.7

14.8

15.0

14.9

14.8

14.5

14.4

14.0

First
decade allowable
shown in Table IV-12.

sale

Table IV-12
First Decade ASQ and Long-Term
(million
board feet per year)

quantity

(ASQ) and long-term

Sustained

sustained

yield

are

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

Yield

Alternative/Benchmark

First decade
timber yield
Long-term
sustained yield

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

59

51

49

36

44

33

33

35

28

18

16

8

59

59

52

46

46

42

40

44

40

30

60

0

Timber harvest is important
to the economic base of the valley.
Two local mills
in the Darby area are primarily
dependent on sawlogs supplied by the Bitterroot
and adjacent National Forests.
Missoula mills purchase a portion of their needs
from the Forest.
Alternatives
A, B, C and El, along with comparable alternatives on adjoining
Forests,
meet or exceed log requirements as reported by mill
owners and are well above historic
purchase levels.
The remaining alternatives
are below reported
log requirements,
though all but Alternatives
H and J
maintain historic
purchase levels
(see section D.9.b. of Chapter II and section
B.9. of Chapter III for details).
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Timber PNV is the net discounted stumpage value minus the discounted
timber manIn alternatives
with high timber outputs,
timber haragement and road costs.
If timber
vest contributes
40 percent or more of the total PNV of the Forest.
harvest is constrained by nonmarket values, as in Alternative
J, the total value
of timber decreases and it contributes
only about 30 percent of total PNV. Over
to the PNV of
the planning horizon (15 decades), timber management contrIbutes
the Forest because projected
timber receipts
recover timberrelated
costs,
including
road construction.
several decades, timber
Conversely, in the first
receipts
are not expected to recover timber-related
costs in any alternative
(see Chapter II,
section
C and Chapter III,
section
B.9 for discussion).
During this period, some below-cost sales can be expected given the alternatlve
objectives.
These may be rational
offerings
based upon noneconomic benefits,
examples of which include:
-improvements in age and size class distribution,
-replacement
by healthy vigorous stands
-reducing the threat of insects,
disease and wildfire
-maintaining
supply levels for dependent communities
-providing
access to high-value
stands
-increased
flexibility
In the spatial distribution
of timber

harvest.

Alternative
El has the highest potential
for below-cost sales, primarily
because
the first
decade volume is much above the most efficient
level.
Alternatives
H
and J have the lowest potential
because much of the road system is currently
in
place.
The other alternatives
have a moderate to high potential
for below-cost
sales.
All have first
decade volumes considerably
above the efficient
level.
Alternatives
A, B and C have the fewest constraints
on timber production;
however, they have the highest proportionate
share of roadless entry,
low-value
species and rugged terrain.
Conversely,
constraints
on timber production
to
maintain other resource values are moderate in Alternatives
E, E2, F and G, but
are offset
by lower proportional
shares of roadless
area entry,
low-value
species and rugged terrain.
Any alternative
which changes the amount of timber
to
significantly
change the total
present net value and the
communities.
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Growth rates lag behind long-term sustained yield (Table IV-13), because most of
the land suitable
for timber productlon
supports mature trees whxh are beyond
have growth rates well
the culmlnatlon
of mean annual increment, and therefore
Growth is not significantly
xxreased
until
a signifibelow their potential.
cant portion of the land sultable
for timber has been cutover,
regenerated,
and
The time required to Improve growth
is producing younger, more vigorous trees.
1s dependent on the proportion
of existing
young stands to older,
slow growing
Growth reaches 90
stands, and the constraints
that control
harvest rates.
percent of long-term
sustained yield in 7 to 11 decades depending on these two
Departures from nondecllning
yield do not reduce the time necessary
variables.
to reach 90 percent of long-term sustained yield.
Table IV-13
Long-term Sustained
(million
cubic feet

Yield (LTSY) and Growth Comparisons
per year)
Alternative/Benchmark

Long-term sustained
yield, mmcf/year
Growth at year
2030, mmcf/year
Growth as
~percent of LTSY
Decade when
growth = 90% LTSY

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

.I

17

17

15

13

12

11

12

12

11

8

18

0

9.5

8.4

8.6

8.0

8.1

7.1

7.6

8.0

6.4

5.7

8.4

0

57

49

57

62

68

63

63

67

58

71

47

0

9

10

11

11

11

9

10

7

11

7

10

0

About 67 percent of the inventoried
roadless area is scheduled for timber harvest and associated reading in AlternatIve
A, about 19 percent in E2, 10 percent
In N, and none in J.
During the first
decade, about 20 percent of the mnventoried roadless acreage would be developed in Alternatives
A. B, E and El, 10
percent in Alternatives
C, F and G and less than 4 percent in Alternatives
E2
and H.
Timber harvest and associated
road construction
m riparian
areas may affect
habitat of the sensitive
harlequin
duck and boreal owl by altering
natural habitats and Increasing
human dzsturbance
by zncreased access.
The disturbance
would be greatest
in Alternative
A and least in J, whxh does not schedule timEffects will be mitigated
in Alternative
E2
ber harvest in riparian
areas.
(Preferred
Alternative)
by retention
of high levels of old growth in riparian
area.
HabItat
requirements
for other sensitive
species will
not likely
be
affected by timber harvest.
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The two general categories
of sxlvicultural
systems associated with timber harBoth systems are proposed for use
vest are even-aged and uneven-aged systems.
The systems are discussed
in most alternatives
and each has distinct
effects.
below.
1.

Even-aged System of Harvesting

Timber

Clearcut and shelterwood methods of even-aged timber harvest are used in each
all trees are removed from the area in a single
In clearcutting,
alternative.
A variation
of the clearcut
system is the seed tree cutting
method where
cut.
In shelterwood cutting,
trees are left
only a few seed-bearing
trees are left.
ln the area to provide seed and shelter
until
seedlings
have become estabThese systems have potential
for adverse environmental
effects
because
lished.
all large trees are removed from the area in a short time, openings are created,
and soil is exposed to erosIon (Bethlahmy, 1967; Megahan and Kxdd, 1972).
The choice of even-aged system depends on many environmental
criteria
including
forest cover type (USDA, 1983a and b), habitat
type (Pflster,
et al, 1977).
inas described
sects, diseases. fuel conditions,
slope, and management objectives
by the following
forest cover types.
Ponderosa Pine/Douglas-fir

Forest

Cover Type

The shelterwood
system is prescribed
where the retention
of overstory
is
necessary to shade regeneration
from heat damage, to protect
sites
from
excessive moisture
depletion
during
regeneration
establishment,
and to
provide a seed source for natural
regeneration.
The system is generally
applied
to sites
supporting
ponderosa pine and/or
Douglas-fir
in the
DF/Vaca, Phma, Syal, Car", Caru-Aruv,
Vagl, GF/Xete, and similar
habitat
types (Pfister,
et al, lgj'7);
and where ponderosa pine and/or Douglas-fir
are the desired regeneration
species.
Application
is limited
where dwarf
mistletoe
and bark beetles are present; and where site preparation,
logging,
fuels, and slope problems prevent the protection
of overstory
trees.
Clearcutting
1s prescribed
where full
sunlight
is desirable
to optimize
regeneration
establishment
and growth, and soil moisture IS adequate.
This
system may also be optimum in the habitat
types shown above where there are
no suitable
leave trees; where leave trees can't be protected
from logging,
slash disposal,
and site preparation
activities;
and where there are serious
insect and disease problems.
Artificial
regeneration
is usually prescribed
but natural
regeneration
may be appropriate
where unit size,
shape, and
location are suitable:
and where there are desirable
seed trees surrounding
the clearcut.
Seed tree cutting is appropriate
on moist sites where natural
regeneration
is possible,
shade is not required and other management ObJectives can be met.
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Lodgepole

Pine Forest

Cover Type

The clearcut
silvicultural
system is prescribed
to optimize
lodgepole pine
Lodgepole pine seed germination
and
regeneration
establishment
and growth.
Clearcutting
seedling root development and growth are restricted
by shade.
habitat
is usually
optimum on the DF/Vagl, GF/Xete, AF/Xete and similar
is desired.
types (Pfister,
et al, 1977) where lodgepole pine regeneration
Most of these types can be regenerated naturally
to lodgepole pine, however,
planting
may be necessary where the seed source is inadequate
to assure
Dwarf mistletoe,
mountain pine beetle, and
natural regeneration
in 5 years.
wind-throw
problems prevent biologically
sound application
of other silvicultural
systems.
Seed trees may be left to provide seed for natural regeneration
following
broadcast burnmg but the trees will
generally
be killed
by the burn.
Spruce-Fir

and Mixed Conifer

Forest

Cover Types

The clearcut
system is prescribed
to optimize regeneration
and growth of
mixed species stands of Douglas-fir,
western larch,
ponderosa pine, and
lodgepole pine, which are moderately tolerant
and intolerant
of shade. This
system is also desirable
for reducing insect,
disease,
and windthrow problems in old growth, mixed species stands of spruce, subalpine fir,
Douglasfir,
pine, on the DF/Libo,
western larch,
ponderosa pine, and lodgepole
S/Libo,
GF/Clun, AF/Clun,
AF/Libo,
AF/Mefe, AF/Gatr and similar
habitat
The system is also appropriate
where leave
types (Pfister,
et al. 1977).
trees can't be protected
due to slope, logging system, slash disposal,
site
preparation
and a high water table.
Seed tree cutting
can be applied where
natural regeneration
is required or desirable but shade is not necessary.
The shelterwood
system is prescribed
to provide a seed source for natural
regeneration
of mixed conifer
stands of spruce, subalpine
fir,
Douglas-fir,
ponderosa pine, and western larch: and to provide shade tolerant
spruce and
fir regeneration
the protection
needed for establishment
and growth.
The
system should be applied
where there are an adequate number of desirable
shelter
trees, where insect and disease problems are manageable, and windthrow potential
is acceptable.
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The percentage of total timber harvest in the first
decade to be cut by the two
These figures
do not represent
percentage
systems is shown in Table IV-14.
targets by method: they are the levels projected by the Forest plannng model as
appropriate
ways of meeting the objectives
and constrants
for each alternative.
Flnal determnation
of the harvest method used for a particular
project
~11 be made by a certified
silnculturlst
following
site-specific
analysis.
Table Iv-14
Timber Harvested
Shelterwood
(percent of total)

in

the

First

Decade

(Plan

Period)

by

Clearcutting

and

Alternative/Benchmark
A
Clearcut
Shelterwood
Total

;4"
97

B

C

77
22

;8'
100

vv

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

59
39

51

70
29

47
46
93

73
26
99

73
24
97

20
100

98

35
92

vv

8Q

MAX MIN
PNV LVL
66
34
100

47
46
93

Even-aged management has effects on the visual resource which vary by the visual
quality
obJectIves of each alternative.
The greatest
changes in scenery would
occur in the high txmber harvest alternatives.
in whwh large areas are asslgned
to modlfxation
or maximum modlfxation
visual qualxty objectlves
(Table IV-15)
These
obJectIves
are
generally
associated
with
larger
cutting
(USDA, 1977).
"lnts.
Table IV-15
Area in Modification
(thousand acres)

and Manmum Modification

Visual

Quality

ObJectlves

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

570

478

434

343

343

272

The maxxnum modifxatlon
obJect.ive allows
nsually
unrecovered on gentle slopes.
(Planning Record: Forest Plan Note 159).

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

325

285

304

122

586

0

as much as one acre =n every two to be
Visual recovery takes about 30 years

As trees are removed. evapo-transpiration
IS reduced and more water is added to
the ground-water
system.
Evapo-transpiration
is reduced most when even-aged
harvest systems are used because the entne
mature forest
canopy is removed
In extreme cases this can lead to mass failure
on steep slopes or
(USDA, 1973).
clay sods
(Dyrness,
1970; Megahan, 1972).
Mass failure
1967; Fredriksen,
hazards are generally
low on the Forest, and potentlal
problems will be dealt
with case-by-case.
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Increased infiltration,
and the tendency for snow to accumulate in openings, results in increased water yield whxch usually occurs at the time of peak flow
The water regime for an area harvested by an even-aged man(Satterlund,
1972).
agement system usually
recovers to preharvest conditions
about 20 years after
The increased flow is of little
benefit
to
harvest (Garn and Malmgren, 1973).
irrigators
in the Bitterroot
Valley because capacity does not exist to store the
Increased peak flow can affect the stability
of streambsnks and
increased flow.
result in some erosion.
Even-aged management of riparian
zones affects stream environments if trees are
removed from the streambanks (Weaver, 1983). Increases in sediment above normal
cause reduction
in total fish populations
(USDA, 1984).
Bank stability
is reduced and debris which could provide fish habitat
is removed (Bryant,
1983;
Frear, 1982). Most of the pools in Forest streams have been formed by woody
Stream Inventories).
The debris now in
debris
(Planning
Records: Bitterroot
streams will
eventually
rot so the maintenance of satisfactory
pool/riffle
ratios
depends on large trees falling
into streams regularly.
In the short
term, fish populations
are not affected,
but in 40 years there would be a reduction in fish if large woody debris were not added. Stream temperatures may be
raised by the removal of streambank vegetation.
The effect on total fish population
of the Forest depends partly
on how much of
the riparian
timberland
area will be in the suitable
timber base, and how much
of the suitable
land will
be managed with uneven-aged and even-aged systems
(Franklin
and others,
1981).
The riparian
area Identified
as suitable
for timber production.
and the percent of that area that is planned for timber management using uneven-aged systems, IS shown in Table IV-16.
The amount of riparian
area in the suitable
timber base decreases as management objectives
change from
timber production
in Alternative
A, where nearly all the riparian
area is suitable and planned for even-aged management, to amenity values in Alternative
J,
where the riparian
area is removed from the timber base.
Alternatives
which
attempt to respond to all management objectives,
such as Alternative
E2, assign
some riparisn
areas to meet roadless,
wilderness,
and recreation
objectives;
some riparisn
areas to meet water, wildlife,
and fish obJectives while providing
a low level of timber through uneven-aged management; and other riparian
areas
to meet timber and big game habitat objectives
through even-aged silvicultural
systems.
Table IV-16
Riparian Area Suitable
(thousand acres)

for Timber Production

Alternative/Benchmark

Thousand Acres
Percent Uneven-aged
Management
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A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

64

61

56

49

49

41

49

51

42

0

0

17

18

33

33

32

28

38

19

NA

MAX MIN
PNV LVL
65
0
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0
NA

Even-aged harvest systems provide the best opportunzty
for reducing
fzre hasthere ape no living
trees to be protected
from slash dlsIn clearcuts,
ard.
Slash and other fuel reduction
in shelterwood
harvests
1s
posal activities.
more difficult.
and costly, because the standlng trees must be protected.
More forage 1s produced by clearcutting
than all other systems (Plannmg Record:
Less forage 1s produced xn the shelterwood
system, and
Forest Plan Note 101).
because
trees
occupy
more
of
the
site for a
the forage response IS shorter,
Forage
produced
under
a
partial
canopy
seems
to
be
less
palatable
longer time.
Transitory
range
for
cattle
is
created
when
than that produced in full light.
Cattle
and
big
game
use
the
forage
produced,
and
harvest OCCUPSon allotments.
competltlon
for forage could be a problem on some big-game winter range areas.
Even-aged harvest causes reduction
in big-game cover, but increases
divers1t.y
for other wildlife
when openings are created in dense canopies
(USDA, 1979).
Wildllfe
species which prefer openings or sparse canopies ~11 find more suitable habitat,
and those species preferring
dense canopy or old-growth
trees will
find less.
Edges are created for those species which rest or hide in dense
canopxes and feed in the openings.
In all alternatives,
at least 5 percent of the suitable
timberland
must be in
old-growth forest at all times (Planning Record: Forest Plan Note 73).
The goal
was exceeded in all alternatives
because other constraints
were even more limiting (Table IV-17).
Most of the forested wilderness has the potential
to produce
old-growth stands unless catastrophx
fire,
insects or diseases kill
the trees.
Table IV-17
Old Growth on SuItable
(percent of total)

Timberland

in the Year 2080

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

9

11

18

18

20

21

24

26

19

33

11

100

Even-aged harvest systems provide the best opportunity
for control
of insects
and disease because most dxseases and susceptible
trees are removed and a young,
vigorous stand is lnitlated.
Clearcutting
may be the only system whxh provides
this control if all trees are unhealthy.
Where shade is necessary for seedling
survival,
a shelterwood cut may be appropriate
provided the diseased overstory
is removed before the young trees become Infected.
Timber productivity
is enhanced by proper application
of any silvxultural
system. Old. slow growing trees are replaced by young, faster growing trees and
the growth rate can be sustained by precommercial and commercial thlnnlng.
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costly
method of harvesting
trees.
Shelterwood
Clearcutting
is the least
cutting
1s more costly because a second harvest of the remaining overstory IS
Costs vary by species harvested,
land slope, yarding distance,
and
required.
but the removal of all trees from a site is cheaper per unit
other factors,
volume than removal of only a portion
of the overstory.
The lower costs are
partially
due to even-aged cutting
units being easier to lay out and mark than
other harvest units, so slightly
less tzme is required per urmt of timber sold.
Even-aged management can adversely affect the recreation
experience by disrupting trail
systems or creating
undesirable
openings.
The experience may be enhanced somewhat by careful placement of openings to create vistas.
a.

Short-term

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement

of Long-term

Productivity

Even-aged harvest systems provide the best chance to improve long-term productivity.
Insects
and diseases are controlled,
young and
To a large extent,
vigorously
growing trees
replace
slow-growing
old trees,
fire
hazards are
reduced, and the proper mix of tree species can be Introduced.
However, with
to malntaln visual quality.
these systems, It is more difficult
Some soil 1s
lost and peak flows of water are increased.
Habitat for wildlife
species which
prefer closed canopies is reduced, but habltat
for those species whxh prefer
openings 1s increased.
b.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Most areas harvested are committed to timber harvest In the future,
because the
road system necessary for harvest has been constructed
and considerable
money
has been expended In revegetation.
The wlldlife
habitat changed by the harvest,
and the dispersed recreation
opportunities
lost or drastlcally
changed, are
irretrievable.
Roadless areas are irreversibly
lost for future conslderatlon
as wilderness once harvest and associated roading occur.
c.

Adverse

Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Visual quality may be lowered by even-aged management. Some soil erosion will
occur and water quality
will
be lowered.
Wildllfe
habitat
will
decrease for
species which prefer dense canopies.
Fish habltat will be changed by harvest in
riparian
zones and by increased
sedlmentatlon.
Semiprlmltive
recreation
opportunltles
~111 be lost.
d.

Conflicts

with

Other

Land Management Plans

None were ldentlfied.
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e.

Energy Requirements

Since most of the tunber on the Forest will be harvested by even-aged harvest
be directly
associated
with these
systems, most of the energy required will
The total energy requirements for harvest operations
is shown in Table
systems.
W-18.
Table IV-18
Energy Consumption Related
(milllon
BTU's)

to Timber Harvest

Alternative/Benchmark

Fell and
buck
Mlxed
yard

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

186

185

104

4116

3941

2627

0

2-m

A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

618

541

514

384

459

343

352

372

295

9895 12873

5867

8407

5429

12085 11384 10421

Tractor
yard

1476

3152

3603

2227

2377

3228

1051

2677

1351

1501

Cable
yard

2125

2049

1820

1131

1407

1193

1422

1101

1667

504

107

0

Aerial
yard

27255

7418

5002

5348

5692

345

8798

9832

4485

2070

0

0

Loading

10300

go28

8569

6401

7652

5734

5880

6213

4921

3128

3086 1730

Hauling

43946 38520 36563 27311 32648 24464 25087 26510 20995 13344

13166 7384

Stand
exam

578
2.

465

442

379

551

315

Uneven-aged System of Harvesting

461

334

274

176

2077

112

79

Timber

The uneven-aged silvicultural
system (USDA, 1983a and b), including
single tree
and group selection,
is available
for applxation
to sutable
tuberlands
that
are silviculturally
and blologically
suited to this system.
These selectIon
systems are prescribed
to create or maxntaln uneven-aged stands of trees by
periodically
removing from a stand some excess mature or over-mature,
or small
The remaining younger trees are left
undisturbed
and are
groups of trees.
available
for future harvests.
The selection
system is applied
to some extent
in all alternatives
except
Alternative
A, where tunber management 1s emphasrzed, and Alternative
J. where
amenity values are emphaszed.
The applxatlon
of uneven-aged systems is dependent on forest cover type (USDA, 1983a and b), habltat
type (Pfister,
et al..
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1977). existing
stand age and size class distribution,
insects,
diseases, fuel
as described by the following
and management objectives,
conditions,
slope,
forest cover types.
Ponderosa Pins/Douglas-fir

Forest

Cover Type

The single tree and group selection
systems are prescribed
to provxde the
continuous cover needed to maintain soil moisture and temperature necessary
The systems
for regeneration
establishment
and growth on dry, hot sites.
are suited
to stands of ponderosa pine on PP/Agsp, PP/Feid,
PP/Putr,
PP/Syal, DFfAgsp, DFfFeid, and similar
bunch grass habitat
types (Pfister.
However, since
et al, 1977). where mountain pine beetles are not a problem.
there is no reasonable
assurance of regeneration
in 5 years on the dry
as unsuitable
for
south slopes where these types occur, they are classified
timber production.
The uneven-aged systems are usually not blologically
sound in Douglas-fir
and ponderosa pine stands in habitat
types DF/Vaca, Phma, Syal, Car",
Western spruce
Caru-Aruv,
and Vagl, and GFfXete (Pfister,
et al, 1977).
budworm and dwarf mistletoe
Infestations
would severely reduce growth of, or
kill,
Douglas-fir
regeneration.
Ponderosa pine regeneration
is intolerant
of shade in these habitat
types.
Lodgepole

Pine Forest

Cover Type

Uneven-aged systems are generally
not biologically
sound in the DF/Vagl,
GF/Xete. AF/Xete and other habitat
types (Pfister.
et al, 1977) supporting
stands of lodgepole
pine,
due to dwarf mistletoe
problems and because
lodgepole pine is not shade tolerant.
Spruce budworms often kill
seedlings
Group selections,
of shade tolerant
species.
near the maximum limit
of 2
acres per group, may be biologically
sound on a few sites where windthrow,
dwarf mistletoe,
spruce budworm, or mountain pine beetle
problems are
minimal,
and other resource
objectives
require
nearly continuous
forest
cover.
Spruce-Fir

and Mixed Conifer

Forest

Cover Types

The selection
system can be prescribed
to provide the protection
and seed
source needed to regenerate,
establish,
and grow shade tolerant
species such
as subalpine
fir
and spruce.
The system may be applicable
to tolerant
species stands on the DF/Libo. S/Libo,
GF/Clun, AF/Clun. AF/Libo, AF/Mefe,
AFfGatr, and similar habitat
types (Pfister,
et al, 1977), where management
goals desire continuous forest conditions
and it is silviculturally
sound.
Riparian stands in the AF/Clun, AF/Gatr, and similar habitat types are often
prescriptions
are available
suited to uneven-aged management, and selection
for riparisn
management.
Spruce-fir
stands in some upper subalpine habitat types such as AF/Luhi are
naturally
uneven-aged and suited to this type of management; however, they
are not in the suitable
timber base because current information
is inadequate to project
responses to timber management.
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The uneven-aged systems have no effect
on the visual resource,
at least when
Since only small openings are created, the harvest unit
viewed from a distance.
is not considered unrecovered.
Water quality
and quantity
are not measurably
affected because the canopy is not altered significantly,
soils are not unduly
disturbed,
and the remaining trees are able to transpire
the extra water.
Little
soil is bared, and accelerated erosion is slight
(Rice and others, 1972).
Since trees remain following
harvest by selection,
the system can be used to enhance fish habitat.
However, those trees left to fall into the stream to form
pools and riffles
will reduce the total timber volume.
Uneven-aged management
is prescribed
in Alternatives
E, El and E2 along all fisheries
streams; in
Alternatives
B, C, F and H along maJo= streams (e.g., Skalkaho and the East and
West Forks of the Bitterroot
River):
and in Alternative
G along most fisheries.
Alternative
A has no uneven-aged management, and in Alternative
J all riparian
area is identified
as unsuitable
for timber production.
Where uneven-aged
management is prescribed,
large trees will be left
to protect
the streambanks,
provide shade, and eventually
fall
into the stream.
The amount of selection
harvest in riparian
zones is shown in Table IV-19.
Table IV-19
Timber Harvested
(acres/year)

in Decade 1 by Selection

Cutting

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

0

0

0

120

890

100

580

0

0

NA

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

0

0

Fire and slash disposal are difficult
to manage in selection
harvest systems.
There is little
opportunity
to reduce fuel loads, and any slash generated by the
harvest adds to the problem.
There are few openings large enough to allow
piling
of slash so that burning will not harm the residual
stand.
Handpiling
and winter burning can be done in certain
areas, and slash can be reduced by
requiring
that whole trees be yarded and the slash be disposed of at the
landings.
Little
forage is produced by selection
harvest
Note 101) except in some group selection
units.
vest of groups of mature trees.
Openings of two
provide good habitat for those species of wildlife
lngs, but need trees for nesting and breeding.
small openings is not great and tends to disappear
Selection harvest has little
mg trees expands.
ments for big game.

(Planning Record: Forest Plan
Group selection
involves haracres or less are created that
that prefer to feed in openThe forage produced in these
as the canopy of the remaineffect
on the cover require-

The old-growth
characteristics
of a stand can be retained
at the expense of
habitat
for cavity
timber volume.
If trees are left to die in order to create
nesters or debris dams for fish habitat,
this timber volume is lost.
In most
be
cases, the older trees, at least those in excess of need for snags, will
removed by application
of the selection
system.
IV-41
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It is more difficult
to control
insects and diseases with selection
harvest
Providing
the infestation
is not large,
with even-aged harvest systems.
control can be attained by group selection
of the infected trees.

than
some

The selection system is more costly to apply than even-aged management systems
because each tree must be marked (Planning Record: Management Practices).
Logging costs are high because little
volume per acre is removed, and care must
Slash disposal is more difficult
and
be taken to protect
the residual
stand.
costly.
Recreation quality is little
disturbed
by selection harvest systems.
During the
harvesting operation and for a short time thereafter,
the noise and debris may
but the evidence of the disturbance
declines
disturb
some recreationists,
rapidly following completion of slash disposal.
a.

Short-term
Productivity

Use VS. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

Timber harvest by the selection
system has little
effect on the natural
longterm productivity
of the area.
There is little
opportunity
to enhance production by introducing
other
tree species or by cultural
practices
such as
thinning.
Compared to even-aged management systems, the habitats
of fish and
many wildlife
species are at least maintained,
and the opportunity
to enhance
that habitat exists.
Visual quality
is mamtained.
b.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

The application
of selection
harvest
vest, and it is likely
the areas will
the foreseeable future.
c.

Adverse

Effects

Commitment of Resources

essentially
commits an area to timber harcontinue to be harvested by this system in

Which Cannot be Avoided

There are few adverse effects
associated
with selection
harvest.
If applied
intensively,
there will
be few snags for cavity
nesters
and stream debris
enhancement. Recreation can be disrupted
for a short time while the timber is
being harvested.
d.

Conflicts

with

Other

Land Management Plans

None were identified.
e.

Since
vest
used
Table

Energy Requirements

a small percentage of the total harvest is done using the selection
harsystem, only a small portion
of the energy required for timber removal is
by this action.
The total
energy required for timber harvest is shown in
IV-18.
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X.

Logging Methods

The choice of a logging method depends largely on land slope and sensitivity
of
the soils.
On slopes under 40 percent, which is 32 percent of the tentatively
On 40 to 60
tractor
yarding IS generally
appropriate.
suitable
timberland,
percent slopes and slopes over 60 percent where soils are less sensitive,
47
percent of the suitable
timberland,
cable or skyline systems are most often used
Helland hellcopters
are specified on areas where roads cannot be constructed.
copter or other aerial methods are prescribed
for slopes over 60 percent with
The combina4 percent of the tentatively
suitable
timberland.
sensitive
soils,
tion of logging
systems prescribed
for various
sites
is described
in the
Planning Record: Management Prescriptions.
1.

Tractor

Logging

The largest
impact on the visual resource involves
the cutting
of trees,
but
most of the soil disturbance associated with logging is due to skidding the logs
Logging with tractors
causes soil disturbance
and may impact up to
to landings.
If the soils are light
colored,
the
28 percent of the area (Megahan. 1980).
redistribution
of surface layers can be seen from long distances.
Tractor yarding has the potential
to cause soil compaction, excessive soil disturbance, and exposure of soil to wind and water erosion (Megahan, 1980; Rice
and others, 1972).
Soil compaction IS a problem on wet soils.
especially
those
with clay or high silt
content.
Compaction reduces infiltration
capacity,
air
permeability,
and productivity
(Froelich,
1979a; 197913; Froelich
and others,
1980).
Soil compaction can cause overland flow, accelerated
erosion,
and stream
sedimentation
which reduces water quality.
Forest soils most susceptible
to
compaction are those with high clay and silt content (Cullen and Montagne, 1981;
Davis, 1978).
Compaction can be minimized by limiting
tractor
use to the dry
season, requiring
a cushion of snow, or operating on frozen soils.
Skid trails
can be located away from problem areas but, even with restrictions,
some soil
disturbance
inevitably
occurs when tractors
are maneuvered in a logging unit.
Most topsoils
are thin.
Displacement or mixing of the topsoil
can degrade the
fertility
of disturbed soils.
On especially
sensitive
soils,
the number of skid
trails
can be limited or another logging system can be required.
Except on very
gentle slopes, tractor
logging requires more roads than other logging methods.
The effects of roads are discussed in section CC.
Removal of the organic layers or low growing vegetation
bares the soil to raindrop splash erosion and overland flow during intense
rainstorms
(Bethlahmy,
plus compaction, causes a
1967; Megahan. 1980). The removal of this protection,
decrease in infiltration
rate, and the resulting
overland flow can cause rills
In these situations
proper and timely erosion control
measures are
or gullies.
necessary.
If tractors
are allowed to operate in streams they can degrade the stream chanEffects
on streams and fish
nel and increase sedimentation
(BJornn, 1974).
An inpopulations
result
from soil disturbance
and erosion
(Platts,
1980).
creased sediment load in streams causes the intergravel
areas to become plugged,
and causes fish eggs to smother from lack of cirreduces insect populations,
culating
water (Phillips,
1971; Ritchie,
1972).
To reduce these impacts, tractors are not allowed to operate in or parallel
to streams, and crossings will be
carefully
planned to utilize
temporary culverts or log or snow bridges.
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The major effect
Tractor logging has little
effect
on big-game cover.
removal of the trees regardless
of the logging method (Lyon, 1979a).
growth is stimulated
by the scarification
caused by tractors.

is the
Forage

logging may be of
On soils where compaction is not a serious problem, tractor
some benefit.
Exposure of mineral soil is necessary for seedling establishment
(Smith, 1962) and tractor
logging does expose mineral soil on about 28 percent
of the area.
However, if topsoil
is excessively disturbed
the productivity
of
the site is decreased (Froelich,
197913).
Typically.
tractor
logging is the least expensive method available
for getting
logs to the landing.
This can result
in a greater return to the U. S. Treasury
and the counties (Planning Record: Management Practices).
Recreation disruption
and noise of logging operations cause local,
short-term
In alternatives
with low timber harvest
degradation of recreation
experiences.
levels,
the disturbance
will be minimal because only a few timber sales will be
active at any one time and these are likely
to be scattered throughout the suitable timberland.
In alternatives
with high timber harvest levels there will be
several concurrent
sales and the recreation
value of all those areas will be
disturbed.
a.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

In most cases,
tractor
logging
has little
effect
on long-term
productivity.
However, if tractor
logging occurs on wet soils or on isolated
pockets of clay
soils,
soil compaction will occur and productivity
will be affected.
Long-term
productivity
may be affected
by soil loss.
Short-term water quality
and fxsh
habitat degradation may occur
if soil enters the stream.

b.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Initial
tractor
logging does not irreversibly
commit the area to that system in
the future,
but if the road system is designed for tractor
logging,
there is a
strong possibility
that tractors
will be used. The soil lost or unduly disturbed by the tractors
IS an irretrievable
loss.
c.

Adverse

Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Tractor logging can leave skid trails
which are unsightly
to Forest visitors.
Trails will eventually
revegetate.
During the logging operatxon.
considerable
noise and dust is generated by tractors,
and soils are disturbed.
d.

Conflicts

with

Other

Land Management Plans

None were identified.
e.

Energy

Requirements

The energy requirements
for yarding
energy use projected
for mixed yarding
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are shown in Table IV-18.
Most of
will be used for tractor
yarding.
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2.

Cable Logging

For the purposes of this plan, cable logging is defined as yarding 800 feet or
less with any ground lead or skyllne cable system.
Cable logging,
because of
soil sensitivity,
1s used about 10 percent of the time on slopes less than 40
percent.
About 30 percent of the logging done on slopes between 40 and 60
percent with sensitive
soils and 70 percent of the logging on less sensitive
soils on the same slopes is by a cable system.
Most of the cable systems now
used are capable of lifting
one end of the log off the ground.
The system has
effects
similar
to tractor
logging, but the effects
are not as severe because
the weight and tread of the tractor
is absent.
However, cable corridors
can be
obvious and about 23 percent of the sol1 surface is disturbed
(Megahan, 1980).
Cable logging usually
does not cause sol1 compaction (Froelich
and others,
However, because the logs are dragged uphill
and the slopes are gener1980).
ally steep, soil erosion and overland flow similar
to tractor
logging can occur,
so erosion control may be required in the cable corridors.
Cable logging generally
requires
of roads are discussed in section
a.

Short-term
Productivity

The use of cable
tlvity
of a site.
b.

less
CC.

Use vs.

Maintenance

systems to yard logs

Irreversible

roads than tractor

and Enhancement

has no effect

and Irretrievable

logging.

The effects

of Long-term

on the long-term

produc-

Commitment of Resources

The fact that an area is logged by cable does not commit the area to be logged
in the future.
However, because the road system exists and considerable
money
will be invested in generating a new stand of trees, it is likely
that the area
~111 be logged by a cable system in the future.
The soil lost is wretrievable.
c.

Adverse

Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Considerable noise and dust are created by cable logging.
turbed and some will erode into streams, causing a loss
fish habitat.
The visual quality
will be lowered until
hides the view of skid trails.
d.

Conflicts

with

Other

Soils will
be disof water quality
and
vegetation
grows and

Land Management Plans

None were ldentlfied.
e.

Energy Requirements

Energy requirements
for cable logging are shown in Table ~-18.
energy used In mixed yarding is also a result of cable yarding.
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3.

Skyline

Logging

For the purposes of this plan, skyline logging is defined as a cable system for
The system is used on about 30 peryarding distances
greater
than 800 feet.
cent of the sensitive
slopes between 40 and 60 percent and less sensitive
over
60 percent.
It is used on about 20 percent of the sensitive soil logged area on
slopes exceeding 60 percent
and on about 10 percent on less sensitive
40 to 60
percent slopes.
Its use on slopes of less than 60 percent is generally
reSkyline logging has
stricted
to soils that are very sensitive
to disturbance.
minimal effect on the visual
resource because the upper end of the log is usually suspended above the soil.
Therefore,
the maJor disturbance
to the soil is
at the upper and lower ends of the skyline cable system. Edges of skyline units
can be blended into the uncut forest with greater ease than with either tractor
Fewer roads are necessary because external yarding distances
or cable systems.
are greater than for tractor
or cable systems. Since roads have the longest and
most permanent effect
on the visual
resource, especially
on steep slopes, the
logging system which requires
the least road is the most desirable from a visual
quality standpoint.
Skyline systems have a low potential
for damaging soils, except in cable corridors where logs are dragged.
The system has low potential
for environmental
degradation because soil disturbance
is confined to the cable corridors
and few
roads are necessary.
Erosion control
measures are relatively
easy to apply in
the corridors.
The topography associated
with skyline
systems creates problems for the disposal of slash.
Steep slopes limit
the use of machinery, and handpiling
is expensive.
Firelines
are difficult
to build, and broadcast burning is difficult
to control on steep slopes without a good fireline.
Since soil disturbance
is
minimal in skyline
yarded sites,
fire is often necessary to bare the soil for
planting.
The slash must be burned so as to expose mineral
soil
while
maintaining
control
of the fire (USDA, 1978).
Skyline logging has little
effect
on forage or cover.
Soil disturbance
occurs
on less than 23 percent of the area (Megahan, 1980) so forage species are not
particularly
stimulated.
The silvicultural
system and post-logging
fire have
much more effect on forage and cover than skyline logging does.
A well-stocked
understory
of trees can often be saved by applying a skyline
system.
In other cases, since little
soil is disturbed,
regeneration
of tree
seedlings is a problem unless fire can be used to bare soil.
Productivity
of
the site will be reduced by the amount of time it takes for regeneration
to be
established
(Smith, 1962).
Skyline
logging
is more expensive
than tractor
or cable logging
(Planning
Record: Management Practices).
Returns to the Treasury and the counties
are
reduced as the costs of yarding increase.
Any logging operation
causes disruption
of recreation traffic
on the roads within the active sale area.
Interruptions
of traffic
may be longer for skyline
operations
than cable or tractor
logging because equipment is difficult
to move
and may block the roads for several hours at a time.
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a.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Skyline logging causes little
change in the long-term productivity
of a site.
Although there IS some soil disturbance
with skyline logging,
little
is eroded
and water quality
is seldom affected
(Rice and others, 1972).
If regeneration
is delayed because of difficulties
in site preparation,
the productivity
of the
site is reduced.
b.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Roads are designed for use of long-line
equipment and if harvest occurs in the
future,
some sort of skyline logging,
or an equivalent
system, will
likely
be
used. There are no irretrievable
commitments of resources.
c.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Despite the fact that skyline systems have fewer environmental
consequences than
other yarding systems, some soil will be lost or displaced,
some water quality
will be degraded, and some low growing vegetation will be destroyed.
Since most
skyline operations
are on steep slopes, slash control will be more difficult
because of the problems with fireline
construction
and piling
slash, and any visual quality
degradation
will be readily
visible.
Recreation
opportunities
will
be degraded while the harvest is occurring because of noise, dust and equipment
in the roads.
Since the system is costly,
returns
to the Treasury
will
be
reduced.
d.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
e.

Energy Requirements

Energy required for skyline logging is shown in Table IV-18. Some of the energy
in both mixed and Cable logging is due to the use of skyline systems.
4.

Aerial

Logging

The only aerial
system currently
available
is helicopters.
As with skyline
logging,
helicopter
logging units can easily be blended into the uncut forest.
Few roads are needed because external
yarding distances are much greater
than
for conventional
systems.
Helicopter
logging leaves the soil surface virtually
undisturbed
except at landings.
The quarterto half-acre
landing
areas are
severely disturbed
and often require extensive rehabilitation
(Megahan, 1980).
Helicopter
logging disturbs
less than two percent of the soil surface
in the
area logged (Megahan, 1980).
Because of sensitive
soil conditions.
helicopter
of the time on slopes of 40 to 60 percent, and 80
Because timber is lifted
which exceed 60 percent.
tually no soil disturbance
and, therefore,
erosion
are not problems even on sensitive
soils and steep
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logging is applied 30 percent
percent of the time on slopes
off the ground, there is virand water quality
degradation
slopes.

Slash disposal is difficult
on areas
is available
to pile the slash or to
The difficulty
of slash
expensive.
posure can increase
the probability
effect on regeneration
(Smith, 1962)

logged by helicopter.
No heavy equipment
Handpiling
is quite
construct firelines.
control
and the lack of mineral soil exof unwanted fire
and have a significant
.

This can have an undeThere is considerable
noise generated by helicopters.
sirable effect on recreationists
in the area, and may affect the distribution
of
and stress on wildlife.
The greatest effect
of helicopter
logging is the volume of traffic
produced on
Logs are moved very rapidly
from the woods to
the road away from the landing.
Twenty or more truck
the landing and trucks are usually loaded immediately.
The
total
volume of traffic
loads may be hauled from one landing in a day.
would be the same as with other systems but the traffic
would be concentrated
in
a shorter time.
a.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement

of Long-term

Helicopter
logging has little
effect
on long-term productivity
caused by soil
erosion,
but problems with
slash control
and regeneration
may lengthen
the
following
rotation
and therefore
reduce the productivity
of the site.
Since
helicopter
logging usually
occurs on steep slopes, openings can be seen from
long distances.
b.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

commitment of
Since roads are not built
into the area, there is no irreversible
However, since considerable
txne and effort
the site to future timber harvest.
is likely
to be spent producing another generation of trees, the site has a high
Because most helicopter
logging
probability
of being logged in the future.
operations
take place where roads would cause undesirable
effects,
helicopters
are the sole means of harvest.
If helicopters
were not used, the timber grown
on these sites would be irretrievably
lost.
c.

Adverse

Effects

which

Cannot be Avoided

Because of the steep slopes,
the logging operation is hard to screen and openA high level of noise is generated
ings are usually visible
for long distances.
Slash control
is difficult
or expensive.
in a helicopter
logging operation.
Regeneration may be delayed because of lack of mineral soil exposure.
d.

Conflicts

with

Other

Land Management Plans

None were identified.
e.

Energy

Requirements

Energy requirements
are displayed
in Table ~-18.
aerial is due to helicopter
logging.
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Y.

Slash Control

Limbs, tops, and cull logs usually must be removed from a timber harvest unit
The most common method of disposal
is to
before regeneration
can take place.
burn the slash on-site,
but in some cases large amounts are hauled away to be
The objective
of slash control
and fuels management is to
used as firewood.
maintain fuel loading within acceptable limits
for prevention
and control
of
Burning also helps prepare sites
for regeneration
and eliminates
wildfire.
barriers
to animal movement (Lyon, lqj'qb; Smith, 1962).
Slash may be tractor
piled and burned on gentle slopes; handpiled and burned or
broadcast burned regardless
of slope (Planning Record: Forest Plan Note 114).
In some situations
where slash is not evenly distributed
and a mature overstory
underburning of concentrations
of slash is the only effective
has been left,
Slash disposal activity
varies directly
with timber harmethod of disposal.
Alternatives
which generate the highest timber harvest also genervest level.
ate the highest level of slash control.
Slash disposal
can cause short-term
degradation
of foreground
viewing.
In
broadcast burning units, all residual vegetation
is usually burned and the unit
Visual degradation usually lasts only until
the next
looks scorched and black.
and shrubs grow rapidly
after
fire
growing season because forbs,
grasses,
Burned dozer piles leave scars that are readily
visible
on(Stickney.
1980).
site and, in some cases, from several miles away. Burned handpiles
are virtually invisible
to the casual observer after a short time.
Hot underburns can
cause scorch marks on trunks of remaining
overstory
and can kill
lower
branches.
These visual
effects
will
last until
red needles
fall
and the
scorched bark is replaced (USDA, 1982).
Air quality
will be degraded by slash disposal (Komarek, 1970).
Slash disposal
activity
will be concentrated
in times when fuels are dry enough to burn, but
weather is generally
cool and humid so control is easiest.
Suitable
conditions
occur for only a short time in the spring and fall.
Fire weather conditions
will be carefully
monitored and burning allowed only when smoke will be rapidly
dispersed.
The higher the timber harvest level,
the greater
the air quality
problem because more slash will have to be burned in the short time available.
Slash is either
piled for burning or a flreline
IS built
around the unit for
broadcast burning.
On gentle slopes, tractors
are used to pile slash in windrows.
This activity
has a high potential
for degrading
the soil
(Klock,
If care is not taken, topsoil,
litter,
and duff can be pushed into the
1975).
Excessive mineral soil is then exposed to erosion between the windrows
piles.
end the windrows will not burn as well because the soil smothers the fires.
If
windrows and the soil beneath them are too dry when burned, the topsoil
may be
The soil
and impervious
to wetting
(Dyrness,
1976).
baked, become sterile
Little
or no
structure
may be severely altered
(USDA, 1978; Bennett,
1982).
vegetation
will grow to protect the soil from erosion during the several years
Burning handpiles will have no noticeable
effect on the
necessary for recovery.
are usually
Small areas under the piles may be scorched, but handpiles
soil.
small and burn cool enough to cause little
damage. Bennett (1982) described
methods of controlling
burn intensities
to reduce risk of soil degradation
and
erosion.
Soil losses caused by burning can be no greater than natural
rates if
fires are properly managed (Glassy and Svalberg, 1982; USDA, 1978).
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Firelines
around broadcast
burn units may be a source of sediment if proper
Mineral soil must be exposed so that
erosion control
measures are not taken.
fire will not creep over the line, so raindrop splash erosion and overland flow
Ditches to divert
water from the fireline
into adjacent undisare likely.
turbed areas are required.
Water yield is affected
more by removal of trees than by slash disposal
(Garn,
The only measurable effect on water yield would occur where large areas
1974).
of mineral soil were exposed and overland flow was increased by a decrease in
Water quality
would be affected In the same way (DeByle and
infiltration
rate.
Overland flow could increase sediment delivery
to the streams if
Packer, 1972).
a sufficient
strip
of undisturbed
vegetation
is not present between the burned
unit and the stream (Snyder and others, 1975).
Slash disposal
affects
fisheries
and streams if water quality
or quantity
1s
The removal of large woody material from stresmbanks may affect
the
affected.
formation of pools by destroying
potential
additions to instream debris (Frear,
Overland flow from burned units may carry high levels of nutrients
which
1982).
will temporarily
enrich the water and add to available
fish food.
The duration
and magnitude of the nutrient
flush is so short and small that detection
of the
result is unlikely
(Snyder and others, 1975).
Slash disposal only has an effect
on big-gene cover when hiding cover that remains after logging must be burned when the slash is disposed.
Forage may be
temporarily
reduced by slash disposal actlvlties,
but the reduced competition
from trees and nutrients
rapidly
released by fire result in a flush of shrub,
grass, and forb growth in the subsequent growing season (Planning Record: Forest
Plan Note 101).
A totally
clean forest
floor
lacks cover for a wide variety
of small animals,
many of which depend on insects for food (USDA, 1979). The removal of all dead,
down, and decaying logs removes a whole segment of the forest ecosystem.
Some
harmful insects
and animals are eliminated,
but beneficial
ones also die or
move. The objective
of slash disposal should include provisions
for leaving
sufficient
woody material
to support the full complement of organisms present in
the forest ecosystem.
Bark beetles and fungi can build up in slash and spread to living
trees.
Elimination of slash destroys the habitat for these insects and diseases and controls
their
spread (Furniss
and Carolin,
1977).
Dozer piling
in a partial
cut can
result in mechanical damage to residual trees, and make them subject to insect
or disease attack.
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Costs of slash disposal vary by piling method, size of unit, and slope (Planning
Handpiling
is more expensive
than machine
Record: Management Practices).
piling,
small units cost more per acre than larger units,
and units on steep
slopes are more expensive to treat than those on gentle slopes.
Unit cost is
but the higher the timber output,
the higher the
Independent of alternative,
Slash disposal IS a necessary cost ln the productotal slash disposal costs.
depends
tion of timber and has an effect on PNV. The amount of slash disposal
Some slash control
will be required
on the acres of timber harvested each year.
The average annual area requiring
fuel treatment is
on practically
every acre.
shown in Table IV-20.
Table IV-20
Average Annual Fuel Treatment
(acres)
Alternative/Benchmark
A

Decade

Plan Period
1
5146
Projected
3
4971

5592
6570

MIN
LVL

1582

1006

716

2511
5260

2021

4192

3026
3574

7028
8243
8077
8460

0
0
0
o

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

4141

3926

3360

4898

3146

4111

2956

2426

4752

4710

4408
6883

4898

3816
5345
4827
5691

3993
7020
5722
7810

3602
6778
4315
7551

6937 7766

5
10
15

MAX
PNV

B

6881

6827

5653

9117

8296

5508
7545

6983
6863
5718

5830

J

3239

Slash disposal activities
affect recreation
by creating smoke which may degrade
air quality
enough to cause local short-term
problems (Komarek, 1970).
Units
harvested and unburned may be nearly impassable to people if slash loads are
high.
The problem would be greater in high timber output alternatives,
and when
poor weather for burning causes a time lag between harvest and slash disposal.
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement

of Long-term

if properly
done, has little
effect
on long-term
productivity.
Slash control,
Productivity
1s adversely
affected
if
slash is not treated
or is poorly
Dozer piling may cause a decline In long-term productivity
if too much
treated.
Burning when fuel or weather conditions
sol1 is displaced or erosion occurs.
are too dry may result in a hot burn that reduces long-term productivity.
Most
other effects
of slash control
are short-term
and have little
effect
on
productivity.
2.

Irreversible

Slash control
The
future.
generation of
the site has
irretrievably
Chapter IV
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Commitment of Resources

does not irreversibly
commit the area to any specific
use in the
purpose of slash control is to provide suitable
sites for another
The commitment to timber management for
trees to be establlshed.
The material
burned 1s
been made and IS not easily reversible.
lost.
IV-51

3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

The most obvious adverse effect
1s the generation of smoke. Though this effect
IS short-lived,
the more timber harvested,
the more smoke. Vegetatzon will be
scorched or blackened and mineral soil will be exposed to erosion forces.
4.

Conflicts

If a lot of slash
ing the standards
5.

with

is treated at any one time, the Forest has a chance of exceedset by the Clean AU? Act due to the generation of smoke.

Energy Requirements

Some energy 1s required
required for a partxular
Z.

Site

Other Land Management Plans

If
for slash control.
site can be significant.

machinery

is

used,

the energy

Preparation

The objective
of site preparation
is to create micro-sites
where tree seedlings
have a good chance for survival
(Smith, 1962).
Site preparation
requires
the
removal of competing vegetation
and exposure of mineral soil.
The seeds and
seedlings of most tree species planted in organic matter and duff dry out and
fall to survive.
Site preparation
is usually
assocxated with loggxng and slash dxsposal actlvltres.
Dozers used to skid logs and pile slash displace litter
and other organx
matter, exposing enough mlneral soil to provide planting
sites.
Cable logging
dxplaces
some topsoil,
and broadcast burning and burning handpxles result
m
some spots where mineral topsoil
is exposed. In units where insufficient
mineral soil 1s exposed or competing vegetation has had time to regenerate,
the soil
surface must be scarified
or the competing vegetation
removed before planting.
Scarification
can be done by dozers or other machines on gentle slopes, and by
hand on steeper slopes.
Site preparatxon has the same effect on visual quality,
soils, water quality
quantity,
and fish as the soil-disturbing
portion of slash disposal (Sectlon

and
Y).

Handscalping of individual
tree planting
sites 1s the least costly method of
site preparation,
and handpillng
and burning is the most expensive (Planning
Record:
Management Practxes).
Handscalping is also least effective
because
less competing vegetation
is removed and seedling failure
is high.
Machine
scariflcatlon,
piling,
and burning 1s the most effective
method because enough
mineral
soil
1s exposed and most competing vegetation
is removed.
It 1s
and cause damage to soil and water resources (DeByle
possxble to "overscarify"
and Packer, 1972).
Environmental
effects
of site preparation
vary by factors other than alternafor environtives, but the higher the timber output, the greater the potential
mental degradation because there will be more site preparation
activity.
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1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs.

Maintenance

and Enhancement

of Long-term

Timber productivity
depends in part on how quickly trees are establlshed
after
Adequate
site
preparation
is
necessary
to
ensure
seedling
survival
and
harvest.
Care must be taken in
give them a good start to compete with other vegetation.
site preparation
so that the relatively
thin topsoils
are not removed.
These
sor~ls are necessary for the maintenance of productivity.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Site preparation
does not Irreversibly
commit a site to timber management, but
the investment of time and money 1s so great that it IS very likely
trees ~111
be managed into the future.
Sol1 lost or displaced by s1t.e preparation
actlvities is lrretrlevable.
3.

Adverse

Effects

which

Cannot be Avoided

The unsightly
appearance of sites that have been prepared for regeneration
is
unavoidable and will remain until
vegetation
grows and screens the effect
from
view.
Some soil 1s inevitably
eroded or displaced.
If burning 1s used, smoke
1s generated.
The noise and scars of site preparation
can affect recreation
use
for a short time.
4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

If burning 1s used In site
the Clean Air Act.
5.

there

IS a posslbl1lt.y

of conflict

with

Energy Requirements

Energy requirements
control.
AA.

preparation,

for

site

preparation

are very

similar

to those

for

slash

TreePlanting

Tree planting
occurs after
proportion
of harvest areas
and prescription
(Planning
nearly always planted but
The total
erate naturally.
among alternatives.

harvest,
slash disposal.
and sate preparatxon.
The
to be planted varies by harvest method, land type,
Record: Management Prescriptions).
Clearcuts
are
shelterwood
and selectIon
harvest units may regenarea to be planted varies by timber output levels
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.

Tree planting
is also scheduled to occur in harvest units where planting
fallor shelterwood
in old burned-over
areas, and In selection
ures have occurred,
areas where the remaining trees are heavily Infected with dwarf mistletoe.
In
most of the nonstocked areas are scheduled
the high timber output alternatives,
In the low timber output alternatives,
fewer nonstocked acres are
for planting.
scheduled to be planted because of the high cost of site preparation,
and beAverage annual tree planting
cause planting
these sites is a poor Investment.
during the first
decade is shown in Table IV-21.
The actual area scheduled for
plantrng could vary significantly
from the figures shown since this final determlnatlon will be made following
site-specific
analysis.
Table IV-21
Average Annual Tree Planting
(acres)

During

the First

Decade (Plan Period)

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

4829

4487

4150

3469

4033

2882

3566

3250

2623

1785

1364

0

After the first
decade, the amount of planting to be done in each alternative
directly
proportional
to the area to be harvested.

1s

The primary
environmental
effect
of planting
is the raped regeneration
of
trees.
This results
in rapid recovery of the visual
character
of the landscape; return to pre-harvest
levels of water yield, water quality,
and time of
peak flow; and protectlon
of soils
from erosion.
RapId regeneration
causes
forage
to decrease due to shading and competition
from the growing trees
(Stickney,
1980) but speeds the process of recovery of big-game hiding and
thermal cover.
Insect and disease problems can be mlnlmlzed by the establishment
of a young,
vigorous stand of trees.
Often, the problems can further be mlnimxed by planting a different
species than was harvested or by planting
a mixture of tree
species.
These different
species may also enhance the value of the next generatIon of trees.
However, care must be taken to assure that the trees introduced
are compatible with the sites on whxh they are planted.
Planting
1s labor lntenslve,
costs are high and It has a marked effect on PNV.
It 1s more expensive to plant on slopes over 40 percent.
on thin rocky soils,
and on clear-cuts because more seedlings
are planted per acre.
Most of the
planting
~111 be done by contract
which ~111 directly
benefit
the local
economy.
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1.

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

and Enhancement of Long-term

Planting
results
in quxk establishment
of a new stand and shortens the 'clme
Other species or a mix of species can be introduced
on the
until next harvest.
the loss to insects and diseases reduced, and more wood fiber produced.
site,
Planting
should not affect
the natural productlvlty
of the site and will give
Though this rapxd
protection
to the soils by rapidly
producing an overstory.
growth of timber will reduce the forage available
to llvestock
or big game, It
~111 also provide the hldlng and thermal cover needed by big game.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

The next generation
of trees
versible
commitment. Planting
3.

Adverse Effects

Some of the plantings
to recover.
4.

Conflicts

Commitment of Resources

~111 probably be harvested and this 1s an irrecauses no Irretrievable
commitment of resources.

Which Cannot be Avoided

on the Forest

will

fail

and the expense ~111 be dlffxult

with Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Some energy will be required In transportation
of tree planting
crews to
field.
This is a small portion of the total energy use on the Forest.
BB.

the

Timber Stand Improvement

Precommerclal and commercial thinnxng are the two actlvlties
associated
with
timber stand improvement.
Precommerclal thinning
OCCUPSwhen the regenerated
stand is about 30 years old (too small for commercial products)
and again when
the stand is about 70 years old (some commercial products).
The obJective
of
thinning
1s to reduce competition
among crop trees so maximum growth per tree
is realized
(Smith, 1962).
The fewer but larger
trees ~111 theoretxally
be
more valuable at time of harvest.
Thinning can have a minor adverse effect on foreground vlewing until
the slash
1s burned or decays. The more open aspect of the thlnned stands 1s likely
to be
pleasing to the casual observer (USDA, 1977).
The slash created by thinning
1s a fire hazard that 1s difficult
to manage.
Broadcast or underburning
IS usually
not possible
without
damage to the remaining trees, and handpilmng and burning is expensive and may also result
in
fine fuels are packed down by snow and decay
damage. However, the relatively
withln one or two years, so the risk of loslng the thinned stand to fire is low.
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Y

Thinned stands produce slightly
more forage for a short time after thinning,
but
this advantage is soon lost by the rapidly
expanding canopy of the remaining
trees (Planning Record: Forest Plan Note 101). Hiding cover for big game may be
reduced by thinning
but recovers rapidly
as the remaining
trees occupy the
A less diverse stand can result from thinning if
available
space (USDA, 1979).
Therefore thinning
could affect
the
the obJective is to feature one species.
The removal of insect
habitat
of certain
small animals, birds and insects.
in a healthy,
vigorous
infested,
diseased, and slow growing trees will result
stand (Smith, 1962).
Precommercial thinning results in a decrease in PNV because timber yield tables
show very little
difference
in yield,
species composition,
or average diameter
between thinned and unthinned stands (Planning Record: Timber Yield Tables).
Precommercial thinning has been scheduled for 1,200 acres per year for the first
decade in each alternative
to reduce potential
insect and disease problems and
to prevent stagnation of lodgepole pine stands.
A small amount of commercial thinning in combination with overstory
removal in
old burns is scheduled in the first
decade in most alternatives
(Table IV-22).
Commercial thinning
has the same environmental
effects
as selection
harvest,
discussed under uneven-aged management (Section W.2.).
Table IV-22
Commercial Thinning in the First
(million
board feet per year)

Decade (Plan Period)

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

1.4

0.1

0.2

0.4

1.4

1.

E2
0.2

Short-term Use vs. Maintenance
Productivity

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

1.1

0.2

0.6

0.06

o

0

and Enhancement of Long-term

Forest yield tables show no increase in the per acre volume of stands as a result of precommercial or commercial thinning.
Average diameter is increased and
therefore
the timber should be more valuable.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Thinning a stand implies an irreversible
commitment to harvest the remaining
Only in unique situations
would final
harvest not occur.
trees in the stand.
Some of the funds expended may not be retrievable.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Some of the slash created by thinning will not be treated and a fire hazard will
Temporary loss of hiding cover will
be present for a few years after thinning.
Visual quality
will be adversely
affected
for a short
affect
big-game use.
time.
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4.

Conflicts

with Other Land Management Plans

None were ldentlfled.
5.

Energy Requirements

Most of the energy used in precommercial thinning will be used in transportation
This is a small portion of the total Forest use. Energy
of crews to the sites.
used in commercial thinning is a part of the energy used in regular txnber harvest (Table 1~18).
cc.

Road System

Road construction
and maintenance has a greater effect
on other resources than
The primary effects
are the displacement
any other Forest management activity.
of large amounts of soil,
increased vehicle access, and degraded visual quailrecreation
and wllAs roads are built
Into roadless areas, semiprlmltlve
ty.
Appendix C contains an estimate of when each
derness management ape precluded.
roadless area will be accessed.
About 1,700 miles of
There are now 2,057 miles of system road on the Forest.
local and collector
roads are needed to complete the transportation
system for
About 3,000 miles
Alternative
H whxh prescribes no roads in any roadless area.
of road are needed to complete the transportation
system in AlternatIve
A which
would access all the land suitable
for timber harvest outside current
wildermost of the roads would be built
by the end of
ness. In all the alternatives,
the fifth
decade (Table IV-23).
Table IV-23
Road Construction
(miles)
Alternative/Benchmark

lo-year average
for decades 1-5
Total needed
for management*
*Total

includes

A

B

C

E

El

E2

458

470

408

310

322

203

F

G

H

J

296

344

264

148

MAX MIN
PNV LVL

510

0

5029 4998 4637 4103 4097 3869 3870 4138 3715 3029 5317 2087

2,057 miles of exlstlng

roads.

Roads provide access for increased motorxed
recreation,
but eliminate
pxmlWilderness attrlbutes
of roadless areas
tlve and semlprimltrve
opportunltles.
People 1~111 either shift
their recreation
use to another roadare
foregone.
less area or continue to use the same area and suffer a decrease in the quality
People who prefer
roaded recreation
~111 have
of the recreation
experience.
more opportunities.
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Road management can mltlgate
potential
conflicts
1n use.
road closures can provide a wide variety
of recreational
though the environment is slightly
changed by the physical

geasonal or year-long
opportunxtzes,
even
presence of the road.

Road construction
can affect
the basic character of the landscape by changing
Roads across open areas on steep slopes are
or line.
texture,
Its
color,
Cuts
and
fills
are often vlslble
even through a screen
visible
for many miles.
Where visual quality
is important,
the effect can be reduced by
of vegetation.
or treating
cut and fill
slopes with a
leaving vegetative
screens,
seedmg,
Cuts
and
fills
can
be
reduced
to
a
minimum.
The
transportadarkemng agent.
tlon system necessary to implement Alternative
A would result
in an adverse,
though not unacceptable,
vxeual effect
(USDA, 1977).
Road construction
can result
in adverse effects
to cultural
resources.
Roads
built for timber haulxng can facilitate
exploration
and development of mineral
and oil and gas resources.
Roads often cross game trails
and change animal movement patterns.
Cover is deof an area is reduced by Increased road access. Narstroyed, and the security
row roads built to follow the terrain
with minimum cuts and fills
reduce these
impacts.
Road closures
can restore
the security
of big game to acceptable
levels even though the road provides a travelway for horseback riders and hikers
(Lyon, 19794.
Road construction
big-game winter
hunters.

usually occurs in summer so few problems are created on the
range area.
These roads, however, do Increase
access for

Road constructlon
activity
on big-game summer range displaces the animals.
The
displacement 1s usually beyond a topographrc barrier
(Lyon, 1979b).
Road buildIng can be scheduled to avold activity
in adjacent drainages so displacement
will be mlnlmlzed.
New roads increase
the access for both hunters and other
Displacement of elk will continue as long as heavy traffic
1s
recreationists.
allowed.
Parts of the habitat
for some small animals will be destroyed by road
construction,
but other habitat
may be created for those animals who exist along
the edge of the forest.
Roads in or near riparian
zones can cause slgniflcant
sediment to be delivered
to streams (Packer, 1965).
This adversely affects fxzheries by smothering eggs,
Fry and fingerlings
lose hidlng cover and are more
fry. and food organxms.
vulnerable
to predators.
Water quality
is affected
by road building
to the
greatest degree of any Forest activity
(Rice, 1981; Megahan 1974; 1975). Roads
through wet areas are often
responsible
for triggering
mass soil movement
New roads in rlparian
zones will
conform to Forest-wide
(Dymess,
1967).
standards
in order
to minimize
adverse effects
on riparian
environments
The most sediment is produced in
(Plannmg Record: Management Practices).
alternatives
which prescribe
the most roads (Table IV-23).
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road building
and timber harvest
activities
are conIn all
alternatives,
strained
to minimize effects on the stream environment.
Forest-wide
mitigation
measures have been applied to all road construction
activitxes
to reduce the
Timber
sediment dellvered
to streams (Planning Record: Management Practices).
harvest and site preparation
activities
contribute
about one-half
the sediment
yield increase shown m Table IV-24.
Table IV-24
Decade 1 (Plan Period) Sediment Yield
(percent above current)

Increase

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

11

12

11

a

13

6

a

7

6

4

4

0

Sediment dellvered
to streams has an adverse effect
on trout populations.
The
most sediment is produced by road and timber activities
in Alternatives
A, B and
C. The greatest sediment related reduction
in catchable trout populations
occurs in these Alternatives
(Table IV-25).
Current trout populations
are maintained in AlternatIves
E2 and J and Benchmark MIN LVL because sediment yield
does not exceed the threshold of effect on habitat potential.
Table IV-25
Nonwilderness Stream Fish Population
(thousands of catchable trout)

Potential

in the Fifth

Decade

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

126

149

130

137

137

161

137

135

139

161

111

161

Between four and eight acres of land are between the top of the cut and the bottom of the fill
slope for every mile of road built.
The roadside area can be
considered a clearcut with special reforestation
problems.
Trees will grow on
some portions
of the cut and fill
slopes. There may be a slight
reduction
in
productivity
along the sides of roads across steep slopes, but no yield table
reductions
were made because the loss is insignificant
(Pfister
and others,
1977).
Roads built
into roadless areas result in increased access and increased potento
tial for person-caused fires.
However, this same access allows firefighters
respond more quickly and provides fuel breaks.
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Road construction
is a major cost in all alternatives.
The cost reduces returns
Most of the roads will
to the U. S. Treasury and payments to local governments.
a significant
benefit to the local economy.
be built by local contractors,
Road construction
is directly
tied to timber harvest, which tends to offset the
system is built
In Alternative
A, the transportation
cost of road building.
quickly and timber harvest is relatively
unconstrained resulting
in a relatively
J, timber harvest 1s constrained,
large contribution
to PNV. In Alternative
All
and the contribution
to PNV is lower.
road building
progresses
slowly,
alternatives
except E2 have a negative PNV through the third or fourth decade.
After the early road investment
has been offset
by the value of the timber
accessed, PNV is positive.
fisheries
and dispersed recreation
can
Many of the effects of roads on wildlife.
be mitigated
with an aggressive
road management system. Closed roads heal more
Big-game security
is enhanced by
rapidly
and sediment production
is reduced.
We will
preand
road
maintenance
requirements
are
reduced.
road closures,
scribe,
through the annual travel
planning process detalled in 36 CFR 295, the
combination of permanent and seasonal,
physical barrier
and gate closures that
will respond to the public's
desire for access to the land with minimal impact
All alternatives
provide a level of road maintenance
on affected
resources.
that is sufficient
to minimize accelerated
soil movement, including maintenance
the travel surface and drainage structures.
of cut and fill
slope vegetation,
1.

Short-term
Productivity

Use vs. Maintenance

and Enhancement of Long-term

Construction
of roads has a long-term
effect
on productivity.
Even though efforts may be made to rehabilitate
a road, the roadbed and cut and fill
slopes
If the roads remain active, this acreage is rewill not produce as they did.
moved from the vegetative
productivity
of the area.
Roads reduce habitat
for
some animals but the edges create habitat
for others.
Roads facilitate
timber
harvest and subsequent management activities
which may have a positive
effect on
future productivity
of the area.
Roads change the type of recreation experience
potential
of an area.
Open roads may interrupt
animal movement patterns
and
allow access for hunters.
Too much access can result in a reduction of big-game
populations.
Roads can have a long lasting
impact on visual quality.
2.

Irreversible

and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Road construction
is an irreversible
commitment of resources since roads are
essentially
permanent features
of the landscape.
If roads are not built,
timber
cannot be economically
harvested
and an irretrievable
loss of resource production occurs.
If roads are built,
wilderness potential,
primltlve
and semiprimitive recreation,
and roadless wildlife
habitat are irretrievably
lost.
3.

Adverse Effects

Which Cannot be Avoided

Wildlife
habitat and wildlife
movement
Roads deteriorate
the visual
resource.
patterns
are disrupted.
Roadless recreation
opportunities
are lost.
Wilderness potential
is foregone.
Road construction
and maintenance cause the greatest amount of soil disturbance
and erosion of any proposed activities.
Water
quality
of streams is lowered
by sedimentation
and fish habitat
carrying
capacity is reduced.
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4.

Conflicts

with

Other Land Management Plans

None were identified.
5.

Energy Requirements

Road construction
and maintenance require
any activxty
on the Forest (Table 1~46).
Table IV-26
Energy Required
(Plan Period)
(bullion
BTU's)

for

Road Construction

the largest

amount of energy

use of

During

Decade

and Maintenance

the

First

Alternative/Benchmark
A

B

C

E

El

E2

F

G

H

J

MAX
PNV

MIN
LVL

46.3

56.2

54.0

44.1

67.3

25.4

38.6

34.2

33.1.

19.8

16.5

3.3
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VI.

CONSULTATIONWITH OTHERS
A.

Introduction

This chapter discusses efforts
to involve and consult with a variety of publics
during formulation
of the Forest Plan and Final Environmental
Impact Statement
(FEIS).
It also lists,
and responds to comments received during the public comment period for the proposed Plan and Draft EIS.
involvement
program
The Bitterroot
Forest has conducted an active
public
Federal,
State, and local government
throughout
the Forest planning process.
Individual
Forest users and interest
agencies have been informed and consulted.
groups have also had an opportunity
to participate.
CONSULTATIONWITH OTHERS BETWEENTHE DRAFT
The first
section of this chapter,
AND FINAL, summarizes public participation
activities,
summarizes public comments received,
explains how public comments were used in preparing
the final
document, and summarizes the collective
response by the public by resource or
issue area.
The second section contains COMMENTS
FROMOTHERAGENCIES, ELECTED OFFICIALS AND
INDIAN TRIBES AND THE FORESTSERVICE RESPONSES.
The third section includes a listing
of all commenters that submitted written
comments during the formal public comment period that followed
publication
of
the DEIS and proposed Forest Plan.
The fourth
section provides
a list
of AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, GROUPS, AND
OTHERSTO WHOMTHE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTALIMPACT STATEMENTAND PROPOSEDFORESTPLAN
WASSENT, and all those to whom copies of this statement have been sent.
B. Consultation
1.

With Others Between the Draft

Summary of Public

Participation

and Final

Activities

Upon issuance of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement and proposed Forest
Plan, there was a public revxew period from March 25 to August 15, 1985, including one extension.
Approximately
600 copies of the documents were sent to
interested
parties.
Responses to the drafts were solicited
through:
- Response forms mailed with

the document.

- Informational
open houses in Ranger District
Darby, and Supervisor's
Office in Hamilton.
- Presentations

to Interest

- News releases
featured
encouraged participation

Offices

in Stevensville

and

groups.
by newspapers,
from the general

television,
public.

and

radio

stations

Supervisor's
Office and Regional
In-Service
meetings were held with District,
Office personnel to obtain employee input on the DEIS and proposed Forest Plan
supplements.

2.

Summary of Public

Comments Received
The data

Responses were tabulated
by demographic data for respondents.
summarized by origin and affiliation
and is presented as follows:
Total Comments:
Number of Signatures:
Origin:
Ravalli County
Montana Counties other
Ravalli or Missoula
Other States
Missoula County
No Address
Affiliation:
Individual
Industry
Organization
Federal Agency
State Agency
Elected Official/Local
Indian Tribe
Other

is

961
1,064
601
than
135
115
98
12
861
42
'i
Agency

5
3
:

During the formal public review period for the DEIS and Proposed Forest Plan, a
total of 961 written
communications (cards, letters,
petitions,
etc.) were reThese ranged from single page cards and letters
to documents 160 pages
ceived.
Separate issues and concerns recorded during the Forest
or more in length.
All public comments were read
Service renew of these comments exceeds 9,000.
Following
is a
and considered in developing
the Final Forest Plan and EIS.
summary of the comments by issues, alternatives,
and roadless areas.
Issue
Wilderness Designation
Timber Harvest Levels and Local Economy
Economics - Resource Values and Budget
Roadless Allocation
Recreation Values - Dispersed and Developed
Wildlife
- Big Game and General
Soil/Water
- Water Quality and Monitoring
Roads - Amount Existing and Proposed - Standards
Fisheries Habitat and Populations
Visual Quality
Minerals

Chapter VI

Number of Comments
618
E
307
274

250
246
245
195
119
25

VI-2

Number of Comments

Alternative

335
166
20
6
3
2
2
1
0

A
J

E
G
B
C

H
F
El
Roadless Area

Number of Comments

Blue Joint
Sapphire
S&way-Bitterroot
Stony Mountain
North Big Hole
AllAn Mountain
Lo10 Creek
Needle Creek
Swift Creek
Sleeping Child
Tolan Creek

202
177
156
147
135
121
110
74

3.

How Public Comments were used in
Impact Statement end Forest Plan

2:
63
Preparing

the

Final

Environmental

Wlthxn the broad framework of Forest planning,
publx
Input is one of five conForest Service decisions
are based
siderations
in the declslon-maklng
process.
on five factors:
1) the law, 2) technlcal
inform&Ion.
3) resource capablllty,
4) professional
judgment, and 5) public input.
In accord with 40 CFR 1503.4. the comments about the Proposed Plan or Draft
were treated in the following
ways:
- Comments offering
technical
corrections
or pointing
have been used to revise the final documents.

out

EIS

lnconslstencles

from
clarification
or
comments
resulting
- Comments requesting
misunderstanding
of what was meant in the documents indxate
areas where
Corrections
were made, or
the Proposed Plan or EIS needed clarlficatlon.
the reason a correction
was not made is explained in the response to the
comment.
In some
- Another type of comment questzoned some part of the analysis.
or modified.
Where
cases the analysis
was clarified,
supplemented,
further
analysis was not done, the reason was explained In the response to
the comment.
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- A majority
of comments suggested changes in the Proposed Forest Plan diThese comments expressing a
and land use assignments.
rection,
outputs,
differing
preference
for Forest
Servxe
management required
careful
Where
consideration
both from Individual
and collective
standpoints.
management area direction
in specific
areas was
feasible and approprxtte.
However, some comments requesting
changed in response
to comments.
changes m the Proposed Plan did not result =n any change. Responses to
individual
comments are documented in this chapter
or documented in
Appendix D, available
upon request.
The Forest Service use of publx
comments is documented throughout
and Forest Plan. A summary of this documentation 1s as follows:
- The Forest Service response
Tribe comments are displayed
vidual public,
organizations,
to ln Appendix D.

the Final

EIS

to agencies, elected officials,
and Indian
in this chapter while responses to indigroups, industry and business are responded

This Appendix II to the Final EIS is located in the Forest Supervisor's
Office.
Any individual
or group may request to view that file or secure a
copy on loan.
All such requests will be accommodated. Contact the Forest
Supervxor,
Bitterroot
National
Forest, 316 North Third Street,
HamIlton,
MT 59840. Since Appendix D contains several thousand pages, copies are
not readily available
for public distribution.
- A summary of substantial
changes between the Draft and Final statement 1s
given in Chapter I.
In Chapter II (Alternatives)
and IV (Environmental
Consequences), changes are summarized at the beginning of each chapter.
A
summary of changes to the affected environment,
Chapter III,
is discussed
m the Introduction.
- The consideration
of comments collectively
are addressed in this chapter
and Chapter I.
a summary of public comments are disIn this chapter,
cussed by major resource categories.
In Chapter I, public comments are
also summarized by Forest issues, concerns, and opportunities.
4.

Summery of
Area

Collective

Response

by the

Public

by Resource

or Issue

The content analysis which follows is a brief summary of public and other agency
comments on the major Forest issues or resource area.
These summary comments
are derived from public review of the proposed Forest Plan and the DEIS. The
purpose of the summary IS to give the reader a "sense" of what the public said.
For detail,
the reader should review the individual
comments.
wilderness designation,
timber harThe most frequently
discussed issues were:
vesting levels,
economic impacts of management proposals and values assigned,
sedimentation,
and
wlldlife
(elk)
management, water
quality
and quantity,
fisheries.
The vast majority of letters
strongly
supported either end of the wide range of
Letters
either were strongly
prodevelopForest management options available.
Few letters
supported the preferred
alterment or strongly anti-development.
Most letters
supported the alternative
which best supported their own
native.
special interest.
Chapter VI
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A summary of those comments follows:
Social

and Economic

Public comments received on the Draft EIS rgflected
a mayor concern among local
residents
that timber volume must be at a level that would allow survival
of the
Many retimber industry
at current or higher levels in the BItterroot
Valley.
spondents questloned
the assumptions and values used m economic analyses,
specifically
the values for timber, recreation
and grazing,
and the trends that
Some respondents
lndlcated
these values were assumed to take in the future.
that the net loss of $1.2 mllllon/year
In the first
decade from the timber
program means that the timber program and road construction
associated wth it
are not economically
viable on the BItterroot
Forest.
Other respondents point
hunting
and wilderness
are
out that the Jobs related
to recreation,
tourism.
on
very low-paymg and seasonal, and that a low timber cut ~111 have an effect
the valley's
economy. Much the opposite feeling was expressed by those who felt
that a continuation
of hlstorx
timber harvest levels,
while benefxx.1
in the
short run to the local economy, would be detrimental
m the long run because of
greater employment and income potential
related to environmental
amenltles whxh
would attract
tourists,
retirees,
and service sector industries
to the valley.
Wildlife
Public comments stated that a reduction
In hunting opportunity
1s not acceptable, and that economic values for hunting are too low.
The cumulative effects
of development and timber harvest on private
lands should be consIdered when
programming timber harvest on forest winter range.
Several comments on winter range management suggested we adopt the elk-logging
guidelines,
that harvesting
does not Increase forage,
and that road density
standards
allow too much roading.
Others mentioned an Increase
In timber
harvest would increase elk populations.
One respondent indicated
elk herds have
increased since 1930’s.
Old growth was mentioned in regard to its ecologIca
importance,
that
providing
too little,
or that none was needed on suitable
tzmberlands.
One respondent

opposed the Introduction

of grrzzlies

we are

and wolves.

Range
Publx comments wePe concerned w1t.h big game/cattle
conflicts
on writer
range.
Others were concerned with the adverse impacts of cattle
in riparian
areas
suggesting
we need to manage riparlan
areas to maxntaxn or Improve water
quality,
fisheries
and wlldlife
habitat
wlthln range allotments.
Some pointed
out the benefzts of range to the local economy.
Fisheries
The maJorlty
of comments stated that a decrease
that fish
Increase II-I sediment 1s not acceptable,
proposed water quality monitoring
is
WCTOI- ( and that
effects of sediment on fish from private and Forest
be addressed.
Chapter
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in fxsh population
and/or
population
estimates are In
The cumulative
inadequate.
management activltles
should
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This issue is closely
related
to the water issue that we should not harvest
Some felt
timber unless funds are provrded for an adequate monitoring program.
the Forest was not giving
adequate recognition
to the fisheries
resource as
evidenced by only having a part-time
specialist
available,
and that greater
emphasis 1s needed in fisheries
research.
.
One commenter opposed dropping

trees

into

streams to create fish

habitat.

Water and Soil
Comments ranged from strong opposition
to any acitivity
that would degrade water
quality
to those indicatrng
water quality
is excellent,
compared to what it was
in the past.
Respondents stated that the sediment model needs improvement, we
should measure Impacts of clearcuttlng
and logging, identify
economic impacts of
adverse water quality
on recreation,
meet state water quality
standards,
and
show the effects
of timber harvest and roads on timing of runoff, ground water,
and irrigation
ditches.
The cumulative impacts of activities
on the Bitterroot
and must be addressed.
Several comments suggested
road bulldIng
and harvest activities.
Several comments, In addition
Ln riparxan areas.

to those for Alternative

River are a major concern
a conservative
approach to
J, are opposed to harvest

This issue is closely related
to the fish Issue and to comments on monitoring-that we should not harvest timber unless funds are provided for monxtoring.
A few commenters questioned whether management activities
should occur on steep
slopes, soils low in nutrients
and water retention
capablllties,
and whether the
use of tractors
for logging
on erodible
soils with slopes under 40 percent
should be allowed.
Monitoring
Comments centered on the need to monitor so we can accurately and statistically
account for and predict
the results
of management activities
on Forest and
downstream in the Bitterroot
River.
Some commented that we should avoid causing
adverse impacts rather
than requiring
monitoring
and mitigating
measures.
It
was stated that wetland and flood plains should be added to the monitoring plan,
Timber
Public comments suggested that the Forest should provide enough timber to supply
the needs of the local mills,
a level of about 45 MMBF/year. People were polarized in their preference
for allowable
sale quantity as reflected
through their
desire for a certain
alternative.
The majority
desired either AlternatIve
A or
J, with harvest of 49 MMBF or 15 MMBF per year in the first decade, respectiveSome thought no more logging should be allowed.
Some commented that the
ly.
Forest should take up the slack from the reduced sale quantities
on neighborlng
Others
addressed
economics
or
value
of
timber
harvest,
productivity
of
Forests.
the Forest, and some suggested deficit
or below cost timber sales should not be
A few people commented on amounts of roads, logging systems, utiallowed.
lization
standards,
determination
of suitable
timberlands.
local economy and the
25 percent fund, and questioned the timber values used 1.n the economic analysis.
Chapter VI
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Silviculture
Public comments on the Draft EIS expressed a variety
of concerns with emphasis
on uneven-aged versus even-aged management (particularly
clearcutting)
and our
Some expressed a strong dislike
for clearcutting
or
ability
to reforest
sites.
a desire to see the Forest managed with a "light
touch" and prescribe
uneven-age
the Forest's
ability
to reestablish
trees on
management. Others questioned
areas which have received regeneration
harvest.
A few people recommended more
intensive
management on good sites and two expressed a concern for our ability
to maintain a sustained harvest.
Other commenters were concerned with spread
and control
of insects and disease, the use of herbicides,
and the spread of
noxious weeds Into the Forest.
Some expressed a need for the Forest to increase
weed control efforts.
Visual

Quality

Public comments received on the Draft EIS reflected
a strong desire to protect
visual quality
throughout
the Forest, but especially
on the west face of the
Bitterroot
Mountain range.
It was requested that a special
scenic management
area be set up on a west side area between Mill Creek on the north and Camas
Creek on the south.
Several commenters requested that there be no further
reading or clearcutting
on the Bitterroot
face.
It was suggested that there
would be an unacceptable
amount of unrecovered acres (regeneration
cuts) and
road miles proposed by the Plan over the next 5 decades in vxx~ally
sensitive
areas such as this.
Other comments did not favor a reduction
in visual quality
standards Forest-wide.
An approprsate distribution
of clearcuts
Forest-wide
and
recovery of regeneration
cuts before reentering
areas for further
management
were also expressed as concerns.
A comment was made that Forest planners had
not given proper weight to the west face of the Sapphires,
by lowering
visual
quality objectives.
Some felt that aesthetics
do not bear a price tag.
Some commenters felt
that there was an overemphasis on the visual
resources;
that there as a preoccupation
with the ill-effects
of reading
and timber
harvest:
that visual constraints
are excessive as proposed by the Forest Plan;
that costs would increase,
there would be a timber volume reduction
which would
be detrimental
to the economy, and an increased Incidence of unsold sales.
It
was further
suggested by one responder that visual quality
management should be
limited
only to retention
prescrlptions;
too much made of visuals;
public needs
education
xn resource
management which will
permit
their
(public)
visual
appreciation
to accommodate management activities.
Wilderness
Comments ranged from declassification
to recommending all qualifying
areas for
inclusion
In the wilderness system. One group of commenters was concerned about
limitations
on various uses in wilderness,
and the
the loss of forest products,
loss of trees to insects,
disease and fire in wilderness.
Another group felt
that wilderness was of greater economx value to the Bitterroot
Valley than timber harvest and was concerned about erosion, sediment, water quality,
and fisheries if these lands were developed, and felt
that the only way to preserve
existing
roadless areas was to have them classified
as wilderness.
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The opposing points
of view were emphasized
wilderness
areas were not being used to their
light and seasonal m nature and those who felt
Use projections
occur in the near future.
proponents and opponents.

those who felt
that existing
full potential
and that use was
that overuse of wilderness
would
were questioned
by wilderness

by

Comments ranged from protecting
all roadless areas through wilderness
classifiThose respondents who advocated putting
all roadcation to total development.
less areas in wilderness
cited a lack of statutory protectlon
for roadless areas
and a fear that the next planning cycle will change the management direction.
There was expressed support for keeping areas roadless for semiprimztive
recreSome people suggested that logging was okay, but no more
ation opportunities.
roads.
The projected
demand for these areas was questioned,
as well as the
rationale
for placing any suitable
timber producing lands in this category.
Recreation
Recreation comments centered on the economic importance of the local
industry,
the need to maintain
the fishing and hunting opportunities,
the willingness
to pay values used in the Forest Plan are too low.

recreation
and that

Other comments indicated
a need for developed sites for handicapped and senior
citizens,
that fees should be charged for recreatxon uses, that there is either
too much or too little
motorized
use, and that user education
should be a
primary management tool.
Water

industry,

quality
was emphasized as having a major
partxularly
river
and flshlng guides.

impact

on

the

Several responses indicated
a need for more emphasis on additions
to,
of the trail
system.
There were comments against
of, and upgrading
motorized
use on the system outside
wilderness,
and those that
motorized use should not be further
restricted
due to the amount of
closed by wilderness
and the limited
area currently open to motorized

recreation
retention
allowing
felt
that
the system
use.

Publx
comments centered
on the amount of existing
and proposed roads, road
design standards and road closures.
Road density comments ranged from no more
roads to no restrictions
on road building,
and included the adverse effects
of
roads on wildlife,
especially
elk and increased sedimentation
in creeks.
The
road design comments varied
from several supportlng minimum size and expense
with mitigation
measures and screening,
to one stating
that wider roads are
needed for logging equipment.
Road closure comments ranged from closing roads
yearlong
to opening roads yearlong.
Some suggested 1 mile of open road per
section was adequate.
Minerals

Most of
analysis
EIS.

the comments relating
to minerals focused on the need to improve the
of tradeoffs
between surface and subsurface resource development in the

Chapter VI

Some public
comments suggested that minerals did not receive
adequate treatment. There was concern for more stringent
controls by some while others wanted
less.
Mineral potential
ratings were questioned and there were opposing views
Few people commented that known
on whether there should be more wilderness.
mineral potential
areas should not be recommended for wilderness,
and some sugAlso, there were a few opposing
gested no exploration
be allowed in wilderness.
Mining
comments on whether roadless areas should be open to minerals
entry.
effects on water quality were also questioned.

A few public
comments were
proposed more use of planned
increase in access provided
caused fires and suppression

against management fires
in wilderness
and one
Some commented that
ignition
prescribed
burning.
by new roads would increase the number of personTwo comments were pro-underburnrng.
costs.

One person was concerned with high fire
suppression
costs versus low timber
values, while another questioned our suppression strategies
in some areas.
C.

Comments from Other Agencies,
Forest Service Response
1.

Indian

Tribes

and Federal

Elected

Officials

and Indian

Tribes

with

Agencies
Comments and
Responses
on Page

Columbia River Inter-Tribal
Fish Commission
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Extension Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service
U.S. Department of Defense, Department of the Army
U.S. Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Fish and Wildlife
Serv-ice
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agency
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COLUMBIA
RIVER INTER-TRIBAL
FISH
2705Em B”rn.l& Icrecl I”ilC I II Ponlrnd Oregon97214

COMMISSION
T&phone(501)138“66,

I

1

I

2

thorny
because

proble:n
in Pacific
Northwest
fisheries
nz,nagoment
is
contend
that
the Indians'
harvest
ns one can reasonably
presently
yields
a moderate
living.
This fact
was implicitly
acknowledged
by
the Supreme Court
in Passenger
Fishing
Vessel
____.
when it
stated
that
the 50% ceiling
on the Indians'
harvest
allocatin:?
was necessary
"to prevent
their
needs from exhausting
resource
and thereby
frustrating
the treaty
right
of
the entir'all
[other]
citizens
of the territory.'"
Id. at 686.
Reg.lrdless
of what
the term
“moderate
living
standard"
means,
it will
eventually
be defined
by the judiciary
-- not a
federal
a;ency.
SEE Id. a% 687.
As discussed
earlier,
the Ninth
Circuit
h.-.s alreadydeTermined
that federal
agencies
must refrain
f ram tsklng
actions
that
will
reduce
the number of fish
in a
depleted
'un.
See Kittltas,
slip
op. at 7. Nor does this
duty
cease when an anadromous
fish
run manages to increase
its numbers
beyond
tk.e dangerous
level
of minimum
viability.
In United
States
v. Ada'rI , 723 F.id 1394 (9th Cir.
1984),
the b:inth Circuit
stated
th.lt:
Implicit
in this
“moderate
living”
standard
is the
conclusion
that
Indian
tribes
are
not
generally
entitled
tc the same level
of exclusive
use and
explultation
of a natural
resource
that
they enJoyed at
the : ime that
they entered
into
the treaty
reserving
interest
in the TESOUEC~, ,unless,
ot course,
“0
tilei:
lesslevel
~111 supply
Jk.rn vlth
a moderate
llvlng.
-: .~
_-Id. ;t 1415 (emphasi;
added).
Here rhe Ninth
C;rcuit
has indicated
that
the
Klamaths
must
be al lowc!
to achieve
their
“moderate
llvlng.”
tlo one knows what
that
1s.
The court
explicitly
stated
the possibility
that
the
“moderate
living
standard”
may only
be achieved
by allowing
the
tclbe
to enjoy the “same
level
of exclusive
use and exploitation”
It had at the time the treaty
was concluded.
Id.
The purport
of
this
holcing
is clear.
Federal
agencies
owe< duty to refrain
from act:,.rities
that
will
interfere
with
the ----__
fulfillment
of
treaty
rlyhts.
The non-interference
duty does not only
apply
In the
when fish
runs are at OL near minimum
viable
status.
Forest,
context
of the Bitterroot
National
unless
the Forest
Service
can demonstrate
that
the
tribes'
treaty
rights
ace
presently
being
fulfilled,
the Forest
Service
cannot
justify
approv inc activities
in the forest
that
will
cause
further
degradation
of anadromous
fish
habitat.
The preceding
discussion
of the nature
and extent
of the
Colurr,bia
niver
tribes’
treaty
fishing
rights
demonstrates
that
preservation
and enhancement
of anadromous
fish
habitat
1s one of
the United
States
Forest
Service's
primary
legally-imposed
goals.
Unfortunately,
neither
the DEIS nor the proposed
plan
reflect
this
Eact.

FORESTSERVICERESPONSE
Continued

states
how rruch anadromous
fish
habitat
is
The ;'FIS never
containet;
within
the Bitterroot
National
Forest
other
than to
state
that
this
habitat
exists
within
"the Idaho portion."
See
The allegedly
more detailed
proposed
DEIS at II-10
and 111-18.
plan
suffers
from
the same defect.
See Bitterroot
Naitonal
-Focest
Proposed
Forest
Plan
(March
1985) at V-9.
Neither
the
DEIS nor the pcoposed
plan
ever state
how mar.y anadromous
fish
are supported
by
the National
Forest.
The DEIS and the proposed
plan
do r!dt set up anadromous
fish
protection
oblectives.
Given
be
the lack
of necessary
information,
a decision-maker
would
unable
t-J
make
a reasoned
choice
relating
to anadromous
fish
in
the Natio.lal
Forest.
The Forest
Service
maintnlns
that
slnce
the only
covers
and
that
support
anadromous
fish
are all
in the
Idaho
streams
wilderness
areas
of the Bitterroot
National
Forest,
then this
habitat
little
by Forest
management
ii1 1 be "affected
-__
--___
activitic
:.l(
ser Proposed
Plan at V-9.
(emphasis
added);
See
also
DE1.I' at II-47
("Wilderness
streams
and lakes
will
not be
---7by management
activities.")
(emphasis
siqnlfic?ntly -affected
See ,-also DEIS at II-10
("the rivers
are in wilderness
and
added);
-.affected
little
by Forest
management
activities.")
(emphasis
-____
-__If all
anadromous
fish
habitat
is in wilderness,
why
added).
would
it be __.affected
all
by Forest
manaqcment activities?
If
-at --then
what
there
are
some effects,
are
they?
Are
they
then
why
not?
riqniflcant?
If not,
Neither
the DEIS nor the
proposed
Illan
addresses
these questions.
The Forest
Servlcc
states
that
anadromous
fish
runs have
"downstream
activities,
especially
large
dimlnished
by
hydroele
;:ric
dan,s."
See DEIS at 111-16.
It then states
that
-ace
ongoing
restoration
measures
(artificial
hatching
there
channels)
occurring
at Indian
Creek
on the Selway.
Id.
The
Commission
would
be the first
to applaud
these
effortsby
the
However,
given
the dearth
of Information
on
Forest
Service.
fish
population
and habitat
production
potential,
it
anadromous
is impossible
to determine
whether
these restoration
measures are
reasonable
and adequate
to fulfill
the Forest
Service's
duties
to
the tribes.
been

The hydroelectric
dams on the Columbia
and Snake rivers
have
extensive
damage to anadromous
fish
LUIIS.
So have
timber
and road-building.
harvesting
activities
In dealing
with
the Forest
Service
cannot
limit
itself
to a
anadromous
fish,
"single
forest"
frame of reference.
Anadromous
fish
migrate
as
far inland
as the Bitterroot
National
Forest
and as far north
as
Alaska.
As the Pacific
Northwest
has come to realize,
the
anadromozi
fish
runs can only
be restored
if state,
federal
and
tribal
lhnd,
water,
and wildlife
managers
adopt a coordinated,
"gravel-to-gravel"
management
approach
to this
valuable
and
mobile
renewable
resource.
This
approach
is reflected
by the

caused

'ro state that a resource would ehsoluLely not hr: affected
wo111d perhap?
mislead the public thnt we fully understand all the factors z+l'l'ectiIlg the
Some subtle uses of the Wilderness.
including
hum;ln
fisheries
resource.
fishing or fire management decisions could have minor ?ffecLs
visilation.
nor expected to be
on the anndromous resource. but are not quantifiable
significant.

.
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Mr.
P.obert
5. Morgan
Forest
Supervisor
Bitterroot
National
Forest
316 North
Third
Street
Hamilton
:Aontana
59840
fie:

DEIS

Dear

Mr.

No.

8504.03

-

Bitterr-oot

National

Forest

Plan

Morgan:

Our review
of the DEIS and subsequrnt
contact
witn
U.S.
Forest
Service
Indicate?
all
anadromorts
fish
habitat
1s within
wildertiess
or
;~ersonrwl
These
management
designations
are
compatible
roadless
area
management
units.
with
and support
anadromous
fish
populations
and habitat
and thus
we have
no
If our assumptions
are
in err'or
please
contact
detailed
r~mment
on the DEIS.
Rollie
MoqltClgrie
(503)
230-5425
of my staff.
You,

roordinstion

efforts

are

appreciated.
Llncerely

Da:e
IT.
Dlvis~un
cc:

USFWS

-

Roy

liebergcr,

Boise

yours,

Evans
Chief

1

Your
assumptions m-e correct.
A rood corridor
through wilderness pnrallels
a portion
of t.lre onadromous fisheries.
direction,
ns
but monngcnicnL
detailed in MA 5. for the corridor will only meintain
present developments
and limit
any future
disturbance.

.
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Mr Robert 5 Morgan
Forest superv,sor
EnttePPoOt N.tlO”al FOreSt
316 North Third Street
HamIlton, IIT 59840
Dear Mr. Morgan
Tb,s letter pro",des the " 5 Environmental P,vtect,on Agency's IEPR,
concerns following ,ts i-evlew of the Bitterroot
National Forest Proposed
Forest Play and Draft Environmental impact Statement (DEIS). The Agency
welcomes the opportunity
to re"~ew these documentr
EPA understands

the Forest Ser",ce faces ,n be,ng spec~f,c
modlficat,anal
“se5 stretch,"9
o,,t over
severa, y-a 5 The Fwest Ser",ce, bowe"er, must rea,,re that ,t IS d,ff,w,t
for th,s r~'ncy to pro",de more than genera, concerns w,tho"t i'now,q the
s~eclflc ".e6 for particular
areas of the B,tterrmt
Nat,onal Forest.
To
solve thus 16s"e. the Fowst Ser",ce should 9,"e the p"bl,c the opwrtumty
to
review spec,f,c proposed uses *nth,n parts of the nat,ona, forest shortly
You shwld be prepared to modify or change
before those "se< are ,mplemented
these proposed uses to prevent unacceptable en",ranmentai
dqradatxan
in documents that

the d~ff~wlty

address

pors,ble

The LIEiS states that State of Montana water quality standards will not be
exceeded. The DElS also ,nd,cates that water-related
beneflc,al
uses WI,, be

occ&

‘It

IS cosily

go correct

a problem after

,t has occurred

1
I
32

4
35
env,ranmenta, ,mpxt evaluation effort be ,ncluded
harvest,ng t,mber and/or road ConstrUctlo"

as c&-t of the <art of

16

2.

State

Agencies
Comments and
Responses
on Page

Commenter
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreatxon
Idaho Transportation
Department,
Bureau of Aeronautics
Public Transportation
Idaho State Historical
Society
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife,
and Parks
Montana Historical
Socxety
State of Montana (OffIce
of the Governor)
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. ..
a,tterroot
316 Mrth
Hamilton,

Elatloh3l Forest
Tblrd Street
NT 59830

Dear r-west Planner

Chuck Wells
ORIN Planner
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The stale wp~orts
~lannrng efforts on the SW to assure that a
sufflclent
amount of timber is offered to ma,nta,n a eompetiti”e forest
products mdustry w,“,our ,eopardrzing other mporfant forest resou-ces
We are concerned. however, that because al the length of the ~-Jannm,
process, the econmmc co”d,t,ans that or,g,“ally
,“f,ue”ced
the FORPLAN
model are now outdated
Th,s s,tuatm”.
coupled wtb
the lack of
ana,ys,s regmbng
speafic I”,,, capmty
and local ecanamlc conditmns,
provides
,“suff,c,e”r
,nformatio”
to detormne
whether
the vvosed

5
It
A,qe”d,x
8 (Descr,~tmn of the Analysm Process) was espec,ally helpful
prowded
an excellent.
easdy readable d,sc”ss,on
and d,splay of the “BPLOUS
analytml
tools used by the Pore~t
The sectmns an se,ntl”,ty
analysm
co”5tralnts,
,md alternattve generatmn. were par~cularly
helpful
Regard,ng water quabty and watershed pr~te~tmn.
however, the Plan and
data
DElS mntmue
to follow the defuent
pattern of nmdequate mon~tanng.
collection and modebng efforts
we have seen ,n other current
forest plannmg
efforts 1” Regran 1
As a result. bttle lnformatlon IS wadable KI rhe documents
to SUppOrt water q”ahty,q”a”uty
e”a,“at,o”s

.

In addltmn,

the followng

co”cerns

were rdentlfled

1
2

0

Propkd
tlmber
harvest
levels are based upon a very
hmkted and
3
questmnable
set of assumpt,ans burlt ,nto the FORPLAN model, wtb httle
detaled
analys,s of the e~onom,~ s,tuatmn related to either the umber or
recreat,nn tndustry
Bemwe of thm, it LS very d,ff,cu,t to determ,ne ,f the
proposed harvest Ie”e1s are approprrate
3

0

A sqn~tmnt
change I” management drectwn
1s shown by appror,mately
61,000 acres of land prevmusly allocated to roadlcss management in BNF Un,t
Plans now proposed for roaded development I” the BNF Plan

0

Although
lmplementatmn
of the proposed Plan wdl double the mdes of
the Plan dncs not addrca.< the 1
ex,stl”o
roads b”
rhe 5th decade.
implom&tatlon
of ihe Montana
Pahcy, or the Cooper&we
adverse impacts on b,g game
hunter apportun~ty on the BNF

0

The BMF program to morutor
underfunded
and understaffed
The BNP
wdderness,

changes m the aquatic
beyond the hrst year

res,“rces

1
4

appears to be 6
3

Plan has used monetary values II, ,ts e”a,“at,ons
of wddbfe
and dispersed recreatton that are unreabst,ca,,y
low for Montana

1

T-f
One of the state’s major concern4 I-. that suffnent
tamber harvest I? planned
to mantan
a competkove forest
products
Industry
1” Montana wthout
Although
the Plan offers the
sacnfnng
other wnportant forest resources
condusmn that It IS necessary to mcrease allowable harvest by nearly fifty
percent over the current level by the thrd decade. it projects that needs of
Th,s concI”s,on
the local umber economy wdl be unmet by a wde margw
should be cowdered
tentawe.
because It 1s not supported by appropriate
analysts regardtng
proJected demand for trnber pradicts,
or-by- ihokough
compar~nns
of hlstorlcal
data regarding
t,mber offered for sale. vers”~
Proposed harvest levels were based on
timber purchased,
versus actual cut
a very bmlted and questionable set of assumptw6
budt unto the FORPIAN
model, wth bttle detaled onalysls of the econonuc sWatvan related to the
For example, thp Forest Serwce has axumcd contuwally
Umber Industry
Tunber harvest
mcreasq
real prices for tunber over the plannmg penod
However, the high
levels have been deterrmned using that assumption only
sensmwty
of land allacetmn to increases I” real lumber prres
1s clearly
Thbs analysis lndicatcs that the assumptwn made
shown >n Rppend,x
B
Future
regardxng future lumber prices should be vaned among alternatwes
plannrng efforts should ncorparate
this approach
We support
addtnon.4
studies lncludrng
an analyst
based an zones al
nfluence
and emphasnlng
mrll capacity,
hmtoncal
volumes processed by
E”a,“a”o”*
spectfic nulls and the percentage use of Forest Servrce umber
of nmber supply should be based on bid ares or some other geographx
ortentatmn
which accounts far the overlap of supply to mdls from dtfferent
Because of the length of the plannutg process, the
Natianal Forest ““lLs
econmmc condltrons that orlglnally
lnfiuenced
the FORPLAN model are now
outdated
This s~tuatmn,
coupled wtb
the lack of analysts regarding
spec,f,c
,,,,,I capacity
and local econ~m,c cond,t,o”,
make it vrt”aI1y
mpossdde to dctermne whether the proposed harvest IS too high or too low
Perhaps the met useful and most d8fhcult area of analyst
8s projecttng
This type of analysw IS much more relevant
demand for “mber rroducts
depending
an the fluctuatmn
of demand. mdl
than null capactty *me,
capacity may rtee or fall due to plant aperungs or closures
There appears to be a discrepancy
I” the bgure used for the average
1971-1980 sale level m the “Descnptwn
ol Altrmot~ves”
sectvan of Chapter II
In this secuon the proposed timber sole level under each
of the “US
Accnrd,ng to page 8 of the
alternatwe
is compared to the 1971-80 sale level
If this bgure IS
summary, an average of 28 MMBF was sold from 1971-80
correct.
then errors east in the dlscussnns of Umber outputs far several of
POT example. alternatwe
F on page 11-7.9 states that
the elternatwes
“The fwst decade base sale schedule of 28 MMBF/year IS 8% below the
1971-80 sale level ”
Table II-B of the DEIS shows that under the preferred
alternatwe.
stand nprovement
work 1s scheduled only during the frrst decade
pomt should be clanfled

umber
ThlS

FORESTSERVICERESPONSE
Continued
‘I‘he ell~t~ver~css of prccommercial 1binning should be re-evalualed
questionable whether the prognosis model used to develop the timber
tables accurately modeled the volume growth response to thinning.

It is
yield

11.

The crficiency
of precommercial
Lhinning was evalualed
by a Learn 01
District
and Forest silviculturists
and the Forest Economist in November.
1983. The analysis indicated the predicted yield on most BitLerroot
sites
Although there may be some
would have to be doubled to pay for thinning.
question about the sensitivity
of the prognosis model to the thinning
there is little
likelihood
the yield from any stand could be
treatment,
doubled.

12.

We do not anticipate
planting
desirable
forage species on transitory
can be severely jeopardized by competition from
range. Tree establishment
grasses and shrubs.
Natural establishment
of native,
set-al grass. shrub
and forb species will supply needed forage.
Noxious weeds will be controlled
through integrated pest management. A variety of tree species will
be planted only to the extent that each individual
site is capable of supporting them. No type conversions are planned.
Habitat type is a classification
system denoted by climax species.
Ry definition,
jt cannot be
changed unless the physical properties of the site at-e radically
altered.

13.

The difference
between
Alternative
lies in the
Big Hole, and Blue Joint
biological
and physical
Mountain. Sapphire, and
public by management for

14.

No activities
that would detract from their wilderness characteristics
will
be permitted within Montana Wilderness Study Act (MWSA) areas. or within
other areas recommended to congress for wilderness
classification,
until
congress has acted on the recommendations.

15

We have expanded the discussion
of long-term
designation in the FEIS Chapter IV. B. 1.

lh.

Motorized use in roadless areas is addressed in the Standards section of MA
5 direction
in Chapter III of the Final Plan.
The intent
is to allow
current use to continue unless monitoring indicates
that motorized use IS
impacting other resources.
Adjustments are made during the annual travel
plan review in accordance with Executive Order 11644.

11
3

Productive
sites should be treated to conlrol diseases where treatment is
feasibile and cost effective.
The use of IPM strategies and treatments for
stand protection is an excellent approach.
Delayed
Timber area management standards
are generally
very good.
regeneration
of transition
range would provide additional forage for livestock
and wildlife if weeds are controlled.
Desirable forage species may be planted
on these sites to increase the amount of forage available and help prevent
Reforestation
planting with a variety of tree species, as
weed invasion.
hut could prove costly if
mentioned in the Plan, might increase diversity
Proposed habitat type conversions should be
certain species do not survive.
outlined in the Plan.
2.

Wilderness.
___I‘he preferred
Plan proposes to add 76,805 acres of w~ldrrness to the RNF
We urge the plan.ners to reconsider the Governor’s May 10, 1904 Wilderness
Recommendation to the Montana Congressional
Delegation for d 73,945 acre
addition to the BNF‘ portion of the wilderness system as follows:
Acres

Area
1001 North Biy Hole
1BAA Selway-BR Canyons
1061 Blodgett Canyon
1062 North Fork Lost Horse
106.1 Trapper Creek
1064 Nelson Lake
Ml845 Meadow Creek
1808 (LIBARU) Stony Mountain
‘I-OTAI.

2,840
12,700
9,600
7,800
2,500
2,900
12.600
23;OOS
‘I.?,Y45

A detailed discussion
of the wilderness
values of these areas from the
Kecommendations
is attached
for
Governor’s
1984 Wilderness
Your
consideration.
The Plan’s proposed timber management activities for thesr
areas should not be implcmentcd until Congressional acLion has resolvwl the
UNF wilderness issue.
Only the negative aspects of establishinq new wilderness areas are mentioned
(adverstv impacts on timber harvest and mineral production).
The long-term
benefits from this type of management to watershed,
recreation,
big game
security
habitat,
hunter opportunity
and hunting season type and length
need to be identified in the Plan.

l-3

1
1
,4

‘5

The type of motorized use that will be allowed in roadless areas and the
criteria for use decisions are unclear (Page 11-22). Both should be clarified
16
in the final Plan.
3
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the Governor's recommendation and the Preferred
assignment of the Stony Mountain, Sapphire. North
areas. We believe the Blue Joint area adds unique
attributes
to the wilderness system and the Stony
North Big Hole areas can best meet the needs of the
semiprimitive
recreation.

benefits

of

wilderness

nbw bemg proposed
far de”e,o,xd,
raadcd
management
c&“erselY,
apprax,,note,y
10,000 acres of land (ma,nly ,n the Brooks Creek, Flat Rock
creek and b,nme creek dranages)
that was nmnnscd for de”elo”mo”L I” the

b

mnaqen,ent

Area 2

The proposed hab,tat effect,“eness
of 60% is constdered
writer range and ,t should be revised to a nunmwm of 80%

too low for

nllowrng 40% rJ‘ the writer range forage for lwesmck 15 to* hrqh
TO
be more compat,b,e w,th wddbfe. and to conform wth the practices of
other forests. ths should be lowered PO 35%
mad

dens,t,es

allowed espec,a,,y

for writer

range,

should

23
3
24
3

be reduced

25
3

6

BeSfManagemenl

Pract~es

(BMPs)

The iollawlng defnutmn
should be mcluded 1” the f,nal
agreed upon by the Regmnal 1 Forest Serv,ce offxce

Plan and US as

BMPS, the set of ~ractlces
1” the Plan which.
when appbed durmg
mplementatm”
of a pro,ecr,
ensure that water-related
benef~ml uses are
protected and that State water quahty standards are met
BMPS can take
several forms
Some are defmed by Stale reg”latlon
or memoranda of
understsd~ng
between the Forest service and the states
Others are
defmed
by the Forest “xterdtscrplmary
plannmg
team for apphcstmn
3o
Forest-w,de
Both kmds of BMPS are included I” the Plan as Forest-wide
Standards
A th,rd land IS rdentlfuzd by the ,nterdisciphnary
team for
ta specific
managemcnl 8re.35, these BMPs are included as
appllcatlon
h4ah~gement fira Standards !n the approprmte management arcils
R fourth
prqect
level BMPS. Is based 0” see Spe‘IIIc
and
.“a,ual\o”
repr;sents
the most effective and ,xaclicable
means of acco,rq,l,shn,g’water
qualm and other goals of the specify area “wolved I” the pro,ect
‘L’he?e
p’a,ect level &VP’s can either ~“pplement or replace G,e Plan standards far
speclfrc pro]ects
d

;xdreferred

2
,!A

alternatwe
wdl double the mdes of ensung road by the 5th
This ~“crease 1” road access wdl have an adverse im,xxt on big
game habltat security,
effectwe
use of hob,tat and hunter apporturuty
Adherence
to the Montana F,sh and Game Com”“sw,n’s
Road Management
Pohcy should help offset these m,pac‘s
We recommend that the BNF
mwlement these gwdebnes along with the Elk/Loggmg gutdehnes

1
3,

32
;]~&&m
of the sdd~lmnal road netw&k requmd
Far. forest manageme”t.
however
adverse efferrs Lrom the new road system arc not addrewed
I”
terms of the effect an water quahty, the dew&me m aquatic habitat nor the
nddrcsstng
these deffrrenctes
and p~t~fymg
thta
dccreasr
m f~hcrles
management dwectmn should be a hqh pnonty
1” this sccoo~~ of the DFlS

32

I
We recommend that roads should be built to the m~ntmum standard whenever
33
pawblc
to reduce pubbc use and fmbtate
closures of necessary follownq 3
harvest a~fw~tles

1

The road densma
hsted we very high and wdl constderably
reduce elk
The BNF should constder obhteratmg
some roads far
hebnrat ~ffeclmene~s
34
the fmt
118 to 114 nulc. rather than usmg gales to dmourage
vmlatlons
2
and to rns~~tam a &ore secure habItal for btq game
The Plan’s mm mcnt to fund npproxmalely
31% of Lbe road c”nStrUCtm”
If the
35
dung
decades 1-3 8s capttal ~“vr~ment
roads IS quest~onohle
it may not
long-term tmber harvest w11I not pay for the road conm’uct~“”
be worth harveshnq,
espeaally II road construction
adversely effects “ther 1
mmportant forest resources
we suggest the followuq addttm
to the Plan’s Road Management ob,ectwe
However. roads
“It $6 our intent to prowde pubhc access to forest lands
wd, be closed where adverse resource l”l,mct and/or the maintenance cost Of
Adverse mwcts
to be considered
kavmg them open exceeds the benef>t~
increased tmber COSTSto the mdustry or the pubhc. jeopsrdmng
big
are
game ,,rnductm
and protec~mn. ,eopordm”g
rccreatmd hunllng and ftshw
Closures on
and stream sedment
or erosion problems
apportunibes.
~,,,,e~tor roads wr,, be made to ilvmd adverse ,,“~acts to the resource
Most
spur roads wdl be closed after spaal
resmrce needs are sotmfled ”

1
36

DWP has suggested the addmon of several road managrment related cntena
37
They are attached lo these mmments 3
to the IPlan’s mmagement guldehnes
as ,,ppe”dm B

33

3’4

35

36
37

38

39
rhe fmel Plan should show what percent
wll be affected by road clowres
8

of the waded

portlo”

of the forest

3

39

Recreamn
a

&mng

40
and F,shmq

we suggest
the followmg
addttmn
to the Forest-wde
Management
oblectmes and recommend li be hsted under the “Recreatro””
heading
“Provide a variety of hunnng recrea~on apportun~ttes by usu~g prqecr
planning and wed management to assm the DFWP 1” meetmg their goal
of malntalnlng long hunting seasons wltb ml”im”m reStr*Ctlo”S I)

40
I

a
8

YZB
Ll~<*callo”tchlcd LOL,Sh.l”d WllllhlCshouldbCa<klrrssecJ

We suggest
be managed to provide
huntcr days *’
stetemcnt

:

1” this

(l”d

the addltton of the following
“The Forest “all
for et least a mwntenance of the current elk

i3
We question the DEB statement regardmg
roaded natural recreation
that
“the qushry of huntmg. fmhmg
wll decrease as the populatmn
increases unless the area roaded lncrcases praporuonately
” We beheve
sahtude IS a key factor in quahfy hunung end flshmg expenences
M~~.“taxng
the unroaded areas wdl mantam the quaiq
experwnces

4,
3

1
42

The 35% prolected
decrease of elk hunter recreatmnal
v~~~lor days
(RVDs) from the current
level of 45,X0 to 29.000 - 30,000 ,n the
preferred
alternatwe
IS not acceptable
This prcdlcted
loss I” elk
43
hunter RVDs stresses the need t” malntxn as much roadless securely 3
habitat as powable
b

Mtwnatwes
Rerreatlon IS an mportanl use of all Montana Natrand FO~PS~S, mcludrng .
the Bnlerrwat
The olternatwes
developed shauld reflect a rof
recreatmn optmns rather
than sm~ply treatmg
recreatmn as a stanc
resource
Alternntwes
that provtde a range of new and expanded
recreatmnal
umrovements
could encoura”e
m”re recrearmn
use bv

Recreatmn 1s prajecred to mcrease o” the BNF as the population of
Western Montana mcreases WEIS 8-U and 42)
It ~8 crroneou8 to
assume that increased RVDs IS a functmn only of Western Mantena’s
47
pOp”Iatlo”
RVDs
are,
therefore,
hkely
to
be signrf,cantly
underestxmaled
3

The values shown m the DEE-B4Z for wddernrss
($8 00) end other
dqlersed
remeetton
($3 001 vmts seem low, psrtlrolar~y
reletwe to 48
The Plan should mclude mformeuon
other forms of recremon
heted
3
det.nhng how the BNF delermmed these values
The total value of developed recreatmn should be grcaler than actual
CIcarly.
the Plan should rwoynm
thel
user fees rollecled.
$5,000
49
user Iem only represenl
a small portton of the tolal pubhc YB~UC 0r
For example. r4nsmner
developed rerreatlon
fac~l~tw
on Lht- BNf
surplus studres (wave1 cost or wdhqness
to pay) or Ieahstlc RVD
I
values may be used to eveluate recreational benefltq
I he low n~uonal c%dlmgness to pay” lqurc of $21 ~8s apparently uwl
Thrs
to standerdue
the valuee for huntmq between forest rewoos
averagmg 01 values between statcb and types of hunting (deer. rlk.
~avolma. PW ) tends to downplay the mportance of hunbng and flshmq
recreatbon Lo a state hke Monlana, when it 15 a favored ruxedlton
01
“wllh”g”c~s
many res&nts
and draws considerable non-rcsldent
use
to pay” values can and wd2 differ between states end between forrste
We suggest a lomt rewew prolect be developed between the U S rarest
Serwce end Lhe DFWIP to study end develop a mal~%lc value for
‘wllhngncss
ta pay”
The $21 value used m Lhc droll 1s unreal~surally
low lo* Montana’s quahty of huntmg

51.

52.

50
1

Off-rood
vehxlc use should be hmted m Research Natwill Areas and
key wldbfe areas
Separate areas should be dewgnated far molormed
end non-motorned
recreanon
to avoid user conflicts
end prowde
~at~s1v*no re~reat~0n.i
exmriences
for a11 types of recreattonws
I 51
;b;.e
roeds my
provtdi
opporrunllm
for -Cross Country ek>llnq.
hunter
access end hendmpped
access even though velncle
mess’,s
lmufed
J

The Burnt Fork of the Bliterroot
River should be mcluded m the
52
mventory of public water supply watersheds. / e Town of Stevenevdle
sped
watershed
management prescrpt~ons
are required
1x3 these
3
dramages. end should be Idemhed
m the Plan

the Plan a.3 requ,;emenrs

s

J

Ca”tlo”
must be exercised when reduclng cover on writer range to 40% af
the area
Thermal cover 1s lmpcriant and heavdy used for foragmg and
Adequate thermal co”er must be
restmg dunns wnters
with deep snows
3
-9-

s8

The plan propcts a 10% decrease m fish pop”latlons at the end of the first
decade beca”se of sedmxntal~on from road cons1r”ctton and umber harvesr
Fish habUt mqrovemcnts such as boulder d”sLers and woody
(page 11-11)
debm placed in streams to create pools, as s”ggestad “1 the Ran. wdl nut
compensate for reduced fish populanons if water quality 1s Iumtinq
More
research is necessary to eval”ate the bm~f~ng factors for f1s.h pop”latron~ and
9MPs and
the val”e
of habItat
mxprovements
in mounfan
streams
mventones
of -+ensluve sods should be carefully evoluslcd to reduce the
pro,ectcd
t,,c,c~se tn stream sedm,entotion
WC feel that. considenng
the
planned development .xflv~t!es.
stgndlcanr flsher!es 1osses are a potenlml on
the BNF
rhe Plan repot ts the stream-dwelhng
cavhable
populauon of tro”t on the
BNF as bemq 67.700 Oncludxna Idaho areas)
Appendw C attached to these
comments shoiws the rcsulrs of populatron estrmatei~on *he BNF by Lbc DFWP
A cone.etvaiwe
estmatc of the catchable trout population on the BNF III
Montana alone IS 412,430 m 377 odes ol streams
The Ioresr ad,oins a
mmmum of 117 odes of fxshable tro”t streams on prwate lands whch adds
another 149.878 catachable tro”r to the total
These off-forest
streams do

s

“The clear, cold streams are only’
We disagree wth the Plan’s statement
moderately productive pnmardy because many of them flow through relatwely
sterde oramtic sods ” The average number of trout lamer than 6 ntches
fo”nd by the DFWP 1s about l.OS? per mde m the BNF &-cams. which 1s
considered
prod”ctwe
If the very unportant
)uvende segment of these
trtbutary
streami 1s included, another 1,929 tro”t per mde are added. for a
On a per unit of flow baas, the
total of 3,023 trout per mde average
eastsrde (Sapphire)
streams are many tmes more prod”ctive
than the
westslde streams

61

62

33

64

65
66
12

go&
the dwusslon
of water and sod (the base resource) for each
evea should be expand&.
especmlly for management areas where
‘rho ~“ventory
data and
hmber
cutting
are proposed
recommwdatrons
for ~e”sltwe sods should be mtegroted !nto the
The Plan should I”dxote
mea dlxusslons
when svadable
mformat~on wll be avaddble

1

management
roadlng and
management
management
when Lhts

66

‘nmber hwvee.t IS proposed to be allowed on land unswtsble
for timber
production
CO as~~?t tn meeting cover/forage
obwtwes
on elk writer range
67
the ftrst pnonty
on unswtable
ground should be protcrtlon
al the sod
3
resource base
13

68

w
‘there IS on tnconsbstency m range use snd forage productlo”
figures “sod
*he proposed Plan shows e” tncreaso 1” avwlable AUMs from
in Lhe I’lan
12,400 to 14,200 m the next 50 years (Table II-l),
but the current program
shows only H,ZOO AUMS et Lhe begxnnng,
nxreasvq
to 17.000 AUMS III 50
Both the permtttcd use of 14,200 AUMs and the actual
years (Table V-1)
use of 12,800 A”MS exceed the bqnnang
level of forage show” I” the Plan

1

.

67

66

Ideally.
the entire range should be I” good or excellent condltlon.
and
grazng
levek should be based o” range condltlon
and trend
R=“w
6g
~nanagers should adjust bvestock “umbere to improve the condition of fan’.
poor, or very poor allotments and to ut~bze forage as it becomes more3
wadable on good or excellent range
we support
the moderate mcreese m AUMs
possjble, bowever, that free regeneration may
to 20 yeers to mxnte~n AUM~ (Page 111-3). of
bee” used to ebm!nate c~mpet~twe herbaceous
can enhance tree seedbng growth)

69

70

It IS
projected I” the Plan
not have to be delayed from 5
menwe
Iwestock graztng has 70
vegefatlon on clearcuts (which 3

Fences and water developments should be constructed
where necessary to’
mprove Iwestock dntnbutlon
and prevent stream degredatmn I” allotments
Whde bght grazing on wldbfe writer range may
that Include r~parm” areas
mprove the quabty and productaon of big game forage, enough forage should
remam to susfem big game populations
through
the writer
and reduce
Aqu~~tzon of addltlonal wnfer range, as
damage to adlacent prwate lands
mentioned UI the Ph.
mght help reduce ~onflv~t~ wth adwent landowners

71
1
,

73

Managenmnt quldehnes Thouid address the problem of the spread of knepweed
methods al
end other noxious weeds by vehtcles. as well ss descnbmg
73
SpoLted knapweod
estobhshmg
compeL111ve vegemat~on on dlstul bed arms
3
should be added to the momlormg plans on I’oge IV-7
7’1
m=g
Plan beneflls and costs (able 1V-1) should be monitored more frequently
then
every ftvr ycors to mwre that Lhc pr”]ects remm feasible “nd ore m the
pubbc mterest
I
B

74

76

&od>
We recommend the
bull elk harvest
runtung)
exceeds
addmod
fall road

“When the
followmg rnlerm
be edded to the Plan
m any hunting
dlstrlct
conslstenlly
(three years 75
40% durmg the frst
week of the huntmg seeson.
3
closures wdl be constdered *’

In addmon.
the followng
new momtormg mterlo”
1s necessary for
roads
“mies of road open to pubbc use - measured and reported
‘6
annually ‘I
3
b

75

wer

and Sedment

melds

1

Pht proposed Low le”el of statistlca, eccurocy 1s not ap~roprmte
for
mod01 vnhdot~on, bui rather as +cks
on whether dranages are close 77
More mXbetter
data ore needed for model
to II vabdotcd mod”1 value
“didat,“”

We ere concerned shout the adverse mpbcat~ons to an effective mom“if it 1s determmed durmg
tor~ng progmm by the followmq statement
propsct desagn that the best way Lo meet the goals of the Plen confbcts
78
wth a Forest Plan Standard,
the Forest Supervisor may approve a”
e~ceptton to thet standard for that project I’ A further explanar~on of
I
the cnterm for thrs type of exceptlo” should be provided
The BNF program to monitor changes I” the nquat~c resources appears
The
to be underfunded
and understeffed
beyond the first
year
adcquste momtonng of proposed development requres
pre- and postdevilopment
data
After the fmt year. monrtormg wdl apparently foil
far behmd new development
In addmon.
the proposed momtomg
program w,,, not fulfd, the need of cahbratmg the sediment weld and
flshenes response models
Cabbratlon stwbes are necessary to prowde
the stmslrcally
rebable results

1
79

77
78
79

The Plan proposes to mon,tor ten macronsvertt~ate
sampl,nq s~ettons
per year wth low prcc~s~on and moderate relmblhty wth 10 days effort
and $1,200 per year
Thts level only covert
the flrsf year of
Each year thererAt-r,
th,s amount needs to be added to
development
the previous year’s budget because of the long-term nature of unpacts
assocvsted wnh development end the mult~phc~ty of factors which control
watershed conditions

Exght days of effort
probably
IS adequate for the hrst year of
‘lhe
~~m~law~
effect
OC earh
add~t~onal year’?
development
development,
however. makes ths level of act~wty anadequate shortly
Watershed management 1s a long-term
after lmplementatlon of the Plan
commmnenl and development onpacts may not be detectable for many
years

e

.

mdrologtc

Recovery

,,,

1
83

and R~panan Area Condltlon,

Momtonnq IS deslgned to look at one prowt
per dsrnci
per year for
Th,s
each of these Items, wth low precmion end moderate reliabdq
~es:;tapequare
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includes
DEIS and Proposed
following
groups:

the name of all persons submlttlng
wrItten
comments on the
Commenters are lxsted
alphabetxally
by the
Forest Plan.
Index of
Comment Responses
Page

Indian Tribes and Federal Agencies
State Agencies
Local Government and Elected Offxlals
Organizations
Industry
and Busxxess
Individuals

9
60
144
178
178
179

Some comments were received from Individuals
with no return address.
Unless we
these names could not be
could find their name m a local telephone directory,
included on the Forest Plan walling address nor could the Forest's
response to
were revlewed, but their names
thex comment be mailed to them. These letters
could not be placed on the commenters' list.
Comments received after the August 15, 1985, deadlrne date were considered in
in the comment
formulation
of the flnal
documents, but are not included
statlstlcs.
summaries, lncludlng
1.

Indian

Tribes

and Federal

Agencies
Comments and
Responses
on Page

Columbia River Inter-Tribal
Frsh Commission
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Extension Servxe
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Sol1 Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Flsherles
Servxe
U.S. Department of Defense, Department of the Army
U.S. Department of Energy, Bonneville Power Adminlstratlon
U.S. Department of the Intenor,
Fish and Wildlife
Servxe
U.S. Department of the Intenor,
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agency
2.

10
17

18
19
20
21
27
;;

State Agencies
Comments and
Responses
on Page

Idaho Department of Fish and Game
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation
Idaho Transportation
Department, Bureau of Aeronautics
Public Transport&Ion
Idaho State Hlstorwal
Society
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife,
and Parks
Montana Historxal
Society
State of Montana (Office of the Governor)
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Local

Government

and Elected

Officials

Bitterroot
Conservation
Distrxt
(Board of Supervx~~rs)
Lemhl Soil and Water Conservation
District
Mxssoula County Conservation
Dlstrlct
Ravallr County (Commissioners)
Thomas, Fred (State Representative)
4.

Industry

Montana Wilderness Assoclatlon
(Bitterroot
Chapter)
Montana Women in Timber
National WIldlIfe
Federation
The Nature Conservancy
Outdoors Unllmlted,
Inc.
Ravalll County Fish & Wlldllfe
Association
Rocky Mountain 011 & Gas
Assocratlon
Salmon Search and Rescue
Sleeping Child Planning Group
Spokane Resident Physlclans Action
League
Trout Unlimited,
Bitterroot
Chapter
Western Environmental Trade
Association
Wildllfe
Management Instrtute
Wood Products Assoclatlon

and Business

AMFACFluid Power
AMOCOProduction Company
ARC0 Exploration
Company
Bitterroot
Community Federal
Credit Union
Brand S Corporation
Broadway Spllclng
and Supply
company
Byron, Robert 0.
Champlon InternatIonal
Corp.
City Electrx
Coeur D'Alenes Company
Conner Enterprises
Inc.
Darby Lumber, Inc.
Dlverslfled
Plastics
Fox Lumber Sales, Inc.
Hoffman & Sons
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Organizations

Amerxsn Wilderness Alliance
Bitterroot
Back Country Horsemen
Back Country Horsemen of Mlssoula
Bitterroot
Operators Group
BItterroot
Chamber of Commerce
ContInental
Divide Trail
Society
Defenders of WildlIfe
Eastern Washington Dirt Riders
Association
Glacier-Two Medxrne Alliance
Idaho Envxronmental Council
Inland Forest Resource Council
Intermountaln
Forestry
Servxes
Mlsslon Valley Backcountry Horsemen
Montana Bowhunters Assoclatlon
Montana Loggxng Asscxxation
Montana Snowmobile Association
Montana Wilderness Association

5.

Comments and
Responses
on Page

Hydro-Point Englneerlng Company
John Jump Trucking,
Inc.
Long Machinery
Marathon Letourneau Sales and
Servlce Company
McConnell Industries
McFarland Cascade
Modern Machinery Company, Inc.
Montana Bolt Company
Mlssoula White Pine Sash Company
Montana Power Company
Newlle's
Log Homes
Plum Creek Timber Company, Inc.
Ravalll County Electric
Cooperative,
Inc.
Rocky Mcuntaln Log Homes
Salem Equipment
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Industry

and Business

Francx Sargent Loggxng Company
Schlegel & Sons, Inc.
Schurman Machine Incorporated
Shlffman Industrial
Service, Inc.
Stoltze-Conner
Lumber Company
Texaco USA
6.

Tunberllne
Log Homes
Torque-A-Matx
Triple Tree Inc.
U.S. Borax
West Electrx
Dxtrlbutors,
Wllnau Logging

Inc.

Individuals

Abbey, Donald F.
Abbot, Bill
Abbot, Charlene
Abell, Russell Mr. & Mrs.
Alameda, Craig
Aldrich,
Donald
Allison,
Janet R., PHD.
Almqulst. Marty
Alt, Dave & Sandy
Althen. PhIllIp
C.
Ambelang. Linda
Anderson, Edie
Anderson, Janice
Anderson, Walter A.
Armstrong, Robert R.
Arrlngton,
George
Atwood, Craig
Atwood, Rxhard
Austin, Alxe
Bacon, George
Bailey, Carl
Bailey, Dana
Bailey. Gall
Bailey, Mary
Bailey, Jeanine
Baud, Dennx
Baker, Dale
Baldwux, Carl & Florence
Banner, Welder LG
Barker, Robert
Barker, Robin
Barneson, June Roth
Barngrover. Jim
Barrett,
Maxine
Barrett,
Sanford
BarrInger,
Bill
Barringer,
Brad
BarrInger,
Elaine
BarrInger,
Lyle D.
Bartholomew, Robert C.
Battalon,
Mark
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Bauer, Mrs. Bonita
Baxendell, E. Martha
Baxendell, Wzlllam
Beason, Dennis
Beck, Bob
Bedey, Arlene
Bedey, Bette
Bedey, Frank W., Jr.
Bedey, Mike
Bedey, Robert E.
Beebe, Teddye L.
Beer, Mary S.
Behllng, Gerald A.
Behrman, Mark & Susan
Bell, Dr. Fritz
Bell, Marvin
Benche, Errol D.
Bennett, Sue
Bergren, Larry
Bergren. PhIlIp
Bergren, Terry
Bernofsky. Jo Ann
Blelenberg,
Mary
Blngaman, Alan
Blngaman, Bonnie
Blngaman, Fred
Blngaman, Maxine
Blshlp, Bxll
Blau,
Danny
Blair,
Davxd
Blair,
Debra
Blanchard, R.W.
Blank, Debby
Blaslng, Larry B.
Block, Daniel G.
Blood, W.A.
Bloom, Jerry
Bloom, Marshall
Bloom, Tams.
Bohannon, Raymond F.
Bomers. Jo
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Bonnett, Ivan E. & Elsie R.
Boody, Bruce
Bopp, Kevin
Bow, Cliff
Bowler, Stephen W.
Bowman, Warren & Edith
Bayer, Robert A.
Braach. Edward E.
Braden, Byron
Brader, Joyce L.
Brader. Thomas
Bradley, Homer L.
Bradt, William C.
Brandborg, Ruth M.
Brandon, Earl
Brasel, Carol
Bright, Kathleen
Bright, Zubel
Brlst, Wilma
Broadwater, M.
Brock, Janet M.
Brookman, Robert L.
Browman, Ludvlg G.
Brown, Faye
Brown, Karen
Brown, Lon
Brown, Reed
Brown, Ric
Brown, Rxk
Brutto, Mr. & Mrs. Frank
Bryan. Susan Miles
Buchanan, Rick
Buentemeler, Barbara
Buhner, Jamle
Bully, Rxhard
Bundlge. Harold E.
Burbo, Gae
Burt, Bob
Burt, David
Burt, La Von
Busa, Mr. & Mrs. Hugo
Butler. Gene
Butler, Henry
Byrne, G.T.
Byron, Robert 0,
Cabill,
Sandra
Cadenas-Kelly, Barbara
Callan, Arthur D.
Callan, Nancy W.
Campbell, Larry
Carey, Merldlth
Carpenter, Susan
Carr, David
Carruther,
David B.
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Casey, Bill
Casper, Elzabeth
Cathey, Charles E.
Cattle, Frank
Centers, Charles D.
Centers, Ruth
Chaffln, Clyde
Champlin, Mrs. Albert
Chappuls, Albert
Chessin, Meyer
Chrxtopherson,
Gary L.
Christopherson,
Karlakay
Cxewskl, Julie Renee
Cizewskl, Mr. & Mrs. Ronald
Clarla, Urana
Clausen, Jeff
Clouter, Mr. & Mrs. R. B.
Coffman, Douglas
Coffman, Peggy G.
Cogswell, Ida M.
Cole, Floyd C.
Cole, Phylis L.
Combat Corner
Compton, Glenn
Concerned Taxpayer
Conklin, Joyce L.
Connell, Patrick
Conner. Bruce
Conner, Esther A.
Conner. Mrs. Wes (Nellie B.)
Conroy, D'Arcy V.
Conroy, Mike
Conroy. Tar1 R.
Converse, Leander D.
Cook, Phlllp W.
Coombs. Robert H.
Cooper, Carl
Cooper. Rose C.
Cooper, Sand1
Cooper, Stanton
Gory, Jack
Couture, Willlam F.
Cox, Charlene M.
Cox, Ellie
Cox, Harold
Cox, Marion
Cox. Violet
Cox, Wade
Craft, A. R.
Craft, Bill
Craft. John J.
Crawford, Donald L.
Crawford, W. L.
Crick, Bob
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Carol
Crockford,
Mary Ellen
Crosley, Ray
Crozer, Al
Cunningham, Bill
Curtis,
James F.
Danelz, Greg
Davis, Caroline Hare
Damson's Sewwe StatIon
Day, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J.
Day, Kerri
Day, Martin
Day, W1111s
Dean, Rosalie
Decker, Patrlcla
Decker, Wllllam H.
Dehner, Ray
Della-Russo,
Robert
Demblsky, Chad .
Demblsky. Mrke M.
Deutsch. Bob
Dllley,
John
Dlverslfled
Busrness & Tax Servxe
Dodge, Don
Donnelley, Thomas E.
Donofrla,
Mac
Doollttle,
James
Dotson, Curtls M.
Dotson, Mary
Dowdy, Nathan W.
Downing, Sam
Drake, Art & Natalie
Duckworth, Bill
Duff, Duane R.
Dunbar. M.
Dunbar, Cary N.
Duncan, E. M. (Gene)
Duncan, Gall
Duncan, John L.
Duus, James M.
Eckert, Terry L.
Efferding,
Alice L.
Eitel,
Billie
Elliott,
Mr. & Mrs. Eddx
Ellx,
Guy R.
Ellis,
Ruth W.
Ellw,
Stephen S., M.D.
Ellis,
Steve J.
Engel, A. E.
Engel, Celeste G.
Erickson, Kirby & Pamela
Essig, Don A.
Eustace, Mr. R.
Evans, Mr. & Mrs. Keith J.
Crsmore,
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Evans. Mark
Evers. Robert
Falconer, Phyllis
Falk, Ron & Sue
Fallon-Baker,
Fay
Feisty, Russ
Fetterhoff,
Mr. & Mrs. Joe
Fuehrer, Mary Ann
Flfexld,
Charles E.
Fifelld,
Evelyn
Fisher, Tana
Fxher,
Keith
Fx, Florence
Fx, Robert H.
Flormann, Florence
Fogel, Karen Marwn
Ford, Daryl L.
Ford, Suzanne
Ford. Thomas A.
Forehand, Dxk
Foss, Edward L.
Foss, Esther L.
Foster, Jackie
Fowler, Harry &,Bertle
France, David & Susan
Francxxo,
Bret
Fraser, Joe
Frederick,
Dennis
Frey, Rxhard J.
Frost, Betty
Frost. Dean
Frost, Jane
Frost, Terry
Frultland
Farms
Furhman. Ms. Marilyn
Furtney, Jerry
Furtney, Debby
Galipeau, Colleen
Gehrke, George E.
Gensemer, Pauline
Gerloff,
Robert K.
Grdel, Art
Gilchrlst,
John M., Sr.
Gllchnst,
Margery P.
Gllllland,
E. B.
Glazer, Rachel
Gloege, H. B.
Goheen, Stephen
Goldsmith, Ken
Good, Wslllsm R.
Goode, Mr. & Mrs. Dan
Goodhart, David T., Jr.
Gover, Kelvin
Grace, Betty
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Grace. stein
Grace, T. S.
Grace. Vwla
Graham, Sharon
Grant, Don
Grant, Ken
Grant, Paula L.
Grant, R. H.
Greenly, M. L.
Greenup, Dana K.
Greenup, G. JoAnn
Greenup, Glade
Greenup, Karen
Greenup, Kenneth
Greenup, Rodney D.
Greenup, Sylvia
Greenup, Scott
Greenup, Tara K.
Gregas, Norman P.
Greeg, Pat
Grimes, Mr. & Mrs. Edward
Grove, John D.
Grover, George J.
Gutkoskl, Joseph
Hadden, David
Hadley, J.
Hagen, Don
Hale, Jean A.
Hall. Susan
Hall, David 0. (Bud)
Halm, Glen
Hamilton, Allen
Hamilton, Erx
HamIlton, Karen
Hammett, John F.
Hancock, Scott & Jullle
Hanneman, Janet
Henneman, Rodney
Hanson, Doris M.
Hanson, Mike
Hanson, Sherry
Harbaugh, Alxe R.
Hargett, M. V., M.D.
Hargrove, Mrs. Jay
Harmeson, James K.
Harmeson, Kimberly
Harper. C. J.
Hart, Arnold
Hartley,
Miss Zelma Jean
Hartwell,
David
Hasenclever,
Joan L.
Hatch, Kevin J.
Hauis, Paul E.
Hawkinson, Sharon
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Hayes, Florence
Hayes, John A.
Haynes, James A.
Heberllng, Jon L.
Heddltch, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth
Hedmsn, Wayne A.
Henk, Wxlllam E.
Hettrick,
Gary R.
HIlander, Sally
Hllgren, Cari
Hilgren, Carla
Hllgren. Sally
Hoblltt,
Arron L.
Hacker, Phllq
M.
Hoffman, Don L.
Hoffman, Retta
Holland, Samuel
Holmsn. George H.
Holsapple, Mr. & Mrs. Pen
Homan, Forrest E.
Homan, LOIS
Honey, Gene
Honey, Paul
Honxan, Mr. Albert E.
Hopwood, Barbara
Hopwood, Hugh L., Sr.
Horak, George C.
Hornerkamp, Mary Anne
Horrax, David G.
Horsens, Kevan
Hotchklss, Jack
Hoth, Dale
Houghton, W.
House, Robert S.
Hovendeck, Stan C.
Howard, Linda
Howard, Robert W.
Howe, Duane
Hoyt, Tony
Huggsns, Erx
Humphrey. Georgia
Hunter, Ray
Hunter, Sylvia
Hurst, Howard
Irwin, Monte
J., David
Jackson, Jon A.
Jamison, Jean L.
Jayne, Jerry
Jellison,
Willlam L.
Jenkins, James C.
Jenkins. Mary Louise
Joachlm, M.
Johnson, H. J.
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Johnson, Paul A.
Jones, Lt. Col. & Mrs. B. D.
Jones, Cedron
Jones, Chris
Joron, Andrew
Joron. Leo P.
Joron, Patrlcla
Joslln, R. W.
Kane, Martin
Kearney, Mickey
Kearney, Tim
Kelly, Robert
Kennedy, Richard & Billie
Kennedy, Stanley R.
Khayami. J.
Kldd, Tim
Kxmnel, Charles J.
Klrkness, KUI
Kltzmger,
Dianne
Kitzinger,
Robert W.
Klsmpe, Dr. Terry
Klapwyk, Patricia
Klapwyk. William
Kline, Judith
Klme, Mike
Kline, Robert
Klmger,
Daniel
Knez, Edward R.
Koch, Ruth M.
Kohls, Jeannette
Kohrt, Agnes
Kohrt, Eric
Kohrt, Michael
Kohrt, Rem
Kohrt, Sara
Kolb, Al
Kowack, Mark & Dianne
Kramis, Nick
Kratofll,
Rudy
Kremer, John G.
Kuspa, George M.
Kuspa, Roberta M.
La Crosse, Dan
La Que. Curt
La Que. Merrill
Lasksoharju,
Teresia
Lackman. David 9.
Lafond, Lloyd
Lagerstrom, Dean H.
Lagerstrom, Mark
Lagerstrom, Maxine
Lamar, Sharon
Lambert, Anne Sunderman
Lambutus, F. A.
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Langenderfer,
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Langley, Jeff
Larkin, Bud
Larkin, Shirley
Lawrence, Russell W.
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Lay, Margaret P.
Leach, Leona E.
Leavens, Don
Leavens, Suzanne
Leenhout, RobIn
Leifer,
Bonnie R.
Lewmg, Mark
Lewis Controls,
Inc.
Lewis, Roger D.
Lmdquist,
Chris
Lindsey, Roy
Liss, Barbara
Little,
Warren
Llvlngston,
Mrs. Ed
Locatelll,
Marlo
Locke, Charlene
Locke, Mary
Lockhart, Rxhard J.
Lodmell, Donald L.
Lodmell, Donald & Jane
Loftls,
Dennis F.
Logan, Leon D.
Losslne, Neva
Lossing, Dulmas
Loucks, Kenneth M.
Loucks, Patrice
Louis, Paulette
Levitt,
Pauline T.
Lubke, 9111
Luedecke, Robert 9.
Luhisen, Shrrley
Lydig. Dean A.
Lynch, Skip
Lynes, John (Brad)
Mabbott, Charles
Mac Lachlan, Shirley
Mackle, Terry H.
Mackln. Carole
Maclay, Bruce H.
Maclean, Prxcilla
Maentz, Frances
Malolt, Bill
Mann, Rxhard L.
Marehitto,
Kevin S.
Mares, Mr. & Mrs. Barney
Marlno, Joe
Marks, Ken
Marshall, Hal & Marylou
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GLOSSARY
landtype

group;

all

sods

on slopes

less

than

40

-40

Symbol for
percent.

ACCESS

See Public

ACREEQUIVALENT

A unit
of habltat
output related to fxh or wlldllfe
habltat
Acre equivalents
are based on the number
improvement proJects.
of acres of habitat
that are influenced
by one habitat
acre
actually modsfled by the habitat xnprovement proJect.

ACRE-FOOT

A measure of water or sediment volume equal to the amount whxh
would cover an area of 1 acre to a depth of 1 foot (325,851
gallons or 43,560 cubx feet).

ACTIVITY

or treatment that 1s undertaken to
A measure, course of actlon,
dxectly
or IndIrectly
produce, enhance, or malntaln forest and
range land outputs or achzeve admlnxtratlve
or envxronmental
quality obJectlves.

ACTIVITY
FUELS

that
increases fire
Debris generated by a Forest actlvlty
tenixal such a firewood gathering,
precommercral thlnnlng,
ber harvesting,
and road constructlon.

ACTIVITY TYPE

The further
description
wlthln an actlvlty.

ADFLUVIAL

Freshwater fish that
streams to spawn.

Access.

of the actlons,
migrate

measures,

from freshwater

such as Ranger Statlow,
ADMINISTRATIVE Those facrlltles,
Ins ( whxh are used by the Forest Servxe
FACILITIES
the National Forest.
units

in which air

quality

potrm-

or treatments

lakes

to freshwater

work centers and cabIn the management of

AIRSHED

Basic geographic

LS managed.

AFFECTED
ENVIRONMENT

environment that
The blologlcal
and physlcal
changed by actlons proposed and the relatlonshlp
that environment.

ALLOTMENT

See Range Allotment.

will
or may be
of people to

ALLOWABLESALE The quantity of timber that may be sold from the area of suitable land covered by the forest plan for a time period specsQUANTITY
This quantity
1s usually
expressed on an
fled by the plan.
annual basis as the "average annual allowable sale quantity".
ALTERNATIVE

A combination of management prescrlptlons
applied In speclflc
amounts and locatIons
to achieve a desxed management emphasis
One of several pollc~es,
as expressed 1n goals and ObJeCtlVe.9.
An alternatlve
plans, or proJects proposed for declslonmakxrg.
need not substitute
for another =n all respects.

that

maintains

establwhed

trends or management

ALTERNATIVE,
NO ACTION

An alternative
direction.

AMENITY
VALUES

Resource use for whxh
market values
or cannot be established.

ANADROMOUS
FISH

Fish which spend much of therr adult
Ing to inland waters to spawn; e.g.,

ANALYSIS AREA

One or more capabIlIty
areas combined for the purpose of analysis in formulating
alternatives
and estimating
varvxs
impacts
and effects.

ANALYSIS
OF THE
MANAGEMENT
SITUATION

A determination
of
goods and servxes
goods and services.

ANALYSIS
PERIOD,
LONG TERM

A time horzon
of expenditures
in an analysis
that 1s two or
more 5-Year RPA planning periods
in duration.
RPA, program,
Regional Guide, and Forest plan analyses have long-term periods.

ANALYSIS
PERIOD,
SHORTTERM

A time horizon of expenditures
In an analysis that 1s only several years in duration.
A budget analysis 1s short-term.

ANIMAL UNIT
MONTH(AUM)

The quantity
of forage required
mature cow for one month.

the ability
in response

(or

proxy values)

are not

life in the ocean, returnsalmon. steelhead.

of the planning area to supply
to society's
demand for those

by the equivalent

of a 1000 lb.

of all projects for a given year that
ANNUALFOREST The summary 01‘ aggregation
for a given level
of funding,
PROGRAM
make up an integrated
(multifunctional)
course of action on a Forest planning area.
AQUATIC
ECOSYSTEM

A stream channel, lake or estuary bed, the water itself,
biotic
communltles that occur therein.

ARTERIAL
ROADS

Roads comprising
the basic access network for National
Forest
System admlnistratrve
and management actlvlties.
These roads
serve all resources
to a substantial
extent, and maintenance 1s
not normally
determined by the activitxes
of any one resource.
They provide
service
to large land areas and usually connect
with public highways or other Forest arterial
roads to form an
The locatlon
and
integrated
network of primary travel routes.
standards are often determined by a demand for maxmum moblllty
and travel effxiency
rather than by a speclflc
resource management service.
Usually they are developed and operated for long
term land and resource management purposes and constant service.
The Renewable
Planning Act.

Glossary

Resource

Assessment

required

by

the

and the

Resource
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ASSET, CAPITAL A natural
in natural

resource. manmade structure,
resources used as an input

facility,
or improvement
1x1 production
processes.

ASSET,
RESIDUAL

The remaining value of a capital
asset at the end of the time
horizon of the planning or analytical
process.

AUM

See Animal Unit Month.

AVAILABLE
FOREST
LAND

Land that has not been legxxlatively
or admxnistratlvely
withor
drawn from txmber productlon by the Secretary of Agrxulture
Forest Servxe Chief.

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
CUT

The volume of timber

AVOIDANCE
AREA

Areas where utility
corridor
establishment
and use conflict
wth
land use and management obJectives.
the effects
of which would
be difficult
or impossible to mitigate.
Examples Include semirecreation
designations,
research
natural
prlmltlve
areas,
retention
visual quality objectives,
Wild and Scenic Rivers.

BASE SALE
SCHEDULE

A timber sale schedule formulated on the basis that the quantity of timber planned for sale and harvest for any future decade
1s equal to or greater than the planned sale and harvest for the
preceding decade and this planned sale and harvest for any decade is not greater than the long-term sustaIned yield capacity.

harvested

in a decade,

divided

by 10.

Reference points that define the bounds wIthIn
which feasible
management alternatlves
can be developed.
Benchmarks may be
defined by resource output or economic measures.
BENEFIT-COST
RATIO

Measure of economx effxiency,
computed by dlvidlng
total discounted primary benefits by total discounted economic costs.

BENEFIT,
DIRECT

A primary benefit that fulfills
icy, program, or project.

BENEFIT,
DISCOUNTED

Benefit
values adJusted so that
future benefit
values are reduced to the present time for comparison purposes.
In this
analysx.,
these are timber,
recreatxzn,
mineral
and
r=w,
special-use
benefit values.

BENEFIT,
INDUCED

A primary benefit
from an output that is incidental
jectives
of the policy,
program, or proJect.

BENEFIT,
PRIMARY

A benefit accruing
to resource
owners from a prrmary
which may be direct
OP induced, or a residual
asset.
benefits are components of net publx benefits.

BENEFIT,
SECONDARY

A benefxt accruing to parties
other than the resource owners,
including
effects on local, Regional, and national
economies and
Secondary benefits
are not necessarily
on consumers of outputs.
included III net publw benefits.

Glossary

specified

objectives

of the pol-

to the oboutput,
Primary
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BENEFIT
(VALUE)

Inclusive
terms to quantify the results of a proposed activity,
project
or program expressed in monetary or nonmonetary terms.

BEST
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
(BMP)

The set of practices
in the Forest Plan which, when applied durensures that
water related
ing implementation
of a project,
beneficial
uses are protected
and that State water quality
Some are destandards are met. BMP's can take several forms.
fined by State regulation
or memoranda of understanding
between
Others are defined by the
the Forest Service and the States.
Forest interdisciplinary
planning team for application
Forestwide.
Both of these kinds of BMP's are included in the Forest
A third kind are identified
by
Plan as Forest-wide
Standards.
the interdisciplinary
team for application
to specific
management areas; these are included as Management Area Standards in
A fourth kind, project level
the appropriate
management areas.
BMP's, are based on site specific
evaluation
and represent the
most effective
and practicable
means of accomplishing the water
quality
and other goals of the specific
area involved in the
project.
These project
level BMP's can either
supplement or
replace the Forest Plan standards for specific
projects.

BIG GAME

Those species
of
hunting resource.

BIG GAME
SUMMERRANGE

Land used by big game during

BIG GAME
WINTER RANGE

The area
season.

BIOLOGICAL
POTENTIAL

The maximum possible output of a given resource
limited
its inherent
physical and biological
characteristics.

only by

BIOLOGICAL
GROWTH
POTENTIAL

The average net
forest stand.

natural

BOARDFOOT

A unit of measurement represented
one inch thick.

BROADCAST
BURN

Allowing a controlled
fire to burn over a designated area within
well-defined
boundaries,
for reduction of fuel hazard, as a silvxultural
treatment,
or both.

BOARDFOOT/
CUBIC FOOT
CONVERSION

The mathematical
ratio of the board feet contained in one cubic
This ratio varies with tree species, diameter,
foot of timber.
height and form factors.

BROWSE

and young shoots of trees and shrubs on which
Twigs, leaves,
those shrubs which are utilized
by
animals feed; in particular,
big game animals for food.

Glossary

available

large

to

mammals normally

managed as a sport

the summer months.

and used by

growth attainable

big game through

in a

fully

the winter

stocked

by a board one foot

square and
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CANOPY

The more or less continuous cover of branches and foliage
formed
collectively
by the crown of adJacent trees and other woody
growth.

CAPABILITY

The potential
of an area of land to produce resources,
supply
goods and servxes,
and allow resource uses under an assumed set
of management practices
and at a given level
of management
Capability
depends upon current conditions
and site
intensity.
condltlons
such as climate,
slope, landform,
soils and geology,
as well as the applxation
of management practxes,
such as
silvxulture
OL-protection
from fires,
insects,
and disease.

CAPABILITY
AREA

A geographx delineation
used to describe characteristxs
of the
land and resources in integrated
Forest planning.
Capability
areas may be synonymous with ecological
land units,
ecosystems
or land response units.

CAPITAL
INVESTMENT

Investment in facilxtles
such as roads and
cially-appropriated
funds.

CARRYING
CAPACITY

the amount of recreation
1 (recreation):
use an area can sustain without deterioration
of site quality;
2 (wildlife):
the
maximum number of animals an area can support during a given
the maxxaum stocking
rate
period of the year;
3 (range):
possible wlthout damaging the vegetation
or related
resources.
Carrying capacity may vary from year to year on the same area
due to fluctuating
forage production.

CATCHABLE
TROUT

Game fish

CAVITY

A hollow in a tree that
and reproduction.

CEQ

See Counczl of EnvIronmental

CFR

Code of Federal

CHARGEABLE
VOLUME

Chargeable volume 1s all volume that is included in the growth
and yield projectlons
for the selected management prescrlptlons
sale quantity."
based on
used to arrive
at the "allowable
Regional utilization
standards.

CLEARCUTTING

It prepares the area for a
Harvesting of all trees in one cut.
The area harvested may be a patch, stand,
new, even-aged stand.
or strip large enough to be mapped or recorded as separate age
Regeneration
1s obtained
through natural
class In planning.
seedlng, or through planting or direct seeding.

Glossary

structures

with

spe-

6 inches or longer.
1s used by birds

or mammals for roosting

Quality.

Regulations.
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CLASS I
DESIGNATION

An air quality
classification
1x1which the maximum allowable increase in concentration
of sulfur dloxlde over the baseline is 2
micrograms per cubic meter for the annual arithmetic
mean, 5
mcrograms
per cubic meter in a 24 hour period,
and 25 microThe annual geometric
grams per cubic meter in a 3 hour period.
mean of particulate
matter shall not increase more than 5
micrograms per cubx meter above the baseline and the 24 hour
maximum shall
not increase more than 10 micrograms per cubx
meter over the baseline.

CLIMAX PLANT
COMMUNITY

The final

CLOSURE

The administrative
order that does not allow speclfled
uses in
designated areas or on Forest development roads or trails.

CMAI

See Culmination

COEFFICIENT
(COST, VALUE,
YIELD)

The numerx
the analysis

COLLECTOR
ROADS

Roads constructed
to serve two or more elements but which do not
fit
into
the other two road categories
(arterial
or local).
Construction
costs of these facilities
are prorated
to the
respective
element
served.
These roads serve smaller
land
areas and are usually
connected to a Forest arterial
or public
highway.
They collect
traffic
from local
Forest
roads or
terminal
facilities.
The location and standard are influenced
by both long
term multi-resource
service
needs and travel
efficiency.
Forest collector
roads are operated for constant or
intermittent
service,
depending on land use and resource
management obJectives
for the area served by the facility.

COMMERCIAL
FORESTLAND
(SUITABLE
TIMBER
LAND)

Land that is producing,
or is capable of producing, crops of
Industrial
wood and (1) has not been withdrawn by Congress, the
Secretary of Agriculture
or the Chief of the Forest Service; (2)
where existing
technology
and knowledge is available
to ensure
timber production
without irreversible
damage to soils productivity or watershed conditions;
and (3) where existing
technology
and knowledge, as reflected
in current research and experience,
provides
reasonable
assurance that adequate restocking
can be
obtained withln
5 years after final harvesting.

COMMERCIAL
THINNING

Any type of thinning
producing merchantable
the value of the direct
cost of harvesting.

COMMERCIAL
TIMBER SALES

The selling
of timber
mic gain of the party

COMMODITIES

Resources with commercial value; all resource products which are
articles
of commerce, such as timber, range forage and minerals.

or stable

biotic

community in a developmental

series.

of Mean Annual Increment.
units used to Include costs,
model used in the formulation

values, and outputs in
of the Forest Plan.

material

at least

to

from National Forest lands for the econoremoving and marketing the trees.
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COMMON
MATERIALS

See Mmerals,

CommonVariety.

COMMUNITY
COHESION

The degree of unity and cooperatxon wlthin
a community in workmg toward shared goals and solutions
to problems.

COMMUNITY
STABILITY

The capacity of a communxty to absorb and cope with
or groups
to Institutions
out major hardship
community.

COMPACTION

An increase
m soil
bulk density.
Compaction
is considered
detrlmental
when Increased
by 20 percent
or more over the
undisturbed
level in volcanic ash soils and 15 percent or more
over the undisturbed level in other soils.

change withwlthln
the

See Management Concern.
CONDITION
CLASS

A descriptive
lates to sr~,

category of the existing
stocking and age.

CONFINE

To restrict
a fire
withln
determxned boundaries
establlshed
either prior to the fire,
during the fire,
or in an escaped fire
situation
analysis.
Surveillance
may be appropriate
when the
fire will be self-confined
with a defined penmeter.

CONGRESSIONALLY DESIGNATED AREAS

Areas establlshed by Congressional legislation,
Wildernesses,
National Wild and Scenx Rivers,
reation Areas.

CONSTRAINT

A confxnement
choices.

CONSUMPTIVE
USES

Uses of a resource
that reduce the supply.
Examples of some
consumptive uses of water are irrigation,
domestic and industrial
water use, grazxng, and timber harvest.

CONTAIN

To surround a fire,
and any spot. fires
with control
lines,
that there is a reasonable expectation
the fire spread will
checked under prevailing
and predicted
conditions.

CONTINENTAL
DIVIDE

The draInage divide between waters
and the Pacific Ocean.

or

restrIctIon

To complete the control line
any Interior
Islands to be
adJacent to the fire side of
hot spots that are immediate
the line can reasonably be
conditions.

on

tree

the

flowing

vegetation

range

as it

re-

such as National
and NatIonal Recof

permlsslble

to the Atlantic

so
be

Ocean

around a fire,
any spot fires,
and
saved; burn out any unburned area
the control line; and cool down all
threats to the control
line, until
expected to hold under foreseeable

A unit of gross volume measurement for stacked roundwood based
implies
a stack of four feet
on external
dimensions, generally
by four feet vertical
CPOSS sectIon
and eight
feet
long,
contains 128 stacked cubic feet.
Glossary
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CORDUROY

A method of subgrade reinforcement
often used on trails
and for
some roads whereby logs are placed perpendicular
to the traveled
way to support a surfacing
material.

CORRIDOR

A linear
strip
of land
location
of transportation
boundaries.

COST

The negative
an action.
environmental

COST,
DISCOUNTED

Costs adjusted
so
time for comparison
and variable
Forest

COST
EFFICIENCY

of specified
inputs
(costs)
to produce specified
The usefulness
In measuring cost efficiency,
some outputs,
outputs
(benefits).
including
environmental,
economic,
or social
impacts,
are not
assigned monetary values but are achieved at specific
levels
in
Cost efficiency
is usually
measured
the least
cost manner.
ratios
and
using present net value, although use of benefit-cost
rates of return may be appropriate.

COST-SHARE

Refers to the process of cooperating
in the joint
development of
The document executed
through
this
process,
a road system.
called
"Road Right-of-Way
Construction
and Use Agreement,"
specifies
the terms of developing
the transportation
system for
a specified
land area.

COUNCIL ON
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

An advisory
council
to the President
established
by
the
National
Environmental
Policy Act of 1969.
It reviews Federal
programs for their
effect
on the environment,
conducts environmental
studies,
and advises
the President
on environmental
matters.

COVER/FORAGE
RATIO

The ratio
of
tree cover (usually
foraging
areas (natural
openings,

CRITICAL
HABITAT

Specific
areas within
species
on which
are
features
(1) essential
which
(2)
may require
protection.
Critical
geographic
area which
endangered species.

CUBIC FOOT

The amount of wood volume
by 1 foot.

Glossary

identified
or utility

for

the present
right-of-ways

or adverse effects
or expenditures
social,
Costs
may be monetary,
in nature.

or future
within
its

resulting
physical

from
or

that future
costs are reduced to the present
In this analysis,
these are fixed
purposes.
Service and cooperator
costs.

conifer
clearcuts,

types 1
etc.)

to

foraging

the geographical
area occupied
by the
found
those
physical
and biological
to the conservation
of the species
and
special
management considerations
or
habitat
shall
not
include
the entire
can be occupied
by the threatened
and
equivalent

to a cube 1 foot

by 1 foot
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CULMINATIONOF
MEANANNUAL
INCREMENT
(CMAI'

The pornt at whxh the volume increment for a tree or stand of
Mean annual lncretrees has achxved It's highest
mean value.
ment IS expressed In cubx feet measure and 1s based on expected
growth according to the management lntensltxs
and utllxatlon
standards assumed In the Forest Plan. The CMAI IS calculated
by
dlvlding
the attained growth (volume) by It's corresponding
age.

CULTURAL
RESOURCES

The physxal
remains of human actlvlty
(artifacts,
runs,
burlal
mounds, petroglyphs,
etc.) and conceptual content or context (as
a settxng for legendary, hxtonc,
or prehxstorlc
events, as a
sacred area of native peoples, etc.) of an area of prehxtorw
or hlstorrc
occupation.

CUT SLOPE

Road construction

CUTTING CYCLE

of time between
For a crop or stand, the planned Interval
beglnnlng
of one cutting
period
and the begInnIng
of
succeeding cutting period.

DBH

See Dumeter

DEMAND

The amount of output that users are wllllng
to take at a specsof sale.
f1c price. tune period, and condltlons

DEMAND
ANALYSIS

A study of the
good or servxe.
applicable.

DEPARTURE

A schedule which deviates
from the prlnclple
flow by exhlbxtug
a planned decrease In the
harvest schedule at any time In the future.

DEPENDENT
COMMUNITIES

or polltlcal
life would beCommunltxs whose socxJ,
economic,
come discernibly
drfferent
In unportant
respects
If market or
non-market outputs from the Natlonal Forests were cut off.

DESIRED
FUTURE
CONDITION

A descrlptzon
of what the Forest ~11 be like after implementug
the Forest Plan goals,
obJectlves and standards for a speclfled
period.

DEVELOPMENT

Preparing the mineral deposit or reservou
for productIon
once
the general
shape, extent,
quality
and quantity
have been
establlshed
In the exploration
phase.
An economic resource has
been ldentlfxd
and an analysis LS being made to determine the
best means of extraction
and processmg.
Operations.
processrng
Surface dxturbance
may be
and storage sites are constructed.
site lntenslve
but not widespread.

DEVELOPED
RECREATION

Recreation that occurs where improvements enhance recreation
portunlties
and accommodate lntenslve
recreation
actlvltles
defined area.

Glossary

slopes

that

are made by excavatron.
the
the

Breast Height.

factors affecting
the schedule of demand for a
including
the prxe-quantity
relatlonshlp,
lf
of nondecllnlng
timber sale and
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DEVELOPED
RECREATION
SITES

area where facrlltles
are
distinctly
defined
Relatively
small,
provxded for concentrated
publx use, 1. e., campgrounds, plcnlc
areas and swlmming areas.

DIAMETER
BREAST
HEIGHT (DBH)

The dxameter

of a tree measured 4 112 feet above the ground.

on the ennronment
which occur
DIRECT EFFECTS Effects
place as the lnltlal
cause or actlon.

at

the same time

and

DISCOUNTRATE

An interest
rate that reflects
the cost or time value of money.
It 1s used in discountng
future costs and benefits.

DISCOUNTING

An economic adjustment for the time value of money; mathematical
reduction
of costs and/or benefits whxh occur in the future to
the present time for purposes of comparuon.

DISPERSED
RECREATION

That portIon
of outdoor recreation use which occurs outslde of
developed
sites
in the unroaded and roaded Forest environment
I.e.,
hunting,
backpacklng and berryplckmg.

DISPLACEMENT

The removal of the topsol
or nutrient
enrlched
sol1 horizons.
Removal is detrimental
when more than 50 percent of the tops011
or nutrient
ennched A or AC horxons 01‘ A and B honzons of
volcanic
ash enrxhed
soils 1s displaced from an area of 100
M1xmg
square feet or more whxh 1s at least 5 feet m width.
of surface
sol1
layers
1s not consxdered as detrimental
displacement.

DISTRICT
RANGER

The official
responsible
for adminlstenng
System Lands on a Ranger Dlstnct.

DIVERSITY

The dxtrxbutlon
and abundance of different
plant and anlmal
communities
and species within the area covered by a land and
resource management plan.

ECONOMICS

The study of how lrmited
resources,
allocated
among competing uses.

ECOSYSTEM

A complete,
with their
lake.)

interacting
environment

system

(for

goods,

the Natlonal

and sernces

are

of organlsnrs considered together
example; a marsh, a watershed, 01‘ a

ECOTONE

A transition
or Junction
nitles
(ecosystems).

EDAPHIC

The influence
of soils on living organisms, particularly
including
man's use of the land for plant growth.

EFFECTS

social and economic results
blological,
PhysIcal,
experzenced)
resultng
from achievement of outputs.
ndlrect
and cumulative.
be direct,

Glossary

Forest

zone between two or more diverse

commuplants,

(expected or
Effects can
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EFFICIENCY,
ECONOMIC

to produce
The usefulness of Inputs (costs)
and effects when all costs and benefits
that
and valued are included
in the computations.
clency 1s usually measured using present net
of benefit-cost
ratios
and rates-of-return
approprxate.

outputs
(benefits)
can be identlfled
Economx efflvalue,
though use
may sometimes be

An index of the capabIlIty
of an area to provide securxty for
ELK HABITAT
It 1s based on hiding and thermal cover present and roads
EFFECTIVENESS elk.
open to publx motorized use.
ELK HIDING
COVER

Vegetation,
prlmarlly
trees, capable of hIdIng
elk seen from a dxtance of 200 feet or less.

90 percent

of an

ELK SECURITY
AREA

and hiding cover,
Security is a function of space, topography.
The size of the area necessary to
influenced by human access.
provide security ~111 vary with the degree of access and hidlng
In this analysis,
cover characteristics.
areas of 5,000 to
8,000 acres below 7.000 feet elevation
that provide
high-use
fall habitat for elk are security
areas.

ELK SECURITY
COVER
(EFFECTIVE
ELK SECURITY
COVER)

Elk hldlng cover modxfred by open roads.
The greater
the denslis the hidty of open roads wlthln an area, the less effective
Ing cover ln provldlng
security for elk.

ENDANGERED
SPECIES

Any specxes. plant or animal, which 1s in danger of extlnctzon
throughout all or a srgniflcant
portion
of Its'
range.
Endangered species are ldentlfxd
by the Secretary
of the
Interior
in accordance with the 1973 Endangered Speczes Act.

ENDING
INVENTORY
CONSTRAINT
(EIC)

Constraint
to ensure that
the total timber
volume left
at the
the end of the planning horizon will equal or exceed the volume
that would occur ln a managed Forest.

ENERGY
RESOURCES

See Minerals.

Locatable.

actions and their predictable
short
ENVIRONMENTAL An analysis of alternative
and long-term
envIronmenta
effects
which include
physlcal,
ANALYSIS
blologxal,
economic, social,
and environmental
design factors
and their lnteractrons.
ENVIRONMENTAL A concise public document
sable that serves to:
ASSESSMENT

for whxh

a Federal

agency 1s respon-

(1) Brlefly
provide suffxlent
evidence and analysis
for determining whether to prepare and environmental
impact statement
or a flndlng of no slgnlficant
Impact..

Glossary
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A

compliance with the National
(2) Aid an agency's
Act when no environmental
impact
Policy
necessary.
(3) Facilitate
preparation
when one is necessary.
ENVIRONMENTAL A detailed
the National
IMPACT
STATEMENT,
DRAFT (DEIS)

of an environmental

written
statement
as required
Environmental Policy Act.

ENVIRONMENTAL The final
version
IMPACT
(see above).
STATEMENT
FINAL (FEIS)

of

the

public

by

document

Environmental
statement
is

impact

statement

Sec. 102(2)(C)

required

by NRPA

EPHEMERAL
STREAMS

Streams that
melt events.

EROSION

The group of processes whereby earth or rocky material
is worn
away by natural
sources such as wind. water or Ice and removed
from any part of the earth's surface.

ESCAPEMENT

The number of adult anadromous fish escaping past commercial and
recreational
harvest fisheries
and other sources of mortality,
to upstream spawning areas.

EVEN-AGED
MANAGEMENT

The application
of a combination of actions
that result in the
creation
of stands in which trees of essentially
the same age
grow together.
Managed even-aged Forests are characterlsed
by a
distribution
of the stands of varying ages (and, therefore,
tree
sizes)
throughout
the Forest area.
The difference
in age between trees forming the main canopy level of the stand does not
exceed 20 percent of the age of the stand at harvest rotation
Regeneration
in a particular
stand IS obtained during a
age.
short period at or near the time that a stand has reached the
desired age or size for regeneration
and is harvested.
Clearcut, shelterwood,
or seed tree cutting methods produce even-aged
stands.

EXCLUSION
AREA

Areas where utility
corridors
are not allowed, for example, wilrecommended wilderness
and Congressionally
designated
derness,
wilderness
study areas.

EXPLORATION

Establishing
the nature
(that
is,
shape, extent,
quality,
quantity
and value) of the target identified
in the prospecting
In addition
to the techniques In prospecting,
subsurface
phase.
examinations
may be made by drilling
wells, boring holes, digging trial
pits or renovating underground mine workings.
Economay be identified
and reserves
demonstrated.
mic resources
Surface disturbance
may be widespread but not site intensive.

:lossary

flow only as a drrect response to rainfall
They have no baseflow.

of

or snow-
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EXTENSIVE
TIMBER
MANAGEMENT

The practice of forestry
ment costs per acre.

EXTRACTIVE
USE

Use of
setting.

FAMILY UNIT

A camp or pxnxc
parklng spot.

FEE SITE

A Forest Service recreation
area in which users must pay a fee.
Fee sites
must meet certain
standards
and provide
certain
facilitzs
as speclfred In the Forest Servwe Manual.

FILL SLOPE

Road construction
excavated areas.

FINAL CUT

Removal of
regeneration
system.

FLOOD PLAIN

The lowland and relatively
flat
area adJoznlng rnland waters,
lncludlng
at a minimum, that area SubJect to a one percent or
greater chance of flooding in any gxven year.

natural

on a basis

resources
spot

that
with

slopes

that

of low operating

removes
table,

and invest-

them from thew

fzreplace,

tent

are made by depositing

natural
pad,

sol1

and

from

the last
seed bearers
or shelter
trees
after
1s consldered to be establlshed
under a shelterwood

All
browse and nonwoody
wIldlIfe
for feed.
other

plants
than true

avaIlable
grasses,

to

lIvestock

or

FORB

Any herbaceous plant

sedges or rushes.

FORESTAND
RANGELAND
RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
PLANNING
ACT OF 1974

An act of Congress whxh requires the assessment of the Nation's
renewable resources
and the perlodxc development of a national
renewable resources program.
It also requires
the development,
maintenance and, as approprzate,
revision
of land and resource
management plans for units
of the National Forest System (e.g.
Natlonal Forest).

FORESTLAND

Land at least 10 percent occupied by forest trees of any size or
formerly having had such tree cover and not currently
developed
for non-forest
use. Lands developed for non-forest
use include
areas for crops, Improved pasture,
resldentlal,
or admlnlstratlve areas, improved roads of any wxdth, and adJolnzng road
clearing and powerlAne clearing of any wxdth.
land, ~111 be
The term "occupied" when used to define forest
measured by canopy cover of live forest trees at maturity.
The
minimum area for classifxation
of forest land will be 1 acre or
stream and clearings
In
Unimproved roads, trails,
greater.
forest areas are classified
as forest rf they are less than 120
feet In width.

Glossary
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FOREST LOCAL
ROADS

Roads constructed
and maintained
for, and frequented
by, the acSome uses may be made by
tivities
of a given resource element.
but
normally
maintenance
is
not
activities,
other
element
These roads connect terminal
facilities
affected
by such use.
with Forest collector
or Forest arterial
roads or public
highusually
are determined
by the
ways.
The location
and standard,
activity
rather
than by
resource
of a specific
requirement
travel
efficiency.
Forest
local
roads may be developed
and
operated for constant
or intermittent
service,
depending on land
use and resource
management objectives
for the area served by
the facility.

FOREST
SUPERVISOR

for administering
the National
Forest
The official
responsible
System lands in a Forest Service
Administrative
unit,
which may
consist
of one or more National
Forests
or all
the Forests
within
a State.

FOREST SYSTEM
ROAD

A road wholly or partly
within
or adjacent
to and serving
the
National
Forest System and which is necessary
for the protection,
administration
of the National
Forest
and utilization
System and the use and developments
of it's
resources.

FORPLAN

A linear
programing
system
Forest planning
alternatives.

FOREST-WIDE
MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES

An indication
or outline
of policy
or conduct dealing with the
basic
management of the Forest.
Forest-wide
management guidelines
apply to all areas of the Forest regardless
of the other
management prescriptions
applied.

FSH

Forest

Service

Handbook.

FSM

Forest

Service

Manual.

FUELBREAK

A zone in which fuel quantity
has been reduced or altered
to
provide
a position
for
suppression
forces
to make a stand
against
wildfire.
Fuel breaks
are designated
or constructed
before the outbreak
of a fire.
Fuel breaks may consist
of one
or
a combination
of
following:
the
Natural
barriers,
constructed
fuelbreaks,
manmade barriers.

FUELS

Include
both living
and other vegetative

FUELS
MANAGEMENT

Manipulation
or reduction
of fuels to meet Forest protection
and
management objectives
while preserving
and enhancing environmental quality.

FUELS
TREATMENT

The rearrangement
or disposal
reduce the fire hazard.

Glossary

used

plants;
materials

for

developing

and analyzing

dead, woody vegetative
materials:
which are capable of burning.

of

natural

or activity

fuels
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FULL-SERVICE
MANAGEMENT

The admnistration,
operation
and maintenance of developed recreation
sites to establxhed
standards with the objective
to
provide a pleasant recreation
experience
for the vxltor
and
exceed the mnnmum health and safety needs of the vxntors.

FULL BENCH

Roads that are built
entn%ely by excavation,
usually
in steep
terrain.
The road surface is entnely
on undisturbed
material.

GAMESPECIES

Any species of wildlife
or fxh for which seasons and bag lnnts
and which are normally
harvested
by
have been prescribed,
and fIsherman under State or Federal laws,
hunters,
trappers,
codes, and regulations.

GOAL

A concxe statement
achieved sometime in
broad, general terms
date by which It is
principal
basx from

GOODSAND
SERVICES

The various
outputs,
including
forest and rangeland resources.

GRAZING
ALLOTMENT

See Range Allotment.

GROUP
SELECTION
CUTTING

A cuttxng method to develop and mantain uneven-aged stands by
the removal of small groups of trees to meet a predetermined
goal of size distribution
and species
composltion
in remaining
stands.

GROWINGSTOCK
LEVEL

A relative
stand density
measure used to guide a management objectlve
such as maxrmizlng timber volume yields
or optimizing
big game thermal cover.

GUIDELINE

See Standard

HABITAT TYPE

An aggregation
ducing similar

HABITAT TYPE
GROUP

A logical
grouping
plannxng and public

of habitat
presentations.

HIDING
COVER

Trees of sufflclent
view at 300 feet.

size and

HT123

Vegetative
habitat
fir climax habitat

type workng
types.

HT4

The working group that equates
vegetative
habltat. type.

~567

The working group that equates to moist
types, mostly subalplne fir/menziesia.

Glossary

that describes a desired
condition
to be
It 1s normally
expressed 1x-1
the future.
and is timeless in that it has no specific
Goal statements
form the
to be completed.
which objectives
are developed.
onsrte

produced

uses,

from

and Guideline.
of all land areas potentially
plant communltles at climax.
types to
density

capable

facilitate

to conceal

of

pro-

resource
animals

from

group contalnlng

most Douglas-

to

fir/beargrass

the subalpine
site

vegetative

habltat
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IMPACT
ANALYSIS
AREA

economx and social
The delineated
area subJect to significant
impacts
from Forest Service activities
included in an economx
or social impact analysis.

IMPROVEMENT
CUTTING

form, or condition
from
of undesirable species,
Removing trees
the maxn canopy in stands past the sapling stage to improve the
composition
and quality.

INDICATOR
SPECIES

Identified
xn a planning process that are used to moniSpecies
tor the effects
of planned management activities
on viable
populations
of wildlife
and fish
including
those that are
socially
or economically
important.

INDIRECT
EFFECTS

Secondary effects which occur 111 locations
other
initial
action or significantly
later In time.

INDIVIDUAL
TREE SELECTION HARVEST

A cutting
method to develop and maintain
uneven-age stands by
the removal
of selected trees
from specified
age classes over
the entire
stand area in order to meet a predetermined
goal of
age distrlbutlon
end species in the remaining stand.

INDUSTRIAL
WOOD

All

INSTREAM
FLOWS

The minimum water volume (cubic feet par second) in each stream
necessary to meet seasonal streamflow requirements for maintalning aquatic ecosystems, visual quality,
recreational
opportunities and other uses.

IN-MIGRATION

The movement of human population

INTEGRATED
PEST
MANAGEMENT

A process
for selectxng strategies
to regulate forest pests m
which all aspects of a pest-host system are studled and weighed.
The information
considered in selecting
appropriate
strategies
includes
the impact of the unregulated
pest population
on
various
resource
values,
alternative
regulatory
tactics
and
strategies,
and benefit/cost
estimates
for these alternative
strategies.
Regulatory strategies
are based on sound silvicultural practxes
and ecology of the pest-host
system and consist
of a combination
of tactics
such as timber stand improvement
A basic principle
in the
plus selective
use of pesticides.
choice of strategy
is that it be ecologically
compatible
or
acceptable.

INTENSIVE
GRAZING

Grazing management that controls distribution
of cattle and duration of use on the range, usually by fences, so parts of the
range are rested during the growing season.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
TEAM (JD
TEAM)

A group of individuals
with different
trainxng
assembled to
The team 1s assembled out of
solve a problem or perform a task.
disciplme
1s suffxiently
recognition
that
no one scientific
Through interaction.
broad to adequately
solve the problem.
participants
bring different
points
of view to bear on the
problem.

Glossary

commercial

roundwood products

than the

except fuelwood.

into

an area.
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INTERMEDIATE
HARVEST

Any removal of trees from a stand between the time of its formaMost commonly applied
intertlon and the regeneration
cut.
cuttings
are release,
thinning,
improvement,
and
nedlate
salvage.

INTERMITTENT
STREAM

A stream which flows only at certain times of the year when it
receives water from springs or from some surface source such as
melting snow.

INTERPRETATIVE SERVICES

Vlsltor

INVENTORY
DATA

on
facts,
evidence,
or observations
Recorded measurements,
Forest resources such as soil, water, timber, wildlife,
range.
and recreation
which was used to determine
geology. minerals,
the capability
and opportunity
of the Forest to be managed for
those resources.

information
services
designed to inform
and educate
Forest visitors
improving their understanding,
appreciation
and
enjoyment of National Forest resources.

See Public
JACKPOT
BURNING

Burning

Issue.

areas of fuel

concentrations

to reduce fire

hazard.

"KEY REACHES" A representative
stream segment that can be expected to be senOF WATERSHED sitive
to water resource
changes and which adequately reflects
SYSTEM
the effects
of management of the stream channel, the water, and
their beneficial
uses.
KEY SUMMER
RANGE

An area that is potentially
ing the summer use period.

KEY WINTER
RANGE

The portion of the yearlong range where big game find
or cover during severe winter weather.

capable of supporting

LAND EXCHANGE The conveyance of non-Federal
States In exchange for National
in land.

big game durfood and/

Land or interests
to the United
Forest System land or interests

LANDLINE
LOCATION

identification,
The legal
property boundaries.

LANDTYPE

An inventory
map unit with relatzvely
uniform potential
for a
Properties
of soils,
landform,
defined
set of land uses.
natural vegetation
and bedrock are commonly components of landtype delxreation
used to evaluate potentials
and limitations
for
land use.

LANDTYPE
GROUP

A logical
planning.

LEASABLE
MINERALS

See Mmerals,

Glossary

grouping

accurate

of

landtypes

location,

that

and description

facilitate

of

resource

Leasable.
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LEVEL I FIRE
ANALYSIS

General fire management analysis to provide historical
information that assists
the interdisciplinary
team in the analysis of
the management situation
and formulation
of alternatives
for the
Forest Plan.

LEVEL II FIRE
ANALYSIS

An analytxal
process which guides the implementation
management activities
of the Forest Plan.

LINEAR
PROGRAMMING

A mathematical
method used to determine the optimal distribution
of limited
resources between competing demands when both the objective
(e.g.,
profit
or cost) and the restrictions
on its
attainment
are expressible
as a system of linear
equalities
or
inequalities
(e.g., y=a+bx).

LIMITED
SURFACEUSE
STIPULATION

which, If attached to a mineral lease,
A mineral lease clause,
prohibits
surface
disturbing
activities
on the lease pending
submission of a surface use and operations plan which is satisfactory to the BLM and the surface management agency for protecmay,
tion of special existing
or planned uses. This stipulation
when site-specific
operations
are proposed and analyzed,
be
modified if other less stringent
mitigation
is determlned to be
sufficient
to protect
the other resources.
See Benefit,

of fire

Induced.

EFFECT OR
IMPACT
INTENSIVE
TIMBER
MANAGEMENT

The practice
of forestry
so as to obtain a high level of volume
and quality
of outturn per unit of area, through the application
of the best techniques of silviculture
and management.

LOCAL
DEPENDENT
INDUSTRIES

Local industries
activity.

relying

LOCAL ROAD

See Forest

Road.

LOCATABLE
MINERALS

See Minerals

LOESS

A uniform
wind.

LONG-TERM
SUSTAINED
YIELD
CAPACITY
(LTSY)

The highest uniform wood yield from lands being managed for tinber production
that may be sustained under a specified
management intensity
consistent
with multiple use objectives.

LTSY

See Long-term

M

Thousand

MM

Mlllion

Glossary

Local

on National

Forest

outputs

for economic

locatable.
and unstratifxd

Sustained

fine

sand or

silt

transported

Yreld.
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by

Thousand Animal Unit Months.
MBF

Thousand Board feet.

MMBF

Million

Board feet.

MMCF

Million

Cubic feet.

MN+40

Symbol for landtype group;
40-60 percent slopes.

MANAGEMENT
ACTION

Any activity
Forest.

undertaken

moderatelyas

part

of

to non-sensitive

soils

the administration

of

on
the

An aggregation
of capability
areas which have commc~nmanagement
Consxxts of a
direction
and may be noncontiguous in the Forest.
grouping of capabilrty
areas selected
through evaluation
procedures and used to locate decxions
and resolve
xssues and
concerns.
MANAGEMENT
CONCERN

An issue, problem, or a condition which constrains
the range of
management practices
identified
by the Forest Servxe
II-I the
planning process.

MANAGEMENT
DIRECTION

A statement
of multiple-use
and other
management prescriptions,
associated
guldellnes
for attalnlng
them.

MANAGEMENT
EFFECTS

biological,
Physxal,
ment practxes.

MANAGEMENT
EMPHASIS

A management practice or combrnatlon of management practxes
designed to stress productlon
of a partxular
type of output or
m1x of outputs.

MANAGEMENT
INTENSITY

A management practice or comblnatlon of management practices
and
associated
costs deslgned to obtain different
levels
of goods
and services.

OPPORTUNITY

social

goals and objectives,
and
standards

and economx

responses

A statement of general actlons, measures, or treatments
dress a publx Issue or management concern.

the
and

to manage-

that

ad-

MANAGEMENT
PRACTICE

A specxfic
actlvlty,
measure, course of action,
or treatment.
Proposed management practices
are those scheduled in the first
Probable management pracdecade of Forest Plan implementation.
txes
are those scheduled in the second decade of Forest Plan
implementation.

MANAGEMENT
PRESCRIPTION

Management practices
and intensity
selected and scheduled for
applxatlon
on a specific
area to attain multiple
use and other
goals and obJectlves.

Glossary
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See Standard

and Guideline.

STANDARDSAND
GUIDELINES
MARKETVALUE

The unit price of an output normally exchanged in a market after
expressed in terms of what
at least one stage of production,
people are willing
to pay as evidenced by market transactions.

MATURETIMBER

Individual
trees or stands of trees that in general are at their
maximum rate in terms of the physiological
processes expressed
as height, diameter, and volume growth.

MAXIMUM
MODIFICATION

See Visual

MAXIMUM
RESOURCE
POTENTIAL

The maximum possible
its inherent physical

MEAN ANNUAL
INCREMENT

The total volume
given age, divided

MINERAL ENTRY

The filing
of a mining claim on Federal land to obtain the right
Also the filing
to mine any locatable minerals it may contain.
for a mill site on Federal land for the purpose of processing
off-site
locatable minerals.

MINERAL
WITHDRAWAL

A formal designation
by the Secretary of Interior
which precludes entry or disposal of mineral commodities under the mining
and/or mineral leasing laws.

MINERAL
EXPLORATION

The search for valuable

MINERAL
PRODUCTION

The extraction

MINERAL
RESOURCE
POTENTIAL

that sugThe characteristic
attributed
to a geologic terrain
gests the possible presence of mineral resources - metalic, nonmetallic,
or energy.

MINERALS,
COMMON
VARIETY

Deposits
of sand, stone,
gravel, etc. of widespread occurrence
These deposits are
and not having distinct
or special value.
used generally
for construction
and decorative
purposes and are
disposed of under the Materials Act of 1947.

MINERALS,
LEASABLE

Those minerals which are disposed of under authority
of the
Minerals include coal, oil, gas,
various mineral leasing acts.
phosphate,
sodium, potassium, oil shale, sulfur
(in Louisiana
and New Mexico), and geothermal steam.

MINERALS,
LOCATABLE

Those minerals which are disposed of under the general mining
laws.
Included are minerals such as gold, silver,
lead, zinc
and copper which are not classed as leasable or salable.

Glossary

Quality

Objective.
output of a given resource limited
and biological
characteristics.

increase in a tree or stand of trees
by that age.

of mineral

only by

up to a

minerals.
deposits.
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Standards for resource protection,
vegetative
manipulation,
silMINIMUM
even-aged management, riparian
viculturist
practices,
areas,
MANAGEMENT
to be met in accomplishing
and water and diversity,
REQUIREMENTS soil
National Forest System goals and objectives
(see 36 CFR 219.27).
MINIMUM
RESOURCE
STANDARDS

Specific conditions
of individual
resources
which must be maintained in order to meet minimum management requirements
(36 CFR
219.27) and/or other legal requirements.

MINIMUM
VIABLE

See Viable

MINING

CLAIMS

Population.

A geographic
area of the public
lands held under the general
mining laws in which the right of exclusive possession is vested
In the locator
of a valuable
mineral deposit.
Includes
lode
claims, placer claims, mill sites and tunnel sites.

MITIGATE

To lessen the severity.

MITIGATION

Avoiding or minimizing impacts by limiting
the degree or magmtude of the action and its implementation;
rectifying
the impact
by repairing,
rehabilitating,
or restoring
the affected
environthe impact by preservation
ment; reducing or eliminating
and
maintenance operations
during the life of the action.

MODIFICATION
WQO)

See Visual

MONITORING
AND
EVALUATION

The periodic evaluation
on a sample basis of Forest Plan management practices
to determine how well objectives
have been met
and how closely management standards have been applied.

MONTANA
WILDERNESS
STUDYACT
AREAS

Those areas that are required to be studied
suitability
under the Montana Wilderness
(Public Law 95-150).

MOUNTAINPINE
BEETLE

A species of bark beetle that spends the major portion of their
life cycle in a tree's
cambium layer.
Through a combination of
the insect feeding on the cambium layer and the introduction
of
fungi which stop the resin flow, the tree is girdled
and killed.

MULTIPLE USE

The management of all the various renewable surface resources of
the National Forest System so that they are utilized
in the combination
that will best meet the needs of the American people;
making the most judicious
use of the land for some or all of
these resources or related
services over areas large enough to
provide sufficient
latitude
for periodic
adjustments
in use to
conform to changing needs and conditions;
that some lands will
be used for less than all of the resources;
and harmonious *and
coordinated
management of the various resources,
each with the
other, without Impairment of the productivity
of the land, with
consideration
being given to the relative
values of the various
resources, and not necessarily
the combination of uses that will
give the greatest dollar return or the greatest unit output.

Glossary

Quality

Objective

(VQO).

for their wilderness
Study Act of 1977
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MWSA

Montana Wilderness

MWSAAREAS

See Montana Wilderness

NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICY ACT
(NE=)

An act which encourages productive
and enjoyable harmony between
to prevent or elimiman and his environment:
promotes efforts
nate prevent or eliminate
damage to the environment
and biosphere and stimulate
the health and welfare of man; enriches the
understanding
of the ecological
systems and natural
resources
a Council
on
Nation;
and establishes
important
to
the
Environmental
Quality.

NATIONAL
FOREST
LANDSCAPE
MANAGMENT
SYSTEM

aspects of multiple use
The planning and design of the visual
land management in such ways that the visual effects maintaln or
upgrade man's psychological
welfare.

NATIONAL
FOREST
MANAGEMENT
ACT (NFMA)

A law passed in 1976 as amendments to the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act that requires the preparation of Regional and Forest plans and the preparation
of regulations to guide that development.

NATIONAL
FOREST
SYSTEM

All National
Forest lands reserved
or withdrawn from the public
domain of the United States, all National Forest lands acquired
exchange,
donation,
or other
means, the
through purchase,
national
grasslands
and land utilization
projects
administered
under Title
III.

NATIONAL
RECREATION
TRAILS

Trails designated by the Secretary of the Interior
or the Secretary of Agriculture
as part
of the National
system of trails
National recreaauthorized
by the National Trails System Act.
tion trails
provide a variety of outdoor recreation
uses.

NATIONAL
REGISTER OF
HISTORIC
PLACES

A listing
maintained by
have been designated as
Register includes places
as those of value to the

NATIONAL WILD
AND SCENIC
RIVER
SYSTEM

Rivers with outstanding
scenic, recreational,
geologic,
fish and
cultural,
or other similar
values designated
wildlife,
historic,
by Congress under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act for preservation of their free-flowing
condition.

NATIONAL
WILDERNESS
PRESERVATION
SYSTEM

All
lands covered by the Wilderness Act and subsequent wilderirrespective
of the department or agency havness designations,
ing jurisdiction.

NDY

See Nondeclining

Flow.

NONDECLINING
YIELD

See Nondeclining

Flow.

Glossary

Study Act.
Study Act Areas.

the National Park Service of areas which
significance.
The
being of historical
of local and State significance
as well
Nation as a whole.
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See National

Environmental

See National

Forest

Polxy

Act.

Management Act.

NET PUBLIC
BENEFITS

An expression used to signify
the overall long-term value to the
Natlon of all outputs and positive
effects
(benefits)
less all
associated znputs and negative effects
(costs) whether they can
Net public
benefits
are
be quantitatively
valued or not.
measured by both quantitative
and qualitative
criteria
rather
The maximization
of net publx
than a single measure or index.
benefits
to be derived from management of units of the National
Forest System is consistent
with the principles
of multiple
use
and sustalned yield.

NO ACTION
ALTERNATIVE

The management directlon,
activities,
outputs, and effects most
likely
to exist in the future If the current plan would continue
unchanged.

NON-INTERCHANGEABLE
COMPONENTS

Non-lnterchsngeable
Components (NICS) are defined increments of
contribution
to the allowable
the suitable land base and their
sale quantity
(ASQ) that are establzshed to meet Forest plan obNICS are identlfled
as parcels of land and the type
Jectives.
of timber thereon which are differentiated
for the purpose of
The total ASQ IS derived from the
Forest plan Implementation.
sum of the timber volumes from all NICS. The NICS cannot be
Some
substituted
for each other in the timber sale program.
conditions
whxh may characterize
a partxular
NIC are: (1)
speczes marketabrllty;
(2) dead or live timber;
(3) timber size
class; and (4) operability.

NONCHARGEABLE All volume that is not Included in the growth and yield proJecVOLUME
tions for the selected
management prescriptions
used to arrive
at the allowable
sale quantity.
It also includes
all volume
removed from nonsuitable
lands.
NONCOMMODITY See Output,
OUTPUTS

Nonmarket.

NONCONSUMPTIVEThose uses of resources that do not reduce the supply.
Nonconsumptrve uses of water include hydroelectrx
power generation,
USE
boating, swimmIng, etc.
NONDECLINING
FLOW

The principle
that the quantity
of timber
planned for
sale or
harvest for any future decade must be equal to or greater than
the planned sale and harvest for the preceding decade, and this
planned sale and harvest for any decade is not greater
than the
long-term sustained yield capacity.

NONENERGY
RESOURCES

See Minerals,

Locatable.

NONEXTRACTIVE Use whxh does not remove a resource
USE

from its

natural

setting.
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I

NONGAME

Species of
resource.

animals

NONMARKET
OUTPUT

See Output,

Nonmarket.

NONMAPXET
VALUE

The unit
price of a nonmarket ouput not normally exchanged in a
market at any stage before consumption,
and thus the input must
be from other economxc information.

NONPOINT
SOURCE
POLLUTION

Sources from whxh the pollutants
discharged are: (1) induced by
natural
processes,
including
precipitation,
seepage, percolation, and runoff;
(2) not traceable
to any discrete or identrfiable facility
and (3) better controlled
through the utilization
including
process and planning
of Best Management Practices,
pollution
techniques.
This
includes
natural
sources not
directly
or indirectly
caused by man.

NONPRICED
BENEFIT

See Output,

NONSTOCKED

A stand of trees or aggregation
of stands that have a stocking
level below the minimum specified
for meeting the prescribed
management objectives.

NO-SURFACE
OCCUPANCY
STIPULATION

A mineral lease
clause which,
rf attached to a mineral lease,
the lessee from constructing
roads,
prohibits
well pads or
otherwise occupying the land surface unless, upon site-specific
review,
it
is determined
by the authorized
officer
that the
requirements
of the stipulation
can be modified if other less
stringent
mitigation
is determined to be sufficient
to protect
the other resources.

OBJECTIVE

A concise time-specific
statement of measurable planned results
that respond to preestablished
goals.
An objective
forms the
basis for further
planning.
to define the precise steps to be
taken and the resources
to be used in achieving
identified
goals.

OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION

A term used in linear programming describing
the criteria
to be
functions
are:
maxmlze
optimized.
Examples of objective
present net value, minimize cost or maximize timber.

OFF-ROAD
VEHICLE

Any vehicle capable of being operated off an established road or
four-wheel
drives, and snowmobiles.
trail,
e.g., motorbikes,

OLD GROWTH

A forest stand with 15 trees per acre greater than 20 inches dbh
(6 inches in lodgepole pine) and canopy closure that is 75 perThe stand is uneven-age or multicent of site
potential.
There should be 1.5 snags per acre greater than 6
storied.
inches dbh; 0.5 snags per acre greater than 20 inches dbh; and
greater
than 6 inches
25 tons per acre of down material
Heart rot and broken tops are common and mosses and
diameter.
lichens are present.

Glossary

l

which

are not

managed as a sport

hunting

Nonmarket.
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OLD GROWTH
TIMBER

See Overmature Timber and Old Growth.

OPPORTUNITY
COST

An opportunity
cost calculated
the alternative
increment.

OPTIMUM

The greatest level of production
that is consistent
with other
resource requirements
as constrained
by environmental,
social
and economxally
sound conditions.

OUTPUT

A good, service, or on-site use that is produced from forest and
Definitions
of Forest and rangeland output
rangeland resources.
codes and units
measure are contained
in the
definitions,
Examples are:
Management Information
Handbook (FSH 1309.11).
X06-Softwood Sawtimber Production
- MBF; X80-Increased
Water
Yield.- Acre Feet; WOl-Primitive
Recreation Use - RVD's.

OUTPUT,
CONTROLLED

The amount of an output which management has the legal
tlcal ability
to control with management activities.

OUTPUT,
DIRECT

An output that fulfills
specified
gram, or project being evaluated.

OUTPUT,
INDUCED

A good, service, or on-site use which is incidental
to the obAn example is the timber
jectives
of the resource activity.
harvest activity
which produces a primary output of board feet
of timber and an induced output of acres of improved wildlife
habitat because of the harvest activity.

OUTPUT,
MARKET

A good, service,
price.

OUTPUT, NONCONTROLLED

The amount of an output
ment activity.

OUTPUT,
NONMARUET

A good. service,
market.

OUTPUT,
PRIMARY

A good, service, or on-site use that results from the completion
project
or program that meets the specific
of an activity,
Examples are board feet of timber,
objectives
of the resource.
recreation
visitor
days, etc.

OVER-THECOUNTERSALE

The selling of Forest products
usually
by the general public,
corral poles, ornamental shrubs,

OVERMATURE
TIMBER

Individual
trees or stands of trees that
III general are past
their
maximum rate in terms of the physiological
processes
expressed as height, diameter and volume growth.

Glossary

cost is value foregone.
In this analysis it is a
as the difference
between present net value of
and the present net value of the maximum PNV

or on-site

objectives

use that

which will

or on-site

of the policy,

can be

purchased

occur regardless

use not

and prac-

normally

pro-

at

a

of manage-

exchanged

in a

as requested
without bidding,
for products such as fuelwood,
etc.
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OVERSTORY

That uppermost canopy of the forest
level of vegetation.

OVERTRRUST
BELT

extending from Alaska to Mexico,
A complex geologic feature,
which resulted
from compressional stresses within the earth, and
This zone
which is characterized
by abundant thrust
faults.
passes through and includes all of western Montana.

PARTIAL
RETENTION
(VQO)

See Visual

PARTICULATES

Small particles
pollutants.

PATENTED
MINING
CLAIMS

When
A patent
is a document which conveys title
to land.
patented,
a mining claim becomes private property and is land
over which the United States has no property
rights,
except as
After
a mining claim is
may be reserved
in the patent.
patented,
the owner does not have to comply with requirements of
the General Mining Law or implementing regulations.

PERENNIAL
STREAMS

Streams that

PAYMENTIN
LIEU
OF TAXES

Payments to local
or State governments based on ownership of
Federal land and not directly
dependent on production
of outputs
Specifically,
or receipt
sharing.
they include payments made
under the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act of 1976 by the U.S.
Department of the Interior.

PERMITTED
GRAZING

Use of a National
grazing permit.

PERSONYEAR
(WORKYEAR)

A person year
A person year
equals 2,087 hours of work time.
may be one person working yearlong or several persons filling
seasonal posltions.

PLAN OF
OPERATIONS

A written
plan describing
mining and mineral processing activities that will
likely
cause a significant
surface disturbance.
The plan is prepared by those engaged in activities,
such as
in the National
Forest.
prospecting,
exploration
or mining,
This plan must be approved by a Forest Officer.

PLANNING AREA

The area of the Natxonal
guide or forest plan.

PLANNING
CRITERIA

and guidelines
by which the planning
tests, rules,
Standards,
process is conducted and upon which judgments and decisions are
based.

Glossary

.

Quality

Objective

suspended

is more than one

(VQO).

in

flow continuously

Forest

when there

the air

and generally

throughout

range allotment

Forest

considered

most years.

under

System covered

the terms of a

by a regional
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PLANNING
HORIZON

The overall time period consxdered in the planning process that
spans all actlvlties
covered m the analysis
or plan and all
future conditions
and effects
of proposed actions
whxh would
In the Natlonal
Forest
influence
the planning
decisions.
planning process, this is 150 years.

PLANNING
PERIOD

within the planning horizon that
One decade. The time interval
is used to show incremental
changes in yields,
costs, effects,
and benefits.

PLANNING
RECORDS

that contain
detailed
information
Documents and files
Available
clsions made in developing the Forest Plan.
Forest Supervxor's
Offxe.

PNv

See Present Net Value.

POLETIMBER
TREES

Live trees of commercial species
meter at breast height but smaller
good form and vigor.

POLICY

A guiding prlnclple
set of decisions.

POTENTIALLY
(TENTATIVELY)
SUITABLE LAND

Forest land (as defined In CFR 219.3) for which technology is
wlthout lrreverslble
available
that ensures timber production
resource damage to soils, productivity,
or watershed conditions:
for whxh there 1s reasonable assurance that such lands can be
and which is available
for
timber
restocked
(CFR 219.14);
management.

PRACTICE

See Management Practxe.

upon whxh

and deat the

at least five inches xn dlathan sawtimber sxze, and of

is based a specific

decxlon

or

PRECOMMERCIAL The selective
felling,
deadening, or removal of trees in a
THINNING
young stand primarily
to accelerate
diameter increment on the
stocking
or stand density
remaining stems, maintain a speclfx
and zmprove the vigor
and qualrty
of the trees that
raze,
remain.
destroys,
on other

or devours
animals.

- usually

an animal

that

PREDATOR

One that preys,
lives by preying

PREPARATORY
CUT

Removal of trees near the end of a rotation
so as to permanently
open the canopy and enlarge the crowns of seed bearers.
with a
view to improving conditions
for seed production
and natural
generation,
as typxally
in shelterwood systems.

PRESCRIBED
BURNING

The intentional
applxation
of fire to wIldland
fuels m either
their
natural or modified state under such conditions
as allow
the fire to be confined to a predetermined
area and at the same
time to produce the xntensity
of heat and rate of spread requlred to further
certain
planned ObJeCtlVeS
(i.e.,
sllviculture, wildlife
management, etc.).
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PRESCRIBED
FIRE

A fire burning under specified
conditions which will accomplish
planned objectives
in strict
compliance with an approved plan
and the conditions
under which the burning takes place and the
expected results
are specific,
predictable,
and measurable.

PRESCRIPTION

See Management Prescription.

PRESENTNET
VALUE
PW

of all
value (benefits)
The difference
between the discounted
outputs to which monetary value or established market prices are
assigned and the total discounted costs of managing the planning
area.

PRESENTNET
WORTH

The discounted

PRESERVATION
(‘JQO)

See Visual

value

Quality

of price
Objectives

times quantity

less cost.

(VQO).

required
in advance of fire
occurrence to ensure
PRESUPPRESSIONActivities
Includes
(1) recruiting
and
effective
suppression
action.
training
fire
forces;
(2) planning
and organizing
attack
methods: (3) procuring
and maintaining
fire equipment; and (4)
maintaining
structural
improvements necessary
for the fire
program.
PREVENTIONOF
SIGNIFICANT
DETERIORATION
OF AIR
QUALITY (PSD)

A classification
established
to preserve, protect,
and enhance
the air quality
in National Wilderness Preservation
System areas
in existence prior
to August 1977 and other areas of National
significance,
while ensuring economic growth can occur in a manner consistent
with the preservation
of existing
clean a=r
resources.
Specific
emission limitations
and other measures, by
class,
are detailed
in the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1875 et
15s.).

PRICED BENEFIT See Output,

Market.

PRICED
OUTPUTS

Resource outputs

PRIMITIVE
RECREATION
SETTING

A classification
of the recreation
opportunity
spectrum that
that characterizes
an essentially
unmodified natural environment
of a size or remoteness that provide significant
opportunity
for
isolation
from the signs and sounds of man and a feeling
of
vastness of scale.
Visitors
have opportunity
to be part of the
encounter a high degree of challenge and
natural
environment,
use a maximum of outdoor skills
but have minimum opportunity
for
social interaction.

PRIMITIVE
ROADS

Roads that came Into existence with little
regard for grade or
or were abandoned facilities
from some prior
drainage control,
use. They are sometimes created merely by repeated driving over
Such roads are rarely,
if ever, malntained and then
an area.
These roads are single lane. usually with native
only by users.
surfacing,
and sometimes passable with four-wheel drive vehicles
in wet weather.
only, especially

that

have market or assigned dollar

values.
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PRODUCTION

Extracting
and transporting
the recovered mineral resources from
Facilities
to mill,
refinery
or market.
mme or field
Additional
constructed
in the development phase are utilized.
surface disturbance
will usually be limited
to waste disposal
facilities,
for example, tailing
dams and ponds.

PRODUCTION
POTENTIAL

The capability
of the land or water to produce
features
(forage, cover, aquatics).

PRODUCTIVITY

See Site Productivity.

The process by
PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
and funded.
AND BUDGETING

which activities

for

the

life-sustainmg

Forest

are

proposed

PROPOSED
ACTION

In terms of the National
or action that
activity,
or undertake
and which
analysis.

Environmental Policy Act, the project,
a Federal agency intends to implement
is the subject
of an environmental

PROSPECTING

The searching of an area which is thought to contain mineral
Investigative
such
as
resources.
techniques
geologic
reconnaissance
or mapping, geochemical sampling,
photogeology,
and geophysical prospecting
are used. Economic resources cannot
a
be zdentifled
but information
is gained whzch indicates
Surface
greater
or less probability
of their
being present.
disturbance
is usually non-existent
or negligible.

PRUNING

The removal of live

PUBLIC ACCESS

Usually refers to a road or trail
route over which
agency claims a right-of-way
available
for public use.

PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT

A Forest
Service process designed to broaden the information
base upon which agency decisions are made by (1) Informing
the
public about Forest Service activities,
plans,
and decisions,
and (2) Encouraging public understanding
about and participation
in the planning processes which lead to final decision making.

PUBLIC ISSUE

A subject or question of widespread public
management of the National Forest System.

PUDDLING

properties
due to
Soil puddling
is a physical change in soil
shearing forces that destroy soil structure
and reduce porosity.
Detrimental
puddling is observed as vehicle
tracks when
sol1 is molded and when depth of rutting
has reached 6 inches or
more in depth.

PURCHASER
CREDITS

Credits timber purchasers
receive applied
toward the sale of
timber m exchange for building
the roads needed for access.

or dead branches

from standing

interest

trees.
a public

relating
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RANGE
ALLOTMENT

area of land available
for
livestock
grazing upon
A designated
which a specified
number and kind of livestock
may be grazed
It is the basic land
under a range allotment
management plan.
unit
used to facilitate
management of the range resource
on
National
Forest System and associated
lands administered
by the
Forest Service.

RANGE,
TRANSITORY

See Transitory

RANGELAND

plant
climax vegetation
(potential
natural
Land on which the
community) is predominantly
grasses,
grasslike
plants,
forbs,
or
It includes
natural
shrubs suitable
for grazing
and browsing.
grasslands,
savannas,
many wetlands,
some deserts,
tundra,
and
It
also includes
areas
certain
forb
and shrub communities.
species that are managed like native vegetation.

RANGER
DISTRICT

Administrative
trict
Ranger.

RARE II

See Roadless

REAL DOLLAR
VALUE

A monetary

RECEIPT
SHARES

The portion
of receipts
derived
from Forest
Service resource
management that is distributed
to state and county governments,
such as the Forest Service 25 percent fund payments.

RECEIPTS

Money collected
from
timber
livestock
grazing,
stumpage,
campgrounds,
special
use permits,
and oil and gas lease rentals
and royalties,
and returned
to the federal
treasury.

RECLAMATION

The process
which may take place
after
mineral
exploration,
development,
or production.
The land is made suitable
for other
uses
by
reshaping,
filling,
fertilizing,
seeding,
and/or
irrigating.

RECORD OF
DECISION

A document separate
from but
impact
statement
that
publicly
responsible
official's
decision

RECREATION
CAPACITY

The number of people that can take advantage of a recreation
portunity
at any one time without
substantially
diminishing
quality
of the experience
sought after.

RECREATION
EXPERIENCE
LEVEL

A concept used in recreation
management to delineate
the range
of opportunities
for
satisfying
basic
recreation
needs of
people.
A scale
of
five
experience
levels
ranging
from
"primitive"
to "highly
developed"
is planned for the National
Forest System.

Glossary
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system for

RECREATION
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
(RIM)

The Forest Service
condltlon
and use.

RECRRATION
LIVESTOCK USE

The use of an area by animals,
are used primarily
in conjunction

RECREATION
The combination
of recreation
OPPORTUNITIES iences provided by the Forest.
RECREATION
OPPORTUNITY
GUIDE

recording

recreation

facility

such as horses and mules,
with recreation
activities.
settings,

A catalogue descrxbing the recreation
particular
Ranger District.

activities,
activities

which

and experavailable

on a

resources that
RECREATION
A system for planning
and managing recreation
recreation
OPPORTUNITY
that
recognizes recreation
activity
opportunities,
and recreation
SPECTRUM(ROS) settings,
experiences
along
a spectrum
or
continuum.
RECREATION
PREFERENCE
TYPE (RPT)

A term used to indicate
the types of recreation
experiences
They are overlapplng
portions
of
sought after by Forest users.
the total
recreation
preferences
spectrum that the public
may
express demands for.
RPT I.
Orientations
toward using natural,
unmodified
environment for the appreciation
and understanding
of natural
phenomena; as a source of intellectual
and/or physical
challenges:
for
seeking solitude;
and for esthetic stimulations.
Orientations
toward using natural
or semiprimitive
RPT II.
environment in searching for and extraction
of indigenous
fish
and/or game species, rocks, minerals,
edible plants,
etc.,
and
surroundings
in which
such
for enjoyment of the physical
extractable
objects are found.
Orientations
toward using semxprimrtive.
lightly
RPT III.
developed areas for relaxing
in natural
surroundings;
as a
source of tranquility
and freedom from tension:
and for esthetic
stimulation.
RPT IV. Orientation
toward using moderately developed areas and
surrounding
environment for intentional
social
interaction
and
group learning experiences.
toward using highly
developed areas for
RPT V. Orientations
social
interactions
with many other people and for pursuits
which allow for the expression of learned physical
abillties.

RECREATION
RESIDENCE

Glossary

A house or cabin on National Forest
land for seasonal recreational use that is not the primary residence of the owner.
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RECREATION
TYPES

- The type of recreation
that occurs where
Developed Recreation
modifications
(improvements)
enhance recreation
opportunities
and accommodate intensive
recreation
activities
in a defined
area.
Dispersed Recreation
- That type of recreation
use related
to
and in conjunction
with roads and trails
that requires
few if
Activities
any improvements and may occur over a wide area.
tend to be day-use oriented
and include
hunting,
fishing,
berrypicking,
off-road
vehicle use, hiking,
horseback riding,
picnickmg,
camping, viewing scenery,
snowmobiling,
and many
others.

RECREATION
VISITOR
DAY (RVD)

One visitor
people for

REDUCED
SERVICE
MANAWMENT

operation and maintenance
of developed recThe administration,
reation sites
to established
standards with the objective
to
meet minimum health and safety needs of the visitor
and keep the
site open to public use.

REFORESTATION The renewal
means.
ii ~EGENFRATION

day equals 12 hours (one person for
1 hour, or any combination thereof).

of forest

cover by seeding,

12 hours,

planting,

or 12

and natural

or artificial
The renewal of a tree crop, whether by natural
means. This term may also refer to the crop itself.

REGIONAL
FORESTER

The official
responsible
the Forest Service.

REGIONAL
GUIDE

A document developed to meet the requirements of the Forest and
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, as amended,
that
guides
all
natural
resource management activities
and
established
management standards and guidelines
for National
Forest System lands of a given Region to the Forests within a
given
Region.
It
also disaggregates
the RPA
objectives
assigned to the Region to the Forests within that Region.

REGULATED

The commercial
forest
land that
is organized
for
timber
production
under the principle
of sustained yield.
The harvest
of timber from this land is regulated to achieve multiple
long
range objectives,
such as maintaining
setting
for recreational
activities,
rotating
forage
production
areas and wildlife
increasing
water production
yield,
and increasing
the
habitat,
growth and utilization
of timber for the Nation's supply.

REGULATIONS

Refers to the Code of Federal Regulations
for implementing
National Forest Management Act, 36 CFR, Part 219.

Glossary
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RENEWABLE
RESOURCES

to use indefinitely,
when the use
Resources that are possible
However,
rate does not exceed the ability
to renew the supply.
in the PPA program, the term is used to describe those matters
within
the scope of responsibilities
and authorities
of the
Forest Service as required by the Forest and Rangeland Renewable
the renewable
Consequently,
Resources Planning Act of 1974.
timber, range, minerals.
wildlife
and fish,
resources include:
and wilderness.
water, recreation,

RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
ASSESSMENT

An appraisal of the Nation's renewable resources that recognizes
their vital
importance and the necessity for long-term planning
The Assessment meets the
and associated
program development.
requirements of Section 3 of the Forest and Rangeland Renewable
Resources Planning Act and includes
analysis
of present
and
of the renewable reanticipated
uses, demands, and supplies
sources; a description
of Forest Service programs and responsiand a discussion
of policy considerations,
laws, and
bilities;
regulations.

RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
PROGRAM

of the National
The program for management and administration
Forest
Service System, for Research, for Cooperative State
and
Private Forest Service programs, and for conduct of other Forest
Service activities
in accordance with Section 4 of the Forest
and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act.

RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

A mathematical
model using linear
programing which will assign
prescriptions
to land areas and schedule implementation
of those

MODEL

prescriptions
simultaneously.
The end purpose of the model is
to find a schedule and prescription
assignment that meets the
goals of the Forest and optimizes
some objective
function
such
as "maximize PNV".

RESOURCE
ELEMENT

A collection
of activities
from the various operating programs
required
to accomplish the Forest Service mission and which
There are seven
fulfill
statutory
or Executive requirements.
resource elements:
Recreation,
Wilderness,
Wildlife
and Fxh,
Range, Timber, Water, and Minerals.

RESEARCH
NATURALAREA

An area in as near a natural condition
as possible,
which exemplifies
typical
or unique vegetation
and associated
biotic,
and acquatic features.
The area is set aside to
soil, geologic.
preserve
a representative
sample of an ecological
community
primarily
for scientific
and educational
purposes;
commercial
and general public use is not allowed.

RETENTION
WQO)

See Visual

Quality

Objectives

(VQO).

Undiscounted value of dollar receipts to the Federal Government,
including
timber stumpage receipts,
grazing fees, and recreation
fees.

Glossary
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RIGRT-OF-WAY

Land authorized
to be used or occupied for the construction,
and termination
of a project
facility
operation,
maintenance,
passing over, upon, under, or through such land.

RIM

See Recreation

RIP

Vegetative
in riparian

RIPARIAN

Areas with distinctive
resource values and characteristics
are comprised of an aquatic ecosystem and adjacent upland
that have direct
relationships
with the aquatic system.
includes
floodplains,
wetlands,
and all areas within
a
zontal distance of approximately
100 feet from the normal
water line
of a stream channel, or from the shoreline
stsnding body of water.

RIPARIAN
ECOSYSTEM

A transition
between the aquatic ecosystem and the adjacent upland terrestrial
ecosystem.
It is identified
by soil characteristics
and by distinctive
vegetative
communities that require
free or unbounded water.

RNA

See Research Natural

ROAD CREDITS

Credits earned by timber purchasers and which are applied toward
the sale price
of timber in exchange for building
the roads
needed for access.

ROAD
MAINTENANCE
LEVELS

Road maintenance

Information

working
areas.

Management.

group symbol for the habitat

types that

occur
that
areas
This
horihigh
of a

Areas.

levels

are as follows:

Level 1: Basic custodial
care as required to protect
the road
investment and to see that damage to adjacent land and resources
is held to a minimum. The road is not normally open to traffic.
Level 2: Same basic maintenance as Level 1 plus logging out,
brushing
out,
and restoring
the road prism as necessary to
provide
passage.
Route markers and regulation
signs are in
place and useable.
Road is open for limited passage of traffic,
which is usually
administrative
use, permitted
use, and/or
specialized
traffic.
Level 3: Road is maintained for safe and moderately convenient
Road is open for public
travel
suitable
for passenger cars.
travel,
but has low traffic
volumes except during short periods
of time (e.g. hunting season].
more consideration
Level 4:
At this level,
Road is usually surfaced
comfort of the user.
is paved and is open for public travel.

is given to the
with aggregate or

considerations
for
Level 5: Safety and comfort are important
these roads which are open to public
traffic
and generally
receive fairly
heavy use (100 Average Daily Traffic
or more).
Roads have an aggregate surface or are paved.
Glossary
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ROAD
MANAGEMENT

The combination of both traffic
and maintenance management opprocess
of
Traffac
management is the continuous
erations.
uses to accomplish
controlling
and regulating
analyzing,
Maintenance
management is the
National
Forest
objectives.
perpetuation
of the transportation
facility
to serve intended
management obJectives.

ROADED
NATURAL
RECREATION
SETTING

opportunity
spectrum where
A classification
on the recreation
timber
harvest
or other
surface use practices
are evident.
Motorized
vehicles are permitted on all or parts of the road
system.

ROADLSSSAREA

A National Forest area which (1) is larger than 5000 acres or,
than 5000 acres,
contiguous
to
a designated
lf
smaller
wilderness or primitive
area; (2) contains no roads and (3) has
been inventoried
by the Forest Service for possible inclusion
in
the wilderness preservation
system.

ROADLESSAREA
REVIEWAND
EVALUATION
(RARE) II

instituted
in June 1977, to identify
A comprehensive process,
roadless
and undeveloped
land areas an the National
Forest
System and to develop alternatives
for both wilderness
and other
resource management.

ROS

See Recreation

ROTATION

The planned number of years between the formation or generation
of trees and their harvest at a specified
stage of maturity.

Opportunity

Spectrum.

The volume of logs or other round products required to produce
products.
lumber, plywood, woodpulp, paper, or other similar
RPA

See Forest
1974

RPA PROGRAM

The recommended national
direction
for
long-range management of
renewable resources on National Forest System lands.

RURAL
RECREATION
SETTING

A classification
on the recreation
opportunity
spectrum that is
modified natural
characterized
by substantially
environment.
Resource modification
and utilization
practices
are to enhance
specific
recreation
activities
and to maintain vegetative
cover
and soil.
Sights and sounds of humans are readily
evident,
and
the Interaction
between users is often moderate to high.

RVD

See Recreation

~40~60

Symbol
slopes
slopes.

ss+60

Symbol for lsndtype
percent.
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of timber planned for sale by time period from an
SALE SCHEDULE The quantity
The first
area of suitable
land covered by a forest
plan.
period, usually a decade, of selected sale schedule provides the
Future periods are shown to establish
allowable
sale quantity.
that long-term sustained yield will be achieved and maintained.
SALVAGE
HARVEST

The cutting
of trees that are dead, dying, or deteriorating
because
they are overmature or materially
damaged by
(e.g..
agencies) before
fire,
wind, msects,
funm, or other injurious
they lose their commercial value as sawtimber.

SANITATION
HARVEST

trees, essentially
The removal of dead, damaged, or susceptible
to prevent
the spread of pests or pathogens and so promote
forest hygiene.

SAWTIMBER

Trees containing
at least one 8-foot
piece with a 5.6 inch
diameter inside bark at the small end and meeting the Reglonal
Softwood trees must be
specification
for freedom from defect.
at least 8 inches in diameter at breast height for all species
except lodgepole pine which will be 7 inches at breast height.

SCENIC
EASEMENT

A legal interest
in the land of another which allows the easement holder specified uses or rights without actual ownership of
the land; in this case, control of the use of land adjacent to
It may provide something
public highways, parks, and rivers.
attractive
to look at within the easement area, an open area to
look through to see something attractive
beyond the easement
itself,
or a screen to block out an unsightly
view beyond the
easement area.

SCOPING
PROCESS

An early and open process for determining
the scope of issues to
be addressed and for identifying
the significant
issues related
Identifying
the significant
environto the proposed action.
mental issues deserving of study and deemphasizing insignificant
issues, narrowing
the scope of the environmental
impact statement accordingly.
(Ref. CEQ regulations,
40 CFR 1501.7).

SEDIMENT

Solid material,
both mineral and organic,
that is in suspension,
being transported,
or has been moved from its site of origin by
air, water, gravity,
or ice.

SEED TREE
CUTTING

The removal in one cut of most of the mature trees from an area,
leaving only a small number of desirable
trees to provide seed
for regeneration.

SEEDLING/
SAPLING

A size category
for forest stands in which trees
inches in diameter are the predominant vegetation.

Glossary
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Seismic exploration
is used to map underground
geological
features to obtain information
on the earth's
subsurface and to
locate areas where accumulations of oil and gas might occur.
Seismic waves, generated at or near the surface, penetrate
the
earth's
crust and reflect
from subsurface rock layers back to
the surface.
The geophysicist
receives
a printed
record or
seismograph from which is measured the depth to various strata
and from which subsurface structures
with a potential
for oil
can be determined
such as faults,
and gas accumulation
anticlines,
and folds.
- Where access limitations,
topography,
or other
Portable
portable
operations
can be
restraints
prevent use of trucks,
Two portable techniques exist for collecting
data.
performed.
These are:
(1) Surface charge programs involve the detonation
of a series
of as much as 50 to 100 pounds of explosives at shot points
located
at intervals
along the seismic
line.
Surface
charges can be placed directly
on the ground, on snow, or on
a variety
of stakes or platforms.
All necessary equipment
to conduct the operation
is transported
by helicopters
and
then conveyed by foot travel.
(2) Various kinds of portable
drills
can be backpacked or delivered
by helicopter
to the area.
A shallow subsurface
portable
program would involve
drilling
a pattern
of
approximately
16 holes about & inches in diameter up to 50
feet deep per mile of line.
At this depth, a 10 to 40 pound
charge of explosive
is placed and detonated.
Recording
cables and geophones are laid out by foot travel.
With both of these portable techniques, shock waves generated by
detonation
are received and transmitted
via geophones and cable
to a recording
device.
Portable methods are generally
used on
the Forest.
Conventional
- The conventional
method of collecting
seismic
data includes
the use of truck-mounted
drills
and vehiclesupported crews and generally
involves
off-road
travel.
This
technique involves
drilling
5 to 18 5-inch diameter holes per
mile to a depth of 180 to 200 feet. At this depth, a 10 to 100
pound explosive charge is placed and detonated.
Shock waves are
received and transmitted
via geophones and cable to a truckmounted recording
device.
Due to terrain
restrictions,
this
method has limited application
on the Forest.

Glossary
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Vibroseis
- The vibroseis
technique involves using truck-mounted
hydraulic
pads which generate energy waves through vibration
The vibrator
method typically
consists
rather than explosives.
of four large trucks each equipped with a vibrator
(a steel slab
weighing about three tons) mounted between the front and back
wheels.
The vibrator
pads (about 4 feet square) are lowered to
the ground and wbrators
on all
trucks
are triggered
elecEnergy waves are received
tronically
from the recorder truck.
and transmitted
via cable and geophones to a recorder truck.
After
the information
is recorded,
the trucks move forward a
The vibrosels
short
distance
and the process is repeated.
operation is usually limited
to roads and gentle terrain.
SELECTION
CUTTING

The annual or periodic removal of trees as part of an uneven-age
silvicultural
system.
Cutting can involve
individual
trees or
small groups of trees to meet a predetermined
goal of size and
species composition m the remaining stand.

SEMIPRIMITIVE
RECREATION
SETTING

A classifxatlon
on the recreation
opportunity
spectrum that
characterizes
a predominately
natural or natural
appearing environment of a moderate to large size.
Concentration
of users is
low, but there is often evidence of other area users.
The area
is managed in such a way that minimum onsite
controls
and
restrictions
may be present, but are subtle.

SENSITIVE
SPECIES

Those plant
or anxmal species which are susceptible
able to actzvlty
impacts or habitat
alterations.

SEQUENTIAL
BOUNDS

A set of constraints
used in linear program models to establish
the relationship
of the quantity
of an output to preceding and
succeeding quantities
of that output (e.g. the forage production
in one time period cannot increase or decrease over ten percent
from the forage production of the previous tzme period).

SERAL

A biotic
community which is developmental;
an ecologic SuccessLon.

SEVERELY
BURNED
SOILS

Soils are severely burned when the top layer of mineral soil has
been significantly
changed in color, usually
to red, and the
next one-half
inch blackened from organic
matter charring
by
heat through the top layer.

SHELTERWOOD
CUTiTNG

The removal of a stand of trees through a series of cuttings deslgned to establish
a new crop with seed and protection
provided
by a portion of the stand.

SIDE CAST

Road construction
downhill side.

SILVICULTURAL
EXAMINATION

the detailed
in-place field
The process used to gather
needed to determine management opportunities
and dlrection
the timber resource within a small subdivision
of a forest
such as a stand.
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SILVICULTURAL
SYSTEMS

A management process whereby forests are tended, harvested,
and
Systems
resulting
in a forest of distinctive
form.
replaced,
are classified
according
to the method of carrying
out the
crop
and provide
for
remove the mature
that
fellings
and according
to the type of forest
thereby
regeneration
produced.

SITE
PREPARATION

A general term for a variety of activities
slash,
and other
debris
vegetation,
reforestation
effort.

SITE
PRODUCTIVITY

Production

SLASH

The residue
left
on
silvicultural
operations
of storm, fire, girdling,

the ground after
felling
and/or accumulating
there
or poisoning of trees.

SLOUGH
WIDENING

AdditIonal
hill side.

to allow

SMALL GAME

Birds

SNAG

A standing dead tree usually
inches in diameter at breast

SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION

The structure
of a society described
in terms of institutions,
community cohesion, and community stability.

SOCIAL
VARIABLE

A variable that measures the social impact of Forest Service
include
alternatives.
Examples
population
management
statis+x.cs,
types of institutions,
and personal
opinion
as
reflected
In attitudes
or as demonstrated by behavior.

SOIL
PRODUCTIVITY

The capacity of a soil to produce a specific
crop such as fiber
and forage, under defined levels of management. It is generally
dependent on available
soil moisture and nutrients
and length of
growing season.

SPECIAL-USE
PERMIT

A permit
dividual,
National

STAGNATION

A condition
where plant
arrested
through,
e.g..
disease.

STAND

A community of trees or other vegetative
growth occupying
a
specific
area and sufficiently
uniform in composition
(species),
conditions
as
to
be
arrangement,
and
spatial
age.
lands, so
distinguishable
from the other growth on adJoining
formlng a silvicultural
or management entity.

capability

of specific

road widening

that remove competing
that
may inhibit
the

areas of land.

and small mammals normally

for

loss of soil

and other
as a result
on the down-

hunted or trapped.

greater
height.

than 5 feet

in height

issued under established
laws and regulations
or company for occupancy
organization,
Forest land for some special purpose.
growth is
competition,

or

and 6

to an inuse of

markedly reduced or even
state
of the soil,
or
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STANDARDAND
GUIDELINE

An indication

STIPULATIONS

Requirements
that are part of the terms of a mineral lease.
Other
Some stipulations
are standard on all Federal leases.
stipulations
may be applied to the lease at the discretion
of
valuable
surface
the surface
management agency to protect
resources and uses.

STOCKING

A measure of timber stand density as it relates to the optium or
desired density to achieve a given management objective.

STREAMORDER

A measure
tributaries.
streams.)
First-order
tributaries.

or outline

of

of policy

or conduct.

the position
of a stream in the
(Stream as referenced
here refers

streams

are unbranched

streams,

hierarchy
of
to perenniel

that is they have no

Second-order
streams are formed by the confluence of two or more
They are consldered
second-order
until
first-order
streams.
they join another second-order
or larger stream.
Third-order
streams are formed by the confluence of two or more
second-order
streams.
They are considered
third-order
until
they join another third-order
or larger stream.
SUBDIVISIONS

Areas of
homesites
spaces.

SUCCESSIONAL
STAGE

A phase in the gradual
by another.

SUITABILITY

The appropriateness
of applying
certain
resource management
practices
to a particular
area of land, as determined by an
analysis of the economic and environmental
consequences and the
A unit of land may be suitable for a
alternative
uses foregone.
variety
of individual
or combined management practices.

SUITABILITY
ANALYSIS

Forest lands to be managed for
Process of identifying
National
Stage I identifies
the biologically
capable,
timber production.
and technically
suitable
lands.
administratively
available,
Stage II consists
of an economic analysis of costs and benefits
of timber management on the lands identified
in Stage 1. Stage
III
provides
the final
assignment of suitable
lands based on
Forest objectives
and economic efficiency.

Glossary
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SUITARLE
FORESTLAND

Forest land (as defined in CFR 219.3)
for which technology is
available
that will ensure timber production
without
irreversproductivity,
or watershed
ible
resource
damage to soils,
for which there is reasonable assurance that such
conditions:
lands can be adequately restocked (as provided in CFR 219.14);
and for which there is management direction
that indicates
that
timber production is an appropriate
use of that area.

SUITABLE
TIMBERLAND

See Suitable

SUPPLY

The amount of an output that producers are willing
to provide
a specific price, time period, and conditions
of sale.

SUPPORT
ELEMENT

A collection
of maJo= Forest Service activities
which complement
There are five
support
elements:
the resource
elements.
Facilities
and Rural Community and
Protection,
Lands, Soils,
Human Resources.

SUPPRESSION
(FIRE
SUPPRESSION)

Any act taken to slow, stop, or extinguish
a fire.
suppression activities
include fireline
construction,
and application
of water or chemical fire retardants.

SYSTEMROADS

See Forest

TARGET

A quantifiable

TEMPORARY
ROAD

Those roads needed only for
the purchaser or permittee's
use.
The Forest Service and the purchaser or permittee
must agree to
the location
and clearing widths.
Temporary roads are used for
a single,
short-term
use, e.g. to haul timber from landings to
Forest development roads, access to build water developments,
etc.

TENTATIVELY
SUITABLE
TIMBERLAND

See Potentially

Forest

Land.
at

Examples of
backfiring

System Road.
output

assigned

Suitable

to the Forest.

Land.

THERMALCOVER Cover used by animals to ameliorate
chilling
effects
of weather;
for elk, a stand of coniferous
trees 40 feet or taller
with an
average crown closure of 70 percent or more.
THINNING

An intermediate
cutting
of remaining trees.

THREATENED&
ENDANGERED
SPECIES

to become an enAny species, plant
or animal, which is likely
dangered species within the foreseeable
future throughout all or
Threatened speczes are
a significant
portion
of its'
range.
identified
by the Secretary of the Interior
in accordance with
the 1973 Endangered Species Act.

Glossary

made to maintain

acceptable

growth rates
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THREE-STEP
SHELTERWOOD

An even-aged silvicultural
system in which the old crop (the
shelterwood)
is removed in three successive cuttings in order to
provide a source of seed and/or protection
for regeneration.

TIERING

Refers to the elimination
of repetitive
discussions
of the same
issue by incorporating
by reference the general discussion in an
environmental
impact statement of broader scope. For example, a
project
environmental
assessment could be tiered to the Forest
Plan ETS.

TIMBER

A general term
forest area.

TIMBER BASE

The lands
production.

TIMBER
PRODUCTION

The purposeful
growing, tending, harvesting,
and regeneration
of
regulated
crops of trees to be cut into logs, bolts,
or other
round sections
for industrial
or consumer use. For purposes of
this subpart,
the term "timber
production"
does not include
production
of fuelwood.

TIMBER STAND
IMPROVEMENT
USI)

All noncommercial intermediate
composition,
condition,
improve
stand.

TRAILHEAD

The parking,
signing,
terminus of a trail.

TRANSITORY
RANGE

Land that is suitable
for grazing use for a period of time.
For
example, on particular
disturbed lands, grass may cover the area
for a period of time before being replaced by trees or shrubs
not suitable
for forage.

TREE OPENING

An opening in the Forest cover created by the application
of
even-aged silvicultural
practices.
The Northern RegLons.1 Guide
established
sze limitations
and guidelines
to determine when
cut areas are no longer considered openings.

TRESPASS

The act of going

TWO-STEP
SHELTERWOOD

An even-aged silvicultural
system in which the old crop (shelterwood)
is removed in two successive
cuttings
in order to
provide a source of seed and/or protection
for regeneration.

UNDERBURNING Burning
UNDERSTORY

Glossary

fuels

within

for

the major
the

Forest

woody growth
that

under a forest

suitable

for

in

a

timber

cuttings
and other treatments to
and volume growth of a timber

and other

on another's

are

of vegetation

facilities

land or property

available

at

the

unlawfully.

canopy.

The trees and other woody species which grow under a more or
less continuous cover of branches and foliage formed collectively by the upper portion
of adjacent
trees and other woody
growth.
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UNEVEN-AGED
MANAGEMENT

of a combination
of actions
needed to simultanThe application
eously maintain
continuous
high-forest
cover, recurring
regenerand
orderly
growth
of
desirable
species,
and the
ation
development
of trees through a range of diameter or age classes
Cutting
is
to provide
a sustained
yield
of forest
products.
the number or proportion
of
usually
regulated
by specifying
trees of particular
sizes to retain
within
each area, thereby
Cutting
maintaining
a planned
distribution
of size
classes.
methods
that
develop
and maintain
uneven-aged
stands
are
single-tree
selection
and group selection.
Individual
Tree Selection
Cutting
- The removal
of selected
trees from specified
size and age classes over the entire
stand
area in order
to meet a predetermined
goal of size or age
distribution
and species composition
in the remaining
stand.
Group Selection
Cutting
to meet a predetermined
the remaining
stand.

- The removal of small
goal of size distribution

groups of trees
and species in

UNREGULATED
HARVEST

This harvest
is not charged against
the allowable
sale quantity.
It includes
occasional
volumes removed that were not recognized
in calculations
of the allowable
sale quantity,
such as cull or
dead material
and noncommercial
species and products.
It also
includes
all
volume removed from unsuitable
areas.
Harvests
from unsuitable
areas will
be programmed as needed to meet
than timber
production
and for
multiple
use objectives
other
improvement of administrative
sites.

UNSUITABLE
TIMBERLAND

Lands not
selected
for timber production
in Step II and III of
the suitablility
analysis
during the development of the Forest
Plan due to (1) the multiple-use
objectives
for the alternative
preclude
timber production,
(2) other management objectives
for
the alternative
limit
timber production
activities
to the point
where management requirements
set forth
in 36 CFR 219.27 cannot
be met and (3) the lands
are not cost-efficient
over the
planning
horizon
in meeting
forest
objectives
that
include
timber production.
Land not appropriate
for timber production
shall be designated
as unsuitable
in the Forest Plan.

UTILITY
CORRIDOR

See Corridor

UTILIZATION
STANDARDS

Standards
guiding
the use and removal
measured in terms of diameter
at breast
of the tree inside
the bark (top d.i.b.)
"soundness"
of the wood.

VALUE, MARKET

The unit price of an output normally
exchanged in a market after
expressed
in terms of what
at least
one stage of production,
people are willing
to pay as evidenced by market transactions.

Glossary

of timber.
They are
height
(d.b.h.)
and top
and the percentages
of
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VALUE,
NONMARKET

of an output not normally
exchanged in a market
The unit price
after
at least
one stage before consumption,
and thus must be
imputed from other economic information.

VEGETATION
TREATMENT

Any activities

VIABLE
POPULATION

A population
which has adequate numbers and dispersion
of reproductive
individuals
to ensure the continued
existence
of the
species population
in the planning
area.

VISITOR
INFORMATION
SERVICE (VIS)
SITE

A site which
provides
interpretative
located
statistical)
historical,
or special
interest
overlook
sites,

VISUAL
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

Forest Service system for
the landscape and analyzing
management actions.

VISUAL
QUALITY
OBJECTIVE

A desired level
of scenic
quality
and diversity
of natural
based on physical
and sociological
characteristics
of
features
Refers to the degree of acceptable
alterations
of the
an area.
characteristic
landscape.

(VQO)

undertaken

the existing

to modify

condition

of

the vegetation.

Preservation:
to the visitor.

In

general,

Human activities
Retention:
Forest visitor.
Partial
remain

Retention:
subordinate

information,
(directional,
at Forest historical
sites,
areas.

identifying
potential

visual
visual

human activities
are

Human activities
to the characteristic

not

characteristics
of
effects
of resource

are
evident

not
to

detectable
the

may be evident,
landscape.

casual
but

must

Human activity
may dominate
the characteristic
Modification:
utilize
naturally
landscape
but
must,
at
the
same time,
established
form, line,
color,
and texture.
It should appear as
a natural
occurrence
when viewed in middle-ground
or background.
Maximum Modification:
Human activity
may dominate
teristic
landscape,
but should appear as a natural
when viewed as background.
Enhancement:
A short-term
management alternative
with the express purpose of increasing
positive
where little
variety
now exists.

the characoccurrence

which
visual

is done
variety

VISUAL
RESOURCE

composite
of basic
terrain,
geologic
features,
water
The
and land use effects
that typify
vegetative
patterns,
features,
a land unit
and influence
the visual
appeal the unit may have
for visitors.

VQO

See Visual

Glossary

Quality

Objective.
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WALLOW

A depression,
pool of water, or wet area produced
elk or moose during the breeding season.

WATER YIELD

The measured output

WATER YIELD
INCREASE

Additional
water released
Forest management activities.

WEEDING

Generally
a cultural
operation
eliminating
or
suppressing
undisturbed
vegetation,
mainly herbaceous,
during
the seedling
thus reducing
competition
with
the
stage of a forest
crop,
seedling
stand.

WET AREAS

often
occurring
at the heads of drainages,
such as wet
Sites,
They are often
referred
to as
sedge meadows, bogs, or seeps.
"moist
sites"
and are very important
components of elk summer
range.
Sites near water are important
because the forage they
produce is highly nutritious
and heavily
utilized
by elk.

WETLANDS

Those areas that are inundated by surface or ground water with a
frequency
sufficient,
under normal circumstances,
to support
a
prevalence
of vegetative
or aquatic
life
that requires
saturated
or seasonally
saturated
soil
conditions
for growth and reproduction.
Wetlands
include
marshes,
bogs,
sloughs,
potholes,
river
overflows,
mud flats,
wet meadows, seeps, and springs.

WILDERNESS

Federal
land retaining
its
primeval
character
and influence
without
permanent improvements
or human habitation
as defined
under the 1964 Wilderness
Act.
It is protected
and managed so
as to preserve its natural
conditions
which (1) generally
appear
to have been affected
primarily
by forces
of nature
with the
imprint
of man's activity
substantially
unnoticeable;
(2) has
outstanding
opportunities
for solitude
or a primitive
and confined type of recreation;
(3) has at least 5,000 acres or is of
sufficient
size to make practical
its preservation,
enjoyment,
and use in an unimpaired
condition,
and (4) may contain
features
or historical
value as well
of scientific,
educational,
scenic,
as ecologic
and geologic
interest.

WILDERNESS
ATTRIBUTE

One of
four attributes
required
or mentioned in the Wilderness
Act, i.e.
apparent
naturalness,
outstanding
natural
integrity,
and primitive
recreation.
opportunity
for solitude,
Supplemental attributes
are outstanding
ecological,
geological,
scenic,
and historical
features.

WILDERNESS
STUDY

An analysis
to determine an area's appropriateness,
cost, and
benefits
for addition
to the National
Wilderness
Preservation
System.

WINDOWS

through
constrained
areas
Usually
short,
narrow
passageways
which are the most feasible
potential
locations
for utility
mountain
Examples
include
passes,
corridor
facilities.
restricted
passages between exclusions
and or avoidance areas.

Glossary

of the Forest's

or utilized

by

as a result

of

streams.

to the Forest

streams
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WINTER RANGE

See Big Game Winter

WITHDRAWAL

An order removing
tain uses.

WORKYEAR
EQUIVALENTS

May be accomplished
by one person
This
is 2,087 working hours.
working yearlong
or several people filling
seasonal positions.

YARDING

The operation
point.

ZONE OF
INFLUENCE

which the present and proA delineated
geographic
area within
and
exert an important
influence
on residents
posed actions
visitors.

Glossary

Range.
specific

of hauling

land

timber

areas

from

from availability

for

cer-

the stump to a collecting
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